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Analog electronic TE/LE drivers
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves with one or two spool position transducers


Table G200-22/E


G200
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1 VALVES RANGE


Valves model


Directional Cartridge Flow Directional Cartridge


DHZO
DKZOR DPZO DLHZO


DLKZOR LIQZO QVHZO
QVKZOR DPZO LIQZO LIQZO


Data sheet F165 F172 F180 F320 F412 F175 F330 F340


Driver model TE LE


TE/LE


Analog integral drivers � supply and con-


trol, in closed loop, the position of the spool


or poppet of direct and pilot operated pro-


portional valves according to the electronic


reference input signal.


TE execution operates direct and pilot opera-


ted directional/flow control valves with one


integral spool position transducer �.


LE execution operates directional pilot ope-


rated valves with two integral spool position


transducer � and �.


Features:


• Integral-to-valve analog electronic, factory


preset for best performances


• Potentiometer adjustment � of bias and


scale


• Standard 7 pin main connector � for


power supply, analog input reference and


monitor signals


• /Z option 12 pin main connector for addi-


tional enable and fault signals


• IP67 protection degree


• CE mark according to EMC directive


DPZO-LE


Connector � not included, to be ordered separately


BiasScale EnableFault


�


�


�
�


�


State Signals


2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 21 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signal   Input impedance: voltage Ri > 50 kW ( range  ±10 VDC )
current Ri = 316 W ( range  4 ÷ 20 mA )


Monitor output
Output range : voltage ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA


current 4 ÷ 20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance


Enable input Input impedance: Ri > 10 kW;  range: 0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC (not accepted)


Fault output
Output range : 0 ÷ 24 VDC ( ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state  < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA;


external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads)


Alarms Cable break with current reference signal and valve spool trasducer cable break


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP67 protection degree


Operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 445 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; spool position control by P.I.D. with rapid solenoid switching


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2004/108/CE (Immunity: EN 50082-2; Emission: EN 50081-2)


Calibrations Remove the rear cover to access bias and scale regulations


Recommended wiring cable (see 7) LiYCY shielded cables


Note: a minimum time of 20 ms to 120 ms have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply and when the valve is ready to
operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


TE/LE execution included in this table is available only for running supplies or spare parts
For new applications it is suggested new TEB and LEB executions, see table GS208
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PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Gnd - power supply


C
AGND Ground - signal zero for MONITOR signal Gnd - analog signal


ENABLE
Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver (for /Q option)
with /Q option ENABLE signal replaces AGND on pin C; MONITOR signal is reffered to pin B


Input - on/off signal


D INPUT+ Reference analog differential input: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For single solenoid valves the reference input is 0 ÷ +10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For double solenoid valves the reference input is ±10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)


Input - analog signal
E INPUT -


F
MONITOR Monitor analog output: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option) Output - analog signal


FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (for /F option)
with /F option FAULT signal replaces MONITOR on pin F Output - on/off signal


G EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC for solenoid power stage and driver logic Input - power supply


2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC for solenoid power stage and driver logic Gnd - power supply


3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver Input - on/off signal


4 INPUT+ Reference analog differential input: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For single solenoid valves the reference input is 0 ÷ +10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For double solenoid valves the reference input is ±10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)


Input - analog signal
5 INPUT -


6 MONITOR Monitor analog output: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option) Output - analog signal


7 AGND Ground - signal zero for MONITOR signal Gnd - analog signal


8 R_ENABLE Repeat Enable - output repetition of Enable input Output - on/off signal


9 NC Do not connect Output - on/off signal


10 NC Do not connect Output - on/off signal


11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC) Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL
MAIN STAGE (for E-RI-TE)
PILOT STAGE (for E-RI-LE)


LED


3 CONNECTIONS, SETTINGS AND LED


COIL CONNECTION
(only for double solenoid valves)


Note: Connectors front view


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


3.1 Main connector - 7 pin - standard, /Q and /F options A1


3.2 Main connector - 12 pin - /Z option A2


PE


MONITOR


DEAD BAND


/ I


DC/DC
CONVERTER


SETTINGS AND LED
(remove the rear cover, see section )5


LED


COIL CONNECTION
(only for double solenoid valves)


TE


LE


SCALE


TE LE
FAULT


ALARM


/ F


/ Q


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL MAIN STAGE
(only for piloted valve)


CURRENT
TO COIL S2
(for E-RI-TE-*-05H)


TE


LE


LE TE


DEAD BAND


R_ENABLE


FAULT


N.C.


N.C.


MONITOR


OPTION / Z


CURRENT
TO COIL S2
(for E-RI-TE-*-05H)


SETTINGS AND LED
(remove the rear cover, see section )5


B2


B1


S2


S1


B2


B1


S2


S1


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL
MAIN STAGE (for E-RI-TE)
PILOT STAGE (for E-RI-LE)


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL MAIN STAGE
(only for piloted valve)


CURRENT
TO COIL S1


CURRENT
TO COIL S1


DC/DC
CONVERTER


ENABLE
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4 OPTIONS


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:


Power supply -  24VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; a 2,5 A safety fuse is required in series to the driver power supply.
Apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analog differential input with ±10 VDC nominal range  (pin D,E), proportional to desired valve spool position


Monitor output signal -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s spool position with ±10 VDC nominal range


Atos drivers are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tech table F003.
The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


Following options are available to adapt standard execution to special application requirements:


4.1 Option /F
It provides a Fault output signal in place of the Monitor output signal, to indicate fault conditions of the driver (cable interruption of spool transducers or
reference signal - for /I option): Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.


4.2 Option /I
It provides the 4÷20 mA current reference and monitor signals  instead of the standard ±10 VDC.


It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or whenever the reference signal can be affected by electri-
cal noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage.


4.3 Option /Q
It provides the possibility to enable or disable the valve functioning without cutting the power supply (the valve functioning is disabled but the driver cur-
rent output stage is still active). To enable the driver, supply a 24 VDC on the enable input signal.


4.4 Option /Z
This option includes /F and /Q features, plus the Monitor output signal.
When the driver is disabled (0 Vdc on enable signal) fault output is forced to 0 VDC.


4.5 Possible combined options: /FI and /IZ
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100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


Reference [%]


B1 bias adjust
S1 scale adjust


Threshold = 2%
(200mV or 0,32mA for /I option)


B1 S1
B1


S2


B1
S1


S2


S1


B2


Single or double solenoid directional control
valve, three position with zero overlapping


Spool position [%]


Double solenoid directional control valve,
three position with positive overlapping


Single solenoid directional control valve,
two positions with positive overlapping


5 SETTINGS AND LED


Note: remove the 4 screws � of driver’s
rear cover to access user settings and
diagnostic led


Warning: before to close the rear cover
check correct positioning of the seal �


B2


B1


S2


S1


LED


2


1


B2
B1
S2
S1


B1 positive bias adjust
S1 positive scale adjust
B2 negative bias adjust
S2 negative scale adjust


Threshold = 2%
(±200mV or ±0,16mA for /I option)


B1 bias adjust (offset)
S1 positive scale adjust
S2 negative scale adjust


Spool position [%] Spool position [%]


Reference [%] Reference [%]


LED


Diagnostic led shows the presence of driver’s
fault conditions (e.g. spool transducers cable
breakage or reference signal cable breakage
for /I option):


- Normal working = LED turned off


- Fault presence  = LED turned on


REAR COVER
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ZH-7P


ZM-7P


ZM-12P


6 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


144 mm for 7 pin standard 
151 mm for 12 pin /Z option


only for valve type:
DPZO-TE, DPZO-LE, LIQZO-TE


Main connector - 7 pin (Metallic)


Main connector - 12 pin (Metallic)


A1


A2


Main connector - 7 pin (Plastic)A3


8 MODEL CODE FOR SPARE PARTS


01H= for single solenoid proportional valves
05H= for double solenoid proportional valves (only for -TE)


01H * * /-TEE-RI


Integral electronic driver


TE = for proportional valves with
one position transducer


LE = for proportional valves with
two position transducers


Series number


Options, see section :


- = standard voltage reference input (±10 VDC)
I = current reference input and monitor (4 ÷ 20 mA)
F = fault signal
Q = enable signal
Z = with enable, fault and monitor (12 pin connector)


4


Set code (1)


/ *-


Integral drivers are available as spare parts only for Atos authorized service centers.


only for valve type:
LIQZO-LE


Main connector - 12 pin (Plastic)A4


ZH-12P


7 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-7P ZH-7P


Type 7pin female straight circular 7pin female straight circular
Standard According to MIL-C-5015 According to MIL-C-5015
Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass
Cable gland PG11 PG11


Cable LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


Connection type to solder to solder
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


A1 A3


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular
Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651
Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass
Cable gland PG13,5 PG16


Cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Connection type to crimp to crimp
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


A2 A4


7.1 Main connectors - 7 pin


7.2 Main connectors - 12 pin


A4


A3


A2


A1


TE/LE


(1) set code identifies the corrispondance between the integral driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as spare part








E-SW-BASIC E-SW-BASIC


Digital electronic AEB/AES drivers
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves without transducer


GS115


AEB, AES
Digital drivers � supply and control the cur-
rent to the solenoid of Atos proportional val-
ves without transducer, according to the
electronic reference input signal. The sole-
noid � proportionally transforms the current
into a force, acting on the valve spool or
poppet, against a reacting spring, thus provi-
ding the valve’s hydraulic regulation.
AEB basic execution is equipped with USB
port for programming.
AES full execution is equipped with fieldbus
communication in addition to USB port for
programming.
Atos PC software allows to customize the dri-
ver configuration to the specific application
requirements.


Electrical Features:


• Functional factory preset parameters for
best performances


• 7 pin main connector � for power supply,
analog input reference and monitor signals


• 5 pin USB connector � always present


• 5 pin CANopen or PROFIBUS DP commu-
nication connector � - only for AES


• 4 pin EtherCAT communication connectors
� and � (input - output) - only for AES


• /Q option 7 pin main connector for enable signal


• /Z option 12 pin main connector for additio-
nal double power supply, enable and fault
signals


• /W option 5 pin connector for external pres-
sure transducer


• Electrical protection against reverse polarity
of power supply


• Operating temperature -40° ÷ +60°


• IP66 / IP67 protection degree


• Rugged construction


• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:


• Intuitive graphic interface


• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:
bias, scale, ramps, dither, PID gains


• Linearization function for hydraulic regulation


• /W option max power limitation function
(see 6.7)


• Complete diagnostics of driver status


• Internal oscilloscope function


• In field firmware update through USB port


Fieldbus Features - only for AES:


• Valve direct communication with machine
control unit for digital reference, diagnostics
and settings


• Fieldbus execution allow to operate the val-
ves via fieldbus or via analog signals availa-
ble on the main connector


www.atos.com Table GS115-2/E


�


�


�


RZMO-AEB- NP Not Present


DHZO-AES- 
BC    CANopen
BP PROFIBUS DP


Scale Bias Linearization Ramps


Real Time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


Hydraulic
Power
Limitation
(option /W) E-SW


programming software


�


�


�


1 VALVES RANGE


Valves model


Pressure Directional Cartridge Flow


RZMO RZGO AGMZO AGRCZO DHZO
DKZOR DPZO


LICZO
LIMZO
LIRZO


QVHZO
QVKZOR


Data sheet FS007
FS065


FS015
FS070


FS035 FS050 FS160 FS170 FS300 FS410


Driver model AEB / AES


DHZO-AES- EH    EtherCAT


�


�


�


�


�


USB port


Connector � and cable � not included, to be ordered separately







2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply
(see 4.1, 4.4)


Nominal                          : +24 VDC


Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input (see 4.2) Voltage:  maximum range ±10 VDC      Input impedance:  Ri > 50 kW
Current:  maximum range ±20 mA Input impedance:  Ri = 500 W


Monitor output (see 4.3) Voltage:  maximum range ± 5 VDC       @max 5 mA


Enable  input (see 4.5) Range :  0 ÷ 9 VDC (OFF state), 15 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 9 ÷ 15 VDC (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 87kW


Fault output (see 4.6) Output range :  0 ÷ 24 VDC  (ON state  @ VL+ [logic power supply] ; OFF state  @ 0 V) @ max 50 mA


Pressure transducer (only /W option)
Power supply:   +24VDC   @ max 100 mA
Pressure input: voltage, maximum range ±10 VDC Input impedance,  Ri > 50 W
                         current, maximum range ±20 mA      Input impedance,  Ri = 500 W


Alarms
Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, over/under temperature,
current control monitoring, power supplies level, pressure transducer failure (/W option)


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP66 / IP67 protection degree with mating connectors


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 480 g (approx. 610 g for -EH execution)


Additional characteristics
Short circuit protection of solenoid current supply; current control by P.I.D. with rapid solenoid switching;
protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-6-2; Emission: EN 61000-6-3)


Communication interface USB
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen - only for AES
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP - only for AES
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT - only for AES
IEC61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet
100 Base TX


Recommended wiring cable (see 8) LiYCY shielded cables


Note:   a minimum booting time of 500 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve has been ready
to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


3 CONNECTIONS


A2


A D


D


B


A2


A1


D


B


A2


A1


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


USB
(female)


Note: driver connectors front view


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


3.1    AEB


AEB-NP


COIL CONNECTION
(only for 05H version)


PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER


/W option
(female)


MAIN
CONNECTORS


PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
(only for /W option)


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


A2


A


D


D


B


A2


A1


D


B


A2


A1


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


USB
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


CANopen
(male)


Note: driver connectors front view


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


3.2    AES  -  CANopen BC and PROFIBUS BP


AES-BC  /  AES-BP


COIL CONNECTION
(only for 05H version)


PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER


/W option
(female)


MAIN
CONNECTORS


CANopen
CONNECTOR


PROFIBUS DP
CONNECTOR


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
(only for /W option)
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3.4    Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard and /Q options           - see 8.1


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES
1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply
2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply
3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   (see 4.5) Input - on/off signal


4 INPUT+ Reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for INPUT+ Input - analog signal


6 MONITOR Monitor output signal: ±5 VDC maximum range, referred to VL0   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 NC Do not connect


8
Do not connect


2nd monitor output signal: ±5 VDC maximum range, referred to VL0   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication (see 4.4) Input - power supply
10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication (see 4.4) Gnd - power supply
11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0 (see 4.6) Output - on/off signal
PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


3.5    Main connector signals - 12 pin - /Z and /W options           - see 8.2


/Z /W


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES
A V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply
B V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply


C
Analog ground
Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   (see 4.5)


Gnd - analog signal
Input - on/off signal


D INPUT+ Reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


E INPUT- Negative reference input signal for INPUT+ Input - analog signal


F MONITOR referred to:
AGND            V0


Monitor output signal: ±5 VDC maximum range   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


G EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


Standard /Q


AGND
ENABLE


                 BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 NC do not connect
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


                  EH fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 4 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX- Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


3.6    Communication connectors             - - see 8.3


                  BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended    (2) only for AES execution


C3 C4


                 USB connector - M12 - 5 pin   always present


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V_USB Power supply
2 ID Identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +


A2


A


B


A2


A1


B


C3


C4


C3


C4
A2


A1


D


D


D


C3 C4


USB
(female)


EtherCAT
(female - INPUT)


EtherCAT
(female - OUTPUT)


Note: driver connectors front view


3.3    AES  -  EtherCAT


AES-EH


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


COIL CONNECTION
(only for 05H version)


PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER


/W option
(female)


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
(only for /W option)


INPUT EtherCAT
CONNECTOR


OUTPUT EtherCAT
CONNECTOR


NC


MONITOR2


3.7    Pressure transducer connector - M12 - 5 pin - only for /W option - see 8.4


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NOTES Voltage Current
1 VF +24V Power supply +24VDC Output - power supply Connect Connect


2 TR Signal transducer
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range - see 4.7


Input - analog signal
Software selectable Connect Connect


3 AGND Common gnd for transducer power and signals Common gnd Connect /
4 NC Not Connect / /
5 NC Not Connect / /







4 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


Atos proportional valves are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals
included in the E-SW programming software.
The electrical signals of the driver (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


4.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)
        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a


4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
        In case of double power supply see 4.4.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse.


4.2    Reference input signal (INPUT+)
        The driver controls in closed loop the current to the valve proportionally to the external reference input signal.
        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ±20 mA.
        Drivers with fieldbus interface (BC, BP, EH) can be software set to receive reference signal directly from the machine control unit (fieldbus reference).


Analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


4.3    Monitor output signals (MONITOR and MONITOR2) - only for /Z and /W options
        The driver generates an analog output signal (MONITOR) proportional to the actual coil current of the valve; the monitor output signal can be softwa-


re set to show other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference).
        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, default settings is ±5 VDC (1V = 1A).
        Output signal can be reconfigured via software, within a maximum range of ±5 VDC.


        Option /W
        The driver generates a second analog output signal (MONITOR2) proportional to the actual system pressure.
        The output maximum range is ±5 VDC; default setting is 0 ÷ 5 VDC


4.4    Power supply for driver’s logic and communication (VL+ and VL0) - only for /Z and /W options
        The power supply for driver’s logic and communication must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V


capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
        The separate power supply for driver's logic on pin 9 and 10, allow to remove solenoid power supply from pin 1 and 2 maintaining active the diagnostics,


USB and fieldbus communications.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver’s logic and communication power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


4.5    Enable input signal (ENABLE) - only for /Q, /Z and /W options
        To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3 (pin C) referred to pin 2 (pin B): Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the


solenoid, without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain active the communication and the other driver functions
when the valve has to disabled for safety reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


4.6    Fault output signal (FAULT) - only for /Z and /W options
       Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input, etc.).


Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 referred to pin 2).
        Fault status is not affected by the Enable input signal.


4.7    Remote Pressure Transducer Input signal (TR) - only for /W option
        Analog pressure transducers can be directly connected to the driver.
         Analog input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ±20 mA.


Note: transducer feedback can be read as a digital information through fieldbus communication - software selectable.


5 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500 USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-*                         DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-*-N                     DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW
programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits
valve's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)


Remote pressure transducer connection - example


1 VF+ 24V 1 V+ 1 V+


2 TR 4 TR 3 TR


3 AGND 3 V0 4 NC


4 NC 2 NC 2 NC


5 NC 5 NC 5 NC


for /W option


ZH-5PM/1.5 ZBE-08 1


4


2


3


5


to be connected 
to pressure transducer E-ATR


Voltage signal Current signal
1


2


3


4


5


Note: connectors front view


to be connected 
to electronic driver
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6.6 - Variable Dither


Q


Q1


p1 ppressure
feedback


reference signal
for valve regulation


�


6.7 - Hydraulic Power Limitation


Regulation curve � with and 
� without power limitation.
p1 x Q1 = max power limit 


�


Scale B


Scale A


current


reference
Bias B


Bias A


Solenoid S1


Solenoid S2


6.5 - Linearization


t


t


reference


current


6.4 - Ramps


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the
user manual included in the E-SW programming software:


E-MAN-RI-AEB - user manual for AEB basic execution


E-MAN-RI-AES - user manual for AES full execution


6.1    Scale


        Scale function allows to set the maximum current supplied to the solenoid, corresponding to the
max valve regulation, at maximum reference signal value.


        This regulation allows to adapt the maximum current supplied from the driver to the specific nomi-
nal current of the proportional valves to which the driver is coupled; it is also useful to reduce the
maximum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.


        Two different Scale regulations are available for double solenoid valves: ScaleA for positive refe-
rence signal and ScaleB for negative reference signal.


6.2    Bias and Threshold


        Proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corresponding to
their switch-off status.


        This dead band discontinuity in the valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the Bias func-
tion, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external input).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcomes the Threshold value, preset
into the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias current to the specific proportional valve to which the
driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        If fieldbus reference signal is active (see 4.2), threshold should be set to zero.
        Two different Bias regulations are available for double solenoid valves: positive reference signals acti-


vate BiasA and negative reference signals activate BiasB.
         Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias func-


tions.


6.3    Offset


        Proportional valves may be provided with zero overlapping in the hydraulic regulation correspon-
ding to zero reference input signal (valve’s central spool position).


        The Offset function allows to calibrate the Offset current, required to obtain valve’s spool central
position, to the specific hydraulic system setup (e.g. valve applied to cylinder with differential areas).


6.4    Ramps


        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth
time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the current supplied to the solenoid.


        Different ramp mode can be set:
        - single ramp for any reference variation
        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
        - four ramps for positive/negative signal values and increasing/decreasing reference variations


        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid
machine vibration and shocks.


        If the proportional valve is driven by a closed loop controller, the ramps can lead to unstable beha-
viour, for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


6.5    Linearization - E-SW level 2 functionality


        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the control-
led valve’s regulation.


        Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the valve’s regulation in a
defined working condition.


6.6    Variable Dither


        The dither is the frequency modulation of the current supplied to the solenoid. To reduce the hyste-
resis should be selected a lower value of frequency, despite a lower regulation stability, because a
small vibration in the valve regulating parts considerably reduces static friction effects.


        To improve the regulation stability, should be selected a high value of frequency, despite a higher
hysteresis. This solution in some application can lead to vibration and noise. Normally, the right set-
ting is a compromise and depends on system setup.


        AEB and AES drivers allow to realize a variable dither frequency that linearly depends on the deman-
ded current: variable dither frequency allows an higher degree to optimize the valve hysteresis.


6.7    Hydraulic Power Limitation - only for /W option


        Digital AES drivers with /W option electronically perform hydraulic power limitation on:
- direct and pilot operated flow control valves
- direct and pilot operated directional control valves + mechanical pressure compensator
- variable displacement pumps with proportional flow regulator (e.g. PVPC-*-LQZ,  tech table A170)


The driver receives the flow reference signal by the analog external input INPUT+ (see 4.2) and a
pressure transducer, installed in the hydraulic system, has to be connected to the driver’s analog
input TR (see 4.7).


        When the actual requested hydraulic power pxQ (TR x INPUT+) reaches the max power limit
(p1xQ1), internally set by software, the driver automatically reduces the flow regulation of the valve.
The higher is the pressure feedback the lower is the valve’s regulated flow:


              Flow regulation = Min   ( PowerLimit [sw setting] ; Flow Reference [INPUT+])
                                                       Transducer Pressure [TR]


6 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS
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7 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


125 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
134 mm for 12 pin /Z option


7.1    AEB


AEB-NP


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


B


B


A2


A3


A4


A1


A2


A3


A4


A1


D


D


B D


125 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
134 mm for 12 pin /Z option


7.2    AES  -  CANopen BC and PROFIBUS BP


AES-BC
AES-BP


ZM-5PM/BP
PROFIBUS DP


ZM-5PF
CANopen


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


ZH-5PM/1.5
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m


ZH-5PM/1.5
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAPS
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAPS
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening torque: 0,6 Nm
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8 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


8.1    Main connectors - 7 pin


B


B


A2


A3


A4


A1


A2


A3


A4


A1 C3


C4


C3


C4


D


D


B D


128 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
137 mm for 12 pin /Z option


7.3    AES  -  EtherCAT EH


AES-EH


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT - INPUT


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT - OUTPUT


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-7P ZH-7P


Type 7pin female straight circular 7pin female straight circular


Standard According to MIL-C-5015 According to MIL-C-5015


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG11 PG11


Recommended cable LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


Conductor size up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires


Connection type to solder to solder


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


A3


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular


Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG13,5 PG16


Recommended cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Conductor size 0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2  - available for 12 wires 0,14 mm2 to 0,5 mm2 - available for 9 wires
0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2 - available for 3 wires


Connection type to crimp to crimp


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


A4


8.2    Main connectors - 12 pin


ZH-5PM/1.5
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAPS
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening torque: 0,6 Nm
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9 MODEL CODE FOR SPARE PARTS


Integral drivers are available as spare parts only for Atos authorized service centers.


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid proportional valves


Integral electronic driver (1)


AE = for proportional valves
without transducer


Set code (3)


Series number


Options:
Q  = enable signal 
Z  = adds double power supply, enable and fault signals
W = power limitation function


-- /E-RI AE S NP 01H * **- /


CONNECTOR TYPE TRANSDUCER


CODE ZH-5PM/1.5


Type 5 pin male straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Plastic


Cable gland Connector moulded on cables 1,5 m lenght


Cable 5 x 0,25 mm2


Connection type molded cable


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67


8.4    Pressure transducer connector - only for /W option


8.3    Fieldbus communication connectors - only for AES execution


CONNECTOR TYPE BC CANopen (1) BP PROFIBUS DP (1) EH EtherCAT (2)


CODE ZM-5PF ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


Type 5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


4 pin male
straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding B – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding D – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Metallic Metallic Metallic


Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 4÷8 mm


Cable CANbus Standard (DR 303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard Ethernet standard CAT-5


Connection type screw terminal screw terminal terminal block


Protection (EN 60529) IP67 IP 67 IP 67


Notes: (1) E-TRM-** terminators can be ordered separately - see tech table GS500 (2) Internally terminated


C3 C4


(1) for Ex-proof execution, please contact Atos technical department
(2) AEB available only in version NP; AES available only in version BC, BP, EH
(3) set code identifies the corrispondence between the integral driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as spare part


B = basic
S = full


Fieldbus interface - USB port always present (2):
NP = Not Present
BC = CANopen
BP = PROFIBUS DP
EH = EtherCAT - not for Ex-proof execution








E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


Digital electronic TES/LES drivers with S option
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves with alternated P/Q control


GS212


www.atos.com Table GS212-4/E


�


Scale Bias Linearization Ramps


Real Time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


USB
port


E-SW
programming software


Transducers � and connectors �, �, � not included, to be ordered separately


1 VALVES RANGE


�


DLHZO-TES- SP -BP     PROFIBUS DP


Valves model
Directional Directional Cartridge


DHZO
DKZOR


DLHZO
DLKZOR DPZO LIQZO


LIQZP


Data sheet FS165, F168 FS180 FS175, FS178 FS340


Driver model TES-S LES-S


�


�


�


�


DLHZO-TES- SL -EW     POWERLINK


�


�


�


� �


SP
PRESSURE


TRANSDUCER


Alternated control configurations


�


DLHZO-TES- SF -EH     EtherCAT


SL
LOAD CELL


SF
TWO PRESSURE
TRANSDUCERS


�


�


�


TES-S, LES-S
S option on digital drivers � adds the closed
loop control of pressure (SP) or force (SF and SL)
to the basic functions of proportional directional
valves flow regulation.
The P/Q alternated control operates according
to the two electronic reference signals by a
dedicated algorithm that automatically selects
which control will be active time by time. The
dynamics of the switching between the two
controls can be regulated thanks to specific
software setting, in order to avoid instability or
vibrations.
Flow regulation is active when the actual
system pressure/force is lower than the relevant
input reference signal - the valve works normal-
ly to regulate the flow by controlling in closed-
loop the spool/poppet position through the inte-
gral LVDT transducer �.
Pressure/force control is activated when the
actual system pressure/force, measured by
remote transducers �, grows up to the relevant
input reference signal - the driver reduces the
valve’s flow regulation in order to keep steady
the system pressure/force.
If the pressure/force tends to decrease under
its input reference signal, the flow control
returns active (see section ).
The dynamic response of pressure/force control
can be adapted to different system’s characte-
ristics, by setting the internal PID parameters
using Atos PC software.
Up to 4 different PIDs are selectable to optimize
the system dynamic response according to dif-
ferent hydraulic working conditions.


Electrical features:
• 12 pin main connector � for power supply,
additional double power supply, enable and
fault signals


• 5 pin USB connector always present
• 3 leds for diagnostic (see 5.1)
• IN/OUT fieldbus communication connectors � for


BC CANopen, BP PROFIBUS DP, EH EtherCAT,
EW POWERLINK, EI EtherNet/IP (see section )


• 5 pin connectors � for single transducers
• Electrical protection against reverse polarity
of power supply


• Operating temperature range -40° ÷ +60°
• IP66 / IP67 protection degree
• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:
• Intuitive graphic interface
• Setting of valve’s functional parameters
• Setting of PID gains
• Complete diagnostics of driver status
• Internal oscilloscope function
• In field firmware update through USB port
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one remote pressure transducer has to be instal-
led on the actuator’s port to be controlled


two remote pressure transducers have to be
installed on the actuator’s ports; the actuator force
is calculated by the pressure feedbacks (Pa - Pb)


one load cell transducer has to be installed
between the actuator and the controlled load







2 ALTERNATED P/Q CONTROLS APPLICATION EXAMPLES
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2.1 -  3 way connection SP


2.2 -  3 way connection SL


2.3 -  4 way connection SP


2.4 -  4 way connection SF 


DRIVER


A B


P T
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2.5 -  4 way connection SL


A


Force limitation


Flow regulation Force regulation


Flow limitation


2.6 -  Flow priority 2.7 -  Force priority


t


t


reference value
actual value


F


Q


Q


F


t


t


reference value
actual value


The following applications examples are intended just as generic reference of the possible configurations
with the digital integral electronics with S option. Alternated control is factory preset according to selected
valve code and can be reconfigured via software selecting between SP, SF, SL.
The Atos technical services are available for additional evaluations related to specific applications usage,
please contact our technical office.


High-dynamic pressure reducing controls - only for SP
3 way or 4 way directional proportional valves with SP control, in subplate mounting or cartridge execution,
are operated in 3-way hydraulic configuration to obtain high-dynamic pressure reducing control on the A
user port (see 2.1):
-  flow reference signal is used to limit the maximum flow during the pressure regulation
-  pressure reference signal is used to regulate the pressure on the valve’s A user port; the rapid/repeata-
ble response of the pressure control is performed in high dynamics by the directional valve’s closed loop
regulation


Requirements:      • a remote pressure transducer has to be installed in the hydraulic system on the con-
trolled user port (when using 4 way valves either A or B port can be used while the not
controlled port must be plugged)


                             • zero overlap spool and valve without fail safe position are recommended; positive
overlap valves with PABT ports closed in central position has not to be used


Single effect actuators with speed/pressure (force) controls - only for SP or SL
3 way or 4 way directional proportional valves with SP or SL control, in subplate mounting or cartridge exe-
cution, are operated in 3-way hydraulic configuration to control speed/pressure (force) on single effect
actuators (see 2.2):
-  flow reference signal is used to regulate the actuator’s forward and backward speed while pressure
(force) reference signal is used to limit the maximum pushing pressure (force) to the actuator


or
-  pressure (force) reference signal is used to regulate the actuator pushing pressure (force) while flow
reference signal is used to limit the maximum actuator speed


Requirements:      • for SP a remote pressure transducer has to be installed in the hydraulic system on the
actuator pushing port (when using 4 way valves either A or B port can be used while
the not controlled port must be plugged) 


                             • for SL a remote force transducer has to be installed between the actuator and the con-
trolled load


                             • zero overlap spool is recommended; positive overlap valves with PABT ports closed in
central position has not to be used


Double effect actuators with speed/pressure controls - only for SP
4 way directional proportional valves with SP control, in subplate mounting execution, control speed/pres-
sure on double effect actuators (see 2.3):


-  flow reference signal is used to regulate the actuator’s forward and backward speed while pressure refe-
rence signal is used to limit the maximum pushing pressure to the actuator


or
-  pressure reference signal is used to regulate the actuator pushing pressure while flow reference signal is
used to limit the maximum forward and backward actuator speed


Requirements:      • a remote pressure transducer has to be installed on the actuator’s pushing port
                             • dedicated spool with strong “meter-in” characteristic in central position has to be used;


during depressurizing phases the not controlled port remains at zero pressure
(T port connection) - see section 


Double effect actuators with force limit/regulation - only for SF or SL
4 way directional proportional valves with SF or SL control, in subplate mounting execution, control
speed/force on double effect actuators (see 2.4, 2.5):
-  flow reference signal is used to regulate the actuator’s forward and backward speed while force referen-
ce signal is used to limit the maximum pushing and pulling force to the actuator


or
-  force reference signal is used to regulate the actuator pushing and pulling force while flow reference
signal is used to limit the maximum actuator speed


Requirements:     • for SF two remote pressure transducers have to be installed on the both actuator’s ports
                             • for SL one push/pull load cell transducer has to be installed between the actuator and


the controlled load
                             • zero overlap spool is recommended; positive overlap valves with PABT ports closed in


central position has not to be used
Advantages:         • force control is possible in both push and pull directions
                             • SL allows a more precise force control despite of a more complex installation of the


load cell transducer
                             • SF allows to add force control also into existing systems thanks to the simple installa-


tion of pressure transducers
Control modes:    • Flow priority:   flow reference signal is used to move forward and backward the actua-


tor while force is limited/regulated in both push and pull direction
                             • Force priority: force reference signal is used to control both push and pull forces while


flow is limited/regulated in both direction


3


Notes:
- servoproportional type DLHZO, DLKZOR and DPZO-L are strongly recommended for high accuracy applications - see tech table FS180, FS178
- auxiliary check valves are recommended in case of specific hydraulic configuration requirements in absence of power supply or fault - see tech table E115
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type V9


Allows high flow rates during depressuring phases
(e.g. plasticizing phases of injection process)


type Q5


Allows fast direction reverse during motion phases
(e.g. ejector motion with max strain limitation)


depressuring (pressure active)backward movements (flow active) forward movements (flow or pressure active)


3 OPTIONAL SPOOLS FOR 4 WAY CONNECTION WITH SP CONTROL


Power supplies
(see 6.1, 6.4)


Nominal                          : +24 VDC


Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signals
(see 6.2)


Voltage:  range  ±10 VDC  (24 VMAX tollerant) Input impedance:    Ri > 50 kW  
Current:  range  ±20 mA Input impedance:    Ri = 500 W  


Monitor outputs
(see 6.3)


Output range:             voltage       ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA
                                  current        ±20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


Enable input   (see 6.5) Range:  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC  (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 10 kW


Fault output   (see 6.6)
Output range:  0 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA;
external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads)


Alarms Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, over/under temperature,
valve spool transducer malfunctions


Pressure/Force transducers power supply +24 VDC @ max 100 mA


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP66 / IP67 protection degree with mating connectors


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 510 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; 3 leds for diagnostic; pressure/force control by P.I.D.
with rapid solenoid switching; protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-2; Emission: EN 61000-3)


Communication interface USB
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT, POWERLINK, EtherNet/IP
IEC 61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet, insulated
100 Base TX


Recommended wiring cable (see )12 LiYCY shielded cables


4 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Note:   a minimum booting time between 400 and 800 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve
has been ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


L1 L2 L3
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D1 D2
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5 CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


MAIN 
CONNECTOR


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


COIL CONNECTION
(only for 05H version)


Note: connectors front view


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


USB
(female)


CANopen
(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


CANopen
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


PE


DIAGNOSTIC LEDS
(see 5.1)


SPOOL POSITION
MAIN STAGE
(only for piloted valve)


PRESSURE/FORCE
TRANSDUCERS


(female)


SINGLE
PRESSURE/FORCE
TRANSDUCER


DO NOT REMOVE


DOUBLE
PRESSURE
TRANSDUCERS


TES-S / LES-S


EtherCAT, POWERLINK,
EtherNet/IP


(female - INPUT)


EtherCAT, POWERLINK,
EtherNet/IP


(female - OUTPUT)







                 EH, EW, EI fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 4 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 TX+ Transmitter


2 RX+ Receiver


3 TX- Transmitter


4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


                 BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 CAN_SHLD Shield


2 not used -        pass-through connection (2)


3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line


4 CAN_H Bus line (high)


5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


                 USB connector - M12 - 5 pin   always present


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V_USB Power supply


2 ID Identification


3 GND_USB Signal zero data line


4 D- Data line -


5 D+ Data line +


                 BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V Termination supply signal


2 LINE-A Bus line (high)


3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero


4 LINE-B Bus line (low)


5 SHIELD


5.3    Communications connectors            - - see 12.2


5.2    Main connector signals - 12 pin - see 13.1


5.4    Remote pressure/force transducer connector - M12 - 5 pin          - see 12.3


Note: (1) single/double transducer configuration is software selectable - see 6.9


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NOTES SP, SL - Single transducer (1)
Voltage Current


SF - Double transducers (1)
Voltage Current


1 VF +24V Power supply +24VDC Output - power supply Connect Connect Connect Connect


2 TR1 1st signal transducer:
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range


Input - analog signal
Software selectable Connect Connect Connect Connect


3 AGND Common gnd for transducer power
and signals Common gnd Connect / Connect /


4 TR2 2nd signal transducer:
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range


Input - analog signal
Software selectable / / Connect Connect


5 NC Not connect / / / /


Note: (1) do not disconnect VL0 before VL+ when the driver is connected to PC USB port


Three leds show driver operative conditions for immediate basic diagnostics. Please refer to the driver user manual for detailed information.


5.1    Diagnostic LEDs    L


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 6.1) Input - power supply


2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 6.1) Gnd - power supply


3 Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver   (see 6.8) Input - on/off signal


4 Q_INPUT+ Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 6.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+ and F_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


6 Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 6.4) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 F_INPUT+ Pressure/Force reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 6.3) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


8 Pressure/Force monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 6.5) Output - analog signal
Software selectable
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11 Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)   (see 6.7) Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


NP Fieldbus


ENABLE referred to:
V0                  VL0


Q_MONITOR referred to:
V0                  VL0


F_MONITOR referred to:
V0                  VL0


FAULT referred to:
V0                  VL0


Multiple pressure/force PID selection, referred to V0


Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication


D_IN0


VL+


Input - on/off signal


Input - power supply


Multiple pressure/force PID selection (not available for SF) , referred to V0


Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication


D_IN1


VL0 (1)


Input - on/off signal


Gnd - power supply


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended                           (2): pin 2 can be fed with external +5V supply of CAN interface


NP
Not Present


BC
CANopen     


BP
PROFIBUS DP


EH
EtherCAT            


EW
POWERLINK


EI
EtherNet/IP


L1 VALVE STATUS LINK/ACT


L2 NETWORK STATUS NETWORK STATUS


L3 SOLENOID STATUS LINK/ACT


FIELDBUS


LEDS


L1 L2 L3







6 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


Atos digital drivers are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals inclu-
ded in the E-SW programming software.
The electrical signals of the driver (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards.


6.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)


        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        In case of double power supply see 6.6.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse.


6.2    Flow reference input signals (Q_INPUT+)


        The driver is designed to receive an analog reference input signal for the valve’s spool position.
        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.
        Drivers with fieldbus interface can be software set to receive reference signal directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus reference).
        Analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


6.3    Pressure or force reference input signal (F_INPUT+)


        Functionality of F_INPUT+ signal (pin 7), is used as reference for the driver pressure/force closed loop (see section ). 
        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.
        Drivers with fieldbus interface can be software set to receive reference signal directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus reference).
        Analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


6.4    Flow monitor output signal (Q_MONITOR)


        The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual spool position; the monitor output signal can be software set to show other signals
available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference, valve spool position).


        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.
6.5    Pressure or force monitor output signal (F_MONITOR)
        The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to alternated pressure/force control; the monitor output signal can be software set to show


other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, force reference).
        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


6.6   Power supply for driver’s logic and communication (VL+ and VL0)


        The power supply for driver’s logic and communication must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V
capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        The separate power supply for driver's logic on pin 9 and 10, allow to remove solenoid power supply from pin 1 and 2 maintaining active the diagnostics,
USB and fieldbus communications.


        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver’s logic and communication power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


6.7    Fault output signal (FAULT)


        Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference or transducer signal cable broken, maxi-
mum error exceeded, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.


        Fault status is not affected by the status of the Enable input signal.
        Fault output signal can be used as digital output by software selection.


6.8    Enable input signal (ENABLE)


        To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid, without removing the
electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the valve must be disabled for safety
reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


        Enable input signal can be used as digital input by software selection.


6.9 Remote pressure/force transducer input signal


        Analog remote pressure transducers or load cell can be directly connected to the driver.
        Analog input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


            Refer to pressure/force transducer characteristics to select the transducer type according to specific application requirements (see section ).
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GS212


Remote pressure transducers connection - example


1 VF+ 24V 1 V+ 1 V+


2 TR1 4 TR 3 TR


3 AGND 3 V0 4 NC


4 NC 2 NC 2 NC


5 NC 5 NC 5 NC


for SP option for SF option


ZH-5PM/1.5 ZBE-08 ZH-5PM-2/2


1


4


2


3


5


to be connected 
to pressure transducer E-ATR


Voltage signal Current signal


1


2


3


4


5


1 VF+ 24V 1 V+ 1 V+


2 TR1 4 TR 3 TR


3 AGND 3 V0 4 NC


Voltage signal Current signal


1 VF+ 24V 1 V+ 1 V+


4 TR2 4 TR 3 TR


3 AGND 3 V0 4 NC


Voltage signal Current signal


ZBE-08


1


2


3


4


Note: connectors front view


1


4


2


3


5


ZBE-08


to be connected 
to electronic driver


to be connected 
to electronic driver


to be connected 
to pressure transducer E-ATR







7 IN / OUT FIELDBUS COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS


Two fieldbus communication connectors are always available for digital drivers executions BC, BP, EH, EW, EI.


This features allows considerable technical advantages in terms of installation simplicity, wirings reduction and


also avoid the usage expensive T-connectors.


For BC and BP executions the fieldbus connectors have an internal pass-through connection and can be used


like end point of the fieldbus network, using an external terminator (see tech table GS500).


For EH, EW and EI execution the external terminators are not required: each connector is internally terminated.


10 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers with alternated P/Q control.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user
manual included in the E-SW programming software:
E-MAN-RI-LES-S - user manual for TES-S and LES-S digital drivers


10.1  Scale
        Scale function allows to set the maximum valve opening at maximum reference signal value.
        This regulation allows to reduce the maximum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.
        Two different Scale regulations are available for double solenoid valves or three position single sole-


noid valves: ScaleA for positive and ScaleB for negative reference signal.


10.2  Bias and Threshold
        Proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corresponding to


their switch-off status.
        This dead band discontinuity in the valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the Bias


function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external
input).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcome the Threshold value, preset into
the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias valve opening to the specific proportional valve to which
the driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        If fieldbus reference signal is active, threshold should be set to zero.
        Two different Bias regulations are available for double solenoid valves: positive reference signals activa-


te BiasA and negative reference signals activate BiasB.
         Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


10.3  Offset
        Proportional valves may be provided with zero overlapping in the hydraulic regulation corresponding


to zero reference input signal (valve’s central spool position).
        The Offset function allows to calibrate the valve’s spool central position to the specific hydraulic


system setup (e.g. valve applied to cylinder with differential areas). Offset default setting is zero.


reference


BiasA


BiasB


ScaleA


ScaleB


BiasA


BiasB


Threshold


10.1, 10.2 - Scale, Bias & Threshold


10.3 - Offset


driver regulation


driver regulation


ScaleA


ScaleB


Offset


reference


8 PRESSURE/FORCE TRANSDUCER CHARACTERISTICS


The accuracy of the pressure/force control is strongly dependent to the selected pressure/force transducer (see section ). Alternated pressure/force


controls require to install pressure transducers or load cell to measure the actual pressure/force values.


Pressure transducers allow easy system integration and cost effective solution for both alternated pressure and force controls (see tech table GS465 for


pressure transducers details). Load cell transducers allow the user to get high accuracy and precise regulations for alternated force control.


The characteristics of the remote pressure/force transducers must be always selected to match the application requirements and to obtain the best


performances: transducer nominal range should be at least 115%÷120% of the maximum regulated pressure/force.
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9 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500 USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


BC and BP pass-through connection


fieldbus
network


fieldbus
interface


fieldbus
network


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-*/PQ                  DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-*-N/PQ              DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW
programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits
valve's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)


6.10  Multiple PID selection (D_IN0 and D_IN1) - only for NP execution
        Two on-off input signals are available on the main connector to select one of the four pressure (force)


PID parameters setting, stored into the driver.
        Switching the active setting of pressure PID during the machine cycle allows to optimize the system


dynamic response in different hydraulic working conditions (volume, flow, etc.). 
        Supply a 24 VDC or a 0 VDC on pin 9 and/or pin 10, to select one of the PID settings as indicated by


binary code table at side. Gray code can be selected by software.


PID SET SELECTION


PIN SET 1 SET 2 SET 3 SET 4


9 0 24 VDC 0 24 VDC


10 0 0 24 VDC 24 VDC







10.4  Ramps


        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth


time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the valve opening.


        Different ramp mode can be set: 


        - single ramp for any reference variation


        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations


        - four ramps for positive/negative signal values and increasing/decreasing reference variations


        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid


machine vibration and shocks.


        If the proportional valve is driven by a closed loop driver, the ramps can lead to unstable behaviour,


for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


10.5  Linearization


        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the controlled


valve’s regulation.


        Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the valve’s regulation in a defi-


ned working condition.


10.6  Dither


        The dither is an high frequency modulation added to the valve’s reference signal to reduce the


hysteresis of the valve’s regulation; in fact a small vibration in the valve’s hydraulic regulation consi-


derably reduces the mechanical friction effects (e.g. due to cylinder seals).


        Dither frequency and amplitude are software selectable; the amplitude is automatically reduced at


high reference values (high regulated flow / cylinder speed) to avoid possible instability.


        Lower frequency and higher amplitude reduce hysteresis but also reduce the regulation stability. In


some application this can lead to vibration and noise: right setting usually depends on system


setup. Dither default setting is disabled.


t


t


reference


ScaleB


ScaleA


reference


BiasB


BiasA


driver regulation


10.4 - Ramps


10.5 - Linearization


driver regulation
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11 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


B


B


A1


A2


D1


D2


A1


A2


B


TES-S / LES-S


PROFIBUS DP


ZM-5PM/BP


ZM-5PM


ZM-5PF


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT


POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


CANopen


ZM-5PF/BP


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


ZH-5PM/1.5
SINGLE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m


SPOOL POSITION MAIN STAGE
(only for piloted valve)


Main
connectors


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


ZM-12P - 12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-12P - 12 pin (Plastic)


ZH-5PM-2/2
DOUBLE PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
cable lenght 2m


E-TRM-BP-M12/4PF - Terminator


E-TRM-BC-M12/5PM - Terminator


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAPS
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm
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13 MODEL CODE FOR SPARE PARTS


(1) set code identifies the corrispondance between the integral driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as spare part


Integral drivers are available as spare parts only for Atos authorized service centers.


12 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular


Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG13,5 PG16


Recommended cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Conductor size 0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2  - available for 12 wires 0,14 mm2 to 0,5 mm2 - available for 9 wires
0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2 - available for 3 wires


Connection type to crimp to crimp


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


12.2  Fieldbus communication connectors


CONNECTOR TYPE BC CANopen (1) BP PROFIBUS DP (1) EH EtherCAT, EW POWERLINK,
EI EtherNet/IP (2)


CODE ZM-5PF ZM-5PM ZM-5PF/BP ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


Type 5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


4 pin male
straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding B – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding D – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Metallic Metallic Metallic


Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 4÷8 mm


Cable CANbus Standard (DR 303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard Ethernet standard CAT-5


Connection type screw terminal screw terminal terminal block


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67 IP 67


Notes: (1) E-TRM-** terminators can be ordered separately - see tech table GS500 (2) internally terminated


12.1  Main connectors - 12 pin


CONNECTOR TYPE SP, SL - Single transducer SF - Double transducers


CODE ZH-5PM/1.5 ZH-5PM-2/2


Type 5 pin male straight circular 4 pin male straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Plastic Plastic


Cable gland Connector moulded on cables 1,5 m lenght Connector moulded on cables 2 m lenght


Cable 5 x 0,25 mm2 3 x 0,25 mm2 (both cables)


Connection type molded cable splitting cable


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


12.3  Remote pressure/force transducers connectors


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid proportional valves (only TES-S)


E-RI T ES S -- - 01H *


Integral electronic driver


T = closed-loop
one LVDT transducer


L = closed-loop
two LVDT transducers


Set code (1)


Series number


ES = full


/ / *


Alternated P/Q control, see section :
S = closed loop pressure/force (software selectable)
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NP-


Fieldbus interface, USB port always present:
NP  = Not Present               EH = EtherCAT
BC = CANopen                  EW= POWERLINK
BP  = PROFIBUS DP          EI   = EtherNet/IP








Digital electronic drivers type E-RI-PES
integral-to-valve format, for variable displacement axial piston pumps with alternate P/Q control
obsolete components - availability on request


PVPC-PES-PS-4046/1D


G215obs


2 BLOCK DIAGRAM - Standard, Standard with /X and /C options


www.atos.com Table G215obs/E


E-SW
programming software 


Scale Bias Ramps Linearization


Real Time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


E-RI-PES digital drivers � are integral to the
servoproportional valve � which pilot the
variable displacement of axial piston pumps.
They control, in closed loop, the flow and the
pressure of the pump outlet line according to
the two electronic reference input signals.
The feedback of the integral swashplate tran-
sducer � is used to realize the flow closed
loop.
The feedback of the integral or remote pres-
sure transducer � is used for the pressure
closed loop.
A dedicated and programmable algorithm
selects which control will be active time by
time:
• flow control is active when the actual system
pressure is lower than the pressure referen-
ce input signal: the pump flow is regulated
according to the flow reference input


• pressure control is activated when the
actual pressure grows up to the pressure
reference input signal: the pump flow is
then reduced in order to regulate and limit
the max system pressure (if the pressure
tends to decrease under its command
value, the flow control returns active)


Digital communication interface � allows
to program the drivers with the Atos PC
software �.
Drivers executions with fieldbus communica-
tion interface (CANopen or PROFIBUS DP)
are available to program and command the
pumps directly by the machine control unit.
Electrical Features:
• Functional parameters are factory preset
for best performances


• Standard 12 pin main connector � for power
supply, analog input reference signals, moni-
tor output and pressure feedback signals


• 5 pin connector � for communication
interface, at choice: serial -PS or fieldbus
(-BC or -BP)


• IP67 protection degree
• CE mark according to EMC directive
Software Features:
• Setting of pump’s functional parameters:
bias, scale, ramps, dither


• Linearization function for both hydraulic
regulations


• Setting of pump’s dynamic response (PID)
to optimize the application performances 


• Hydraulic power limitation
• Range selection for the refererence analog
inputs: voltage or current (/I option)


• Complete diagnostics of driver status,
solenoid and fault conditions


• Intuitive graphic interface


12 PIN - MAIN CONNECTOR


Power supply


Fault


Logic Signal, see 8.7


2x Reference


2 x Monitor


(Pressure Feedback)


-BP PROFIBUS DP


-PS Serial / -BC CANopen


(driver view)
(driver view)


(driver view)


5 PIN
COMMUNICATION
CONNECTOR


1 MODEL CODE


E-RI PE S PS -- - 01H /* ** / *


Set code (see note)


Series number


S = digital electronic


01H = for pumps with single solenoid pilot proportional valve


PS = Serial communication interface
BC = CANopen communication interface
BP = PROFIBUS DP communication interface


PE = for variable displacement
axial piston pumps with
swashplate transducer


Integral electronic driver


Note: The set code identifies the correspondance between the digital integral driver and the relevant valve;
it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as a spare part.


Options, see section 8:
I = current reference input and monitor


output signals (4 ÷ 20 mA)
C = current feedback input signal (4÷20 mA)


for remote pressure transducer 
X = dedicated cable gland connection


for pump with integral pressure tran-
sducer


S = includes in the main connector two
on-off inputs for multiple pressure
PID selection (PS execution) or dou-
ble power supply (BC and BP exe-
cution)


Hydraulic
Power
Limitation


�


�
�


�


�


Communication
connector


Main 
connector


�


�


DC/DC
CONVERTER


DRIVER
STATUS


MICROCONTROLLER


SCALE DEAD BAND LINEARIZATION RAMPS


Communication
INTERFACE


CURRENT TO
SOLENOIDE-RI-PES-*/X  CABLE GLAND CONNECTION for INTEGRAL PRESSURE TRASDUCER SIGNALB


E-RI-PES-*  STANDARD CONNECTION for REMOTE PRESSURE TRASDUCER SIGNALA


B


A


SWASHPLATE
POSITION SIGNAL


PILOT STAGE SPOOL
POSITION SIGNAL







3 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - Standard, Standard with /X and /C options


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for pilot valve’s solenoid power stage - see 8.1 Input - power supply


2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for pilot valve’s solenoid power stage - see 8.1 Gnd - power supply


3 FAULT Driver status : Fault  (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC) - see 8.4 Output - on/off signal


4 AGND Ground : signal zero for MONITOR signals  ( pin 6,8) and INPUT+ signals ( pin 5,7) Gnd - analog signal


5 Q_INPUT+ Flow reference: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option) - see 8.2 Input - analog signal


6 Q_MONITOR Flow monitor: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option)  - see 8.3 Output - analog signal


7 P_INPUT+ Pressure reference: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option) - see 8.2 Input - analog signal
8 P_MONITOR Pressure monitor: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option)  - see 8.3 Output - analog signal


9 D_IN Power limitation enable, multiple pressure PID selection or driver enable (software selectable) - see 8.7 Input - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


/X option


10 NC
Do not connect for pumps with integral pressure transducer


11 NC


Standard and /C option


10 TR+ Remote pressure transducer feedback: 0 ÷ 10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option) - see 8.5
Input differential TR+ and TR-


Input - analog signal
11 TR-


Note: A minimum time of 270 to 590 ms have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply and when the pump is ready
to operate; during this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.
These connections are the same of Moog radial piston pumps, model RKP-D.


4 BLOCK DIAGRAM - /S, /SX and /CS options


Power supply
(Double Power supply
or 2 x PID selection)


Fault
Enable


2x Reference
2 x Monitor


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for pilot valve’s solenoid power stage - see 8.1 Input - power supply


2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for pilot valve’s solenoid power stage - see 8.1 Gnd - power supply


3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver - see 8.6 Input - on/off signal


4 Q_INPUT+ Flow reference: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option)  - see 8.2 Input - analog signal


5 AGND Ground : signal zero for MONITOR signals  ( pin 6,8) and INPUT+ signals ( pin 5,7) Gnd - analog signal


6 Q_MONITOR Flow monitor: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option)  - see 8.3 Output - analog signal


7 P_INPUT+ Pressure reference: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option)  - see 8.2 Input - analog signal
8 P_MONITOR Pressure monitor: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option)  - see 8.3 Output - analog signal


11 FAULT Driver status : Fault (0VDC) or normal working (24 VDC) - see 8.4 Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


PS execution


9 D_IN0 Multiple pressure PID selection - see 8.8 Input - on/off signal


10 D_IN1 Multiple pressure PID selection - see 8.8 Input - on/off signal


BC and BP execution


9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC  for driver’s logic - see 8.9 Input - power supply


10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC  for driver’s logic   - see 8.9 Gnd - power supply


5 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - /S, /SX and /CS options


Note: A minimum time of 270 to 590 ms have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply and when the pump is ready
to operate; during this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.
These connections are the same of Rexroth A10VSO axial piston pumps, model SYDFEE and SYDFEC.


12 PIN - MAIN CONNECTOR


-BP PROFIBUS DP


-PS Serial / -BC CANopen


(driver view)
(driver view)


(driver view)


5 PIN
COMMUNICATION
CONNECTOR


DC/DC
CONVERTER


MICROCONTROLLER


SCALE DEAD BAND LINEARIZATION RAMPS


Communication
INTERFACE


CURRENT TO
SOLENOID


(driver view)
SWASHPLATE
POSITION SIGNAL


PILOT STAGE SPOOL
POSITION SIGNAL


E-RI-PES-*/SX  CABLE GLAND CONNECTION for INTEGRAL PRESSURE TRASDUCER SIGNAL


E-RI-PES-*/S  4 PIN - CONNECTOR for REMOTE PRESSURE TRASDUCER SIGNAL (see section 6)B


A


A


B


DRIVER
STATUS
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8 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


Atos proportional pumps are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in table F003 and in the user manuals inclu-
ded in the E-SW programming software.
The electrical signals of the pump (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


8.1 Power supply and wirings (V+ and V0)
The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 2,5 A fuse.
Note: pin 2 and 10 (zero Volt) are connected together inside the electronics.


8.2 Reference Input Signals (Q_INPUT+ and P_INPUT+)
The driver controls in closed loop both the pump flow and pressure proportionally to the external reference input signals.
The driver is designed to receive two analog reference input signals both referred to the common mode signal zero (AGND).
The inputs range and polarity are software selectable within the ±10 VDC maximum range; default settings are 0 ÷ 10 VDC.
Drivers with fieldbus interface (-BC or -BP) can be software set to receive reference values directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus master);
in this case the analog reference input signals can be used for start-up and maintenance operations.
Option /I
The maximum range of reference input signal is software selectable among 4 ÷ 20 mA (default with cable break detection), ±10 mA, ±20 mA or  0 ÷ 20 mA


8.3 Monitor Output Signal (Q_MONITOR+ and P_MONITOR+)
The driver generates an analog output signals to monitor the actual pump swashplate position and the actual pressure on the pump outlet line; the moni-
tor output signals can be software set to show other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference, pilot spool position).
The output range and polarity are software selectable within ±10 VDC maximum range; default settings are 0 ÷ 10 VDC .
Option /I
The maximum range of monitor output signal is 4 ÷ 20 mA


8.4 Fault Output Signal (FAULT)
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input,
pressure/swashplate/pilot transducer cable broken, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 refer-
red to pin2).
Fault status is not affected by the status of the Enable input signal


8.5 Pressure Transducer Input Signal (TR)
A remote pressure transducer must be connected to the driver; refer to the pump technical table to select the transducer’s maximum pressure.
Transducer signal range is software selectable within the ±10 VDC maximum range; default setting is 0 ÷ +10 VDC.
Standard
Remote pressure transducer can be directly connected to the main connector of the driver
Option /S
Remote pressure transducer can be directly connected to a dedicated M8 connector (see section 6)
Options /C and  /CS
Remote pressure transducer with current input signal can be used intead of standard 0 ÷ 10 VDC.
Transducer signal range is software selectable among 4 ÷ 20 mA (default with cable break detection) or  0 ÷ 20 mA
Options /X and /SX
Integral-to-pump transducer is directly connected with a dedicated cable gland and no remote transducer is required; current input signal (4 ÷ 20 mA)
of the integral transducer allows cable break detection functionality


8.6 Enable Input Signal (ENABLE) - only for /S and /SX options
To enable the driver, supply a 24 VDC on pin 3 referred to pin 2: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the pump must
be disabled for safety reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


8.7 Logic Input Signal (D_IN) - only for standard and standard with /X option
D_IN on-off input signal can be software set to perform one of the following functions:
- enable and disable the driver functioning (apply 0 VDC to disable and 24 VDC to enable the driver) - see 8.6
- switch between two pressure PID settings (apply 0 VDC to select SET1 pressure PID and 24 VDC to select SET2) - see 10.6
- enable and disable the power limitation function (default setting,  apply 0V to disable and 24VDC to enable the power limitation) - see 10.7


8.8 Multiple pressure PID selection (D_IN0 and D_IN1) - only for /S and /SX options in PS execution
Two on-off input signals are available on the main connector to select one of the four
pressure PID parameters setting, stored into the driver (see 10.6).
Switching the active setting of pressure PID during the machine cycle allows to optimize
the system dynamic response in different hydraulic working conditions.
Supply a 24V or a 0V on pin 9 and/or 10, to select one of the PID settings as indicated
in the table at side.


8.9 Logic power supply (VL+ and VL0) - only for /S and /SX options in BC or BP execution
Separate power supply for the solenoid and for the digital electronic circuits (pin 9,10).
Cutting solenoid power supply (pin 1,2) allows to interrupt the valve functioning but keeping energized the digital electronics thus avoiding fault con-
ditions of the machine fieldbus controller.
This condition allows to realize safety systems in compliance with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.
Note: pin 2 and 10 (zero Volt) are connected together inside the electronics.


8.10 Possible combined options: /CS, /SX, /CI, /IS, /IX, /CIS and /ISX.


-PS Serial -BC CANopen -BP PROFIBUS DP


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION


1 NC do not connect CAN_SHLD Shield +5V for termination


2 NC do not connect NC do not connect LINE-A Bus line (high)


3 RS_GND Signal zero data line CAN_GND Signal zero data line DGND data line and termination Signal zero 


4 RS_RX Valves receiving data line CAN_H Bus line (high) LINE-B Bus line (low)


5 RS_TX Valves transmitting data line CAN_L Bus line (low) SHIELD


7 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 5 PIN COMMUNICATION M12 CONNECTOR


PID SET SELECTION


PIN SET 1 SET 2 SET 3 SET 4


9 0 0 24 VDC 24 VDC


10 0 24 VDC 24 VDC 0


See tab. G465 for the pressure transducer characteristics and connections.


PIN /S option /CS option  (Ri = 316 W)


1 TR remote pressure trasducer feedback input (0 ÷ +10 VDC) TR remote pressure trasducer feeback (4 ÷ 20 mA)


2 AGND signal zero for remote transducer power supply and feedback NC reserved (do not connect)


3 VT remote transducer power supply +24 VDC VT remote transducer power supply +24 VDC


4 NC reserved (do not connect) NC reserved (do not connect)


6 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 4 PIN REMOTE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER M8 CONNECTOR (only for /S option)







10 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS


For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the pro-
gramming manual E-MAN-RI-PES included in the E-SW-*/S Dvd programming software (see section 9).


10.1 Scale
Scale function allows to set the maximum pump flow and pressure at maximum reference signal value.
This regulation allows to reduce the maximum pump regulations in front of maximum reference signal.
Two different Scale regulations are available for flow and pressure.


10.2 Bias
The Bias function can be set to limit internally the minimum flow and pressure references indipenden-
tly from the external reference value thus optimizing pumps’s performances.
Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


10.3 Ramps
The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth time-
dependent increasing/decreasing of both pump regulations.
Different ramp mode can be set (separately for flow and pressure):
- single ramp for any reference variation
- two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid
machine vibration and shocks.
If the pump is driven by a closed loop controller, the ramps can lead to unstable behaviour, for these
applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


10.4 Linearization
Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the controlled
pump’s regulation (separately for flow and pressure).
Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the pump’s regulation in a defi-
ned working condition.


10.5 Dither
The dither is an high frequency modulation added to the pump reference signal (flow and pressure)
to reduce the hysteresis of the pump regulations; in fact a small vibration in the pump hydraulic regu-
lation considerably reduces the mechanical friction effects (e.g. due to cylinder seals).
Dither frequency and amplitude are software selectable; the amplitude is automatically reduced at
high reference values (high regulated flow) to avoid possible instability.
Lower frequency and higher amplitude reduce hysteresis but also reduce the regulation stability.
In some application this can lead to vibration and noise: right setting usually depends on system
setup. Dither default setting is disabled.


10.6 Multiple pressure PID
Four sets for pressure PID parameters are stored into the driver: switching in real-time the active
pressure PID parameters during machine cycle allows to optimize the system dynamic response in
different hydraulic working conditions (volume, flow, etc.).


The available commands to switch these PID pressure sets depend on the driver execution:


10.7 Hydraulic Power Limitation
A limit to the maximum pump’s hydraulic power can be software set into the driver thus limiting the
electric power consumption of the motor coupled to the pump: when the actual requested hydraulic
power pxQ (pressure transducer feeback x flow reference value) reaches the max power limit
(p1xQ1), the driver automatically reduces the flow pump regulation.


The higher is the pressure feedback the lower is the pumps’s regulated flow:


Flow regulation = Min ( PowerLimit [sw setting] ; Flow Reference)
Transducer Pressure Feedback


The hydraulic power limitation, disabled as default, can be enabled using the Atos pc software or
the fieldbus communication (-BC and -BP executions).
Standard and standard with /X option allow also to enable and disable this function during the
machine cycle, using the D_IN on-off input available on the main connector (see 8.7).


reference


Bias


Scale


10.1, 10.2 - Scale, Bias


9 SOFTWARE TOOLS


The driver configuration and parameters can be easily set with the Atos E-SW programming software, available in three different versions according to the
driver’s communication interfacing: E-SW-PS/S (Serial), E-SW-BC/S (CANopen) and E-SW-BP/S (PROFIBUS DP).
A proper connection is required between the PC and the electronic driver communication port: for a more detailed description of software interface, PC
requirements, adapters, cables and terminators, please refer to technical table GS500.
Proportional pumps with fieldbus communication interface (-BC and -BP) can be directly managed by the machine control unit; it is required to implement
in the machine control the Atos communication protocol as described in the user manuals supplied with the relevant programming software.
Programming software, must be ordered separately :
E-SW-*/S     (mandatory - first supply) = Dvd including E-SW-*/S software installer and operator manuals; it allows the registration to Atos digital service  
E-SW-*-N/S  (optional - next supplies) = as above but not allowing the registration to Atos digital service 


On first supply of the E-SW-*/S software, it is required to apply for the registration in the Atos download area : www.download.atos.com .
Once the registration is completed, the password will be sent by email. 
The software remains active for 10 days from the installation date and then it stops until the user inputs his password.
With the password you can also download, in your personal area, the latest releases of the Atos software, manuals, drivers and configuration files.
USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators can be ordered separately (see tab. GS500)
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10.7 - Hydraulic Power Limitation


regulation curve � with and 
� without  power limitation. 
p1 x Q1 = max power limit 
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Driver Commands


Standard and 
Standard with  /X option


1 on-off input on main connector allow to switch the 2 PID para-
meters (SET1 and SET2, see 8.7)


/S and /SX options 
in PS execution


2 on-off inputs allow to switch the 4 PID parameters set (SET1..
SET4 - see 8.8)


BC and BP executions
real-time fieldbus communication can switch between the 4 PID
parameters set (SET1 -  SET4 - see driver manuals)







12 MAIN CONNECTOR CHARACTERISTICS (to be ordered separately)


14 COMMUNICATION CONNECTOR CHARACTERISTICS (to be ordered separately)


-PS Serial Connector -BC CANopen Connector -BP PROFIBUS DP Connector


CODE ZH-5P ZH-5P ZH-5P/BP


Type Female straight circular socket plug 5 pin Female straight circular socket plug 5 pin Male straight circular socket plug 5 pin


Standard M12 – IEC 60947-5-2 M12 – IEC 60947-5-2 M12 – IEC 60947-5-2


Material Plastic Plastic Plastic


Cable gland PG9 PG9 PG9


Cable LiYCY 5x0,25 mm2 shielded CANBus Standard (DR303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard


Connection type screw terminal screw terminal screw terminal


Protection (DIN 60529) IP 67 IP 67 IP 67


CODE ZH-12P


Type Female straight circular socket plug 12pin


Standard DIN 43651


Material Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG16


Cable LiCY 10 x 0,14 mm2 (signal) - LiYY 3 x 1 mm2 (power supply)


Connection type to crimp


Protection (DIN 60529) IP 67


11 DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply (1)
(see 8.1, 8.9)


Nominal : +24 VDC
Rectified and filtered : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signal (see 8.2)
Pressure feedback signal (see 8.5)      


Voltage:  range  ±10 VDC Input impedance: Ri > 50 kW
Current:  range  4 ÷ 20 mA Input impedance: Ri = 316 W 


Monitor output (see 8.3)
Output range :            voltage   ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA


current   4 ÷ 20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


on-off input  (see 8.6/8.7/8.9) Range :  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC (not accepted);     Input impedance:   Ri > 10 kW
Fault output (2)
(see 8.4)


Output range :        0 ÷ 24 VDC ( ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state  < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA


Alarms
Solenoid not connected/short circuit, overtemperature, under temperature, cable break for: pilot valve spool feed-
back, swashplate feedback, current reference, and current pressure trasducer feedback


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP67 protection degree


Operating temperature -20 ÷ 60 °C  (storage -20 ÷ 70 °C)


Mass approx. 475 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; alternate swashplate and pressure control by P.I.D.


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2004/108/CE (Immunity: EN 50082-2; Emission: EN 50081-2)


Communication interface
Physical Layer
Protocol


-PS Serial -BC CANopen -BP PROFIBUS


serial RS232 (not insulated)
Atos ASCII coding


CAN ISO11898 (optical insulated)
CANopen EN50325-4 + DS408


RS485 (optical insulated)
PROFIBUS DP EN50170-2/IEC61158


Recommended wiring cable LiYCY shielded cables:        0,5 mm2  for length up to 40 m [1,5 mm2  for power supply and solenoid]


13 REMOTE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CONNECTOR CHARACTERISTICS  (to be ordered separately)


CODE ZH-4P-M8/5


Type Male straight circular socket plug 4 pin


Standard M8 – IEC 60947-5-2


Material Plastic


Cable gland Connector moulded on cable 5 m lenght


Cable 4x 0,25 mm2


Connection type cable


Protection (DIN 60529) IP 67


15


ZH-4P-M8/5


ZH-5P


ZH-5P/BP


� cable gland connection for integral pressure transducer (only for /X and /SX)   � 5 pin connector M12 for communication interface -BP
� 4 pin connector M8 for remote pressure transducer (only for /S) � 4 pin connector for swashplate position transducer
� 5 pin connector M12 for communication interfaces -PS or -BC


�


ZH-12P


OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


�


�


�


�


03/15


Notes: (1) nominal data for solenoid power stage and driver logic; (2) external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads).








Analog electronic E-RP-AC drivers
sealed and rugged box, for proportional valves without transducer


Table G100obs/E


E-RP-AC


Analog drivers control the current to the sole-


noid of Atos proportional valves without pressu-


re or position transducer, regulating the spool


position, the flow or the pressure according to


the electronic reference signal.


Features: 


•   bias and scale regulations by potentiometers


•   symmetrical (standard) or dissymmetrical


(/RR option) rising and falling ramp generator


•   factory pre-set


•   alluminium box with IP65 protection degree


•   power supply 24 VDC or 12 VDC (/12 option)


•   electronic filters on input and output lines


•   CE marking according to EMC directive


Applications: 


Pressure, flow, position open or closed-loop


regulation systems, according to the block dia-


gram .2
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USER FUNCTIONS AND CONTROL OPTIONS USER INTERFACE
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REFERENCE
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Dead Band Adjustment


Ramp Generator


Scale Adjustment


Power Section
SOLENOID
SUPPLY


www.atos.com


2 BLOCK DIAGRAM


ELECTRONIC DRIVER E-RP-AC-01F (*)


CLOSE LOOP
CONTROL


(AXES CARD)


DEAD BAND SCALE
CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


RAMP


(*) dotted line for E-RP-AC-05F


ACTUATOR FEEDBACK


COIL S1


COIL S2


REFERENCE


PROPORTIONAL VALVE


DRIVING CURRENT


FLOW
PRESSURE


POSITION
SPEED


ACCELERATION
FORCE


TRANSDUCER ACTUATORS


DRIVING CURRENT


EXTERNAL
GENERATOR


DEAD BAND SCALE
CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


1 MODEL CODE


E-RP = electronic driver in sealed box


01F   = for single solenoid proportional valves
05F   = for double solenoid proportional valves


Options:
-        = standard symmetrical ramp
RR    = with adjustable dissymmetrical ramps
RRE = with external ramp setting
I        = suitable to receive current reference signal 4 ÷ 20 mA


Set code (see 4.4)


Series number


E-RP *- AC 01F- / * / *


AC = for proportional valve without transducer


-    = 24 VDC  power supply
12 = 12 VDC  power supply (see 4.1)


/ *


SOLENOID
SUPPLY


obsolete components - availability on request







3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


5 EXTERNAL REFERENCE SIGNALS


EXTERNAL                    CONNECTIONS
POTENTIOMETERS


EXTERNAL REFERENCE
GENERATOR AND /I OPTION


SOLENOIDS S1 AND S2
REFERENCE


SOLENOID S2
REFERENCE


SOLENOID S1 
REFERENCE


4 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS


4.1    Power supply and wirings
        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered. If the power supply is


generated by a single phase rectifier, use a 10000µF/40V capacitor; if pulse voltage is generated
by a three phase rectifier connect a 4700µF/40V capacitor (see table ). 


        Connect the reference signal to the main electronic control by means of shielded and twisted
cables. Pay attention: the negative and the positive poles must not be exchanged each other.


        Shield the wirings to avoid electromagnetic noise (EMC).
        It is suitable to keep the driver and its cables far from any electromagnetic radiation source (like


cables where high currents flow, electric motors, transformers, relays, solenoids, portable radio-
transmitter, etc.). Wire the earth connection as shown in , according to CEI EN 60204-1 stan-
dards.


        Connect the shield of the driver
to the noiseless earth terminal
(TE) .


        The driver is designed to correc-
tly work with 24 VDC (±20%) or 12
VDC (±20%) nominal voltage sup-
ply coupled with coils having a
resistance from 2,0 W to 13,4 W,
as shown in the side table.


        The driver is protected against overloads by an internal safety fuse: 4 A fast fuse (see ).


4.2    Reference signal
        The electronic driver is designed to receive voltage or current reference signals, see table 
        Note that drivers suitable to receive current reference (/I option) have signal values in the range 4


to 20mA.
        It is possible to use current option also for double channels drivers type E-RP-AC-05F using the


reference inversion signal on contact 12.


4.3    Monitor signal
        This voltage output signal allows to measure the current supplied to the coil, read by a voltmeter


between the test points on the card (see ).


        Reading scale is 1 mV = 1 mA. To visualize the signals use voltmeters with impedance >10 KW.


4.4    Set code
        Basic calibration of the electronic driver is factory pre-set according to proportional valve it has to


be coupled with. These pre-calibrations are identified by a standard number in the model code as
follows:


        1 = RZGO, KZGO 2 = RZMO, AG*ZO, LI*ZO
        3 = DHZO, DKZOR 4 = DPZO-A-*5, DPZO-A-*7
        6 = QV*ZO(R), LIQZO
        For ex-proof valves, insert an “A” before the code of adjustment.
        For example, the code of adjustment for RZGA is A1 (see tech table E120).


4.5    Calibrations accessible to the user, see , .
        Scale
        The relation between driving current and reference signal can be regulated with the Scale adju-


sment. For single solenoid valves with two external operating positions, the reference signal is the
same as the double solenoid driver. Separate Scale potentiometer for solenoid S1 and S2 enable the
electronic driver to be set for different output currents,  obtaining differential hydraulic operations.


        Bias (dead band)
        Regulation of dead band adjusts the hydraulic zero of the valve (adjustment of starting position) to


the corresponding electrical zero. The electronic driver is factory preset for the valve it is coupled
according to the set code (see section 4.4). For double solenoid driver E-RP-AC-05F/* a step func-
tion generator becomes active at an input reference voltage signal greater than ± 100 mV enabling
start current set by Bias potentiometers S1 and S2 for indipendent solenoid Dead Band regulation.
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Nominal supply Valve code R at 20 °C [W]


24 VDC


*ZMO, *ZGO, *ZO(R)-A-*    (1) 3,2


*ZMA, *ZGA, *ZO(R)-A-*    (1) 3,2


*ZMO, *ZGO, *ZO(R)-A-*/18 13,4


12 VDC *ZMO, *ZGO, *ZO(R)-A-*/6 2,1


(1) Standard coupling


6 EXTERNAL RAMPS - /RRE option


EXAMPLE WITH THREE EXTERNAL RAMPS


10 kW


10 kW


10 kW


Power supply (see 4.1) Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 21 ÷ 33 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
Nominal: +12 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 10 ÷ 14 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Current supplied to solenoids IMAX= 3.3 A square wave PWM type; (for ex-proof valves IMAX = 2,5 A)


Nominal reference signal, factory preset
E-RP-AC-01F:              0 ÷ 5 V at contact 10 (GND on 11)
E-RP-AC-05F:              ±5 V at contact 10 (GND on 11)
4 ÷ 20 mA for /I:          at contacts 10 (+) and 11 (-)


Reference signal variation range (Scale adjust) ±10 VMAX ±2,5 VMIN


Input signal impendence Voltage signal Ri > 50 kW - (/I option Ri = 316 W)


Potentiometers supply +5 V / 50 mA at contact 8 and -5 V / 20 mA at contact 9


Ramp time 5 or 90 sec. max          (0 ÷ 100 % of reference signal) see 8


Enabling signal V = 5 ÷ 24 VDC on contact 7


Electrical wiring Coil :   2 x 1 mm2 to 20 m         2 x 1,5 mm2 shielded to 40 m


Card format Sealed box IP65


Connections 14 contacts - terminal strip


Cable Clamp Dimension PG7  -  water proof  -  Cable Ø 5 ÷ 6,5


Operating temperature 0 ÷ +50 °C (storage -20° ÷ +70 °C)


Box dimensions 175 x 80 x 57 mm


Mass 940 g


Features Rapid solenoid excitation and switching off
Outputs to solenoids protected against accidental short circuits
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9 E-RP-AC-05F TOPOGRAPHICAL VIEW OF REGULATIONS AND DIMENSIONS [mm]


8 RAMP AND SETTINGS


E-RP-AC-01F ADJUSTMENT


Current [%]


Scale
adjustment


Bias adjustment


Reference [V]


Reference [V]


Bias S1


Scale adjustment


Bias S2


Scale
adjustment


Current [%]


Valve opening


/RR OPTION - UP AND DOWN RAMPS


P1               P2


P1              P2


E-RP-AC-05F ADJUSTMENT


7 INSTALLATION AND START-UP


        It is advisable to perform calibration procedures in the order given below. 


7.1    Warning 
        –    Never insert or remove the driver connector while the electronic system is powered on.
        –    Voltages must always be measured with reference to GND (connector contact 11) or test point.
        –    Refer to to identify components mentioned in calibration procedures.


7.2    Start-up
        Factory preset adjustments may not meet the desired requirements for the specific application and


performances can be optimized by on-site re-adjustements of bias, scale and ramps potentiome-
ters, in sequence.


         –    Connect the electronic driver according to the desired connection diagram 
(see , )


         –    The current supplied to the coil can be measured by a voltmeter connected between test point
(current monitor and GND)


        For E-RP-AC-05F the drive enabled led (S1 or S2) shows the supplied coil. 


         Enabling signal, see , .
        The electronic driver operate when the contact 7 is supplied with an enabling signal (usually 24 VDC).


It could be useful in emergency conditions to inhibit the driver by zeroing this signal


        Bias adjustment (Dead band compensation), see , .
        –    Supply a reference signal voltage (0VDC for E-RP-AC-01F and ±0,1 VDC for E-RP-AC-05F).
        –    Gradually turn bias potentiometer(s) until a movement of the controlled actuator is obtained.
        –    Turn in the opposite direction, until the actuator is stopped.


        Scale adjustment see , .
        Supply max reference signal voltage (for E-RP-AC-05F driver repeat for max negative voltage) in


the specificated range and turn scale potentiometer(s) until the actuator speed reaches the desi-
red value.


        Ramps (see , ).
        –    Turning ramp potentiometer(s) clockwise acceleration(s) and deceleration(s) can be reduced


to obtain optimization of the complete system.
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Time


Deadband compensation solenoid  S1 P4


Scale adjust for solenoid S1 P3


Acceleration and deceleration ramp                           P1


Deceleration ramp (option /RR only)                            P2


Maximum ramp time selection                                  SW1


- with SW1 in position 1 max ramp time is 5 seconds
- with SW1 in position 2 max ramp time is 90 seconds


Current monitor point 
(mV read = mA)


Test point GND P3 P4  P5 P6


GND


OUT (I = V)


4 A fast fuse


P5    (*) Scale adjust for solenoid S2


P6     (*) Deadband compensation solenoid S2


(*) only for E-RP-AC-05F/*


Earth connection
(cable shield)


P1 P2


SW1 1


2


        Ramps, see , , .
        The internal ramp generator circuit converts a step input signal into a slowly increasing output


signal (solenoid current) . 
        The rise/fall time of the current is set via potentiometer P1, to a maximum time of 5 or 90 sec (swit-


ch SW1) for 0 - 100% of reference signal.The /RR option provides dissymetrical ramps, (P2) /RRE
option allows external ramp setting as shown in table .


        To switch off the ramp circuit connect contacts 13 and 14 on the electric connector.


986


6







11 WIRING BLOCK DIAGRAM


CARD
ENABLING
ON = 24 V
OFF = 0 V


REFERENCE
INVERSION
ON = 24 V
OFF = 0 V


RAMP
SWITCH OFF


GROUP OF
EXTERNAL
POTENTIOMETERS


EXTERNAL 
REFERENCE SIGNAL


SIGNAL GND


CHANNEL
ENABLE


SHIELD


INTERNAL
POWER SUPPLY


+5VDC


50mA


-5VDC


10mA


TRANZORB


POWER GND


CURRENT FEEDBACK


P1
RAMP UP


P2
RAMP DOWN


SCALE S1
P3


DEAD BAND S1
P4


P5
SCALE S2


P6
DEAD BAND S2


              OUT (V=I)
TEST POINTS
                      GND


POWER SUPPLY V+


4700µF / 40V
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12 GENERAL CONNECTIONS


DOUBLE SOLENOID VALVE SINGLE SOLENOID VALVE


ELETTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
Atos electronic drivers and proportional valves are designed according to the 2004/108/CE Directive (Electromagnetic Compatibility) and accor-
ding to EN 50081-2 (Emission) and EN 50082-2 (Immunity) standards. The electromagnetic compatibility of electronic drivers is valid only for
wirings realized according to the typical electric connections shown in this technical table.
The device must be verified on the machine because the magnetic field may be different from the test conditions.
SAFETY
The electrical signals (for example reference signals, feedback and enable signal) of electronic drivers must not be used to realize safety condi-
tions of the machine. This is in accordance with the provisions of European directives (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and com-
ponents-hydraulics, EN 982). Special attention must be payed to switch-on/switch-off of electronic drivers because they could produce uncontrol-
led movements of actuators operated by the proportional valves.


10 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS


NOTE:
FOR MAXIMUM EMC PROTECTION, IS
SAFE TO USE SCREENING CABLES


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9


10
11
12
13
14


1


2


7


3


4


5


6


8


9


10


11


12


13


14
RAMP
EXCLUSION


13 EARTH CONNECTIONS


CONTROL UNIT


E-RP-AC-0*F PROPORTIONAL VALVE


COIL S1


COIL S2


TRANSDUCER ACTUATORS


RAMPS


DEAD
BAND SCALE


DEAD
BAND SCALE


CURRENT
AMPLIF.


CURRENT
AMPLIF.


CONNECTORS TYPE 666 (see K500 table)Note: S1 and S2 solenoids are referred respectively to B port side and A port side.


DRIVING CURRENT


DRIVING
CURRENT


E     :PROTECTIVE EARTH
TE   :NOISELESS EARTH


C  :ALTERNATE BONDING CONNECTION TO NOISELESS EARTH TERMINAL


INTERNAL
FUSE


4 A fast


POWER SUPPLY V+


POWER GND


REGULATOR ENABLE


COIL S1


COIL S1


COIL S2


COIL S2


+5VDC


-5VDC


SIGNAL IN (+)


SIGNAL GND (-)


REFER. INVERSION








Programming tools for digital electronics
Atos PC software, USB adapters, cables and terminators


The E-SW / Z-SW programming software are
the entry door to the Atos digital technology.
They are supplied in DVD format and can be
easily installed on a desktop or a notebook
computer.
The intuitive graphic interface allows to:
•  set up valve’s functional parameters
•  verify the actual working conditions
•  identify and quickly solve fault conditions
•  adapt the factory preset parameters to the


application requirements
•  store the customized setting into the valve
•  archive the customized setting into the PC


The graphic interface is organized in pages
related to different specific groups of functions
and parameters.
The software automatically recognizes the con-
nected valve model and adapts the displayed
parameter groups, according to the selected
access level.
The programming software is available in diffe-
rent versions according to the driver and control-
ler communication interfacing (see section ).
Fieldbus communication software includes also
dedicated manuals and configuration files for
user self management of the Atos electronics,
using a fieldbus master.


Features:
•  automatic valve recognition
•  multilevel graphic interface
•  numeric parameters settings (scale, bias,


ramp, linearization, dither, etc.)
•  real-time parameters modification
•  diagnostic and monitor signals
•  preset data storing into the digital driver and


controller
•  internal oscilloscope function
•  internal database of customized preset


DVD contents:
•  software installer
•  user manuals
•  fieldbus communication manuals and confi-


guration files


1


BASIC


Supported communication interfaces:
BASIC         = NP (USB)                      PS (Serial)                        IR (Infrared)


FIELDBUS  = BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)          EH (EtherCAT)
                        EW (POWERLINK)        EI (EtherNet/IP) 


E-SW = for valve drivers


Supplies:
-   = first supply
N  = next supply


1 PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE


GS500


Option:
PQ  = for drivers with alternated P/Q controls SP, SF, SL


Table GS500-3/Ewww.atos.com


E-SW-BASIC E-SW-BASIC


�   Programming software


�   Personal Computer


�   USB Isolator


�   USB Cable


�   Proportional valve with integral driver


�   USB Adapter


�   Cross Cable


�


�


-


�


�


�


��


POWER
SUPPLY
24VDC


USB direct PC connection


USB adapter PC connection


E - SW * - */


POWER
SUPPLY
24VDC


�


�


Notes:E-SW-FIELDBUS allows EtherCAT, POWERLINK and EtherNet/IP drivers programming only through USB or Serial communication port
           E-SW-*/PQ software supports the programming of valves without alternated P/Q control SP, SF, SL 


FULL


Supported communication interfaces:
FULL           = NP (USB)                      PS (Serial)                        
                       BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)          EH (EtherCAT)
                        EW (POWERLINK)        EI (EtherNet/IP)


Z-SW = for axis controllers


Supplies:
-   = first supply
N  = next supply


-Z - SW - *


Note: Z-SW-FULL allows EtherCAT, POWERLINK and EtherNet/IP controllers programming only through USB communication port


Valve's functional parameters can be easily set up with Atos E-SW / Z-SW programming software using proper connection to the digital driver/controller.







Personal Computer Pentium® processor 1GHz or equivalent Memory 512 MB RAM + Hard Disk with 250MB free space


Operating System Windows XP SP3 Device Dvd reader


Monitor Resolution 1024 x 768 Interface RS232 serial port (only for PS) or USB port


2 USB - ISOLATOR AND CABLE


WARNING: drivers/controllers USB port is not isolated! Use of USB isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection: wrong earthing connections
may cause high potential difference between GNDs, generating high currents that could damage the PC connected to drivers/controllers.


4  3  2  1


      


      


        


4


1


3


5


2


Connector to driver/controller side
M12 - 5poles - male


Connector to PC side
USB type A - male


1 +5V_USB (1)
2 ID (1)
3 GND_USB GND_USB 4
4 D - D -   2
5 D+ D+ 3


2.2    E-C-SB-USB/M12 - 4 m cable


(1) do not connect


Shield connected
to the housing


Shield connected
to the housing


2.1    E-A-SB-USB/OPT - isolator adapter from PC USB port to USB cables


USB type A, male
to PC USB port


USB type A, female
to E-C-SB-USB/M12  


50 mm


• USB 2.0 Full speed (12 MBps)
• electrical isolation 1 kV
• temperature range, -40° ÷ +50° (relative humidity 25% ÷ 75%)
• external power supply not required (power 400 mA output, 5 V ±10%)
• MTBF >1,2 million hours (MIL standard)


      


4  3  2  1


      


5  4  3  2  1


Connector to driver/controller side
Mini USB type B - male


Connector to PC side
USB type A - male


2.3    E-C-SB-USB/BM - 3 m cable


Shield connected
to the housing


Shield connected
to the housing


E-SW-BASIC Software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com; service and DVD not included
Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access
Atos Download Area
The software remains active for 10 days from the installation date and then it stops until the user inputs the Activation Code


DVD contents


Include software installer, user manuals and fieldbus configuration files (EDS for BC, GSD for BP, XML for EH, XDD for EW and EDS for EI).


Atos Download Area


Direct access to latest releases of programming software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com
Software and USB drivers can be easily installed following the instruction contained in the “info.txt” files.
An automatic mailing message will inform all the registered users whenever a new software upgrade is available.


E-SW / Z-SW minimum PC requirements


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC Software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com; 1 year service included
Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access personal
Atos Download Area.
The software remains active for 10 days from the installation date and then it stops until the user inputs the Activation Code


E-SW-BASIC/PQ
E-SW-FIELDBUS
E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ
Z-SW-FULL


DVD first supply of programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-BASIC-N Only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registrationE-SW-BASIC/PQ-N


E-SW-FIELDBUS-N
E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ-N
Z-SW-FULL-N


DVD next supplies of programming software, to be ordered separately:


Programming software FIELDBUS and FULL can program digital electronics through:
- USB communication port for all standard versions of drivers/controllers
- RS232 Serial communication port for all versions of AES s30 drivers and Z-ME-KZ-PS s12 controllers


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable
E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


E-C-SB-USB/BM cable


Note: the software BASIC, FIELDBUS and FULL are NOT interchangeable and must be ordered separately


E-SW / Z-SW software permit valve's parameterization through USB port.


to PC USB port


AEB, REB, RES, TEB, LEB s10
AES, TES, LES, PES, TEZ, LEZ s40 or higher


E-BM-AES, E-BM-RES s10


1 +5V_USB +5V_USB 1
2 D - D -   2
3 D+ D+ 3
4 ID
5 GND_USB GND_USB 4







GS500


4 PS serial RS232 - USB COMMUNICATION ADAPTER AND CROSS CABLES


The adapter have to be connected to the USB communication port of PC to activate the PS RS232 serial communication interface towards Atos digital
electrohydraulics. The cross cables connect the relevant connector of the USB adapter with the communication port of the digital drivers/controllers.


3.2    E-A-PS-USB/IR - 3 m adapter


• direct infrared communication with the driver
• USB male connector, type A
• plug-in format for direct infrared connection on the driver
• transmission rate 9,6 kbit/s
• external power supply not required (USB supply)


345 2 1


789 634


5
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4.3    E-C-PS-DB9/M12 - 4 m cable


5 RS_TX PC_RX 2
4 RS_RX PC_TX 3
3 RS_GND PC_GND 5


Connector to driver side
M12 - 5poles - female


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - female


Connect the cable shield to the metallic housing of DB9 connector


E-C-PS-DB9/M12 cable


E-A-PS-USB/DB9 adapter


AES s30
AERS, TERS, TES, LES, PES s31


TEZ, LEZ s10


E-C-PS-DB9/M8 cable


E-C-PS-DB9/RJ45 cable


E-C-PS-DB9/DB9 cable


to PC USB port


Ex-proof AES s30
Ex-proof AERS, TERS, TES, LES, s31


E-BM-AS s11


Z-ME-KZ-PS s12


4.1     Connection tools


Note: the adapter is not required if PC is already equipped with a RS232 serial communication port


E
-A


-P
S


-U
S


B
/IR


D
R


IV
E


R
 C


A
B


LE
S


ID
E


E-MI-AS-IR s10
E-MI-AS-IR s11


3.1     Connection tools


E-A-PS-USB/IR adapter


to PC USB port


 


• DB9 male connector according to RS232 serial specification
• USB male connector, type A
• transmission rate from 1,6 kbit/s up to 225 kbit/s
• external power supply not required (USB supply)


RS232                          USB


4.2    E-A-PS-USB/DB9 - 0,45 m adapter


4


3 1


3


321 4 5


876 9


4.4    E-C-PS-DB9/M8 - 4 m cable


3 RS_TX PC_RX 2
1 RS_RX PC_TX 3
4 RS_GND PC_GND 5


Connector to driver side 
M8 - 3poles - female


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - female


4.5    E-C-PS-DB9/RJ45 - 2,5 m cable


345 2 1


789 61 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


6 RS_TX PC_RX 2
5 RS_RX PC_TX 3
4 RS_GND PC_GND 5


Connector to driver side
RJ45 - 8poles - male


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - female


345 2 1


789 6


321 4 5


876 9


2 RS_TX PC_RX 2
3 RS_RX PC_TX 3
5 RS_GND PC_GND 5


4.6    E-C-PS-DB9/DB9 - 4 m cable


Connector to controller side
DB9 - 9poles - male


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - female


Connect the cable shield to the metallic housing of DB9 connector


Connect the cable shield to the metallic housing of DB9 connector


3 IR infrared - USB COMMUNICATION ADAPTER


The adapter have to be connected to the USB communication port of PC to activate the IR infrared communication interface towards Atos digital
electrohydraulics.


E
-A


-P
S


-U
S


B
/IR


D
R


IV
E


R
 C


A
B


LE
S


ID
E


Infrared USB







345 2 1


789 634


5
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Connector to driver side
M12 - 5poles - female


5.3    E-C-BC-DB9/M12 - 2 m cable


5 CAN_L 2
3 CAN_GND 3
1 CAN_SHLD (SHIELD) 5
4 CAN_H 7
2 CAN_V+ 9


Connector to adapter side
DB9 - 9poles - female


3


4


2


5


1 321 4 5


876 9


5 CABLE SHIELD 1
4 B_LINE 3
2 A_LINE 8


Connector to driver side
M12 - 5poles - male reverse key


Connector to adapter side
DB9 - 9poles - male


6.3    E-C-BP-DB9/M12 - 2 m cable


5.4    E-C-BC-DB9/RA - 2 m cable


345 2 1


789 6


brown CAN_L 2
yellow CAN_GND 3
shield CAN_SHLD (SHIELD) 5
white CAN_H 7
green CAN_V+ 9


Driver side 
wires to driver terminal block


Connector to adapter side
DB9 - 9poles - female


E-C-BC-DB9/M12 cable E-A-BC-USB/DB9 adapter
AES s30


AERS, TERS, TES, LES, PES s31
TEZ, LEZ s10


E-C-BC-DB9/RA cable


to PC USB port


Ex-proof AES s30
Ex-proof AERS, TERS, TES, LES, s31


5.1     Connection tools


Note: for AES s30 drivers, the CANbus adapter and cable are not required since driver programming can be performed via RS232 communication port, see 4.1


(1)


 


CANbus                  


Model: isCAN USB - Brand: ifak system


USB
• DB9 male connector according to the CiA specification DR303-1
• USB male connector, type A
• transmission rate from 10 kbit/s to 1 Mbit/s
• external power supply not required (USB supply)
• LEDs indicate the actual working condition


5.2    E-A-BC-USB/DB9 - 2 m adapter


5


The adapter have to be connected to the USB communication port of PC to activate the BC CANbus communication interface towards Atos digital
electrohydraulics. The cross cables connect the relevant connector of the USB adapter with the communication port of the digital drivers/controllers.


BC CANbus - USB COMMUNICATION ADAPTER AND CROSS CABLES


6


The adapter have to be connected to the USB communication port of PC to activate the BP PROFIBUS communication interface towards Atos digital
electrohydraulics. The cross cables connect the relevant connector of the USB adapter with the communication port of the digital drivers/controllers.


BP PROFIBUS - USB COMMUNICATION ADAPTER AND CROSS CABLES


 


PROFIBUS


Model: isPro USBx12 - Brand: ifak system


USB


6.2    E-A-BP-USB/DB9 - 2 m adapter


• DB9 female connector according to the PROFIBUS RS485 specification
• USB male connector, type A
• transmission rate from 1,6 kbit/s  to 12 Mbit/s
• external power supply not required (USB supply)
• LEDs indicate the actual working condition


E-C-BP-DB9/M12 cable


E-A-BP-USB/DB9 adapter


AES s30
AERS, TERS, TES, LES, PES s31


TEZ, LEZ s10


E-C-BP-DB9/RA cable


to PC USB port


Ex-proof AES s30
Ex-proof AERS, TERS, TES, LES, s31


6.1     Connection tools


Note: for AES s30 drivers and Z-ME-KZ-PS/BP s12 controllers, the PROFIBUS adapter and cable are not required since driver programming can be perfor-
med via serial RS232 communication port, see 4.1


(1)


(1)  for usage prescriptions of the
     fieldbus terminator E-TRM-BP-DB9/DB9, see section 9.2


E-C-BP-DB9/DB9 cable
Z-ME-KZ-PS/BP s12


(1)  for usage prescriptions of the
     fieldbus terminator E-TRM-BC-DB9/DB9, see section 9.2







GS500


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
3 4


2 1


        Typical EtherCAT, POWERLINK and EtherNet/IP cable wiring diagram from industrial M12 connectors to standard RJ45 ethernet connectors.


1 TX+ white/orange 1
3 TX- orange 2
2 RX+ white/green 3
4 RX- green 6


Connector to driver side
M12 - 4poles - male


Connector to EtherCAT, POWERLINK 
and EtherNet/IP network


RJ45 - 8poles - male


Connect the cable shield to the metallic housing of M12 connector


7 EtherCAT, POWERLINK AND EtherNet/P CABLE WIRING DIAGRAM


FIELDBUS TERMINATORS9


For CANopen (BC) or PROFIBUS DP (BP) the fieldbus terminator has to be used.


Connector:
M12 = from M12 output fieldbus connector, drivers/controllers (1)
DB9 = from DB9 connector, adapter side


Terminator


Connector:
5PM = to BC executions, drivers/controllers (1)
4PF = to BP executions, drivers/controllers (1)
DB9 = to DB9 connector, cable side


Fieldbus interfaces:
BC = CANopen 
BP  = PROFIBUS DP


E - TRM - BC - M12 / 5PM


120 ohm


1
2
3
4


5


1


2


3
4


390 ohm


221 ohm


390 ohm


12


3 4


5


2


3


1


4


to CANopen
network


to PC
USB port


to PC
USB port


Adapter side
M12
4poles - female


Adapter side
M12
5poles - male


E-TRM-BC-M12/5PM network CANopen terminator


E-TRM-BP-M12/4PF network PROFIBUS DP terminator


fieldbus network
terminator connection example for


TES, LES, PES, TEZ, LEZ
series 40 or higher 


USB isolator adapter


9.1    M12 - terminators for fieldbus network


        The fieldbus terminators for CANopen and PROFIBUS DP are required when output fieldbus connector has to be used as network end point.


to PROFIBUS DP
network


RS232 Serial E-RI-AES s30 Z-ME-KZ s12


FIRMWARE UPDATE8


It is possible to update the firmware of the following digital drivers and controllers, using proper USB or RS232 serial communication port.
The firmware update is allowed starting from electronics series listed into the table or higher series:


USB E-RI-AEB s10
E-RI-AES s40


E-RI-REB s10
E-RI-RES s10


E-BM-AES s10
E-BM-RES s10


E-RI-TEB s10
E-RI-LEB s10


E-RI-TES s40
E-RI-LES s40


E-RI-TES-S s40
E-RI-LES-S s40 E-RI-PES-S s40 Z-RI-TEZ s40


Z-RI-LEZ s40


321 4 5


876 9


6.3    E-C-BP-DB9/RA - 2 m cable


shield CABLE SHIELD 1
red B_LINE 3


green A_LINE 8


Connector to adapter side
DB9 - 9poles - male


Driver side 
wires to driver terminal block


321 4 5


876 9


321 4 5


876 9


6.4    E-C-BP-DB9/DB9 - 2 m cable


1 CABLE-SHIELD 1
3 B_LINE 3
8 A_LINE 8


Connector to controller side
DB9 - 9poles - male


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - male


(1) for TES, LES, PES, TEZ, LEZ series 40 or higher
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RECCOMENDED TOOLS SELECTION10


Model Code Series Software Cable USB Adapter Terminator


PS
AES 30


E-SW-BASIC E-C-PS-DB9/M8 E-A-PS-USB/DB9
AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31


BP
AES 30


E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-PS-DB9/M8 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31 E-C-BP-DB9/RA E-A-BP-USB/DB9 E-TRM-BP-DB9/DB9


BC
AES 30 E-C-PS-DB9/M8 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31 E-C-BC-DB9/RA E-A-BC-USB/DB9 E-TRM-BC-DB9/DB9


9.2    DB9 - terminators for USB adapter connection


        The fieldbus terminators for CANopen and PROFIBUS DP are required when USB adapter has to be connected directly to the digital driver/controller.


CAN_L
CAN_GND


CAN_SHLD


CAN_H
CAN_V+


5
3
2


7
9


CAN_L
CAN_GND
CAN_SHLD


CAN_H
CAN_V+


5
3
2


7
9


121 ohm


SHIELD 1
+5 V 6


B_LINE 3


A_LINE 8


GND 5


1
6


3


8


5


SHIELD
+5 V


B_LINE


A_LINE


GND


390 ohm


221 ohm


390 ohm


345 2 1


789 6


321 4 5


876 9


321 4 5


876 9


345 2 1


789 6


bus line terminator must be used  


bus line terminator must be used


bus line terminator must not be used


E-TRM-BP-DB9/DB9 PROFIBUS DP terminator for E-A-BP-USB/DB9 USB adapter


E-TRM-BC-DB9/DB9 CANopen terminator for E-A-BC-USB/DB9 USB adapter


Cable side 
DB9
9poles - male


Adapter side
DB9
9poles - female


Cable side
DB9
9poles - female


Adapter side
DB9
9poles - male to PC


USB port


to PC
USB port


to PC
USB port


USB adapter
Terminator


USB adapter


Terminator
USB adapter


10.1  Standard electronics


10.2  Ex-proof electronics


10.3  Phase out electronics


Model Code Series Software Cable USB Adapter Terminator


IR E-MI-AS-IR 10 E-SW-IR E-A-PS-USB/IR


PS


AES 30
E-SW-BASIC


E-C-PS-DB9/M12 E-A-PS-USB/DB9
AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31


TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 31 E-SW-BASIC/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 10 Z-SW-FULL


BP


AES 30
E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-PS-DB9/M12 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31


E-C-BP-DB9/M12 E-A-BP-USB/DB9 E-TRM-BP-DB9/DB9TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 31 E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 10 Z-SW-FULL


BC


AES 30
E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-PS-DB9/M12 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31


E-C-BC-DB9/M12 E-A-BC-USB/DB9 E-TRM-BC-DB9/DB9TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 31 E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 10 Z-SW-FULL


EH AES 30 E-SW-FIELDBUS E-C-PS-DB9/M12 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


Model Code Series Software Cable USB Adapter Terminator


IR E-MI-AS-IR 11
E-SW-BASIC


E-A-PS-USB/IR


PS
E-BM-AS 11 E-C-PS-DB9/RJ45


E-A-PS-USB/DB9
Z-ME-KZ-PS 12 Z-SW-FULL E-C-PS-DB9/DB9


NP


E-BM-AES, E-BM-RES 10


E-SW-BASIC


E-C-SB-USB/BM


E-A-SB-USB/OPT


AEB, REB, TEB, LEB 10


E-C-SB-USB/M12TES, LES 40


TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 40 E-SW-BASIC/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 40 Z-SW-FULL E-C-SB-USB/M12


BP Z-ME-KZ-PS/BP 12 Z-SW-FULL E-C-PS-DB9/DB9 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


BP


BC


EH


E-BM-AES, E-BM-RES 10


E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-SB-USB/BM


E-A-SB-USB/OPT


RES 10


E-C-SB-USB/M12AES, TES, LES 40


TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 40 E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 40 Z-SW-FULL E-C-SB-USB/M12


EW


EI


TES, LES 40 or higher E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-SB-USB/M12 E-A-SB-USB/OPTTES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 40 or higher E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ
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Analog electronic E-ME-AC drivers
Eurocard format, for proportional valves without transducer


Table G035-13/E
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E-ME-AC
Analog drivers control the current to the sole-
noid of Atos proportional valves without pres-
sure or position transducer, regulating the
spool position, the flow or the pressure
according to the electronic reference signal.


Features: 
•   bias and scale regulations by potentiome-


ters
•   symmetrical (standard) or dissymmetrical


(/RR and /RR-4 options) rising and falling
ramp generator


•   factory pre-set
•   Eurocard format (DIN 41494 modular unit)
•   4 internally generated reference signals,


selectables by external ON-OFF signals (-
4, /RR-4, /4R-4 options)


•   electronic filters on input and output lines
•   CE marking according to EMC directive
•   both sides of the card with shielded  cover


with E faston connector


Applications: 
Pressure, flow, position open or closed-loop
regulation systems, according to the block
diagram .2


ELECTRONIC DRIVER E-ME-AC-01F (1)


CLOSE LOOP
CONTROL


(AXES CARD)


RAMP


(1) dotted line for E-ME-AC-05F


ACTUATOR FEEDBACK


COIL S1


COIL S2


REFERENCE


PROPORTIONAL VALVE


DRIVING CURRENT


FLOW
PRESSURE


POSITION
SPEED


ACCELERATION
FORCE


TRANSDUCER ACTUATORS


DRIVING CURRENT


EXTERNAL
GENERATOR


DEAD BAND SCALE
CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


E-ME = electronic driver in Eurocard format


01F = for single solenoid proportional valves
05F = for double solenoid proportional valves


Options:
-          = standard symmetrical ramp
/RR     = with adjustable dissymmetrical ramps
-4        = with 4 reference potentiometers
/RR-4  = with rising and falling ramps and 4 reference potentiometers
/4R-4  = with 4 ramps and 4 reference potentiometers
/I          = suitable to receive current reference signal 4÷20 mA


(not suitable with -4, /RR-4, /4R-4 options)


Set code (see 4.4)


1


Series number


E-ME *- AC 01F- * / *


AC = for proportional valve without transducer


MODEL CODE


SOLENOID
SUPPLY


DEAD BAND SCALE
CURRENT
AMPLIFIER







3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


4 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS


4.1    Power supply and wirings
         The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered. If the power supply is genera-


ted by a single phase rectifier, use a 10000 µF/40V capacitor; if pulse voltage is generated by a three
phase rectifier, connect a 4700 µF/40V capacitor (see ). 


         Connect the reference signal to the main electronic control by means of shielded and twisted cables. Pay
attention: the negative and the positive poles must not be exchanged each other.


         Shield the wirings to avoid electromagnetic noise (EMC).
         It is suitable to keep the driver and its cables far from any electromagnetic radiation source (like cables


where high currents flow, electric motors, transformers, relays, solenoids, portable radio-transmitter, etc.).
         Wire the earth connection as shown in , according to CEI EN 60204-1 standards.
         Connect the shield of the driver to the noiseless earth terminal (TE) .


         The driver is protected against overloads by an internal safety fuse: 4 A fast fuse (see ).


4.2    Reference signal
         The electronic driver is designed to receive voltage or current reference signals according to the following


options:
         –     internal potentiometers mounted on board, see 
         –     external reference signals, see 
         Note that drivers designed to receive current reference (options /I) have signal values in the range 4 to 20


mA and do not have mounted on board potentiometer option.
         It is possible to use current option also for double channels drivers type E-ME-AC-05F using the reference


inversion signal on contact 18c (5 ÷ 24 VDC).


4.3    Monitor signal
         This voltage output signal allows to measure the current supplied to the coil, read by a voltmeter on the


front panel test points (see ). Reading scale is 1 mV = 1 mA


         To visualize the signals use voltmeters with impedance >10 KW.


4.4    Set code
         Basic calibration of the electronic driver is factory preset according to the proportional valve it has to be


coupled with. These pre-calibrations are identified by a standard number in the model code as follows:
         1 = RZGO, KZGO 2 = RZMO,AG*ZO, LI*ZO
         3 = DHZO, DKZOR 4 = DPZO-A-*5, DPZO-A-*7
         6 = QV*ZO(R), LIQZO
         For ex-proof valves, insert an “A” before the code of adjustment.
         For example, the code of adjustment for RZGA is A1 (see tech table F600).


4.5    Calibrations/settings available to the user, see , , , , .
         Scale
         The Scale regulation, available on the front panel, permits to modify the relation between the reference


signal and the regulated current to the solenoid.
         Modifying this regulation (see , ) it is possible to fit the valve hydraulic behaviour to the effective


system conditions; in addition, the two regulations available for double solenoid valves (driver E-ME-AC-
05F) permit to set different hydraulic adjustments for positive and negative movements.


         The Scale regulation is factory set at standard values depending to the proportional valve to be controlled
and it is identified by the driver set code (see 4.4)


         Bias
         The bias regulations, available on the front panel, permit to set the correspondence between the electrical


zero of the reference signal with the beginning of the valve’s hydraulic regulation, compensating the dead
band and the component’s mechanical tolerances .


         Modifying this regulation (see , ) it is possible to fit the valve hydraulic behaviour to the effective
system conditions; in case of drivers for double solenoid valves (E-ME-AC-05F) the bias are active only
when the reference signal is over the threshold value of ± 100 mV.


         The Scale regulation is factory set at the standard values depending to the proportional valve to be control-
led and it is identified by the driver set code (see 4.4)


         Ramps
         The ramp regulation, available on the front panel, permit to modify the time in which the regulated current


reaches the set value in front of a step change of the reference signal.
         The ramp regulation is factory set at value close to zero and it can be increased up to 5 sec max for a step


change of the reference signal from 0% to 100%
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5 EXTERNAL REFERENCE SIGNALS


EXTERNAL
POTENTIOMETER


CONNECTIONS


SOLENOID S1 REFERENCE


SOLENOID S2 REFERENCE


SOLENOIDS S1 AND S2 REFERENCE


EXTERNAL REFERENCE GENERATOR 
AND /I OPTION


6 EXTERNAL RAMPS


EXTERNAL RAMP SELECTION


EXAMPLE WITH THREE EXTERNAL RAMPS


FUSE


Power supply (see 4.1)
Contatcts: positive 2a, 2c; negative 4a, 4c (see )14


Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 21 ÷ 33 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Current supplied to solenoids IMAX= 3.3 A square wave PWM type; (for ex-proof valves IMAX = 2,5 A)


Nominal reference signal, factory preset
E-ME-AC-01F:              0 ÷ 5 V at contact 12c (GND on 8a)
E-ME-AC-05F:              ±5 V at contact 12c (GND on 8a)
4 ÷ 20 mA for /I:          at contacts 12c (+) and 8a (-)


Reference signal variation range (Scale adjust) ±10 VMAX ±2,5 VMIN


Input signal impendence Voltage signal Ri > 50 kW - (/I option Ri = 316 W)


Potentiometers supply +5 V / 50 mA at contact 10c and -5 V / 20 mA at contact 14c


Ramp time 5 sec. max          (0 ÷ 100 % of reference signal)


Enabling signal V = 5 ÷ 24 VDC on contact 18a with led indicator on panel;   Ri 15 kW (max 5 mA)


Electrical wiring Coil :   2 x 1 mm2 to 20 m         2 x 1,5 mm2 shielded to 40 m


Card format Europe 100 x 160 mm (Plug-in unit DIN 41494)


Card connector Male DIN 41612 /D


Connector elements available Type E-K-32M frame snap connector (see table G800)                     To be ordered separately


Operating temperature 0 ÷ +50 °C (storage -20° ÷ +70 °C)


Front panel dimensions 128,4 x 35,3 mm


Mass 540 g


Features Rapid solenoid excitation and switching off
Outputs to solenoids protected against accidental short circuits







G035


        The available ramp regulations depend to the driver version:
        -     in the standard version it is available a single regulation for rise/fall ramp (P7)
        -     in the /RR version it is possible to separately regulate the rise ramp and the fall ramp (P7 and


P17)
        In the /4R-4 version  it is possible to separately regulate the ramp for each of the internal reference


signals (P11-P12-P13-P14).


        External ramps, see  
        This feature allows to regulate the ramp time by means of external potentiometers. In order to use


this capability:
        -     set switch SW1 in position 2
        -     connect one or more external potentiometers as shown (use only 2,5 MW potentiometers).


        Internal reference signals
        In the -4, /RR-4 and /4R-4 versions the driver can self generate 4 different internal reference


signals, selectable by means of 4 relevant on-off  commands 24 VDC, to be supplied to the con-
tacts 22c, 24c, 24a, 22a (see scheme , ): each internal reference signal can be adjusted by
means of  a relevant potentiometer available on the front panel.
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7 INSTALLATION AND START-UP


        It is advisable to perform calibration procedures in the order given below.


7.1    Warning
        –    Never insert or remove the driver while the electronic system is powered on.
        –    Voltages must always be measured with reference to GND (connector contact 8a or front panel


test point         ).
        –    Refer to  to identify components mentioned in calibration procedures.


7.2    Start-up
        Factory pre-set adjustments might not meet the desired requirements for the specific application


and performances can be optimized by on-site re-adjustements of Bias, scale and ramps potentio-
meters, in sequence.


        –    Connect the electronic driver according to the desired connection diagram, , .
        The current supplied to the coil can be measured by a voltmeter connected between the test


points on the front panel.
        For E-ME-AC-05F the channel enabled led (L5 or L6) shows the supplied coil.


        Enabling signal, see , .
        The electronic driver operate when the contact 18a is supplied with an enabling signal (usually


24VDC). It could be useful in emergency conditions to inhibit the driver by zeroing this signal.


        Bias adjustment (Dead band compensation), see , , .
        –    Supply a reference signal voltage (0VDC for E-ME-AC-01F and ± 0,1VDC for E-ME-AC-05F).
              Gradually turn bias potentiometer(s) until a movement of the controlled actuator is obtained
        –    Turn in the opposite direction until the actuator is stopped.


        Scale adjustment, see , , .
        Supply max reference voltage signal (for E-ME-AC-05F driver repeat for max negative voltage) in


the specified range and turn scale potentiometer(s) until the actuator speed reaches the desired
value.


        Ramps, see , .
        Turning the ramp potentiometer(s) clockwise, acceleration(s) and deceleration(s) can be reduced


to obtain optimization of the complete system.
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9 E-ME-AC-05F TOPOGRAPHICAL VIEW OF REGULATIONS


8 RAMPS AND SETTINGS


10 E-ME-AC-01F ADJUSTMENT


11 E-ME-AC-05F ADJUSTMENT


Current [%]


Reference [V]


SCALE ADJUST


BIAS ADJUST


Reference [V]


SCALE ADJUST


BIAS S1
ADJUST


Reference potentiometer P1


Ramp regulation P11


Reference potentiometer P2


Ramp regulation P12


Reference potentiometer P3


Ramp regulation P13


Reference potentiometer P4


Ramp regulation P14


Drive enabled led (solenoid S1)                          L5
Bias solenoid S1                                                  P5


Scale adjust for solenoid S1                                P15


Drive enabled led (solenoid S2)                          L6


Bias solenoid S2                                                  P6
Scale adjust for solenoid S2                                P16


Current monitor point (mV read = mA)


Acceleration and deceleration ramp                     P7


Decelaration ramp (only for /RR option)              P17


1)  Reference pot. P1, P2, P3, P4 mounted in -4, /RR-4, /4R-4
options.


     Ramps pot. P11, P12, P13, P14 mounted only in /4R-4
option.


2)  Only for E-ME-AC-05F/*


1)


2)


BIAS S2
ADJUST


Current [%]


Card disabled led L7


INTERNAL RAMPS - /RR OPTION


/4R-4 OPTION


Reference from 0 to 100%


Reference


time


time


No ramp


time


time


time


rampa time


Adjust ramp time


with P7


ramp time


Reference from 100% to 0


Adjust ramp time


with P17


Time Selected inputs Active regulations


REF.1REF.2REF.3REF.4 6a-6c Speed Ramp


T1 ON OFF OFF OFF Open P1 P11


T2 ON ON OFF OFF Open P2 P12


T3 OFF OFF OFF OFF Open EXT.REF. P7


T4 OFF OFF ON OFF Open P3 P13


T5 OFF OFF ON ON Open P4 P14


T6 OFF OFF OFF OFF Close EXT.REF. (tr=0)
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14 GENERAL CONNECTIONS
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15 EARTH CONNECTIONS


CONTROL UNIT


E-ME-AC-0*F PROPORTIONAL VALVE


COIL S1


COIL S2


TRANSDUCER ACTUATORS


RAMPS


DEAD
BAND SCALE


DEAD
BAND SCALE


CURRENT
AMPLIF.


CURRENT
AMPLIF.


ELETTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
Atos electronic drivers and proportional valves are designed according to the 2014/30/UE Directive (Electromagnetic Compatibility) and according
to EN 50081-2 (Emission) and EN 50082-2 (Immunity) standards. The electromagnetic compatibility of electronic drivers is valid only for wirings
realized according to the typical electric connections shown in this technical table.
The device must be verified on the machine because the magnetic field may be different from the test conditions.
SAFETY
The electrical signals (for example reference signals, feedback and enable signal) of electronic drivers must not be used to realize safety condi-
tions of the machine. This is in accordance with the provisions of European directives (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and com-
ponents-hydraulics, EN 982). Special attention must be payed to switch-on/switch-off of electronic drivers because they could produce uncontrol-
led movements of actuators operated by the proportional valves.


12 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS


CONNECTORS TYPE 666 (see K500 table)Note: S1 and S2 solenoids are referred respectively to B port side and A port side.


DRIVING CURRENT


DRIVING CURRENT


E     :PROTECTIVE EARTH
TE   :NOISELESS EARTH


C  :ALTERNATE BONDING CONNECTION TO NOISELESS EARTH TERMINAL


INTERNAL
FUSE


4 A fast








Digital electronic E-BM-AS drivers
DIN-rail panel format, for proportional valves without transducer


Table G030-7/E


E-BM-AS
Digital drivers supply and control the cur-
rent to the solenoid of Atos proportional
valves without transducer, according to
the electronic reference input signal. The
solenoid proportionally transforms the cur-
rent into a force, acting  on the valve spool
or poppet, against a reacting spring, thus
providing the hydraulic regulation.
E-BM-AS can drive up to two single or
one double solenoid proportional valves.


Electrical Features:
•   4 fast plug-in connectors �
•   RJ45 connector � for RS232 Serial com-


munication to program the driver with the
Atos PC software


•   4 leds for diagnostics � (see 8)
•   ±5 VDC output supply for external referen-


ce potentiometers (/P option)
•  Electrical protection against reverse  pola-


rity of power supply
•  Operating temperature range: -20° ÷ +60°


(see 3)
•   Plastic box with IP20 protection degree


and standard DIN-rail mounting
•   CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:
•   Intuitive graphic interface
•   Setting of valve’s functional parameters:


bias, scale, ramps, dither
•  Linearization function for the hydraulic


regulation
•   2 selectable modes for electronic reference


signal: external analog input or internal
generation


•   /W option max power limitation function
(see 6.7)


•   Complete diagnostics of driver status
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1 MODEL CODE


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid or two single solenoid


proportional valves


-


Electronic driver in DIN
rail panel format


A = driver for valves
without transducer


Series number


S = digital execution


Options, see section :


-   = standard 24 VDC power supply 
12= 12 VDC power supply 
A = max current limitation for ex-proof valves
C = current feedback 4 ÷ 20 mA for


remote transducer, only for IW
I  = current reference input 4 ÷ 20 mA


(omit for standard voltage reference
input ±10 VDC)


P  = electrical supply for external potentio-
meters to generate reference signal,
not available with I option (see 4.4)


W = power limitation function, only for 05H
(see 6.7)
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/


PS = Serial communication interface


E-BM A S PS 01H *- - *


�


05H 05HOnly for 05H 







C3 / +5 V


B1 / CMD1


C3 / +5 V


B1 / CMD1


B3 / CMD2


C3 / +5 V


B1 / CMD1


C4 / -5 V


10 KW 10 KW 10 KW 10 KW


B2 / CMD- B2 / CMD-


1 single solenoid valve


4.1    Power supply
        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a


4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse for 01H single solenoid valve and 05H double solenoid valve


5 A time lag fuse for 05H two single solenoid valves
        Option /12
        This driver execution is designed to receive a 12 VDC power supply and it is commonly used in mobile application.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 4 A time lag fuse for 01H single solenoid valve and 05H double solenoid valve


6,3 A time lag fuse for 05H two single solenoid valves
4.2    Reference Input Signals (pin B1 and B3, both referred to pin B2)
        The driver proportionally transforms the external reference input signal into the current supplied to the solenoid.
        The driver is designed to receive one (01H) or two (05H) analog reference inputs (CMD1 on pin B1, CMD2 on pin B3); both signals are referred to a


common electric ground (CMD- on pin B2). CMD1 has to be used in case of 05H version that drives one double solenoid valve.
        The input range is software selectable among voltage (0 ÷ ±10 VDC) or current (4 ÷ 20 mA with cable break detection or 0 ÷ ±20 mA).
        Default settings: 0 ÷ 10 VDC  for two position valves; 0 ÷ ±10 VDC  for three position valves (see valve’s tech. table).
        Other ranges can be set by software. Internal reference generation is software selectable (see 6.6).
        Note: software selection of analog input range (voltage or current) is applied to both signals CMD1 and CMD2.
4.3    Pressure Input Signal (pin B3 referred to pin B2) only for, /W option)
        When hydraulic power limitation is active (see 6.7), input signal CMD2 must be connected to an external pressure transducer installed on the


hydraulic system; maximum input range 0 ÷ 10 VDC.


4.4    Output supply Signal for external reference potentiometers (/P option)
        The reference analog signals can be generated by one (01H) or two (05H) external potentiometers directly connected to the driver, using the ±5 VDC


supply output available at pin C3 and C4. Reference input signal can be set up via software to ±5 VDC, in order to match potentiometer output signal.


4.5    Enable Input Signal (pin D3 referred to pin D2)
        Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoids, without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used


to maintain active the serial connection and the other driver functions when the valve must be disabled for safety reasons.
        To enable the driver, supply a 24VDC on pin D3 referred to pin D2.
4.6    Status Output Signal (pin D4 referred to pin D2)
        Status output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (short circuits, solenoids not connected, cable broken for 4 ÷ 20mA input) 
        and is not affected by Enable input signal status: fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.
       When hydraulic power limitation function is active (see 6.7), status output signal can be software configured to indicate power limitation status:
        not active (0 VDC) or  active (24 VDC).
4.7    ON/OFF Input Signals (pin C1...C4 referred to DGND pin B4)
        When the driver is configured in internal reference generation mode (see 6.6), the 4 ON/OFF input signals (DI) are used to select the active referen-


ce signal, among the available stored values. If the 4 ON/OFF input signals (DI) are not active, the driver can be commanded by external analog
reference. The polarity of the digital inputs can be customized: active status  = 24 VDC  is the default setting.


        Note: with /P option two ON/OFF signals are available as digital inputs (DI).


4.8    Possible combined options: /12W, /12CIW, /12PW, /12CIW, /AW, /ACIW, /APW, /CIW, /PW only for 05H
/12I, /12P, /AI, /AP for 01H and 05H


4 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply (see 4.1) Standard      Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
option /12     Nominal: +12 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 10 ÷ 14 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W      01H single solenoid valve and 05H double solenoid valve
100 W    05H two single solenoid valves


Current supplied to solenoids
IMAX = 2.7 A with +24 VDC  power supply to drive standard proportional valves (3,2 W solenoid)
IMAX = 3.3 A with +12 VDC  power supply to drive proportional valves with /6 option (2,1 W solenoid)
IMAX = 2.5 A  with +24 VDC  power supply to drive ex-proof proportional valves (3,2 W solenoid) for /A option


Reference input signal (see 4.2) Voltage: range  ±10 VDC Input impedance:    Ri > 50 kW
Current: range  ±20 mA Input impedance:    Ri = 500 W


Enable and ON/OFF inputs  (see 4.5, 4.7) Range :  0 ÷ 24 VDC ( OFF state: 0 ÷ 5 VDC ; ON state: 9 ÷ 24 VDC )   Input impedance:    Ri > 10 kW ; 
Output supply (see 4.4) ±5 VDC @ max 10 mA : output supply for external potentiometers (only for /P option)
Status output (see 4.6) Output range :        0 ÷ 24 VDC ( ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state  < 1 V ) @ max 1,4 A 
Alarms Solenoid not connected, short circuit and cable break with current reference signal
Format Plastic box ; IP20 protection degree ; L 35 - H 7,5 mm  rail mounting as per EN60715
Operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C  (-20 ÷ +40 °C for 05H version if drive two single solenoid proportional valves; storage -25 ÷ +85 °C)
Mass 130 g
Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of current output to solenoids; protection against reverse polarity of power supply
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE - Immunity: EN 61000-6-2 (2005); Emission: EN 61000-6-4 (2001)
Communication interface RS232 serial connection (not insulated), Atos protocol with ASCII coding (see section 5)
Recommended wiring cable LiYCY shielded cables:        0,5 mm2 for length up to 40 m [1,5 mm2 for power supply and solenoids]
Max conductor size (see section 9) 2,5 mm2   


2 single solenoid valves 1 double solenoid valve


01H 05H 05H


5 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500 Connection


E-A-PS-USB/DB9 USB to serial adapter


E-C-PS-DB9/RJ45 serial cable


Free programming software, web download:
E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 
DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:
E-SW-BASIC               DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area
E-SW-BASIC-N           DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration
Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com
USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW programming
software connected via RS232 serial port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits valve's
parameterization through serial port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.
The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers RS232 port is not isolated!
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The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the
user manual included in the E-SW programming software:


E-MAN-BM-AS - user manual for E-BM-AS


6.1    Scale
        Scale function allows to set the maximum current supplied to the solenoid, corresponding to the max


valve regulation, at maximum reference signal value.
        This regulation allows to adapt the maximum current supplied from the driver to the specific nominal


current of the proportional valves to which the driver is coupled; it is also useful to reduce the maxi-
mum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.


        For double solenoid valves two different Scale regulations are available : ScaleA for positive referen-
ce signal and ScaleB for negative reference signal


6.2    Bias and Threshold
        Proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corresponding to


their switch-off status.
        This dead band discontinuity in the valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the Bias


function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (external input or internally
generated).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcome the Threshold value, preset into
the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias current supplied to the solenoid of the specific propor-
tional valve to which the driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        If internal reference generation is active (see 6.6), threshold should be set to 0.
        For double solenoid valves two different Bias regulations are available: positive reference signal


activates BiasA for solenoid S1 and negative reference signal activates BiasB for solenoid S2


6.3    Ramps
        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth


time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the current supplied to the solenoid.
        Different ramp mode can be set: 
        - single ramp for any reference variation
        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
        - four ramps for positive/negative signal values and increasing/decreasing reference variations
        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid


machine vibration and shocks.
        If the proportional valve is driven by a closed loop controller, the  ramps can lead to unstable beha-


viour, for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting)


6.4    Dither
        The dither is an high frequency modulation of the current supplied to the solenoid, to reduce the


hysteresis of the valve’s regulation: a small vibration in the valve’s regulating parts considerably
reduces static friction effects.


        Dither frequency can be set in a range from 80 to 500 Hz (default value is 200Hz).
        Lower dither setting reduces the hysteresis but also reduces the regulation stability. In some appli-


cation this can lead to vibration and noise: right setting usually depends on system setup.
        Default dither is a valid setting for a wide range of hydraulic applications


6.5    Linearization
        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the current


supplied to the solenoid.
        Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the valve’s regulation in a defi-


ned working condition (e.g. maximum pressure control at defined working flow)


6.6    Internal Reference Generation
        Internal generation of reference values is software selectable.
        In this mode the 4 digital inputs of the driver (DI1..DI4) allow to activate the desired internal referen-


ce signal, among the different driver’s stored values: external control unit can thus manage complex
machine profile by simple switching the reference signal, by 4 digital inputs (see 4.7).


        The digital inputs are software configurable into 2 different reference selection mode:
          • Standard mode


each digital input corresponds to a different value; up to 4 different internal values are available
(2+2 with E-BM-AS-PS-05H driving two single solenoid valves)


          •  Binary mode
each digital input combination corresponds to a different value; up to 15 different internal values
are available (3+3 with E-BM-AS-PS-05H when driving two single solenoid valves)


        A dedicated ramp time value can be set by software for each available stored reference value.
        Note: with all input signals (DI) set to zero, the driver can be commanded by external analog refe-


rence also if internal reference generation is selected (for more information please refer to the pro-
gramming manual E-MAN-BM-AS).


6.7    Hydraulic Power Limitation (/W option, only for drivers E-BM-AS-PS-05H)
        E-BM-AS drivers with /W option electronically perform hydraulic power limitation on:


- direct and pilot operated flow control valves
- direct and pilot operated directional control valves + mechanical pressure compensator
- variable displacement pumps with proportional flow regulator (e.g. PVPC-*-LQZ,  tech.tab. A170 )


The driver receives the flow reference signal by the analog external input CMD1 (see 4.2) or by the
internal generator (see 6.6), and a pressure transducer, installed in the hydraulic system, has to be
connected to the driver’s analog input CMD2.


        When the actual requested hydraulic power pxQ (CMD2xCMD1) reaches the max power limit
(p1xQ1), internally set by software, the driver automatically reduces the flow regulation of the valve.
The higher is the pressure feedback the lower is the valve’s regulated flow:


              Flow regulation = Min ( PowerLimit [sw setting] ; Flow Reference [CMD1])
                                                       Transducer Pressure [CMD2]


6 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS
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6.1, 6.2 - Scale, Bias & Threshold


6.3 - Ramps


6.5 - Linearization


6.4 - Dither


6.6 - Internal Reference Generation


6.7 - Hydraulic Power Limitation


Regulation curve � with and 
� without  power limitation. 
p1 x Q1 = max power limit 


�


Single internal generator selection (standard mode)


DI1 DI2 DI3 DI4 Reference


OFF OFF OFF OFF External


ON OFF OFF OFF Generation 1


(*) ON OFF OFF Generation 2


(*) (*) ON OFF Generation 3


(*) (*) (*) ON Generation 4


Double internal generator selection (standard mode)


DI1 DI2 S1 DI3 DI4 S2


OFF OFF External OFF OFF External


ON OFF Generation 1 ON OFF Generation 1


(*) ON Generation 2 (*) ON Generation 2


(*) Note: Don’t care
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9 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm] AND INSTALLATION
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To wire cables in the connectors:
1 - press the button with a screwdriver
2 - insert the cable termination


To unlock the driver from the DIN rail:
1 - pull down the locking slide with a


screwdriver
2 - rotate up the driver 


7 CONNECTIONS


CONNECTOR PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A


A1
SOL S1 Current to solenoid S1


Output    - power PWM
A2


A3
SOL S2 Current to solenoid S2 (only for 05H version)


A4


B


B1 CMD1 Reference analog input:  ±10 VDC / ± 20 mA maximum range software selectable (see 4.2)


Input      - analog signal
B2 CMD-


Standard /P option (see 4.4)


Zero signal, ground for reference signals Reference for ±5 VDC output (AGND)


B3 CMD2 (1) Reference analog input:  ±10 VDC / ± 20 mA maximum range software selectable (see 4.2)


B4 DGND Optical insulated ground for on/off inputs (DI1 ÷ DI4)


C


Standard /P option  (see 4.4) Standard Option /P


C1 DI1


Optical insulated on/off input 0 ÷ 24 VDC


referred to pin B4 (DGND) (see 4.7)


as standard
Input      - on/off signal


C2 DI2 as standard


C3 DI3 +5 VDC @ 10 mA output supply to pin B2 (AGND) Input -
on/off 


Output -
reference 
analog C4 DI4 -5 VDC @ 10 mA output supply to pin B2 (AGND)


D


D1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC  (see 4.1)
Input      - power supply


D2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC


D3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver (see 4.5) Input      - on/off signal


D4 STATUS Fault (default) or software selected output (see 4.6) Output    - on/off signal


Note (1):     only for 05H version, when used to drive two single solenoid valves or transducer input for /W option.
WARNING: if CMD2 is not used must be connect to CMD- (ground)


8 FRONT PANNEL CONNECTOR AND LEDS


RJ45 CONNECTOR


PIN SIGNAL DESCRIPTION


1 / Not connected


2 / Not connected


3 / Not connected


4 GND Signal zero data line


5 RX Driver receiving data line


6 TX Driver transmitting data line


7 / Not connected


8 / Not connected


DIAGNOSTIC LEDS


POWER (GREEN LED)


Light signal displayed Power supply status


Light Off Power OFF


Light On Power ON


STATUS (GREEN LED)


Light signal displayed Driver status


Light Off or Light On Fault conditions


Slow blinking Driver disabled


Fast blinking Driver enabled


S1 & S2 (YELLOW LEDS)


Light signal displayed Coil status


Light Off PWM command OFF


Light On PWM command ON


Slow blinking Coil not connected


Fast blinking Short circuit on the solenoid


1.....
8


RJ45 connector
(IEC 60603 standard)
for RS232 serial
communication


The 4 fast plug-in connectors (A,B,C,D), included in the supply, provide simple wirings, easy driver’s replacement and the possibility to test the signals
directly on the connectors.


C D


B A


A,B,C,D connectors are included in the supply


overall dimension with
assembled connectors


DIN rail
dimensions
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Note: max conductor size: 2,5 mm2 








Digital electronic E-BM-RES drivers
DIN-rail panel format, for proportional valves with integral pressure transducer


E-BM-RES
Digital drivers � supply and control, in clo-
sed loop, the regulated pressure of direct
and pilot operated proportional valves accor-
ding to the electronic reference input signal.
E-BM-RES operate direct and pilot operated
relief/reducing control valves ZO-R with inte-
gral pressure transducer.
Atos PC software allows to customize the dri-
ver configuration to the specific application
requirements.


Electrical Features:
• 7 fast plug-in connectors �
• USB port � always present - Mini USB type B
• DB9 CANopen � and PROFIBUS DP �
communication connector


• RJ45 EtherCAT communication connectors
� output and � input


• 3 leds for diagnostics � (see 4.1)
• Pressure transducer input signal 4 ÷ 20 mA
• ±5 VDC output supply for external reference
potentiometer


• Electrical protection against reverse polarity
of power supply


• Operating temperature range: -20° ÷ +60°
• Plastic box with IP20 protection degree
and standard DIN-rail mounting


• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:
• Intuitive graphic interface
• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:
bias, scale, ramps, dither, PID gains


• 4 factory pre-set dynamic response setting to
match different hydraulic conditions (see 8.5)


• Linearization function for hydraulic regulation
• Complete diagnostics of driver status
• Internal oscilloscope function
• In field firmware update through USB port


Fieldbus Features:
• Valve direct communication with machine
control unit for digital reference, diagno-
stics and settings


• Fieldbus execution allow to operate the val-
ves via fieldbus or via analog signals avai-
lable on the main connectors
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www.atos.com Table GS203-2/E
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RampsBiasScale Linearization


Real-time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


2 VALVES RANGE


Connectors � included


USB
port


�


Valves model
Relief Reducing Compensator


RZMO AGMZO LIMZO RZGO AGRCZO LIRZO LICZO


Data sheet FS010
FS067


FS040 FS305 FS020
FS075


FS055 FS305 FS305


Driver model E-BM-RES


E-BM-RES- BC
CANopen


E-SW
programming software


E-BM-RES- BP
PROFIBUS DP


E-BM-RES- EH
EtherCAT


E-BM-RES- NP
Not Present


�


�


��
�


�


1 MODEL CODE


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves


--
Electronic driver
in DIN rail panel format


Fieldbus interface - USB port always present:
NP = Not Present
BC = CANopen
BP = PROFIBUS DP
EH = EtherCAT


RE = for closed loop
pressure proportional valves


Set code
(see section )5


Series number


S = full


E-BM RE S NP 01H **-- //


Option:
I  = current reference input and monitor 4 ÷ 20 mA


(omit for voltage reference and monitor input 0 ÷10 VDC)


*


� � �


/ *


Dynamic response preset - see 8.5 :
-  = PID 1 fast (default)
2 = PID 2 standard
3 = PID 3 smooth







3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply
(see 6.1, 6.4)


Nominal                          : +24 VDC
Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Current supplied to solenoids IMAX = 2.7 A with +24 VDC  power supply to drive standard proportional valves (3,2 W solenoid)


Reference input (see 6.2) Voltage:  maximum range ±10 VDC  Input impedance:  Ri > 50 kW
Current:  maximum range ±20 mA Input impedance:  Ri = 500 W


Monitor output (see 6.3) Voltage:  maximum range 0 ÷ 10 VDC @ max 5 mA
Current:  maximum range 0 ÷ 20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance


Enable  input (see 6.5) Range :  0 ÷ 9 VDC (OFF state), 15 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 9 ÷ 15 VDC (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 87 kW
Output supply (see 6.8) ±5 VDC @ max 10 mA : output supply for external potentiometer


Fault output (see 6.6) Output range :  0 ÷ 24 VDC  (ON state  @ VL+ [logic power supply] ; OFF state  @ 0 V) @ max 50 mA


Pressure transducer
Power supply:   +24VDC   @ max 100 mA
Pressure input: current, maximum range ±20 mA      Input impedance,  Ri = 500 W
                         voltage, maximum range ±10 VDC Input impedance,  Ri > 50 W


Alarms Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, over/under temperature,
power supplies level, pressure transducer failure


Format Plastic box ; IP20 protection degree ; L 35 - H 7,5 mm  DIN-rail mounting as per EN60715


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -25 ÷ +85 °C)


Mass Approx. 330 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid current supply; current control by P.I.D. with rapid solenoid switching;
protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-6-2; Emission: EN 61000-6-3)


Communication interface USB
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT
IEC61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet
100 Base TX


Recommended wiring cable LiYCY shielded cables:   0,5 mm2 max 50 m for logic   -   1,5 mm2 max 50 m for power supply and solenoids


Max conductor size (see 10) 2,5 mm2      


Note: A maximum time of 500 ms (depending on communication type) have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply
and when the valve is ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.
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4 CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


E-BM-RES-NP


CANopen
CONNECTOR
(male)


USB
CONNECTOR
always present
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
CONNECTOR
(female)


EtherCAT
CONNECTOR
(female - OUTPUT)


EtherCAT
CONNECTOR
(female - INPUT)


E-BM-RES-BC E-BM-RES-BP E-BM-RES-EH


DIAGNOSTIC LEDS
(see 4.1)


Three leds show driver operative conditions for immediate basic diagnostics. Please refer to the driver user manual for detailed information.
4.1    Diagnostic LEDs          L


LED COLOR FUNCTION FLASH RATE DESCRIPTION


L1 GREEN PW
OFF Power supply OFF


ON Power supply ON


L2 GREEN ST
OFF Fault present


ON No fault


L3 YELLOW S1
OFF PWM command OFF


ON PWM command ON


ST


S1


S2


PW


USB


L1
L2
L3
not used


A,B,C,E,F,G,H connectors included


USB
CONNECTOR
always present
(female)


USB
CONNECTOR
always present
(female)


USB
CONNECTOR
always present
(female)
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CONNECTOR PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A
A1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 6.1) Input - power supply


A2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 6.1) Gnd - power supply


A3 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication   (see 6.4) Input - power supply


A4 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication   (see 6.4) Gnd - power supply


4.2    Connectors - 4 pin


B
B1 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to VL0   (see 6.5) Input - on/off signal


B2 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to VL0   (see 6.6) Output - on/off signal


B3 VL0 Ground for ENABLE and FAULT Gnd - digital signals


B4 EARTH Connect to system ground


C
C1 SOL_S1- Negative current to solenoid S1 Output - power PWM


C2 SOL_S1+ Positive current to solenoid S1 Output - power PWM


C3 NC Do not connect


C4 NC Do not connect


E
E1 VF +24V Power supply +24 VDC Output - power supply


E2 TR+ Positive pressure transducer input signal: ±20 mA maximum range   (see 6.7)
Default is 4 ÷ 20 mA


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


E3 NC Do not connect


E4 AGND Common GND for transducer power and signals


F
F1 +5V_REF External potentiometer power supply +5 VDC @ 10mA   (see 6.8) Output - power supply


F2 P_INPUT+ Positive pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 6.2)
Defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


F3 INPUT- Negative pressure reference input signal for P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


F4 -5V_REF External potentiometer power supply -5 VDC @ 10mA   (see 6.8) Output - power supply


G
G1 EARTH Connect to system ground


G2 AGND Analog ground for P_MONITOR Gnd - analog signal


G3 NC Do not connect


G4 P_MONITOR Pressure monitor output signal: 0 ÷ 10 VDC / 0 ÷ 20 mA maximum range   (see 6.3)
Default are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


H
H1 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for digital input   (see 6.4) Gnd - power supply


H2 D_IN1 Pressure PID selection, referred to VL0 (see 6.9) Input - on/off signal


H3 D_IN0 Pressure PID selection, referred to VL0 (see 6.9) Input - on/off signal


H4 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for digital input   (see 6.4) Output - power supply


� BC fieldbus execution, connector - DB9 - 9 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


2 CAN_L Bus line (low)


3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line


5 CAN_SHLD Shield


7 CAN_H Bus line (high)


� � EH fieldbus execution, connector - RJ45 - 8 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 TX+ Transmitter     -      white/orange


2 TX- Transmitter     -      orange


3 RX+ Receiver         -      white/green


6 RX- Receiver         -      green


4.3    Communication connectors � - � - � - � - �


� BP fieldbus execution, connector - DB9 - 9 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 SHIELD


3 LINE-B Bus line (low)


5 DGND Data line and termination signal zero


6 +5V Termination supply signal


8 LINE-A Bus line (high)


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended


� USB connector - Mini USB type B   always present


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V_USB Power supply


2 D- Data line -


3 D+ Data line +


4 ID Identification


5 GND_USB Signal zero data line


Pressure transducer connection


E


2


1


3


4


1


3


Potentiometer connection
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10 kW


INPUT-


P_INPUT+


+5V_REF


Coil connection
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1 1
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S1SOL_S1-
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TR+


VF +24V
TR
V+


ZO-R
pressure transducer


connector


ZO-R
coil connectorcurrent 4 ÷ 20 mA







5 SET CODE


Atos proportional valves are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals
included in the E-SW programming software.
The electrical signals of the driver (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


6.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)


        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        In case of double power supply see 6.4.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse.


6.2    Pressure reference input signal (P_INPUT+)


        The driver controls in closed loop the current to the valve pressure proportionally to the external reference input signal.
        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.
        Drivers with fieldbus interface (BC, BP, EH) can be software set to receive reference signal directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus reference).
        Analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


6.3    Pressure monitor output signal (P_MONITOR)


        The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual pressure of the valve; the monitor output signal can be software set to show
other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference).


        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults settings are 0 ÷10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of 0 ÷10 VDC or 0 ÷ 20 mA.


6.4    Power supply for driver’s logic and communication (VL+ and VL0)


        The power supply for driver’s logic and communication must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V
capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        The separate power supply for driver's logic on pin A3 and A4, allow to remove solenoid power supply from pin A1 and A2 maintaining active the
diagnostics, USB and fieldbus communications.


        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver’s logic and communication power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


6.5    Enable input signal (ENABLE)


        To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin B1: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid, without removing the
electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the valve must be disabled for safety
reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


6.6    Fault output signal (FAULT)


       Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal  broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input, etc.).
        Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.
        Fault status is not affected by the Enable input signal.


6.7 Remote pressure transducer input signal (TR+)


        Analog pressure transducers can be directly connected to the driver.
         Analog input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, default is 4 ÷ 20 mA.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software, within a maximum range of ± 20 mA.


6.8    Output supply for external potentiometer  (±5V_REF)


        The reference analog signal can be generated by one external potentiometer directly connected to the driver, using the ±5 VDC supply output available
at pin F1 and F4.


7 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500
USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/BM cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-*                         DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-*-N                     DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW
programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits
valve's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)


6.9    PID selection (D_IN0 and D_IN1)
        Two on-off input signals are available on the pin H2 and H3 to select one of the four pressure PID


parameters setting, stored into the driver.
        Supply a 24 VDC or a 0 VDC on pin H2 and/or pin H3, to select one of the PID settings as indicated by


binary code table at side. Gray code can be selected by software.
        Refer to dynamic response for function description (see 8.5).


PID SET SELECTION


PIN SET 1 SET 2 SET 3 SET 4


H2 0 24 VDC 0 24 VDC


H3 0 0 24 VDC 24 VDC


The basic calibration of electronic driver is factory preset, according to the proportional valve ZO-R to be coupled. These pre-calibrations are identified
by the set code at the end of driver's model code (see section ). For correct set code selection, please include in the driver order also the complete
code of the coupled proportional valve ZO-R. For further information about set code, please contact Atos technical office.


1


6 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS







8.1, 8.2 - Scale, Bias & Threshold


8.4 - Linearization


8.3 - Ramps


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user
manual included in the E-SW programming software:


E-MAN-BM-RES - user manual for E-BM-RES


8.1    Scale


        Scale function allows to set the maximum current supplied to the solenoid, corresponding to the
max pressure valve regulation, at maximum reference signal value.


        This regulation allows to adapt the maximum current supplied from the driver to the specific nomi-
nal current of the pressure proportional valves to which the driver is coupled; it is also useful to
reduce the maximum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.


8.2    Bias and Threshold


        Pressure proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corre-
sponding to their switch-off status.


        This dead band discontinuity in the pressure valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the
Bias function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external
input).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcomes the Threshold value, preset into
the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias current to the specific pressure proportional valve to
which the driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        If fieldbus reference signal is active (see 6.2), threshold should be set to zero.
         Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


8.3    Ramps


        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth
time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the current supplied to the solenoid.


        Different ramp mode can be set:
        - single ramp for any reference variation
        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid


machine vibration and shocks.
        If the pressure proportional valve is driven by a closed loop controller, the ramps can lead to unsta-


ble behaviour, for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


8.4    Linearization - E-SW level 2 functionality


        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the control-
led valve’s pressure regulation. Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to lineari-
ze the valve’s pressure regulation in a defined working condition.


8 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS
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driver regulation
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        In case of pressure instability, select PID4 to operate the valve in open loop.
        If the instability still persists, check eventual anomalies in the hydraulic circuit as the presence of air.
        If the instability disappears, select an alternative configuration within PID selection 1, 2 or 3 which better matches the application requirements.
        If no one of the above selection fulfills the application, tune P - I - D parameters at E-SW software level 2 to obtain the desired dynamic response.


8.5    Dynamic response – 4 pressure PIDs


        The valve is provided with 4 PIDs configurations to match different hydraulic conditions. The required PID configuration can be selected in real time
through digital inputs (see 6.9). Only for BC, BP, EH execution, the PID can be also selected in real time through PLC via fieldbus.


8.6    Pressure transducer failure
        This function is available only for pressure transducer input configured in current as 4 ÷ 20 mA.
        In case of pressure transducer failure, the valve's reaction can be configured through Atos E-SW software to:
         - cut off the current to solenoid, therefore the regulated pressure will be reduced to minimum value (default setting)
         - automatically switch the pressure control from closed loop (PID1,2,3) to open loop (PID4), to let the valve to temporarily operate with reduced regulation
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Dynamic response
example diagrams at side


1
Fast (default)
interchangeable with TERS version


2 Standard


3 Smooth


4 Open Loop


        Above indications have to be considered as a general guideline, being affected by hydraulic circuit stiffness, working flow and dead volume. The
valve's dynamics can be further optimized on the specific application, customizing PIDs parameters.
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9 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]
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To insert the connectors:
1. push the connector in its slot


To wire cables in the connectors:
1. insert cable into the termination
2. turn screw with a screwdriver


A, B, C, E, F, G, H connectors included


To extract the connectors:
1. push lever
2. pull connector


1.


2.


1.


10 INSTALLATION


Note: all connectors are supplied with a mechanical coding. This feature ensures a unique insertion of each connector in the own slot.
(eg. connector A can not be inserted into connector slot of B, C, E, F, G, H)


1.


2.


To unlock the driver from the DIN rail:
1. pull down the locking slide with a screwdriver
2. rotate up the driver 


1.


2.


Note: max conductor size: 2,5 mm2


tightening torque: 0,4 ÷ 0,6 Nm


(*) Space to remove the connectors
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Digital electronic REB/RES drivers
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves with remote pressure transducer


REB, RES
Digital drivers � supply and control, in clo-
sed loop, the regulated pressure of direct
and pilot operated proportional valves accor-
ding to the electronic reference input signal.
REB/RES operate direct and pilot operated
relief/reducing control valves with remote
pressure transducer �.
REB basic execution is equipped with USB
port for programming.
RES full execution is equipped with fieldbus
communication in addition to USB port for
programming.
Atos PC software allows to customize the dri-
ver configuration to the specific application
requirements.


Electrical Features:
• Functional parameters are factory preset
for best performances


• 7 pin main connector � for power supply,
analog input reference and monitor signals


• 5 pin USB connector � always present
• 5 pin remote pressure transducer connec-
tor � always present


• 5 pin CANopen or PROFIBUS DP commu-
nication connector � - only for RES


• 4 pin EtherCAT communication connectors
� and � (input - output) - only for RES


• /Q option 7 pin main connector for enable signal
• /Z option 12 pin main connector for additio-
nal double power supply, enable and fault
signals


• /C option for cable break detection with current
pressure transducer feedback (see 6.6)


• Electrical protection against reverse polarity
of power supply


• Operating temperature range: -40° ÷ +60°


• IP66 / IP67 protection degree


• Rugged construction


• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:


• Intuitive graphic interface
• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:
bias, scale, ramps, dither, PID gains


• 4 factory pre-set PIDs setting to match dif-
ferent hydraulic conditions


• Linearization function for hydraulic regulation
• Complete diagnostics of driver status
• Internal oscilloscope function
• In field firmware update through USB port


Fieldbus Features - only for RES:


• Valve direct communication with machine
control unit for digital reference, diagnostics
and settings


• Fieldbus execution allow to operate the val-
ves via fieldbus or via analog signals availa-
ble on the main connector


E-SW-BASIC E-SW-BASIC


TGS205


www.atos.com Table TGS205-0/E


�


�


RampsBiasScale Linearization


Real-time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


1 VALVES RANGE


�


�
�


Connector � and cable � not included, to be ordered separately


BC    CANopen
BP    PROFIBUS DP


RZMO- RES - N -


NP    Not PresentRZMO- REB - N -


USB
port


�


�


Valves model


Relief Reducing Compensator


RZMO AGMZO LIMZO RZGO AGRCZO LIRZO LICZO


Data sheet FS010
FS067


FS040 FS305 FS020
FS075


FS055 FS305 FS305


Driver model REB / RES


�


�


�
�


EH    EtherCATRZMO- RES - N -


E-SW
programming software


�


�


�


�


�







2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply
(see 4.1, 4.4)


Nominal                          : +24 VDC


Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input (see 4.2) Voltage:  maximum range ±10 VDC     Input impedance:  Ri > 50 kW
Current:  maximum range ±20 mA Input impedance:  Ri = 500 W


Monitor output (see 4.3)
Voltage:  maximum range 0 ÷ 10 VDC @ max 5 mA
Current:  maximum range 0 ÷ 20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


Enable  input (see 4.5) Range :  0 ÷ 9 VDC (OFF state), 15 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 9 ÷ 15 VDC (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 87 kW


Fault output (see 4.6) Output range :  0 ÷ 24 VDC  (ON state  @ VL+ [logic power supply] ; OFF state  @ 0 V) @ max 50 mA


Remote pressure transducer
Power supply:   +24VDC   @ max 100 mA
Pressure input: voltage, maximum range ±10 VDC Input impedance,  Ri > 50 W
                         current, maximum range ±20 mA      Input impedance,  Ri = 500 W


Alarms
Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, cable break with current pressure
transducer feedback, over/under temperature,power supplies level, pressure transducer failure


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP66 / IP67 protection degree with mating connectors


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 440 g (approx. 570 g for EH execution)


Additional characteristics
Short circuit protection of solenoid current supply; current control by P.I.D. with rapid solenoid switching;
protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-6-2; Emission: EN 61000-6-3)


Communication interface USB
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen - only for RES
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP - only for RES
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT - only for RES
IEC61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet
100 Base TX


Recommended wiring cable (see 8) LiYCY shielded cables


Note:   a minimum booting time of 500 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve has been ready
to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero
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7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


USB
(female)


Note: Connectors front view


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


3.1    REB


3 CONNECTIONS


REB-N-NP


COIL CONNECTION


MAIN
CONNECTORS


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)
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7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


USB
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


CANopen
(male)


Note: Connectors front view


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


3.2    RES  -  CANopen BC and PROFIBUS BP


RES-N-BC / RES-N-BP


COIL CONNECTION


MAIN
CONNECTORS


CANopen
CONNECTOR


PROFIBUS DP
CONNECTOR


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


REMOTE
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER


(female)


REMOTE
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER


(female)


REMOTE
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
(always present)


REMOTE
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
(always present)
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                 BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 NC do not connect
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


                  EH fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 4 pin (2)
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX- Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


3.6    Communication connectors             - - see 8.3


                  BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended    (2) only for RES execution


C3 C4


3.4    Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard and /Q options           - see 8.1


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply


C
Analog ground


Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   (see 4.5)


Gnd - analog signal


Input - on/off signal


D P_INPUT+ Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


E INPUT- Negative reference input signal for P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


F P_MONITOR referred to:
AGND            V0


Pressure monitor output signal: 0 ÷ 10 VDC / 0 ÷ 20 mA maximum range   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


G EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


Standard /Q


AGND
ENABLE


PIN /Z TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES
1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply
2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply
3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   (see 4.5) Input - on/off signal


4 P_INPUT+ Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


6 P_MONITOR Pressure monitor output signal: 0 ÷ 10 VDC / 0 ÷ 20 mA maximum range, referred to VL0   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 NC Do not connect
8 NC Do not connect
9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication (see 4.4) Input - power supply
10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication (see 4.4) Gnd - power supply
11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0 (see 4.6) Output - on/off signal
PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


3.5    Main connector signals - 12 pin - /Z option           - see 8.2


                 USB connector - M12 - 5 pin   always present
PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)
1 +5V_USB Power supply
2 ID Identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +
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USB
(female)


EtherCAT
(female - OUTPUT)


EtherCAT
(female - INPUT)


Note: Connectors front view


3.3    RES  -  EtherCAT EH


RES-N-EH


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


COIL CONNECTION


INPUT EtherCAT
CONNECTOR


OUTPUT EtherCAT
CONNECTOR


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


MAIN
CONNECTORS


REMOTE
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
(always present)


REMOTE
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER


(female)


3.7    Remote pressure transducer connector - M12 - 5 pin         - see 8.4


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NOTES Voltage Current
1 VF +24V Power supply +24VDC Output - power supply Connect Connect


2 TR Signal transducer
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range - see 4.7


Input - analog signal
Software selectable Connect Connect


3 AGND Common gnd for transducer power and signals Common gnd Connect /
4 NC Not Connect / /
5 NC Not Connect / /







4 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


Atos proportional valves are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals
included in the E-SW programming software.
The electrical signals of the driver (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


4.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)


        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        In case of double power supply see 4.4. 
        A safety fuse is required in series to each power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse.


4.2    Pressure reference input signal (P_INPUT+)


        The driver controls in closed loop the current to the valve pressure proportionally to the external reference input signal.
        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.
        Drivers with fieldbus interface (BC, BP, EH) can be software set to receive reference signal directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus reference).
        Analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


4.3    Pressure monitor output signal (P_MONITOR)


        The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual pressure of the valve; the monitor output signal can be software set to show
other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference).


        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults settings are 0 ÷10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of 0 ÷10 VDC or 0 ÷ 20 mA.


4.4    Power supply for driver’s logic and communication (VL+ and VL0) - only for /Z option


        The power supply for driver’s logic and communication must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V
capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        The separate power supply for driver's logic on pin 9 and 10, allow to remove solenoid power supply from pin 1 and 2 maintaining active the diagnostics,
USB and fieldbus communications.


        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver’s logic and communication power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


4.5    Enable input signal (ENABLE) - only for /Q and /Z options


        To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3 (pin C): Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid, without remo-
ving the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the valve must be disabled
for safety reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


4.6    Fault output signal (FAULT) - only for /Z option


       Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal  broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input, etc.). Fault
presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.


        Fault status is not affected by the Enable input signal.


4.7    Remote pressure transducer input signal (TR)
        Analog pressure transducers E-ATR-8 has to be connected to the driver.
        Select /C option for pressure transducer feedback 4 ÷ 20 mA to realize cable break alarm detection (see 6.6).
         Analog input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ±20 mA.


5 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500 USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-*                         DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-*-N                     DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW
programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits
valve's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)


Remote pressure transducer connection - example


1 VF+ 24V 1 V+ 1 V+


2 TR 4 TR 3 TR


3 AGND 3 V0 4 NC


4 NC 2 NC 2 NC


5 NC 5 NC 5 NC


ZH-5PM/1.5
or
ZH-5PM/5 ZBE-08 1


4


2


3


5


to be connected 
to pressure transducer E-ATR


Voltage signal Current signal
1


2


3


4


5


Note: connectors front view


to be connected 
to electronic driver







6.1, 6.2 - Scale, Bias & Threshold


6.5 - Linearization


6.4 - Ramps


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user
manual included in the E-SW programming software:
E-MAN-RI-REB - user manual for REB basic execution
E-MAN-RI-RES - user manual for RES full execution


6.1    Scale
        Scale function allows to set the maximum current supplied to the solenoid, corresponding to the


max pressure valve regulation, at maximum reference signal value.
        This regulation allows to adapt the maximum current supplied from the driver to the specific nomi-


nal current of the pressure proportional valves to which the driver is coupled; it is also useful to
reduce the maximum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.


6.2    Bias and Threshold
        Pressure proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corre-


sponding to their switch-off status.
        This dead band discontinuity in the pressure valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the


Bias function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external
input).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcomes the Threshold value, preset into
the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias current to the specific pressure proportional valve to
which the driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        If fieldbus reference signal is active (see 4.2), threshold should be set to zero.
         Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


6.3    Ramps
        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth


time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the current supplied to the solenoid.
        Different ramp mode can be set:
        - single ramp for any reference variation
        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid


machine vibration and shocks.
        If the pressure proportional valve is driven by a closed loop controller, the ramps can lead to unsta-


ble behaviour, for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


6.4    Linearization - E-SW level 2 functionality
        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the control-


led valve’s pressure regulation. Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to lineari-
ze the valve’s pressure regulation in a defined working condition.


6 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS
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6.5    Dynamic response – 4 pressure PIDs
        The valve is provided with 4 PIDs configurations to match different hydraulic conditions. The required PID configuration can be selected before the


valve commissioning, through Atos E-SW software via USB port. Only for RES the PID can be also selected in real time, through PLC via fieldbus.
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lower stiffness
higher flow
greater volume


PID
Dynamic response
example diagrams at side


1 Fast - default (1)


2 Standard


3 Smooth


4 Open Loop


        In case the selected pressure transducer has a measuring range different to the above standard, the valve pressure feedback scale must be set accor-
ding to the new measuring range, using E-SW software.


         Please consider that a different pressure measuring range respect to the standard may cause following situations:
         - selected range higher than standard = the valve regulation accuracy will be reduced in consequence of the lower pressure feedback resolution 
         - selected range lower than standard =  the transducer could be damaged if the system pressure will exceed transducer max measuring range


        Above indications have to be considered as a general guideline, being affected by hydraulic circuit stiffness, working flow and dead volume. The
valve's dynamics can be further optimized on the specific application, customizing PIDs parameters.


        In case of pressure instability, select PID4 to operate the valve in open loop.
        If the instability still persists, check eventual anomalies in the hydraulic circuit as the presence of air.
        If the instability disappears, select an alternative configuration within PID selection 1, 2 or 3 which better matches the application requirements.
        If no one of the above selection fulfills the application, tune P - I - D parameters at E-SW software level 2 to obtain the desired dynamic response.


6.6    Remote pressure transducer failure - only for /C option
        In case of pressure transducer failure, only for 4 ÷ 20 mA pressure transducer feedback, the valve's reaction can be configured through Atos E-SW software to:
         - cut off the current to solenoid, therefore the regulated pressure will be reduced to minimum value (default setting)
         - automatically switch the pressure control from closed loop (PID1,2,3) to open loop (PID4), to let the valve to temporarily operate with reduced regulation


accuracy


6.7    Remote pressure transducer factory preset
        The valve is factory preset to operate with pressure transducer type E-ATR-8 having a standard measuring range specifically sized to match the


valve max regulated pressure. Please refer to below table to select the correct E-ATR-8 measuring range:


Valve model Valve max regulated pressure E-ATR-8 standard pressure measuring range (table GS465)
RZGO 32   =  32 bar 60   =  0 ÷ 60 bar


RZGO, RZMO


AGMZO, AGRCZO


LIMZO, LIRZO, LICZO


100 =  100 bar 160 =  0 ÷ 160 bar
210 =  210 bar 250 =  0 ÷ 250 bar
315 =  315 bar


400 =  0 ÷ 400 bar
350 =  350 bar


(1) interchangeable with previous AERS version
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7 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


125 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
134 mm for 12 pin /Z option


7.1    REB


REB-N-NP


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB 
cable lenght 4m


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


B


B


A2


A3


A4


A1


A2


A3


A4


A1


D


D


B D


7.2    RES  -  CANopen BC and PROFIBUS BP


ZM-5PM/BP
PROFIBUS DP


ZM-5PF
CANopen


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


125 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
134 mm for 12 pin /Z option


RES-N-BC
RES-N-BP


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB
cable lenght 4m


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAP
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAP
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm


ZH-5PM/1.5 or ZH-5PM/5
REMOTE PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m or 5m


ZH-5PM/1.5 or ZH-5PM/5
REMOTE PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m or 5m
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8 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-7P ZH-7P


Type 7pin female straight circular 7pin female straight circular


Standard According to MIL-C-5015 According to MIL-C-5015


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG11 PG11


Recommended cable LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


Conductor size up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires


Connection type to solder to solder


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


A3


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular


Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG13,5 PG16


Recommended cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Conductor size 0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2  - available for 12 wires 0,14 mm2 to 0,5 mm2 - available for 9 wires
0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2 - available for 3 wires


Connection type to crimp to crimp


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


A4


8.1    Main connectors - 7 pin


8.2    Main connectors - 12 pin


B


B


A2
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A4


A1


A2


A3


A4


A1 C3


C4


C3


C4


D


D


B D


128 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
137 mm for 12 pin /Z option


7.3    RES  -  EtherCAT EH


RES-N-EH


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT - INPUT


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT - OUTPUT


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAP
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm


ZH-5PM/1.5 or ZH-5PM/5
REMOTE PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m or 5m
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8.3    Fieldbus communication connectors - only for RES execution


CONNECTOR TYPE BC CANopen (1) BP PROFIBUS DP (1) EH EtherCAT (2)


CODE ZM-5PF ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


Type 5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


4 pin male
straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding B – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding D – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Metallic Metallic Metallic


Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 4÷8 mm


Cable CANbus Standard (DR 303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard Ethernet standard CAT-5


Connection type screw terminal screw terminal terminal block


Protection (EN 60529) IP67 IP 67 IP 67


Notes: (1) E-TRM-** terminators can be ordered separately - see tech table GS500 (2) Internally terminated


C3 C4


9 MODEL CODE FOR SPARE PARTS


(1) for Ex-proof execution, please contact Atos technical department
(2) REB available only in version NP; RES available only in version BC, BP, EH
(3) set code identifies the corrispondence between the integral driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as spare part


Integral drivers are available as spare parts only for Atos authorized service centers.


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves


--


Integral electronic driver (1)


Fieldbus interface - USB port always present (2):
NP = Not Present
BC = CANopen
BP = PROFIBUS DP
EH = EtherCAT


RE = for closed loop pressure
proportional valves


Set code (3)


Series number


B = basic
S = full


Electronic options:
Q  = enable signal
Z   = double power supply, enable, fault and monitor


signals (12 pin connector)


Valve options:
C   = current feedback for remote transducer 4÷20 mA


(omit for feedback signal 0 ÷10 V) - see 4.7
I    = current reference input and monitor 4÷20 mA


(omit for standard voltage reference input and
monitor ±10 V)


/


N = remote pressure transducer


E-RI RE S N NP 01H * **-- /


CONNECTOR TYPE TRANSDUCER


CODE ZH-5PM/1.5 ZH-5PM/5


Type 5 pin male straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Plastic


Cable gland
Connector moulded on cables


Cable 5 x 0,25 mm2


Connection type molded cable


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67


8.4    Remote pressure transducer connector


1,5 m lenght 5 m lenght








Digital electronic drivers type E-RI-TES, E-RI-LES
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves with one or two spool position transducers
obsolete components - availability on request


These integral digital drivers � supply and
control, in closed loop, the position of the
spool or poppet of direct and pilot operated
proportional valves according to the electro-
nic reference input signal.
E-RI-TES execution operates direct and pilot
operated directional/flow control valves with
one integral spool position transducer �.
E-RI-LES execution operates directional pilot
operated valves with two integral spool posi-
tion transducers � and �.
The electronic main connector � is fully inter-
changeable with the same of analog drivers
E-RI-TE(LE) (see tab. G200).
Digital communication interface � allows to pro-
gram the drivers with the Atos PC software �.
Drivers executions with fieldbus communica-
tion interface (CANopen or PROFIBUS DP)
are available to program and command the
valves directly by the machine control unit.


Electrical Features:
• Functional parameters are factory preset


for best performances
• Standard 7 pin main connector for power


supply, analog input reference and monitor
signals


• /Z option 12 pin main connector for additio-
nal double power supply, enable and fault
signals


• /I option for current reference and monitor
signals


• 5 pin connector for communication interfa-
ce, at choice: serial -PS or fieldbus -BC
and -BP


• IP67 protection degree
• CE mark according to EMC directive
• Also available /SP, /SF and /SL options for


additional pressure or force control, see
tab. G212


Software Features:
• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:


bias, scale, ramps, dither
• Linearization function for the hydraulic


regulation
• Setting of valve’s dynamic response (PID)


to optimize the application performances 
• Selectable range of electronic reference


analog inputs: voltage or current
(/I option) 


• Complete diagnostics of driver status,
solenoid and fault conditions


• Intuitive graphic interface


1


TE = for proportional valves with
one position transducer


LE = for proportional valves with
two position transducers


MODEL CODE


Options, see section 6:


I = current reference input and monitor
(4 ÷ 20 mA) signals


Z = adds double power supply, enable
and fault signals


S* = add pressure/force control, see tab. 
G212


E-RI TE S PS -- - 01H * ** / *


Integral electronic driver Set code (see note)


Series number


S = digital electronic


G210obs


2 BLOCK DIAGRAM


DC/DC
CONVERTER


MICROCONTROLLER


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL
MAIN STAGE (for E-RI-TES)
PILOT STAGE (for E-RI-LES)


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL
MAIN STAGE 
(only for piloted valve)


SCALE DEAD BAND LINEARIZATION RAMPS


Communication
INTERFACE


CURRENT TO
SOLENOID S2


(for E-RI-TES-*-05H)
CURRENT TO
SOLENOID S1


www.atos.com Table G210obs/E


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid proportional valves (only for -TES)


Note: The set code identifies the correspondance between the digital integral driver and the relevant valve;
it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as a spare part.


DPZO-LES-PS


Communication
connector


Main 
connector


PS = Serial communication interface
BC = CANopen communication interface
BP = PROFIBUS DP communication interface


-BP PROFIBUS DP


E-SW
programming software


RampsBiasScale Linearization


Real-time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


7 PIN - MAIN CONNECTOR 5 PIN
COMMUNICATION
CONNECTOR


�


�


� �


�


-PS Serial / -BC CANopen


Power supply
Reference


Monitor


� , � and � to be ordered separately 


(driver view) (driver view)


(driver view)
DIN 43650-A


(included in the supply)


�


LE


TE







3 BLOCK DIAGRAM - /Z option


12 PIN - MAIN CONNECTOR


DC/DC
CONVERTER


MICROCONTROLLER


SCALE DEAD BAND LINEARIZATION RAMPS


Communication
INTERFACE


Double
power supply


Reference
Enable
Monitor


Fault


-PS Serial -BC CANopen -BP PROFIBUS DP


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION


1 NC do not connect CAN_SHLD Shield +5V for termination


2 NC do not connect NC do not connect LINE-A Bus line (high)


3 RS_GND Signal zero data line CAN_GND Signal zero data line DGND data line and termination Signal zero 


4 RS_RX Valve receiving data line CAN_H Bus line (high) LINE-B Bus line (low)


5 RS_TX Valve transmitting data line CAN_L Bus line (low) SHIELD


5 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 5 PIN COMMUNICATION M12 CONNECTOR


4 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 7 or 12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR


Standard
7pin


/Z option
12pin SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A 1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC for solenoid power stage (see 6.1) Input - power supply


B 2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC for solenoid power stage (see 6.1) Gnd - power supply


- 3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver (see 6.5) Input - on/off signal


D 4 INPUT+ Reference analog input: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option) - see 6.2
differential INPUT+ and INPUT - (for 7 pin standard execution)
common mode INPUT+ referred to AGND (for 12 pin /Z option)


Input - analog signal
E - INPUT -


C 5 AGND
Ground : signal zero for MONITOR signal (pin F of 7 pin standard or pin 6 of /Z option)


signal zero for INPUT+ signal (pin 4 of /Z option) Gnd - analog signal


F 6 MONITOR Monitor analog output: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option) - see 6.3 Output - analog signal


- 7 NC do not connect


- 8 NC do not connect


- 9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for driver digital circuits (see 6.4) Input - power supply


- 10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for driver digital circuits (see 6.4) Gnd - power supply


- 11 FAULT Driver output : Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC) (see 6.6) Output - on/off signal


G PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing Earth


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL
MAIN STAGE (for E-RI-TES)
PILOT STAGE (for E-RI-LES)


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL
MAIN STAGE 
(only for piloted valve)


CURRENT TO
SOLENOID S2


(for E-RI-TES-*-05H)
CURRENT TO
SOLENOID S1


-BP PROFIBUS DP


-PS Serial / -BC CANopen


(driver view)


(driver view)


(driver view)


5 PIN
COMMUNICATION
CONNECTOR


6 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


Atos proportional valves are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tab. F003 and in the user manuals inclu-
ded in the E-SW programming software. 
The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


6.1 Power supply and wirings (pin A,B / pin 1,2)


The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 2,5 A fuse.
Note: pin 2 and 10 (zero Volt) are connected together inside the electronics.


6.2 Reference Input Signal (pin D,E / pin 4,5)


The driver controls in closed loop the valve spool position proportionally to the external reference signal input.
The driver is designed to receive one analog reference input (pin D,E differential mode input).
The input range and polarity are software selectable within the ±10 VDC maximum range; default settings are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for two position single sole-
noid valves and ±10 VDC  for double solenoid valves and three position single solenoid valves (see valve’s technical table).
Drivers with fieldbus interface (-BC or -BP) can be software set to receive reference value directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus master); in
this case the analog reference input signal can be used for start-up and maintenance operations.
Option /I
The maximum range of reference input signal is software selectable among 4 ÷ 20 mA (default with cable break detection), ±10 mA, ±20 mA or 0 ÷ 20 mA
Option /Z
The reference input is available in common mode (pin 4 referred to pin 5) instead of the standard differential mode. 


DIN 43650-A
(included in the supply)


Note: A minimum time of 270 to 590 ms have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply and when the valve is ready to
operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.
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8 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of E-RI-(TE)LES drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the pro-
gramming manual E-MAN-RI-LES included in the E-SW-* Dvd programming software (see section 7).
8.1 Scale


Scale function allows to set the maximum valve opening at maximum reference signal value.
This regulation allows to reduce the maximum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.
Two different Scale regulations are available for double solenoid valves or three position single sole-
noid valves: ScaleA for positive and ScaleB for negative reference signal.


8.2 Bias and Threshold
Proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corresponding to
their switch-off status.
This dead band discontinuity in the valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the Bias
function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external
input).
The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcome the Threshold value, preset into
the driver.
The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias valve opening to the specific proportional valve to which
the driver is coupled.
The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.
If fieldbus reference signal is active (see 6.2), threshold should be set to zero.
Two different Bias regulations are available for double solenoid valves: positive reference signals acti-
vate BiasA and negative reference signals activate BiasB.
Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


8.3 Offset
Proportional valves may be provided with zero overlapping in the hydraulic regulation corresponding
to zero reference input signal (valve’s central spool position).
The Offset function allows to calibrate the valve’s spool central position to the specific hydraulic
system setup (e.g. valve applied to cylinder with differential areas). Offset default setting is zero.


8.4 Ramps
The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth
time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the valve opening.
Different ramp mode can be set: 
- single ramp for any reference variation
- two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
- four ramps for positive/negative signal values and increasing/decreasing reference variations


Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid
machine vibration and shocks.
If the proportional valve is driven by a closed loop controller, the ramps can lead to unstable beha-
viour, for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


8.5 Linearization
Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the controlled
valve’s regulation.
Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the valve’s regulation in a defi-
ned working condition.


8.6 Dither
The dither is an high frequency modulation added to the valve’s reference signal to reduce the
hysteresis of the valve’s regulation; in fact a small vibration in the valve’s hydraulic regulation consi-
derably reduces the mechanical friction effects (e.g. due to cylinder seals).
Dither frequency and amplitude are software selectable; the amplitude is automatically reduced at
high reference values (high regulated flow / cylinder speed) to avoid possible instability.
Lower frequency and higher amplitude reduce hysteresis but also reduce the regulation stability. In
some application this can lead to vibration and noise: right setting usually depends on system
setup. Dither default setting is disabled.
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8.1, 8.2 - Scale, Bias & Threshold


7 SOFTWARE TOOLS


8.3 - Offset


driver regulation


driver regulation


ScaleA
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Offset
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6.3 Monitor Output Signal (pin F,C / pin 6,5)
The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual spool position of the valve (pin F/6 referred to pin C/5); the monitor output
signal can be software set to show other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference, pilot spool position).
The output range and polarity are software selectable within ±10 VDC maximum range; default settings are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for two position single solenoid
valves and ±10 VDC  for double solenoid valves and three position single solenoid valves (see valve’s tech. table).
Option /I:  the maximum range of monitor output signal is 4 ÷ 20 mA


6.4 Logic power supply (pin 9,10 - only for /Z option)
Option /Z provides separate power supply for the solenoid (pin 1,2) and for the digital electronic circuits (pin 9,10).
Cutting solenoid power supply allows to interrupt the valve functioning but keeping energized the digital electronics thus avoiding fault conditions of
the machine fieldbus controller. This condition allows to realize safety systems in compliance with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.
Note: pin 2 and 10 (zero Volt) are connected together inside the electronics.


6.5 Enable Input Signal (pin 3,2 - only for /Z option)
To enable the driver, supply a 24 VDC on pin 3 referred to pin 2: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,
without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the valve must
be disabled for safety reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


6.6 Fault Output Signal (pin 11,2 - only for /Z option)
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input,
spool position transducer cable broken, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 referred to pin2).
Fault status is not affected by the Enable input signal.


6.7 Possible combined options: /IZ


t


t


reference


ScaleB


ScaleA


reference


BiasB


BiasA


driver regulation


8.4 - Ramps


8.5 - Linearization
driver regulation


The driver configuration and parameters can be easily set with the Atos E-SW programming software, available in three different versions according to the dri-
ver’s communication interfacing: E-SW-PS (Serial), E-SW-BC (CANopen) and E-SW-BP (PROFIBUS DP).
A proper connection is required between the PC and the electronic driver communication port: for a more detailed description of software interface, PC requi-
rements, adapters, cables and terminators, please refer to tab. GS500.
Proportional valves with fieldbus communication interface (-BC and -BP) can be directly managed by the machine control unit; it is required to implement in
the machine control the standard communication as described in the user manuals supplied with the relevant programming software.
Programming software, must be ordered separately :
E-SW-*   (mandatory - first supply) = Dvd including E-SW-* software installer and operator manuals; it allows the registration to Atos digital service 
E-SW-*-N (optional - next supplies) = as above but not allowing the registration to Atos digital service 


On first supply of the E-SW-* software, it is required to apply for the registration in the Atos download area : www.download.atos.com .
Once the registration is completed, the password will be sent by email. 
The software remains active for 10 days from the installation date and then it stops until the user inputs his password.
With the password you can also download, in your personal area, the latest releases of the Atos software, manuals, drivers and configuration files.
USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators can be ordered separately (see tab. GS500 )
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12 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


ZM-7P


ZH-7P


345


ZH-5P


ZH-5P/BP


� Solenoid connection for double solenoid valves (only for -TES)
� Main stage spool position connection for pilot operated valves
� For communication interfaces -PS or -BC
� For communication interface -BP  


�


�


�


�


�


10 MAIN CONNECTOR CHARACTERISTICS (to be ordered separately)


11 COMMUNICATION CONNECTOR CHARACTERISTICS (to be ordered separately)


-PS Serial Connector -BC CANopen Connector -BP PROFIBUS DP Connector


CODE ZH-5P ZH-5P ZH-5P/BP


Type Female straight circular socket plug 5 pin Female straight circular socket plug 5 pin Male straight circular socket plug 5 pin


Standard M12 – IEC 60947-5-2 M12 – IEC 60947-5-2 M12 – IEC 60947-5-2


Material Plastic Plastic Plastic


Cable gland PG9 PG9 PG9


Cable LiYCY 5x0,25 mm2 shielded CANBus Standard (DR303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard


Connection type screw terminal screw terminal screw terminal


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67 IP 67


CODE ZH-7P ZM-7P ZH-12P


Type Female straight circular socket plug 7pin Female straight circular socket plug 7pin Female straight circular socket plug 12pin


Standard According to MIL-C-5015 G According to MIL-C-5015 G DIN 43651


Material Plastic reinforced with fiber glass Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG11 PG11 PG16


Cable LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m
7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m


LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m
7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m


LiCY 10 x 0,14 mm2 (signal)
LiYY 3 x 1 mm2 (power supply)


Connection type to solder to solder to crimp


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67 IP 67


ZH-12P


144 mm for 7 pin standard 
151 mm for 12 pin /Z option


9 DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply (1)
(see 6.1, 6.4)


Nominal : +24 VDC


Rectified and filtered : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signal (see 6.2)   
Voltage : range ±10 VDC Input impedance:  Ri > 50 kW 
Current : range 4 ÷ 20 mA Input impedance:  Ri = 316 W 


Monitor output (see 6.3)
Output range : voltage  ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA


current  4 ÷ 20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


Enable input (see 6.5) Range : 0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 10 kW 
Fault output (2)
(see 6.6)


Output range : 0 ÷ 24 VDC ( ON state > [power supply - 2 V]; OFF state < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA


Alarms
Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, overtemperature, under tempera-
ture, valve spool trasducer cable break


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP67 protection degree


Operating temperature -20 ÷ 60 °C (storage -20 ÷ 70 °C)


Mass approx. 475 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; spool position control by P.I.D. with rapid solenoid switching


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2004/108/CE (Immunity: EN 50082-2; Emission: EN 50081-2)


Communication interface
Physical Layer
Protocol


-PS Serial -BC CANopen -BP PROFIBUS


serial RS232 (not insulated)
Atos ASCII coding


CAN ISO11898 (optical insulated)
CANopen EN50325-4 + DS408


RS485 (optical insulated)
PROFIBUS DP EN50170-2/IEC61158


Recommended wiring cable LiYCY shielded cables:    0,5 mm2 for length up to 40 m [1,5 mm2 for power supply and solenoid]


Notes: (1) nominal data for solenoid power stage and driver logic; (2) external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads).








Digital electronic REB/RES drivers
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves with integral pressure transducer


REB, RES
Digital drivers � supply and control, in clo-
sed loop, the regulated pressure of direct
and pilot operated proportional valves accor-
ding to the electronic reference input signal.
REB/RES operate direct and pilot operated
relief/reducing control valves with integral
pressure transducer �.
REB basic execution is equipped with USB
port for programming.
RES full execution is equipped with fieldbus
communication in addition to USB port for
programming.
Atos PC software allows to customize the dri-
ver configuration to the specific application
requirements.


Electrical Features:


• Functional parameters are factory preset
for best performances


• 7 pin main connector � for power supply,
analog input reference and monitor signals


• 5 pin USB connector � always present


• 5 pin CANopen or PROFIBUS DP commu-
nication connector � - only for RES


• 4 pin EtherCAT communication connectors
� and � (input - output) - only for RES


• /Q option 7 pin main connector for enable signal


• /Z option 12 pin main connector for additio-
nal double power supply, enable and fault
signals


• Electrical protection against reverse polarity
of power supply


• Operating temperature range: -40° ÷ +60°


• IP66 / IP67 protection degree


• Rugged construction


• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:


• Intuitive graphic interface


• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:
bias, scale, ramps, dither, PID gains


• 4 factory pre-set PIDs setting to match dif-
ferent hydraulic conditions


• Linearization function for hydraulic regulation


• Complete diagnostics of driver status


• Internal oscilloscope function


• In field firmware update through USB port


Fieldbus Features - only for RES:


• Valve direct communication with machine
control unit for digital reference, diagnostics
and settings


• Fieldbus execution allow to operate the val-
ves via fieldbus or via analog signals availa-
ble on the main connector


E-SW-BASIC E-SW-BASIC


GS205


www.atos.com Table GS205-1/E


�


�


RampsBiasScale Linearization


Real-time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


1 VALVES RANGE


�


�
�


Connector � and cable � not included, to be ordered separately


BC    CANopen
BP    PROFIBUS DP


RZMO- RES - P -


NP    Not PresentRZMO- REB - P -


USB
port


�


�


Valves model


Relief Reducing Compensator


RZMO AGMZO LIMZO RZGO AGRCZO LIRZO LICZO


Data sheet FS010
FS067


FS040 FS305 FS020
FS075


FS055 FS305 FS305


Driver model REB / RES


�


�


�
�


EH    EtherCATRZMO- RES - P -


E-SW
programming software







2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply
(see 4.1, 4.4)


Nominal                          : +24 VDC


Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input (see 4.2) Voltage:  maximum range ±10 VDC     Input impedance:  Ri > 50 kW
Current:  maximum range ±20 mA Input impedance:  Ri = 500 W


Monitor output (see 4.3)
Voltage:  maximum range 0 ÷ 10 VDC @ max 5 mA
Current:  maximum range 0 ÷ 20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


Enable  input (see 4.5) Range :  0 ÷ 9 VDC (OFF state), 15 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 9 ÷ 15 VDC (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 87 kW


Fault output (see 4.6) Output range :  0 ÷ 24 VDC  (ON state  @ VL+ [logic power supply] ; OFF state  @ 0 V) @ max 50 mA


Pressure transducer
Power supply: +24VDC @ max 100 mA 
Pressure input: current, default range 4 ÷ 20 mA      Input impedance,  Ri = 500 W


Alarms
Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, over/under temperature,
power supplies level, pressure transducer failure


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP66 / IP67 protection degree with mating connectors


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 480 g (approx. 610 g for EH execution)


Additional characteristics
Short circuit protection of solenoid current supply; current control by P.I.D. with rapid solenoid switching;
protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-6-2; Emission: EN 61000-6-3)


Communication interface USB
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen - only for RES
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP - only for RES
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT - only for RES
IEC61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet
100 Base TX


Recommended wiring cable (see 8) LiYCY shielded cables


Note:   a minimum booting time of 500 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve has been ready
to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


A2


A


B


A2


A1


A2


A1


B
7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


USB
(female)


Note: Connectors front view


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


3.1    REB


3 CONNECTIONS


REB-P-NP


COIL CONNECTION


MAIN
CONNECTORS


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


A2


A


B


A2


A1


A2


A1


B
7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


USB
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


CANopen
(male)


Note: Connectors front view


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


3.2    RES  -  CANopen BC and PROFIBUS BP


RES-P-BC  /  RES-P-BP


COIL CONNECTION


MAIN
CONNECTORS


CANopen
CONNECTOR


PROFIBUS DP
CONNECTOR


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)
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                 BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 NC do not connect
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


                  EH fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 4 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX- Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


3.6    Communication connectors             - - see 8.3


                  BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin (2)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended    (2) only for RES execution


C3 C4


3.4    Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard and /Q options           - see 8.1


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply


C
Analog ground


Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   (see 4.5)


Gnd - analog signal


Input - on/off signal


D P_INPUT+ Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


E INPUT- Negative reference input signal for P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


F P_MONITOR referred to:
AGND            V0


Pressure monitor output signal: 0 ÷ 10 VDC / 0 ÷ 20 mA maximum range   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


G EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


Standard /Q


AGND


ENABLE


PIN /Z TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply
2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply
3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   (see 4.5) Input - on/off signal


4 P_INPUT+ Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


6 P_MONITOR Pressure monitor output signal: 0 ÷ 10 VDC / 0 ÷ 20 mA maximum range, referred to VL0   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 NC Do not connect
8 NC Do not connect
9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication (see 4.4) Input - power supply
10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication (see 4.4) Gnd - power supply


11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0 (see 4.6) Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


3.5    Main connector signals - 12 pin - /Z option           - see 8.2


                 USB connector - M12 - 5 pin   always present


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V_USB Power supply
2 ID Identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +


A2


A


B


A2


A1


A2


A1


B


C3 C4
C3


C4


C3


C4


USB
(female)


EtherCAT
(female - OUTPUT)


EtherCAT
(female - INPUT)


Note: Connectors front view


3.3    RES  -  EtherCAT EH


RES-P-EH


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


COIL CONNECTION


INPUT EtherCAT
CONNECTOR


OUTPUT EtherCAT
CONNECTOR


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


MAIN
CONNECTORS







4 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


Atos proportional valves are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).


Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals


included in the E-SW programming software.


The electrical signals of the driver (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety


components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


4.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)


        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        In case of double power supply see 4.4. 


        A safety fuse is required in series to each power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse.


4.2    Pressure reference input signal (P_INPUT+)


        The driver controls in closed loop the current to the valve pressure proportionally to the external reference input signal.


        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


        Drivers with fieldbus interface (BC, BP, EH) can be software set to receive reference signal directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus reference).


        Analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


4.3    Pressure monitor output signal (P_MONITOR)


        The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual pressure of the valve; the monitor output signal can be software set to show


other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference).


        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults settings are 0 ÷10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.


        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of 0 ÷10 VDC or 0 ÷ 20 mA.


4.4    Power supply for driver’s logic and communication (VL+ and VL0) - only for /Z option


        The power supply for driver’s logic and communication must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V
capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        The separate power supply for driver's logic on pin 9 and 10, allow to remove solenoid power supply from pin 1 and 2 maintaining active the diagnostics,


USB and fieldbus communications.


        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver’s logic and communication power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


4.5    Enable input signal (ENABLE) - only for /Q and /Z options


        To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3 (pin C): Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid, without remo-


ving the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the valve must be disabled


for safety reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


4.6    Fault output signal (FAULT) - only for /Z option


       Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal  broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input, etc.). Fault


presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.


        Fault status is not affected by the Enable input signal.


5 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500
USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included


                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-*                         DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included


                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-*-N                     DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed


                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW


programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits


valve's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:


E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)


E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)


                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)


E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!


The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)







6.1, 6.2 - Scale, Bias & Threshold


6.5 - Linearization


6.4 - Ramps


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user
manual included in the E-SW programming software:


E-MAN-RI-REB - user manual for REB basic execution


E-MAN-RI-RES - user manual for RES full execution


6.1    Scale


        Scale function allows to set the maximum current supplied to the solenoid, corresponding to the
max pressure valve regulation, at maximum reference signal value.


        This regulation allows to adapt the maximum current supplied from the driver to the specific nomi-
nal current of the pressure proportional valves to which the driver is coupled; it is also useful to
reduce the maximum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.


6.2    Bias and Threshold


        Pressure proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corre-
sponding to their switch-off status.


        This dead band discontinuity in the pressure valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the
Bias function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external
input).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcomes the Threshold value, preset into
the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias current to the specific pressure proportional valve to
which the driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        If fieldbus reference signal is active (see 4.2), threshold should be set to zero.
         Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


6.3    Ramps


        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth
time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the current supplied to the solenoid.


        Different ramp mode can be set:
        - single ramp for any reference variation
        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid


machine vibration and shocks.
        If the pressure proportional valve is driven by a closed loop controller, the ramps can lead to unsta-


ble behaviour, for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


6.4    Linearization - E-SW level 2 functionality


        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the control-
led valve’s pressure regulation. Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to lineari-
ze the valve’s pressure regulation in a defined working condition.


6 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS
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driver regulation
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driver regulation


driver regulation


Threshold
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        In case of pressure instability, select PID4 to operate the valve in open loop.
        If the instability still persists, check eventual anomalies in the hydraulic circuit as the presence of air.
        If the instability disappears, select an alternative configuration within PID selection 1, 2 or 3 which better matches the application requirements.
        If no one of the above selection fulfills the application, tune P - I - D parameters at E-SW software level 2 to obtain the desired dynamic response.


6.5    Dynamic response – 4 pressure PIDs
        The valve is provided with 4 PIDs configurations to match different hydraulic conditions. The required PID configuration can be selected before the


valve commissioning, through Atos E-SW software via USB port. Only for RES the PID can be also selected in real time, through PLC via fieldbus.


6.6    Pressure transducer failure


        In case of pressure transducer failure, the valve's reaction can be configured through Atos E-SW software to:
         - cut off the current to solenoid, therefore the regulated pressure will be reduced to minimum value (default setting)
         - automatically switch the pressure control from closed loop (PID1,2,3) to open loop (PID4), to let the valve to temporarily operate with reduced regulation
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PID
Dynamic response
example diagrams at side


1 Fast - default (1)


2 Standard


3 Smooth


4 Open Loop


        Above indications have to be considered as a general guideline, being affected by hydraulic circuit stiffness, working flow and dead volume. The
valve's dynamics can be further optimized on the specific application, customizing PIDs parameters.


(1) interchangeable with previous TERS version
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7 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


125 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
134 mm for 12 pin /Z option


7.1    REB


REB-P-NP


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB 
lenght 4m


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements
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7.2    RES  -  CANopen BC and PROFIBUS BP


ZM-5PM/BP
PROFIBUS DP


ZM-5PF
CANopen


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


125 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
134 mm for 12 pin /Z option


RES-P-BC
RES-P-BP


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB
lenght 4m


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAP
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAP
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm
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8 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-7P ZH-7P


Type 7pin female straight circular 7pin female straight circular


Standard According to MIL-C-5015 According to MIL-C-5015


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG11 PG11


Recommended cable LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


Conductor size up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires


Connection type to solder to solder


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


A3


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular


Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG13,5 PG16


Recommended cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Conductor size 0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2  - available for 12 wires 0,14 mm2 to 0,5 mm2 - available for 9 wires
0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2 - available for 3 wires


Connection type to crimp to crimp


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


A4


8.1    Main connectors - 7 pin


8.2    Main connectors - 12 pin


B


B


A2


A3


A4


A1


A2


A3


A4


A1 C3


C4


C3


C4


B


128 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
137 mm for 12 pin /Z option


7.3    RES  -  EtherCAT EH


RES-P-EH


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT - INPUT


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT - OUTPUT


ZM-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Metallic)


ZM-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P
MAIN CONNECTOR
7 pin (Plastic)


ZH-12P
MAIN CONNECTOR
12 pin (Plastic)


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAP
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm
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8.3    Fieldbus communication connectors - only for RES execution


CONNECTOR TYPE BC CANopen (1) BP PROFIBUS DP (1) EH EtherCAT (2)


CODE ZM-5PF ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


Type 5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


4 pin male
straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding B – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding D – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Metallic Metallic Metallic


Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 4÷8 mm


Cable CANbus Standard (DR 303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard Ethernet standard CAT-5


Connection type screw terminal screw terminal terminal block


Protection (EN 60529) IP67 IP 67 IP 67


Notes: (1) E-TRM-** terminators can be ordered separately - see tech table GS500 (2) Internally terminated


C3 C4


9 MODEL CODE FOR SPARE PARTS


(1) for Ex-proof execution, please contact Atos technical department
(2) REB available only in version NP; RES available only in version BC, BP, EH
(3) set code identifies the corrispondence between the integral driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as spare part


Integral drivers are available as spare parts only for Atos authorized service centers.


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves


--


Integral electronic driver (1)


Fieldbus interface - USB port always present (2):
NP = Not Present
BC = CANopen
BP = PROFIBUS DP
EH = EtherCAT


RE = for closed loop pressure
proportional valves


Set code (3)


Series number


B = basic
S = full


Options:
Q   = enable signal
Z   = double power supply, enable, fault and monitor


signals (12 pin connector)


/


P = with integral pressure transducer


E-RI RE S P NP 01H * **-- /
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Fieldbus
BC (CANopen), BP (PROFIBUS DP), EH (EtherCAT), EW (POWERLINK), EI (EtherNet/IP)


Fieldbus communication interfaces are avai-


lable for digital proportional drivers and con-


trollers, granting several plus:


• more information available for machine


operation to enhance its performances


• improved accuracy and robustness of digi-


tal transmitted information


• costs reduction due to simpler and stan-


dardized wiring solutions


• costs reduction due to fast and simple


installation and maintenance


• direct integration into machine’s communi-


cation networks


These executions allow to operate proportional


valves and pumps through fieldbus or  using


the analog signals on main connector �.


Fieldbus distributed-control


Fieldbus communication allows to share all


the available information of the digital drivers


and controllers (reference, monitor, etc).


This distributed-control design allows to


implement powerful machines functionalities


for tuning, diagnostic, maintenance, etc.


CANopen and PROFIBUS DP


CANopen and PROFIBUS DP networks con-


sist of a common cable (2 twisted wire, �)


for digital communication: several devices


(node �) can be connected to this main


cable by means of short cable branches �. 


The two endpoints of the main cable must be


terminated with specific devices (terminator,


�) to dissipate or absorb the communication


signal’s energy thus preventing interferences


and degradations of fieldbus transmission.


EtherCAT, POWERLINK, EtherNet/IP


EtherCAT, POWERLINK and EtherNet/IP


networks consist in a Ethernet common


cable (4 twisted wire, �) for digital commu-


nication. All EtherCAT, POWERLINK and


EtherNet/IP slave/adapter devices have


always the double connector for signal input �


and signal output �.


The main Ethernet cable starting from the


EtherCAT, POWERLINK or EtherNet/IP


master/scanner, has to be connected to the


slave/adapter input connector.


The slave/adapter output connector has to


be connected to the next slave/adapter input


connector.


Fieldbus Network


Master


�


�


�


�


Power
Supply


Analog
Signals


Typical CANopen or PROFIBUS DP fieldbus network


�


Typical EtherCAT, POWERLINK or EtherNet/IP fieldbus network


Fieldbus Network


Master/Scanner


Power
Supply


Analog
Signals


DHZO-AES-**


�


�


�


�


�


DLKZOR-TES-**







Standard references


ISO 11898                                  
Road Vehicles – Interchange of digital
information controller area network
(CAN) for High-speed communication


EN50325-4                                 
Industrial communication subsystem
based on ISO 11898 (CAN) for control-
ler device interfaces


CiA DS301                                  
CANopen – Application Layer and
Communication Profile for Industrial
Systems


CiA DR303-1                              
Cabling and connector pin assignment


CiA DSP305                               
CANopen – Layer Setting Services and
Protocol


CiA DS408                                  
CANopen – Device Profile for
Proportional Hydraulic Valves v 1.5.2


1 CANopen features for digital drivers and controllers in BC execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or CANopen master device


Configuration file


EDS (Electronic Data Sheet), enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-BC and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-BC and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL


Physical


Serial input format   Industrial field-bus with optical insulation type CAN-Bus ISO11898
Transmission rate    Transmission rates from 10 Kbit/s to 1 Mbit/s
Max node                32 per segment without repeater; 127 per segment with repeater


Communication Protocol


Data Link Layer       DS301 V4.2.0 - based on CAN standard frame with 11-bit identifier
Device Profile          DS408 - Fluid Power Technology (EN50325-4)
Device type             Slave


Startup and configuration (as per DS301+DSP305)


Boot up process     Minimum boot-up
Node setting           LSS (Layer Setting Services)
                               SDO
                               E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL programming software
                               dip-switches (only for TERS ex-proof, AERS ex-proof)
Baudrate setting     LSS (Layer Setting Services), SDO
Baudrate                 10 / 20 / 50 (default) / 125 / 250 / 500 / 1000Kbit/s


Fieldbus communication diagnostic (as per DS301)


Device Error            Emergency
Network Error          Node Guarding
                               Heartbeat


Real-time communication (as per DS301 + DS408)


RPDO                        Four mappable PDOs to the drivers:
                                  AES, BM-AES, TES,LES, RES, BM-RES, PES,TERS ex-proof, AERS ex-proof


                                  Four mappable PDOs to the controllers:
                                  TEZ, LEZ


TPDO                        Four mappable PDOs from the drivers:
                                  AES, BM-AES, TES,LES, RES, BM-RES, PES,TERS ex-proof, AERS ex-proof


                                  Four mappable PDOs from the controllers:
                                  TEZ, LEZ


R(T)PDO types        Event Triggered, Remotely requested, Sync(cyclic) and Sync(acyclic)


Non real-time communication (as per DS301 + DS408)


SDO                        One SDO (1 Server + 1 Client)
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Standard references


PROFIBUS profile
PROFIBUS Profile,
Fluid Power Technology,
Edition Oct. 2001


VDMA profile                              
Fluid Power Technology,
Proportional Valves and
Hydrostatic Transmissions, ver 1.1


2 PROFIBUS DP features for digital drivers and controllers in BP execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or PROFIBUS DP master device


Configuration file


GSD (General Station Description) enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-BP and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-BP and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL


Physical


Serial input format   Industrial field-bus with optical insulation type PROFIBUS-DP RS485
European fieldbus standard (lev.1 – EN50170-part 2)


Transmission rate    Transmission rates from 9,6 Kbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
Max node                32 per segment without repeater; 126 node with repeater


Communication Protocol


Data Link Layer       PROFIBUS DPV0 - IEC 61158 (type 3)
Device Profile          PROFIBUS-DP Profile for Fluid Power Technology
Device type             Slave


Startup and configuration


Boot up process     SAP 61 for sending parameter setting data
                               SAP 62 for checking configuration data
Node setting           SAP 55
                               E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL programming software
                               dip-switches (only for TERS ex-proof, AERS ex-proof, KZ)
Baudrate setting     Automatic
Baudrate                 9,6 / 19,2 / 45,45 / 93,75 / 187,5 / 500 / 1500 / 3000 / 6000 / 12000 Kbit/s


Fieldbus communication diagnostic


Device error            SAP 60


Real-time communication


PZD                         Process data area of PPO telegram by Data Exchange, default SAP:
                                 cyclic transmission of standard Profibus frame


                               Standard electronics - drivers
                               PPO type 3 for:
                               AES s40, BM-AES s10, TES s40, LES s40, RES s10, BM-RES s10
                               PPO type 5 for:
                               TES s40, LES s40, PES s40 with S option
                               PPO type 113, 213, 230 for:
                               TES s40, LES s40, RES s10
                               PPO type 115, 214, 240 for:
                               TES s40, LES s40, PES s40 with S option


                               Standard electronics - controllers
                               PPO type 1, 101, 103 for:
                               TEZ s40, LEZ s40, KZ s11
                               PPO type 111, 121, 123, 223, 227 for:
                               TEZ s40, LEZ s40


                               Ex-proof electronics - drivers
                               PPO type 3 for:
                               AES s30, TES s31, LES s31, TERS s31, AERS s31
                               PPO type 5 for:
                               TES s31, LES s31


Cyclic mode            standard, sync and freeze


Non real-time communication


PKW                        Parameter data area of PPO telegram by Data Exchange, default SAP:
                                  acyclic transmission of standard Profibus frame







Physical


Serial input format   Industrial fieldbus type Fast Ethernet galvanically insulated IEC 61158-2
Transmission rate    2 x 100 Mbit/s (Fast Ethernet, Full-Duplex)
Max node                65535 slaves
Ethernet Standard   ISO/IEC 8802-3 frame format
EtherType                0x88A4 according IEEE 802.3
Cable length           0,2 - 100m (between two slave devices)
Cable type              CAT5 (4 wire twisted pair) according with T568B
Network topology    Line, tree and star
Termination             Device internally


Communication Protocol


Data Link Layer       EtherCAT use Standard Ethernet Frames:
                               ISO/IEC 8802-3 + IEC 61784-2
Device Profile          CANopen over EtherCAT (CoE) DS408 - Fluid Power Technology


EN 50325-4
Device type             Slave
Supported protocol   CANopen SDO Mailbox-Interface “CoE”
                               Network Management
                               PDO
                               PDO Watchdog


Startup and configuration (as per DS301+DSP305)


Node setting           Automatic position addressing
                               Device node addressing
Baudrate                 100 Mbit/s (Automatic)


Fieldbus communication diagnostic (as per DS301)


Device Error            Emergency


Real-time communication (as per DS301 + DS408)


RPDO                      4 PDOs messages to the driver (up to 32 byte for each PDO)
TPDO                      4 PDOs messages from the driver (up to 32 byte for each PDO)
R(T)PDO types        Remotely requested


Non real-time communication (as per DS301 + DS408)


SDO                        One SDO (1 Server + 1 Client)


Standard references


ISO 11898
Road Vehicles – Interchange of digital
information controller area network
(CAN) for High-speed communication 


EN 50325-4
Industrial communication subsystem
based on ISO 11898 (CAN) for control-
ler device interfaces


CiA DS301
CANopen – Application Layer and
Communication Profile for Industrial
Systems


CiA DSP305
CANopen – Layer Setting Services and
Protocol 


CiA DS408
CANopen – Device Profile for
Proportional Hydraulic Valves v 1.5.1


IEC 61076-2-101
Connectors for electronic equipment
- Product Requirements -
Part 2-101: Circular connectors
- Detail specification for M12 connec-
tors with screw-locking


IEC 61158-2
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specification -
Part 2: Physical layer specification and
service definition


IEC 61784-2
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 2: Additional fieldbus profiles for real-
time networks based on ISO/IEC 8802-3


3 EtherCAT features for digital drivers and controllers in EH execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or EtherCAT master device


Configuration file


XML (Extensible Markup Language) enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-EH and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-EH and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL
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Physical


Serial input format   Industrial fieldbus type Fast Ethernet galvanically insulated IEC 61158-2
Transmission rate    2 x 100 Mbit/s (Fast Ethernet, Half-Duplex)
Max node                239 slaves
Ethernet Standard   ISO/IEC 8802-3 frame format
EtherType                0x88AB according IEEE 802.3
Integrated Hub
Cable length           0,2 - 100m (between two slave devices)
Cable type              CAT5 (4 wire twisted pair) according with T568B
Network topology    Line, tree, star, daisy chain, ring structure or any combination of these


topologies
Ethernet Hub           Integrated with 2 ports:
                               - one led for Link/Activity indicator (on each port)
                               - one bicolor led Status/Error indicator


Communication Protocol


Data Link Layer       POWERLINK use Standard Ethernet Frames:
                               ISO/IEC 8802-3 + IEC 61784-2
Comm. Profile         EPSG DS 301 v1.2
Device Profile          CANopen over Ethernet based on DS408 - Fluid Power Technology
Device type             Slave - supported features:
                               - Ethernet POWERLINK v2.0
                               - Ring Redundancy
                               - Support PollRsponse Chaining
                               - Support Multiplexing
                               - Cycle time min 200 µsec
                               - SDO Multiple Parameter Read/Write


Startup and configuration (as per EPSG DS301 + EPSG DS 302-A/B/C/D/E)


Node setting           E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL programming software
Baudrate                 100 Mbit/s (Automatic)


Fieldbus communication diagnostic


Custom parameters mappable on TPDO for emergency diagnosis


Real-time communication (as per EPSG DS301 + DS408)


RPDO                      1 PDO message to the driver
(max number of of mapping parameters is Device specific)


TPDO                      1 PDO message from the driver
(max number of of mapping parameters is Device specific)


Standard references


EPSG DS301
Ethernet POWERKLINK
Communication Profile Specification v 1.2


EPSG DS302-A/B/C/D/E
Ethernet POWERKLINK
Part A: High Availability v1.1
Part B: Multiple ASnd v1.0
Part C: PollResponse Chaining v1.0
Part D: Multiple PReq/PRes v1.0
Part E: Dynamic Node Allocation v1.0


EPSG DS311
Ethernet POWERKLINK
XML Device Description v 1.0


CiA DS408
CANopen – Device Profile for
Proportional Hydraulic Valves v 1.5.1


IEC 61076-2-101
Connectors for electronic equipment
- Product Requirements -
Part 2-101: Circular connectors
- Detail specification for M12 connec-
tors with screw-locking


IEC 61158-2
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specification - 
Part 2: Physical layer specification and
service definition


IEC 61784-2
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 2: Additional fieldbus profiles for real-
time networks based on ISO/IEC 8802-3


IEC 61784-3
Industrial communication networks 
- Profiles - 
Part 3: Functional safety fieldbuses -
General rules and profile definitions


IEC 61158-300/400/500/600
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specifications -
Part 300: Data Link Layer service
definition
Part 400: Data Link Layer protocol
specification
Part 500: Application Layer service
definition
Part 600: Application Layer protocol
specification


ISO 15745-1
Industrial automation systems and
integration - Open systems application
integration framework -
Part 1: Generic reference description


4 POWERLINK features for digital drivers and controllers in EW execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or POWERLINK master device


Configuration file


XDD (XML Device Description) enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-EW and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-EW and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL
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5 EtherNet/IP features for digital drivers and controllers in EI execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or EtherNet/IP scanner device


Configuration file


EDS (Electronic Data Sheet) enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-EI and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-EI and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL


Physical


Ethernet Standard     ISO/IEC 8802-3 frame format
EtherType                  IEEE 802.3
Transmission rate      10/100 Mbit Full/Half-Duplex
Integrated                  2-port switch
Cable length              max 100m
Cable type                 CAT5 (4 wire twisted pair) according with T568B
Network topology      Device Level Ring (DLR), linear, star structure
Ethernet port              Led indicator:
                                   - two led for Link/Activity indicator (on each port)
                                   - one bicolor led Status/Error indicator


Communication Protocol


ODVA CIP Object Model
ODVA CIP Object library for Generic Device Profile


- Identity Object (0X01)
- Message Router Object (0x02)
- Assembly Object (0x04)
- Connection Manager Object (0x06)
- Parameter Object (0x0F)
- DLR Object (0x47)
- QoS Object (0x48h)
- Port Object (0xF4)
- TCP/IP Object (0xF5)
- Ethernet Link Object (0xF6)


Valve parameters accessible via Vendor Specific Object 0xA2
IP address setting (range 0.0.0.0 - 255.255.255.255):


- TCP/IP Object (0xF5)
- DHCP
- Auxiliary USB communication + Atos Software


I/O Adapter and Explicit Message Server device type
Cyclic data transmission via Implicit Messages (transport class 1) 


- Minimum RPI for Implicit Messages 1ms
- Total number of supported class 1 connections: 4
- Up to 5 parameters and 20 bytes for each connection
- Trigger types: Cyclic CoS 


Acyclic data transmission via Connected and Unconnected Explicit Messages (transport class 3)
- Minimum RPI for Explicit Messages 100ms
- No. of simultaneous Class 3 connections: 6


IT functions (FTP server, web server) 


Standard references


IEC 61918
Industrial communication networks
- Installation of communication
networks in industrial premises


IEC 61076-2-101
Connectors for electronic equipment
- Product Requirements -
Part 2-101: Circular connectors
- Detail specification for M12 connec-
tors with screw-locking


EC 61158-1
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specification - 
Part 1: Overview and guidance for the
IEC 61158 and IEC 61784 series


IEC 61158-2
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specification - 
Part 2: Physical layer specification and
service definition


IEC 61784-1
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 1: Fieldbus profile


IEC 61784-2
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 2: Additional fieldbus profiles for real-
time networks based on ISO/IEC 8802-3


IEC 61784-3
Industrial communication networks 
- Profiles - 
Part 3: Functional safety fieldbuses -
General rules and profile definitions


IEC 61784-5-2
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 5-2: Installation of fieldbuses -
Installation profiles for CPF 2


ISO 15745-4
Industrial automation systems and
integration - Open systems application
integration framework -
Part 4: Reference description for
Ethernet-based control systems








E-SW-BASIC E-SW-BASIC


Analog or Digital 08E001 RI-* drivers
box format, for proportional valves with or without transducer(s)


1


AE =  for proportional valves
without position transducer


TE =  for proportional valves
with one position transducer


LE =  for proportional valves
with two position transducers


MODEL CODE


Options - Analog executions - see section 3:
F  = fault signal - only for TE, LE
I    = current reference input and monitor 
Q  = enable signal
Z  = enable, fault and monitor signal (12 pin connector) - only for TE, LE


Options - Digital executions - see section 4:
I    = current reference input and monitor (software selectable for AES)
Z  = double power supply, enable, fault and monitor signals (12 pin connector)
W = power limitation function - only for AES


Special code for electronic driver Set code (1)


-  =  analog
S =  digital


TG040
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01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid proportional valves - only for AE(S), TE(S)


(1) set code identifies the correspondance between the digital driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as a spare part


Communication interfaces
(only for digital electronic)
PS =  Serial BC = CANopen 
BP =  PROFIBUS DP EH = EtherCAT - only for AES


E-SW
programming software


RampsBiasScale Linearization


Real-time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


�


2 DRIVERS RANGE


Drivers model AE AES TE, LE TES, LES s31 TES/S*, LES/S* s31


Data sheet G110 G115 G200 G210obs G212obs


Hydraulic
Power
Limitaion
(option /W)


�


08E001 RI AE S- - -PS 01H *


Grey area: digital execution


08E001 RI-*
Open loop drivers supply and control the
current to the solenoid, of Atos proportional
valves without transducer, according to the
electronic reference input signal.
Closed loop drivers control the position of
the spool or poppet of direct and pilot opera-
ted proportional valves according to the
electronic reference input signal.
AE or AES can drive single or double sole-
noid proportional valve without position tran-
sducer.
TE or TES operates direct and pilot operated
directional/flow control valves with one spool
position transducer.
LE or LES operates directional pilot operated
valves with two spool position transducers.
Solenoid(s) � and spool feedback � con-
nectors are placed on upper plate.
For digital execution Atos PC software allows
to customize the driver configuration to the
specific application requirements.
Electrical Features:
• Functional factory preset parameters for


best performances
• 7 pin main connector � for power supply,


analog input reference and monitor signals
• 5 pin serial communication port (only digi-


tal driver)
• 5 pin CANopen or PROFIBUS DP commu-


nication connector (only digital executions)
• 4 pin EtherCAT communication connectors


(only for AES)
• /Z option 12 pin main connector for additio-


nal enable, fault or logic state signals
• IP67 protection degree
• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features (only digital execution):
• Intuitive graphic interface
• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:


bias, scale, ramps, dither
• Linearizzation function for the hydraulic


regulation
• Setting of valve’s dynamic response to


optimize the application performances
• /I option for selection of analog IN/OUT


range (software selectable for AES)
• /W option software selectable max power


limitation function (only for AES)
• Complete diagnostics of driver status


*/ /


�


08E001 RI-AE*


08E001 RI-TE*


�


�







B2


B1


S2


S1


RD


RU


B2


B1


S2


S1


A2
A1


A1


A2


E


FG


Standard
7pin


/Z option
12pin SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A 1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Input - power supply


B 2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Gnd - power supply


C (1)
7 AGND Ground - signal zero for MONITOR signal                                  (for standard, /Z options) Gnd - analog signal


3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver                              (for /Q, /Z options) Input - on/off signal


D 4 INPUT+ Reference analog differential input: ±10 VDC maximum range    (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For two position valves the reference input is 0÷+10 VDC          (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For three position valves the reference input is ±10 VDC           (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)


Input - analog signal
E 5 INPUT -


F (2)
6 MONITOR Monitor analog output:  ±10 VDC maximum range                      (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option) Output - analog signal


11 FAULT Fault (0V) or normal working (24V)                                              (for /F, /Z options) Output - on/off signal


- 8 R_ENABLE Repeat Enable - output repetition of Enable input        Output - on/off signal


- 9 NC do not connect Output - on/off signal
- 10 NC do not connect Output - on/off signal


G PE EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


Notes:  (1) with /Q option ENABLE signal replaces AGND on pin C; MONITOR signal is reffered to pin B
             (2) with /F option FAULT signal replaces MONITOR on pin F


3.2    Main connectors - 7 and 12 pin - for TE and LE versions                  - see 6.1 and 6.2


(remove the rear cover)


RD


RU


B2


B1


S2


S1


3 ANALOG EXECUTIONS - CONNECTIONS, SETTING AND LED


TE - LE


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard


(male)


(remove the rear cover)


3.1    Main connector - 7 pin - for AE version          - see 6.1


SW selector Dither frequency
[Hz]SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4


OFF OFF OFF OFF 100


ON OFF OFF OFF 130


OFF ON OFF OFF 160


OFF OFF ON OFF 200 (1)


ON OFF ON OFF 230


OFF ON ON OFF 270


ON ON ON OFF 300


ON ON OFF ON 380


ON OFF ON ON 430


OFF ON ON ON 470


ON ON ON ON 500


(1) Dither frequency is factory preset
at 200 Hz and its regulation may
be adjusted after contact Atos
technical office


B2


B1


S2


S1


AE


TE - LE
B2:    negative bias adjust - only for 3 position valves
B1:    positive bias adjust 
S2:    negative scale adjust - only for 3 position valves
S1:    positive scale adjust
LED: OFF normal working; ON fault present


AE
SW:  dither frequency selector
RD:   ramp for decreasing reference signal
RU:   ramp for increasing reference signal
B2:    negative bias adjust - only for 3 position valves
B1:    positive bias adjust 
S2:    negative scale adjust - only for 3 position valves
S1:    positive scale adjust


SW


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option


(male)


Standard
7pin SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Gnd - power supply


C (1)
AGND Ground - signal zero for MONITOR signal                   Gnd - analog signal


ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver                                        (for /Q option) Input - on/off signal


D INPUT+ Reference analog differential input: ±10 VDC maximum range                  (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For single solenoid valves the reference input is 0 ÷ 10 VDC               (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For double solenoid valves the reference input is ±10 VDC                  (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)


Input - analog signal
E INPUT -


F MONITOR


Monitor analog output:  ±5 VDC maximum range  (1V monitor = 1A coil current)


For single solenoid valves:       0 ÷ 5 VDC        referred to pin C             (for /I option)
                                                 0 ÷ 5 VDC        referred to pin B             (for /Q option)


For double solenoid valves:     ±5 VDC               referred to pin C             (for /I option)
                                                 ±5 VDC               referred to pin B             (for /Q option)


Output - analog signal


G EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


Note:    (1) with /Q option ENABLE signal replaces AGND on pin C; MONITOR signal is reffered to pin B


Note: connectors front view


SPOOL POSITION
MAIN STAGE TRANSDUCER


only for LE piloted valves


LED


SPOOL POSITION MAIN STAGE TRANSDUCER
only for TE direct and piloted valves


SPOOL POSITION PILOT STAGE TRANSDUCER
only for LE piloted valves


SOLENOID
CONNECTOR







TG040


A2


A1
C2


DB


C1


F


A1


A2


B


D


C1


C2


4 DIGITAL EXECUTIONS - CONNECTIONS


4.1    AES - Serial PS, CANopen BC and PROFIBUS DP BP executions


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


Serial
(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


CANopen
(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z and /W options


(male)


PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
/W option
(female)


Note: connectors front view


A2


A1
C4C3


A1


A2


B


C4


F


D


C3


DB


4.2    AES - EtherCAT EH executions


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


Serial
(male)


EtherCAT
(female - input)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z and /W options


(male)


PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
/W option
(female)


Note: connectors front view


EtherCAT
(female - output)


A2


A1
C2


B


C1


A1


A2


E


FG


B


C1


C2


4.3    TES, LES - Serial PS, CANopen BC and PROFIBUS DP BP executions


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard and /Q option


(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


Serial
(male) 12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR


/Z and /W options
(male)


Note: connectors front view


CANopen
(male)


SOLENOID
CONNECTOR


SOLENOID
CONNECTOR


SOLENOID
CONNECTOR


SPOOL POSITION
MAIN STAGE TRANSDUCER


only for LES piloted valves


SPOOL POSITION MAIN STAGE TRANSDUCER
only for TES direct and piloted valves
SPOOL POSITION PILOT STAGE TRANSDUCER
only for LES piloted valves







4.4    Main connectors - 7 and 12 pin - for AES version                    - see 6.1 and 6.2


Standard
7pin


/Z and /W option
12pin SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A 1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC Input - power supply


B 2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC Gnd - power supply


C (1)
5 AGND Ground - signal zero for MONITOR signal (applying 24 VDC to AGND electronics will damaged)


Ground - signal zero for INPUT+ signal (for /Z option) Gnd - analog signal


3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver               (for /Q and /Z options) Input - on/off signal


D 4 INPUT+ Reference analog input:  ±10 VDC / ± 20 mA maximum range software selectable
For single solenoid valves the reference input is 0÷10 VDC        (default setting)
For double solenoid valves the reference input is ±10 VDC        (default setting)
Standard: differential input;    /Z option: common mode INPUT+ referred to AGND


Input - analog signal
E - INPUT -


F 6 MONITOR Monitor analog output: ±5 VDC maximum range.
Referred to AGND for standard, /Z and /W options; referred to V0 for /Q option Output - analog signal


- 7 NC do not connect 


- 8
NC do not connect


MONITOR2 2nd monitor analog output: ±5 VDC maximum range, referred to AGND (for /W option) Output - analog signal


- 9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC  for driver logic Input - power supply


- 10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC  for driver logic Gnd - power supply
- 11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0 Output - on/off signal


G PE EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


4.5    Main connectors - 7 and 12 pin - for TES and LES version                  - see 6.1 and 6.2


Standard
7pin


/Z option
12pin SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A 1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC Input - power supply


B 2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC Gnd - power supply


- 3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver Input - on/off signal


D 4 INPUT+ Reference analog input:  ±10 VDC maximum range                 (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For single solenoid valves the reference input is 0 ÷ +10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For double solenoid valves the reference input is ±10 VDC      (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
standard: differential input;  /Z option: common mode INPUT+ referred to AGND


Input - analog signal
E - INPUT -


C 5 AGND Ground - signal zero for MONITOR signal (applying 24 VDC to AGND electronics will damaged)
Ground - signal zero for INPUT+ signal (for /Z option) Gnd - analog signal


F 6 MONITOR Monitor analog output: ±10 VDC maximum range                      (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option) Output - analog signal


- 7 NC do not connect 


- 8 NC do not connect 


- 9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC  for driver logic Input - power supply


- 10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC  for driver logic Gnd - power supply


- 11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0 Output - on/off signal


G PE EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


Notes:  (1) with /Q option ENABLE signal replaces AGND on pin C; MONITOR signal is reffered to pin B


PIN SIGNAL Voltage Input - software selectable Current Input - software selectable


1 VT Power supply 24 VDC Power supply 24 VDC


2 TR Signal transducer 0 ÷ 10 VDC maximum range (1) Signal transducer 0 ÷ 20 mA maximum range (1)
3 AGND Signal zero for power supply and signal Do not connect
4 NC Do not connect Do not connect
5 NC Do not connect Do not connect


         CANopen connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 NC do not connect
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


         EtherCAT connector - M12 - 4 pin - only for AES-EH


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


          Serial connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 NC do not connect
2 NC do not connect
3 RS_GND Signal zero data line
4 RS_RX Valves receiving data line
5 RS_TX Valves transmitting data line


4.7    Pressure transducer connector - M12 - 5 pin - only for AES with /W option         - see 6.4


Note: (1) transducer feedback can be read as a digital information through fieldbus communication - software selectable


4.6    Communication connectors - see 6.3


         PROFIBUS DP connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


Note: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended


B


C3 C4


D







6 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY
CODE ZM-7P ZH-7P


Type 7pin female straight circular 7pin female straight circular
Standard According to MIL-C-5015 According to MIL-C-5015
Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass
Cable gland PG11 PG11


Cable LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


Connection type to solder to solder
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY
CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular
Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651
Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass
Cable gland PG13,5 PG16


Cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Connection type to crimp to crimp
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


6.1    Main connectors - 7 pin


CONNECTOR TYPE PS SERIAL RS232
CODE ZM-5PF


Type 5pin female straight circular
Standard M12 coding A – IEC 60947-5-2
Material Metallic
Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm
Cable LiYCY 5 x 0,25 mm2 shielded
Connection type screw terminal
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67


6.3          Serial and fieldbus communication connectors


CONNECTOR TYPE BC CANopen (1)
CODE ZM-5PF


Type 5pin female straight circular
Standard M12 coding A – IEC 60947-5-2
Material Metallic
Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm
Cable CANBus Standard (DR303-1)
Connection type screw terminal
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67


6.2    Main connectors - 12 pin


CONNECTOR TYPE BP PROFIBUS DP (1)
CODE ZM-5PM/BP


Type 5pin male straight circular
Standard M12 coding B – IEC 60947-5-2
Material Metallic
Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm
Cable PROFIBUS DP Standard
Connection type screw terminal
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67


CONNECTOR TYPE EH EtherCAT (2)
CODE ZM-4PM/E


Type 4pin male straight circular
Standard M12 coding D – IEC 61076-2-101
Material Metallic
Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 4÷8 mm
Cable Ethernet Standard CAT-5
Connection type terminal block
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67


Notes: (1)  E-TRM-** terminators can be ordered separately - see tech table GS500                                                          (2) Internally terminated


CONNECTOR TYPE TRANSDUCER
CODE ZH-5PM


Type 5 pin male straight circular
Standard M12 coding A – IEC 60947-5-2
Material Plastic
Cable gland PG7
Cable diameter 4 - 6 mm
Connection type screw terminal
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67


6.4    Pressure transducer connector - only for AES with /W option


5.1 Solenoids connector


PIN SIGNAL 01H execution 05H execution - only for AE(S) and TE(S)


1 S1 Solenoid S1 Solenoid S1
2 S1 Solenoid S1 Solenoid S1
3 S2 do not connect Solenoid S2


Earth S2 do not connect Solenoid S2


5.2 Spool feedback connector


PIN SIGNAL Main stage - only for TE(S) direct and piloted
Pilot stage - only for LE(S) piloted Main stage - only for LE(S) piloted


1 TR Output signal Output signal
2 VT- Reference -15VDC Reference -15VDC


3 VT+ Reference +15VDC Reference +15VDC


4 AGND Common GND Common GND


A3


A4


B


C3 C4


D


5 SOLENOID AND SPOOL FEEDBACK CONNECTORS - included


TG040
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G E


Type: 666 - see tech table K500


Type: 345 - see tech table K500
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8 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


7 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


For drivers characteristics, please refer the related documentation available on catalog on-line at www.atos.com :
AE see table G110;     AES see table G115;     TE, LE see table G200;     TES, LES s31 see table G210obs;     TES/S*, LES/S* s31 see table G212obs


ZH-12P main connector
12 pin - plastic


ZM-12P main connector
12 pin - metallic


ZM-5PM/BP
PROFIBUS DP


ZM-5PF
Serial


ZH-5PM
Pressure transducer
only for AES with /W option


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


TE/LE - TES/LES


ZM-7P main connector
7 pin - metallic


ZH-7P main connector
7 pin - plastic


ZM-5PF
CANopen


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT - input


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT - output


345
Spool position main stage only for
LE(S) piloted valves


AES-EH


AE - AES


128 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
137 mm for 12 pin /Z and /W options


125 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
134 mm for 12 pin /Z and /W options


158 mm for 7 pin standard and /Q option
165 mm for 12 pin /Z option


666
Solenoid connector for 
01H and 05H execution


345
Spool position main stage only for
TE(S) direct and piloted valves
Spool position pilot stage only for
LE(S) piloted valves








P/Q


E-SW-PS/S
E-SW


-PS/S


Digital electronic drivers type E-RI-TES, E-RI-LES with /S* options
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves with additional alternate P/Q control
obsolete components - availability on request


1


TE = for proportional valves with
one position transducer


LE = for proportional valves with
two position transducers


MODEL CODE


Options, see section    :


SP= closed loop pressure control with 1
remote pressure transducer


SF = closed loop force control, with 2 remo-
te pressure transducers


SL = closed loop force control with 1
remote load cell


C = current feedback input for remote tran-
sducer signal(s)


I = current reference input and monitor
(4 ÷ 20 mA) signals


E-RI TE S PS -- - 01H * ** / *


Integral electronic driver


Set code (see note)


Series number


S = digital electronic


G212obs


www.atos.com Table G212obs/E


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid proportional valves (only for -TES)


Note: The set code identifies the correspondence between the digital integral driver and the relevant valve;
it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as a spare part.


DPZO-LES-PS-040-Q5/SP


Communication
connector


Main 
connector


PS = Serial communication interface
BC = CANopen communication interface
BP = PROFIBUS DP communication interface


E-SW-*/S
programming software


RampsBiasScale Linearization


Real-time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


� �


�


� , � , � , � and � to be ordered separately 


�


Alternate 
control


�


The integral digital drivers � with /S* option
add a pressure or force closed loop to the
spool/poppet control of standard directional
proportional valves (see tab. G210).
The controls are operated according to the
two electronic reference signals and a dedi-
cated algorithm automatically selects which
control will be active time by time.
The dynamics of the switching between the
two controls can be regulated thanks to spe-
cific software setting, in order to avoid insta-
bility or vibrations.
Flow control is active when the actual system
pressure/force is lower than the relevant
input reference signal - the valve works nor-
mally to regulate the flow by controlling in
closed-loop the spool/poppet through the
integral position transducer(s) �.
Pressure/force control is activated when the
actual system pressure/force, measured by
remote transducers � - see section 2,
grows up to the relevant input reference
signal - the driver reduces the valve’s flow
regulation in order to keep the system pres-
sure/force stable; if the pressure/force tends
to decrease under its input reference signal,
the flow control returns active.
The dynamic response of pressure/force
control can be adapted to different system’s
characteristics, by setting the internal PID
parameters.
4 sets of PID parameters can be stored into
the driver and then selected by the machine
control units during the axis motion cycle by
means of two on/off inputs or by fieldbus. 
Digital communication interface allows to pro-
gram the drivers with the Atos PC software �
or, for -BC and -BP fieldbus execution, direc-
tly by the machine control unit.
Electrical Features:
• Functional parameters are factory preset


for best performances
• Standard 12 pin main connector � for dou-


ble power supply, analog input references
and monitors, enable and fault signals


• 4 pin connector � for remote pressure or
force transducers


• 5 pin connector � for communication inter-
face, at choice: serial -PS or fieldbus -BC
and -BP


• IP67 protection degree
• CE mark according to EMC directive
Software Features:
• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:


bias, scale, ramps, dither and linearization
• 4 sets of pressure/force PID parameters


allow to adapt the dynamic response
• Complete diagnostics of driver status
• Intuitive graphic interface


�
�
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/SP option /SF option /SL option


2 CONTROL DIAGRAM


Pressure closed loop control is available on
one of the valve’s user port: a remote pressure
transducer has to be installed in the hydraulic
system on the pressure connection to be con-
trolled


Force closed loop control is available on the
actuator operated by the valve: two remote
pressure transducers have to be installed on
the actuator’s ports. The actuator force is cal-
culated by the pressure feedbacks (Pa - Pb)


Force closed loop control is available on the
actuator operated by the valve: one load cell
transducer has to be installed between the
actuator and the controlled load


E-RI-TES=integral digital driver integral valve spool transducer remote pressure transducer remote load cell transducerV
S
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3 Application examples of alternate P/Q controls


The following applications examples are intended just as generic reference of the possible configurations
with the digital integral electronics with /S* option.
The Atos technical services are available for additional evaluations related to specific applications usage,
please contact our technical office.
High-dynamic pressure reducing controls (/SP option)
3 way or 4 way directional proportional valves with /SP option, in subplate mounting or cartridge execution,
are operated in 3-way hydraulic configuration to obtain high-dynamic pressure reducing control on the A
user port (see 3.1):
- flow reference signal is used to limit the maximum flow during the pressure regulation
- pressure reference signal is used to regulate the pressure on the valve’s A user port; the rapid/repeatable


response of the pressure control is performed in high dynamics by the directional valve’s closed loop
regulation


Requirements: - a remote pressure transducer has to be installed in the hydraulic system on the control-
led user port (when using 4 way valves either A or B port can be used while the not
controlled port must be plugged)


- zero overlap spool and valve without fail safe position are recommended; positive over-
lap valves with PABT ports closed in central position has not to be used


Single effect actuators with speed/pressure (force) controls (/SP or /SL option)
3 way or 4 way directional proportional valves with /SP or /SL options, in subplate mounting or cartridge
execution, are operated in 3-way hydraulic configuration to control speed/pressure (force) on single effect
actuators (see 3.2):
- flow reference signal is used to regulate the actuator’s forward and backward speed while pressure
(force) reference signal is used to limit the maximum pushing pressure (force) to the actuator


or
- pressure (force) reference signal is used to regulate the actuator pushing pressure (force) while flow
reference signal is used to limit the maximum actuator speed


Requirements: - for /SP a remote pressure transducer has to be installed in the hydraulic system on the
actuator pushing port (when using 4 way valves either A or B port can be used while
the not controlled port must be plugged) 


- for /SL a remote force transducer has to be installed between the actuator and the
controlled load


- zero overlap spool is recommended; positive overlap valves with PABT ports closed in
central position has not to be used


Double effect actuators with speed/pressure controls (/SP option)


4 way directional proportional valves with /SP option, in subplate mounting execution, control speed/pres-
sure on double effect actuators (see 3.3):
- flow reference signal is used to regulate the actuator’s forward and backward speed while pressure refe-


rence signal is used to limit the maximum pushing pressure to the actuator
or
- pressure reference signal is used to regulate the actuator pushing pressure while flow reference signal is


used to limit the maximum forward and backward actuator speed
Requirements: - a remote pressure transducer has to be installed on the actuator’s pushing port


- dedicated spool with strong “meter-in” characteristic in central position has to be used;
during depressurizing phases the not controlled port remains at zero pressure
(T port connection) - see section 4


Double effect actuators with force limit/regulation (/SF or /SL option)
4 way directional proportional valves with /SF or /SL option, in subplate mounting execution, control
speed/force on double effect actuators (see 3.4, 3.5):
- flow reference signal is used to regulate the actuator’s forward and backward speed while force referen-


ce signal is used to limit the maximum pushing and pulling force to the actuator
or
- force reference signal is used to regulate the actuator pushing and pulling force while flow reference


signal is used to limit the maximum actuator speed
Requirements: - for /SF two remote pressure transducers have to be installed on the both actuator’s ports


- for /SL one push/pull load cell transducer has to be installed between the actuator and
the controlled load


- zero overlap spool is recommended; positive overlap valves with PABT ports closed in
central position has not to be used


Advantages: - force control is possible in both push and pull directions
- /SL option allows a more precise force control despite of a more complex installation of


the load cell transducer
- /SF option allows to add force control also into existing systems thanks to the simple


installation of pressure transducers
Control modes: - Flow priority: flow reference signal is used to move forward and backward the actua-


tor while force is limited/regulated in both push and pull direction
- Force priority: force reference signal is used to control both push and pull forces while


flow is limited/regulated in both direction
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3.1 -  3 way connection with /SP option


3.2 -  3 way connection with /SL option


3.3 -  4 way connection with /SP option


3.4 -  4 way connection with /SF option
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3.5 -  4 way connection with /SL option
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Force limitation


Flow regulation Force regulation


Flow limitation


3.6 -  Flow priority 3.7 -  Force priority
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Notes:
� sleeve execution valves are recommended for high accuracy applications.
� auxiliary check valves are reccomended in case of specific hydraulic configuration requirements in absence of power supply or fault, see table E115.







G212obs


6 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR


Pin SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for solenoid power stage (see 9.1) Input - power supply


2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for solenoid power stage (see 9.1) Gnd - power supply


3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver (see 9.6) Input - on/off signal


4 Q_INPUT+
Flow reference analog input:  ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option)
common mode INPUT+ referred to AGND (see 9.2)


Input - analog signal


5 AGND Ground : signal zero for P_INPUT+ and Q_INPUT+ ; signal zero for MONITOR Gnd - analog signal


6 Q_MONITOR Flow monitor analog output: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option) - see 9.3 Output - analog signal


7 (P_INPUT+
(F_INPUT+)


Pressure (force) reference analog input:  ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
common mode INPUT+ referred to AGND (see 9.2) Input - analog signal


8 (P_MONITOR
(F_MONITOR) Pressure (force) monitor analog output: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option) - see 9.3 Output - analog signal


11 FAULT Driver status output: Fault  (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC) - see 9.7 Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing Earth


PS execution


9 D_IN0 Multiple pressure PID selection (see 9.4)
Input - on/off signal


10 D_IN1 Multiple pressure PID selection (see 9.4)


BC and BP execution


9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC  for driver’s logic (see 9.5) Input - power supply


10 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC  for driver’s logic (see 9.5) Gnd - power supply


5 BLOCK DIAGRAM


DC/DC
CONVERTER


MICROCONTROLLER


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL
MAIN STAGE (for E-RI-TES)
PILOT STAGE (for E-RI-LES)


SPOOL POSITION SIGNAL
MAIN STAGE 
(only for piloted valve)


SCALE DEAD BAND LINEARIZATION RAMPS


Communication
INTERFACE


CURRENT TO SOLENOID S2
(for E-RI-TES-*-05H/S*)


CURRENT TO
SOLENOID S1


-BP PROFIBUS DP


5 PIN
COMMUNICATION
CONNECTOR


-PS Serial / -BC CANopen


Power supply
(Double Power supply
or 2 x PID selection)


Fault
Enable


2x Reference
2 x Monitor


(driver view) (driver view)


(driver view)


DIN 43650-A
(included in the supply)


12 PIN - MAIN CONNECTOR


TO
SOLENOID S2


CONNECTOR FOR REMOTE PRESSURE/FORCE
TRASDUCERS SIGNAL


type V9 


Allows high flow rates during depressuring phases
(e.g. plasticizing phases of injection process)


type Q5


Allows fast direction reverse during motion phases
(e.g. ejector motion with max strain limitation)


depressuring (pressure active)backward movements (flow active) forward movements (flow or pressure active)


4 Special spools for 4 way connection with /SP option


See tab. G465 for the pressure transducer characteristics and connections.


PIN /SP, /SL, /SF options /CSP, /CSL, /CSF options  (Ri = 316 W)


1 TR1 remote transducer signal (0 ÷ 10 VDC) - see 9.8 TR1 remote transducer signal (4 ÷ 20 mA)  - see 9.8


2 AGND signal zero for power supply and signal NC reserved (do not connect)


3 VT  remote transducer power supply 24 VDC VT  remote transducer power supply 24 VDC


4 TR2 2nd remote transducer (0 ÷ 10 VDC) - only for /SF option TR2 2nd remote transducer (4 ÷ 20 mA) - only for /SF option


7 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 4 PIN REMOTE PRESSURE (FORCE) TRANSDUCER M8 CONNECTOR







Atos proportional valves are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in table F003 and in the user manuals inclu-
ded in the E-SW-*/S programming software. 
The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


9.1 Power supply and wirings (V+ and V0)
The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 2,5 A fuse.
Note: pin 2 and 10 (zero Volt) are connected together inside the electronics.


9.2 Reference Input Signals (Q_INPUT+ and P_INPUT+ / F_INPUT+)
The driver is designed to receive two analog reference input signals for the valve’s spool position and system’s pressure (force); both references are
referred to the common mode signal zero (AGND). 
The inputs range and polarity are software selectable within the ±10 VDC maximum range; default settings are 0 ÷ 10 VDC.
Drivers with fieldbus interface (-BC or -BP) can be software set to receive reference values directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus master);
in this case the analog reference input signals can be used for start-up and maintenance operations.


Option /I
The max range of reference input signals are software selectable among 4 ÷ 20 mA (default with cable break detection), ±10 mA, ±20 mA or  0 ÷ 20 mA


9.3 Monitor Output Signal (Q_MONITOR+ and P_MONITOR+ / F_MONITOR+)
The driver generates two analog output signals to monitor the actual spool position of the valve and to the actual system pressure (force); the monitor
output signals can be software set to show other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference, pilot spool position).
The output polarity is software selectable within ±10 VDC maximum range; default settings are 0 ÷ 10 VDC .


Option /I
The maximum range of monitor output signal is 4 ÷ 20 mA


9.4 Multiple PID selection (D_IN0 and D_IN1)  - only for -PS execution
Two on-off input signals are available on the main connector to select one of the four pressure (force) PID
parameters setting, stored into the driver.
Switching the active setting of pressure PID during the machine cycle allows to optimize the system dyna-
mic response in different hydraulic working conditions (volume, flow, etc.). 
Supply a 24 V or a 0 V on pin 9 and/or 10, to select one of the PID settings as indicated in the table at side.


9.5 Logic power supply (VL+ and VL0) - only for -BC or -BP execution
Separate power supply for the solenoid and for the digital electronic circuits (pin 9,10).
Cutting solenoid power supply  (pin 1,2) allows to interrupt the valve functioning but keeping energized the digital electronics thus avoiding fault
conditions of the machine fieldbus controller.
This condition allows to realize safety systems in compliance with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).
A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.
Note: pin 2 and 10 (zero Volt) are connected together inside the electronics.


9.6 Enable Input Signal (ENABLE)
To enable the driver, supply a +24 VDC on pin 3 referred to pin 2: when the Enable signal is set to zero the valve functioning is disabled but the driver
current output stage is still active. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


9.7 Fault Output Signal (FAULT)
Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input,
valve spool/pressure transducers cable broken, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin 11 referred
to pin2).
Fault status is not affected by the status of the Enable input signal.


9.8 Pressure Transducer Input Signal (TR)
Remote pressure (force) transducers must be directly connected to the driver using a dedicated M8 connection (see section 7).
The inputs range and polarity are software selectable within the ±10 VDC maximum range; default settings are 0 ÷ 10 VDC .


Option /C
The maximum range of remote pressure (force) transducer signals are software selectable among 4 ÷ 20 mA (default with cable break detection)
or  0 ÷ 20 mA


9.9 Possible combined options: /CSF, /CSL, /CSP, /ISF, / ISL, /ISP, /CISF, /CISL and /CISP


PID SET SELECTION


PIN SET 1 SET 2 SET 3 SET 4


9 0 0 24 VDC 24 VDC


10 0 24 VDC 24 VDC 0


9 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


10 SOFTWARE TOOLS


The driver configuration and parameters can be easily set with the Atos E-SW programming software, available in three different versions according to the
driver’s communication interfacing: E-SW-PS/S (Serial), E-SW-BC/S (CANopen) and E-SW-BP/S (PROFIBUS DP).
A proper connection is required between the PC and the electronic driver communication port: for a more detailed description of software interface, PC
requirements, adapters, cables and terminators, please refer to technical table GS500.
Proportional valves with fieldbus communication interface (-BC and -BP) can be directly managed by the machine control unit; it is required to implement
in the machine control the Atos communication protocol as described in the user manuals supplied with the relevant programming software.


Programming software, must be ordered separately :
E-SW-*/S      (mandatory - first supply) = Dvd including E-SW-*/S software installer and operator manuals; it allows the registration to Atos digital service
E-SW-*-N/S  (optional - next supplies) = as above but not allowing the registration to Atos digital service 


On first supply of the E-SW-*/S software, it is required to apply for the registration in the Atos download area : www.download.atos.com .
Once the registration is completed, the password will be sent by email. 
The software remains active for 10 days from the installation date and then it stops until the user inputs his password.
With the password you can also download, in your personal area, the latest releases of the Atos software, manuals, drivers and configuration files.


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators can be ordered separately (see tab. GS500)


-PS Serial -BC CANopen -BP PROFIBUS DP


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION


1 NC do not connect CAN_SHLD Shield +5V for termination


2 NC do not connect NC do not connect LINE-A Bus line (high)


3 RS_GND Signal zero data line CAN_GND Signal zero data line DGND data line and termination Signal zero 


4 RS_RX Valves receiving data line CAN_H Bus line (high) LINE-B Bus line (low)


5 RS_TX Valves transmitting data line CAN_L Bus line (low) SHIELD


8 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 5 PIN COMMUNICATION M12 CONNECTOR
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11.1-3-5 - Scale  and Offset (Flow/Force)


driver regulation
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11.6 - Ramps


11.7 - Linearization


driver regulation
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11.1-4 - Scale and Bias (Pressure)


driver regulation


11 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS
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11.1-2 - Scale, Bias and Threshold(Flow)


driver regulation


11.1 Scale (Flow and Pressure/Force)


Scale function allows to set the maximum valve regulation at maximum reference signal values.
Two different flow Scale regulations are available for double solenoid valves or three position single
solenoid valves: ScaleA for positive and ScaleB for negative reference signal.


11.2 Bias and Threshold (Flow)


Proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corresponding to
their switch-off status.
This dead band discontinuity in the valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the Bias
function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external
input).
The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcome the Threshold value, preset into
the driver.
The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias valve opening to the specific proportional valve to which
the driver is coupled.
The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at 0 VDC reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.
If fieldbus reference signal is active (see 9.2), threshold should be set to zero.
Two different Bias regulations are available for double solenoid valves or three position single solenoid
valves: positive reference signals activate BiasA and negative reference signals activate BiasB.
Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


11.3 Offset (Flow)


Proportional valves may be provided with zero overlapping in the hydraulic regulation corresponding
to zero reference input signal (valve’s central spool position).
The Offset function allows to calibrate the valve’s spool central position to the specific hydraulic
system setup (e.g. valve applied to cylinder with differential areas). Offset default setting is zero.


11.4 Bias (Pressure)


Pressure control can be limited in the minimum regulation: the minimum pressure depends on the
valve size,  the regulated flow and the T port pressure.
Desired pressure requested through the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external input), must be
greater than the minimum pressure to obtain the valve’s best repeatibility and response time.
The Bias function can be set to limit internally the minimum pressure reference indipendently from
the external reference value thus optimizing valve’s performances.
Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


11.5 Offset (Force)


The Offset function allows to calibrate the controlled force at zero reference signal to the specific
hydraulic system setup (e.g. weight conpensation with force control on vertical load).
Offset default setting is zero.


11.6 Ramps (Flow and Pressure/Force)


The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth
time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the valve regulations.
Different ramp mode can be set:
- single ramp for any reference variation
- two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
- four ramps for positive/negative signal values and increasing/decreasing reference variations


Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid
machine vibration and shocks.
If the proportional valve is driven by a closed loop controller, the ramps can lead to unstable beha-
viour, for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


11.7 Linearization (Flow and Pressure/Force)


Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the controlled
valve’s regulations.
Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the valve’s regulations in a
defined working condition.


11.8 Dither (Flow and Pressure/Force)


The dither is an high frequency modulation added to the valve’s reference signals to reduce the
hysteresis of the valve’s regulation; in fact a small vibration in the valve’s hydraulic regulations consi-
derably reduces the mechanical friction effects (e.g. due to cylinder seals).
Dither frequency and amplitude are software selectable; the amplitude is automatically reduced at
high reference values (high regulated flow/pressure/force) to avoid possible instability.
Lower frequency and higher amplitude reduce hysteresis but also reduce the regulation stability. In
some application this can lead to vibration and noise: right setting usually depends on system setup.
Dither default setting is disabled.


11.9 Remote transducer scale (Pressure/Force)


Remote pressure/force transducer characteristics must be always selected to match the application
requirements and obtain  the best performances: transducer nominal range should be at least
115%÷120% of the maximum regulated pressure/force.
Remote transducer scale function allows to set the transducer output signal value that correspond to
the maximum regulated pressure/force.


11.10 Hydraulic configuration of 4 way valves (Pressure/Force)


The hydraulic configuration function allows to select: 


with /SP option


- the valve’s user port (A or B) where the pressure has to be controlled


with /SF, /SL option


- the valve/actuator connection (e.g. A or B valve’s user port connected to the cylinder piston side)
- the force direction to be controlled with positive reference signal (push or pull)


The following is a brief description of the main settinsg and features of E-RI-(TE)LES-*/S* drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of the available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the programming manuals included in the E-SW-*/S
programming software (see  ).10
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ZH-4P-M8/5


ZH-4P-M8-2/2


ZH-5P


ZH-5P/BP
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E-RI-TES-*/S*
E-RI-LES-*/S*


� For E-RI-TES-*-05H (solenoid connector for double solenoid valves)
� For E-RI-LES-*-01H (main stage transducer connector for piloted valves)
� For -PS or -BC (Serial or CANopen communication connector)
� For -BP  (PROFIBUS DP communication connector)
� For /SP, /SL option (single remote pressure/force transducer connector)
� For /SF option (double remote pressure transducers connector)


�


�


��


�


12 POLES CONNECTOR


16 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


13 MAIN CONNECTOR CHARACTERISTICS (*)


15 COMMUNICATION CONNECTOR CHARACTERISTICS (*)


-PS Serial Connector -BC CANopen Connector -BP PROFIBUS DP Connector


CODE ZH-5P ZH-5P ZH-5P/BP


Type Female straight circular socket plug 5 pin Female straight circular socket plug 5 pin Male straight circular socket plug 5 pin


Standard M12 – IEC 60947-5-2 M12 – IEC 60947-5-2 M12 – IEC 60947-5-2


Material Plastic Plastic Plastic


Cable gland PG9 PG9 PG9


Cable LiYCY 5 x 0,25 mm2 shielded CANBus Standard (DR303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard


Connection type screw terminal screw terminal screw terminal


Protection (DIN 60529) IP 67 IP 67 IP 67


CODE ZH-12P


Type Female straight circular socket plug 12pin


Standard DIN 43651


Material Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG16


Cable LiCY 10 x 0,14 mm2 (signal)
LiYY 3 x 1 mm2 (alimentation)


Connection type to crimp


Protection (DIN 60529) IP 67


12 DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply (1)
(see 9.1, 9.5)


Nominal : +24 VDC


Rectified and filtered : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signal (see 9.2)      
Voltage:  range  ±10 VDC Input impedance:  Ri > 50 kW
Current:  range  4 ÷ 20 mA Input impedance:  Ri = 316 W


Monitor output (see 9.3)
Output range :            voltage   ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA


current   4 ÷ 20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


On-off inputs  (see 9.4, 9.6) Range :  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC (not accepted)    Input impedance: Ri > 10 kW
Fault output (2)
(see 9.7)


Output range :        0 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state < 1 V) @ max 50 mA


Alarms
Solenoid coil not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, overtemperature, under tem-
perature,  valve spool trasducer cable break, pressure (force) tranducer cable break


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP67 protection degree


Operating temperature -20 ÷ 60 °C  (storage -20 ÷ 70 °C)


Mass approx. 475 g


Additional characteristics
Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; spool position and pressure/force control by P.I.D. with rapid
solenoid switching


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2004/108/CE (Immunity: EN 50082-2; Emission: EN 50081-2)


Communication interface
Physical Layer
Protocol


-PS Serial -BC CANopen -BP PROFIBUS


serial RS232 (not insulated)
Atos ASCII coding


CAN ISO11898 (optical insulated)
CANopen EN50325-4 + DS408


RS485 (optical insulated)
PROFIBUS DP EN50170-2/IEC61158


Recommended wiring cable LiYCY shielded cables:        0,5 mm2  for length up to 40 m [1,5 mm2  for power supply and solenoid]


14 REMOTE TRANSDUCER(S) CONNECTOR CHARACTERISTICS (*)


CODE ZH-4P-M8/5 ZH-4P-M8-2/2


Type Male straight circular
socket plug 4 pin


Male straight circular
socket plug 4 pin


Standard M8 – IEC 60947-5-2 M8 – IEC 60947-5-2


Material Plastic Plastic


Cable gland Connector moulded on
cable 5 m lenght


Connector moulded on
cable 2 m lenght


Cable 4 x 0,25 mm2 4 x 0,25 mm2


Connection type cable splitting cable


Protection (DIN 40050) IP 67 IP 67


(*) to be ordered separately


�


03/15


Notes: (1) nominal data for solenoid power stage and driver logic; (2) external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads).


(*) to be ordered separately (*) to be ordered separately








Analog electronic E-ME-L drivers
Eurocard format, for proportional valves with two transducers


Table G150-13/E


E-ME-L
Analog drivers control the current to the sole-
noid of Atos proportional valves with position
transducer, regulating the spool position or
the flow according to the electronic reference
signal, adjusted by transducers’s feedbacks.


Features: 
•   bias regulation
•   scale and dissymmetrical ramps regulation
•   voltage (standard) or current 
    (/I option) reference signal
•   voltage (standard) or current 
    (/C option) feedback signal
•   test point for reference and feedback con-


trol on front panel
•   factory pre-set
•   Eurocard format (DIN 41494 - plug-in unit)
•   electronic filters on input and output lines
•   CE mark according to EMC directive
•   both sides of the card with shielded cover


with E faston connector


Applications: 
Position or flow open or closed-loop regulation
systems, according to the block diagram .2


2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
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E-ME = electronic driver in Eurocard format


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves


Options:
-   = standard with rising and falling ramps
C = suitable to receive current feedback signals 4 ÷ 20 mA


(available only for ex-proof and armoured valves)
I   = suitable to receive current reference signal 4 ÷ 20 mA.


Set code (see 4.4)


1


Series number


E-ME *- L 01H- / * / *


L = driver for -L proportional valve with two transducers
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3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


4 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS


4.1    Power sup ply and wir ings
        The power sup ply must be appro pri ate ly sta bi lized or rec ti fied and fil tered. If the power sup ply is


gen er at ed by a single phase rec ti fi er, use a 10000µF/40V capac i tor; if pulse volt age is gen er at ed
by a three phase rec ti fi er con nect a 4700µF/40V capac i tor (see ).


        Connect the reference signal to the main electronic control by means of shielded and twisted
cables. Pay attention: the negative and the positive poles must not be exchanged each other.


        Shield the wirings to avoid electromagnetic noise (EMC).
        It is suitable to keep the driver and its cables far from any electromagnetic radiation source (like


cables where high currents flow, electric motors, transformers, relays, solenoids, portable radio-
transmitter, etc.).


        Wire the earth connection as shown in , according to CEI EN 60204-1 standards.
        Connect the shield of the driver to the noiseless earth terminal (TE) .
        The driver is protected against overloads by an internal safety fuse: 4 A fast fuse (see  7 ).


4.2    Reference sig nal
        The elec tron ic driv er is  designed to  receive exter nal volt age or cur rent ref er ence sig nals accord -


ing to .
        Note that driv ers suit able to  receive cur rent ref er ence (/I option) have sig nal val ues in the range


4 to 20mA. For single solenoid valves with two external positions (*60), the reference signal is sym-
metrical ±10 V (±5 V).


 4.3    Enabling signal
        The digital signal on contact 8c allows to enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 V) the driver without swit-


ching off the power supply; use this signal to cyclically inhibit the driver or in emergency conditions.


4.4    Set code
        Basic calibration of the electronic driver is factory preset according to proportional valve it has to be


coupled with. These pre-calibrations are identified by a standard number in the model code.
         For correct set code selection, please include in the driver order also the complete code of the


connected proportional valve (for ex-proof valves see tech tables F600, E125).
        For further information about set code, please contact Atos technical office.
        Note: for main stage position transducer connection, refer sections and :
        -  T1A connection, for DPZO and LIQZO
        -  T1B connection, for LIQZP


4.5    Calibrations/set tings available to the user, see , , , 
        Scale, see 
        The Scale regulation, available on the card side, permits to modify the relation between the refe-


rence signal and the position or the regulated flow.
        Modifying this regulation it is possible to fit the valve hydraulic behaviour to the effective system


conditions; in addition the two regulations available for pos i tive and neg a tive ref er ence sig nals
permit to set different hydraulic adjustments for positive and negative movements.


        The Scale regulation is factory set in order to control the max valve opening with 100% of the refe-
rence signal (10 V).


        Bias, (dead band compensation)
        The bias regulations, available on the front panel (P1), permit to set the correspondence between


the electrical zero of the reference signal with the beginning of the valve’s hydraulic regulation,
compensating the dead band and the component’s mechanical tolerances .


        Modifying this regulation (see ) it is possible to fit the valve hydraulic behaviour to the effective
system conditions.


        This regulation is factory set at the standard values depending to the proportional valve to be con-
trolled and it is identified by the driver set code (see 4.4).


        Ramps, see , 
        The ramp regulation, available on the front panel, permit to modify the time in which the valve  rea-


ches the set opening value in front of a step change of the reference signal.
        The ramp regulation is factory set at value close to zero and it can be increased up to 14 sec max


for a step change of the reference signal from 0% to 100%.
        The two available regulations P3 and P4 permit to respectively regulate the ramp times for positive


and negative variations of the reference signal. In case of application of the driver in closed loop
systems, it is advisable to disable the ramp function: it is possible to permanently disable this func-
tion by means of a switch on the card side ( ) or temporarily, connecting the pin 6c and 6a ( ).
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5 EXTERNAL REFERENCE SIGNALS
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12c
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Power supply (see 4.1)
Contatcts:
positive 2a, 2c; negative 4a, 4c (see )11


Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 21 ÷ 33 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W
Current supplied to solenoid IMAX= 3,3 A square wave PWM type (for ex-proof valves IMAX = 2,5 A)
Nominal reference signal, factory preset E-ME-L-01H:                       0 ÷ 10V at contact 12c (GND on 16a) or ±10 V at contact 12c (GND on 8a or 16c)


for option /I:                         4 ÷ 20 mA at contact 12c (+) and 8a (-)


Reference signal variation range
(internal scale adjust option)


±10 V (SW pos. 1) and ±5 V (SW pos. 2)
0 ÷ 10 V (0 ÷ 5 V) for valves with one external position (DPZO-L-5*, LIQZO-L-**2)


Spool feedback signal (connector T2) ±5 V maximum range, real output value depends by spool stroke of the controlled valve


Input signal impedence Voltage Ri > 50 kW - (/I option Ri = 316 W)
Potentiometer supply +10 V / 10 mA at contact 10c and -10V / 10 mA at contact 14c
Ramp time 14 sec. max  (0 ÷ 100 % of reference signal)
Enabling signal V = 5 ÷ 24VDC on contact 8c with led indicator on panel; Ri ³ 30 kW (max 3 mA)
Electrical wiring Coil:                                     2 x 1 mm2               to  20 m        2 x 1,5 mm2 shielded to 40 m


Transducer:                        4 x 0,25 mm2   to  20 m        4 x 0,5 mm2 shielded to 40 m


Card format Eurocard 100 x 160 mm (Plug-in unit DIN 41494)
Card connector Male DIN 41612 /D
Connector elements available Type E-K-32M frame snap connector (see table G800)    to be ordered separately
Operating temperature 0 ÷ +50 °C (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)
Front panel dimensions 128,4 x 35,3 mm
Mass 520 g
Features Position control by PID action - Fast solenoid excitation and switching off.


Outputs to solenoid protected against accidental short circuits. Feedback cable break produces an inhibition of
the driver, zeroing the current and creating a fail-safe position in the valve.
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6 INSTALLATION AND START-UP


6.1    Warning 
        –    Do not insert or remove the driver while the electronic system is energized.
        –    Connect the electronic driver according to the desired connection diagram 


(see , )
        –    The voltages must be always measured in reference to the GND (pin 16a of the connector).
        –    Refer to identify components mentioned in the setting procedure.
        –    To check the reference signal and the regulated valve opening , use the test points T1 and T2


the on front panel.


6.2    Start-up
        Factory preset adjustments may not meet the desired requirements for the specific application and


performances can be optimized by on-site re-adjustments of bias, scale and ramps potentiome-
ters, in sequence. It is advisable to perform calibration procedures in the order given below.


        Bias adjustment (dead band compensation), see , , 
        –    Supply a reference signal voltage = 0VDC.
        –    Gradually turn bias potentiometer P1 until a movement of the controlled actuator is obtained.
        –    Turn slowly in the opposite sense, until stop is obtained.


        Scale adjustment, see , , 
        Factory pre-set reference signal is ± 10V (selector in position 1). If a 0 ÷ 5V (± 5V) reference signal


is available, set selector in position 2 ( see -A).
        –    Only in particular cases when a non standard reference signal is available it is possible to


adjust maximum valve opening with scale regulation proceeding as follow :
        –    supply max reference signal voltage (repeat for max negative voltage) in the specified range


and turn counterclockwise internal scale potentiometers P5 and P6 (factory preset to 100%) to
reduce valve opening (see -C).


        Ramps, see , 
        If the card is being used in a open loop system push the switch from position  ramp off (standard)


to ramp on, (see -B). Calibrate the ramp settings only if dynamic impacts and tendencies
towards instability persist after optimizations of the whole system. Adjust the ramp settings using
the ramp potentiometers (P3 and P4) until the phenomenon has been eliminated (Clockwise rota-
tion = increase in ramp time).
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8 E-ME-L-01H TOPOGRAPHICAL VIEW OF REGULATIONS


7 RAMPS AND SETTINGS


9 E-ME-L-01H DIAGRAM
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POS.1 = 0 ÷ +10 / ±10V
(STD SETTING)


RAMP ON


RAMP OFF
(STD SETTING)


Power on led (green)
Fail safe led (red)


Falling ramp                               P4


Reference signal test point         T1


Bias solenoid                               P1 Reference [V]


Valve Opening [%]


Rising ramp                                P3


Main spool position test point     T2


Valve Opening


Time


Valve opening [%]


P6P5


Reference [V]


ATTENUATION TILL 
20% OF FULL 
REFERENCE SIGNAL


CONNECT TO AN EFFICIENT EARTH POINT


A


B


C


B


A


C


P5


P6


SW REFERENCE


POS. 1 ÷ 10 (± 10) std.


POS. 2 0 ÷ 5 (± 5)


P5


P1


ELETTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
Atos electronic drivers and proportional valves are designed according to the 2014/30/UE Directive (Electromagnetic Compatibility) and according to EN
50081-2 (Emission) and EN 50082-2 (Immunity) standards. The electromagnetic compatibility of electronic drivers is valid only for wirings realized accor-
ding to the typical electric connections shown in this technical table.
The device must be verified on the machine because the magnetic field may be different from the test conditions.
SAFETY
The electrical signals (for example reference signals, feedback and enable signal) of electronic drivers must not be used to realize safety condi-
tions of the machine. This is in accordance with the provisions of European directives (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and com-
ponents-hydraulics, EN 982). Special attention must be payed to switch-on/switch-off of electronic drivers because they could produce uncontrol-
led movements of actuators operated by the proportional valves.


10 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS


FUSE







T1A


T2


S1


T1B


2


1


2


1
4


3


2


1
4


3


5


4
3


2


T1AT2


S1


T1B


T2


S1


T1A


T2
S1


1


11 WIRING BLOCK DIAGRAM
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12 GENERAL CONNECTIONS


E-ME-L-01H


                     ENABLE


+10 VDC 10 mA


                REFERENCE +


                 -10 VDC 10 mA


-15 VDC 20 mA


+15 VDC 20 mA


GND


IN E-TH-*
-15 VDC 20 mA


+15 VDC 20 mA


GND


IN E-TH-*


COIL S1


MAIN STAGE


24 VDC


AXIS READY


24 VDC


2
3
4
1


PILOT VALVE


RAMP EXCLUSION


REFERENCE - 


POWER SUPPLY
24 VDC ± 10%


POWER GND


SIGNAL GND


DIFFERENTIAL
INPUT
REFERENCE 


REFERENCE GND
WITH COMMON
GROUND


RAMP
SWITCH


+24 V


ENABLE


+10 V


 -10 V


x 1 (*)
x 0,5


+VCC


TRANZORB


INTERNAL SUPPLY


GREEN
LED


SCALE
SWITCH


RAMP 
SWITCH OFF


DEAD BAND S2


RAMP 1P5


FEEDBACK


SCALE


SCALE


OFFSET


REFERENCE


CURRENT
FEEDBACK


MAIN STAGE FEEDBACK


PILOT FEEDBACK


-15 V


RED
LED


SHIELD


+VCC


-15V


GND


SIGNAL


+15V


SHIELD


(*)


(*) factory pre-set


DPZO piloted valve


LIQZO and LIQZP piloted cartridges


13 EARTH CONNECTIONS


CONTROL UNIT


E-ME-L-01H


PROPORTIONAL VALVE


DRIVING CURRENT


TRANSDUCER ACTUATORS


RAMPS


BIAS CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


PILOT STAGE


DEAD BAND S1


P6 RAMP 2


+15 V


-15 V


+15 V


MAIN STAGE


SOLENOID POWER SUPPLY
connector type 666 - see tech table K500


COIL S1


T1A
connection


-15 V


GND


SIGNAL


+15 V


E     :PROTECTIVE EARTH
TE   :NOISELESS EARTH


C  :ALTERNATE BONDING CONNECTION TO NOISELESS EARTH TERMINAL


PILOT VALVE POSITION TRANSDUCER
connector type 345 - see tech table K500


MAIN STAGE POSITION TRANSDUCER - only for DPZO and LIQZO
connector type 345 - see tech table K500


MAIN STAGE POSITION TRANSDUCER - only for LIQZP
connector type ZBE-08 - see tech table K500


SHIELD


-15 V


GND


SIGNAL


+15 V


SHIELD


SHIELD


LIQZO - size from 16 to 40 LIQZP - size from 50 to 100


E


TE


C


T2
connection


do not connect


T1B
connection


1
5
2
3
4


-15 VDC 20 mA


+15 VDC 20 mA


GND


IN E-TH-*


do not connect


Note: only for LIQZP


MAIN STAGE


2
3
4
1


FEEDBACK


INTERNAL
FUSE


4 A fast








E-SW-BASIC E-SW-BASIC


Digital electronic TEB/LEB drivers
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves with one or two spool position transducers


TEB, LEB
Digital drivers � supply and control, in clo-


sed loop, the position of the spool or poppet


of direct and pilot operated proportional val-


ves according to the electronic reference


input signal.


TEB execution operates direct operated


directional/flow control valves with one inte-


gral spool position transducer �.


LEB execution operates pilot operated direc-


tional valves with two integral spool position


transducers � and �.


Atos PC software allows to customize the dri-


ver configuration to the specific application


requirements.


Electrical features:


• Functional parameters are factory preset


for best performances


• 7 pin main connector � for power supply,


analog input reference and monitor signals


• 5 pin USB connector � always present


• /Q option 7 pin main connector for enable signal


• /F option 7 pin main connector for fault signal


• /Z option 12 pin main connector for additio-


nal enable and fault signals


• Electrical protection against reverse pola-


rity of power supply


• Operating temperature range: -40° ÷ +60°


• IP66 / IP67 protection degree


• Rugged construction


• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:


• Intuitive graphic interface


• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:


bias, scale, ramps, dither


• Linearization function for the hydraulic


regulation


• Setting of PID gains


• Selection of analog IN / OUT range


• Complete diagnostics of driver status


• Internal oscilloscope function


• In field firmware update through USB port


GS208


www.atos.com Table GS208-2/E


�


�


�


Scale Bias Linearization


Ramps Enhanced
Diagnostic


E-SW
programming software


Connectors and cables � and � not included, to be ordered separately


1 VALVES RANGE


�


�


DKZOR- TEB -SN-NP


�


�


�


Valves model
Directional Flow Directional Cartridge


DHZO
DKZOR


DLHZO
DLKZOR DPZO QVHZO


QVKZOR DPZO LIQZO
LIQZP


Data sheet FS165, FS168 FS180 FS172 FS412 FS175, FS178 FS330, FS340


Driver model TEB LEB


DPZO- LEB -SN-NP


USB port







Power supply                  (see 4.1) Nominal                          : +24 VDC
Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signals (see 4.2) Voltage:  range  ±10 VDC  (24 VMAX tollerant) Input impedance:    Ri > 50 kW  
Current:  range  ±20 mA Input impedance:    Ri = 500 W  


Monitor outputs              (see 4.3)
Output range:             voltage       ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA
                                  current        ±20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


Enable input                   (see 4.4) Range:  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC  (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 10 kW


Fault output                    (see 4.6)


Repeat enable output     (see 4.5)
Output range:  0 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA;
external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads)


Alarms Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, over/under temperature,
valve spool transducer malfunctions


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP66 / IP67 protection degree with mating connectors


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 490 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; spool position control by P.I.D. with rapid solenoid swit-
ching; protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-2; Emission: EN 61000-3)


Communication interface USB - Atos ASCII coding


Communication physical layer USB 2.0 + USB OTG - not insulated


Recommended wiring cable (see )8 LiYCY shielded cables


2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Note:   a minimum booting time of 400 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve has been ready
to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


A2


A


A2


A


A2


A


3 CONNECTIONS


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


Note: connectors front view


USB
(female)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard
(male)


MAIN 
CONNECTOR


TEB / LEB


COIL CONNECTION
(only for 05H version)


SPOOL POSITION
MAIN STAGE
(only for piloted valve)


PE


DO NOT REMOVE







PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply


C


D Q_INPUT+ Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


E INPUT- Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


F


G EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


GS208


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V_USB Power supply


2 ID Identification


3 GND_USB Signal zero data line


4 D- Data line -


5 D+ Data line +


3.3    USB connector - M12 - 5 pin - always present


PIN /Z TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply


2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply


3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   (see 4.4) Input - on/off signal


4 Q_INPUT+ Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


6 Q_MONITOR Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range, referred to AGND   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 AGND Analog ground Gnd - analog signal


8 R_ENABLE Repeat enable, output repeater signal of enable input, referred to V0   (see 4.5) Output - on/off signal


9 NC Do not connect


10 NC Do not connect


11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0   (see 4.6) Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


Standard /Q


3.1    Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard, /Q and /F options           - see 8.1


3.2          Main connector signals - 12 pin - /Z option           - see 8.2


/F


Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND            V0


Note: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended


AGND AGND


ENABLE


Analog ground


Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   (see 4.4)


FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0   (see 4.6)


Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.3)


Gnd - analog signal


Input - on/off signal


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


Output - on/off signal







Atos digital drivers are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).


Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals


included in the E-SW-PS programming software. 


The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety


components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


4.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)


        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a


4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver power supply: 2,5 A fuse time lag.


4.2    Flow reference input signal (Q_INPUT+)


        The driver controls in closed loop the valve spool position proportionally to the external reference input signal.


        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.


        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


4.3    Flow monitor output signal (Q_MONITOR)


        The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual spool position of the valve; the monitor output signal can be software set to


show other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, pilot spool position).


        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.


        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


4.4    Enable input signal (ENABLE) - only for /Q and /Z options


        To enable the driver, supply a 24 VDC on pin 3 (pin C): Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid, without remo-


ving the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the valve must be disabled


for safety reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


4.5    Repeat enable output signal (R_ENABLE) - only for /Z option


        Repeat enable is used as output repeater signal of enable input signal (see 4.4).


4.6    Fault output signal (FAULT) - only for /F and /Z options


       Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input,


spool position transducer cable broken, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.


        Fault status is not affected by the Enable input signal.


4 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


5 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500
USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included


                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-BASIC               DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included


                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-BASIC-N           DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed


                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW


programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits


valve's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:


E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)


E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)


                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI   (EtherNet/IP)


E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!


The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)







6 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers.


For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user


manual included in the E-SW programming software:


E-MAN-RI-LEB - user manual for TEB and LEB


6.1    Scale


        Scale function allows to set the maximum valve opening at maximum reference signal value.


        This regulation allows to reduce the maximum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.


        Two different Scale regulations are available for double solenoid valves or three position single sole-


noid valves: ScaleA for positive and ScaleB for negative reference signal.


6.2    Bias and Threshold


        Proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corresponding to


their switch-off status.


        This dead band discontinuity in the valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the Bias


function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog external input).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcome the Threshold value, preset into


the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias valve opening to the specific proportional valve to which


the driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when


electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal


dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        Two different Bias regulations are available for double solenoid valves: positive reference signals acti-


vate BiasA and negative reference signals activate BiasB.


         Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


6.3    Offset


        Proportional valves may be provided with zero overlapping in the hydraulic regulation corresponding


to zero reference input signal (valve’s central spool position).


        The Offset function allows to calibrate the valve’s spool central position to the specific hydraulic


system setup (e.g. valve applied to cylinder with differential areas). Offset default setting is zero.


6.4    Ramps


        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth


time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the valve opening.


        Different ramp mode can be set: 


        - single ramp for any reference variation


        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations


        - four ramps for positive/negative signal values and increasing/decreasing reference variations


        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid


machine vibration and shocks.


        If the proportional valve is driven by a closed loop driver, the ramps can lead to unstable behaviour,


for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


6.5    Linearization


        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the controlled


valve’s regulation.


        Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the valve’s regulation in a defi-


ned working condition.


6.6    Dither


        The dither is an high frequency modulation added to the valve’s reference signal to reduce the


hysteresis of the valve’s regulation; in fact a small vibration in the valve’s hydraulic regulation consi-


derably reduces the mechanical friction effects (e.g. due to cylinder seals).


        Dither frequency and amplitude are software selectable; the amplitude is automatically reduced at


high reference values (high regulated flow / cylinder speed) to avoid possible instability.


        Lower frequency and higher amplitude reduce hysteresis but also reduce the regulation stability. In


some application this can lead to vibration and noise: right setting usually depends on system setup.


Dither default setting is disabled.


reference


BiasA


BiasB


ScaleA


ScaleB


BiasA


BiasB


Threshold


6.1, 6.2 - Scale, Bias & Threshold


6.3 - Offset


driver regulation


driver regulation


ScaleA


ScaleB


Offset


reference


t


t


reference


ScaleB


ScaleA


reference


BiasB


BiasA


driver regulation


6.4 - Ramps


6.5 - Linearization


driver regulation
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7 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


A1


A2


A3


A4


B


A2


A3


A4


A1


B


B


ZH-7P - 7 pin (Plastic)


ZM-12P - 12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-12P - 12 pin (Plastic)


ZM-7P - 7 pin (Metallic)


141 mm for 7 pin standard
148,5 mm for 12 pin /Z option


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


TEB / LEB


Main
connectors


SPOOL POSITION
MAIN STAGE
(only for piloted valve)


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE


cable lenght 4m


8 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-7P ZH-7P


Type 7pin female straight circular 7pin female straight circular
Standard According to MIL-C-5015 According to MIL-C-5015
Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass
Cable gland PG11 PG11


Recommended cable LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
or LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
or LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


Conductor size up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires
Connection type to solder to solder
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular
Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651
Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass
Cable gland PG13,5 PG16


Recommended cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Conductor size 0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2  - available for 12 wires 0,14 mm2 to 0,5 mm2 - available for 9 wires
0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2 - available for 3 wires


Connection type to crimp to crimp
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


8.1    Main connectors - 7 pin


A3


A4


8.2    Main connectors - 12 pin


03/17


9 MODEL CODE FOR SPARE PARTS


(1) set code identifies the corrispondence between the integral driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as spare part


Integral drivers are available as spare parts only for Atos authorized service centers.


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid proportional valves (only for TEB)


--


Integral electronic driver


Fieldbus interface, USB port always present:
NP = Not Present


T = closed-loop
one LVDT transducer


L = closed-loop
two LVDT transducers


Set code (1)


Series number


EB = basic


Options, see section :
F   = fault signal
Q  = enable signal
Z   = enable, fault and monitor signals (12 pin connector)


3


/


Alternated P/Q control:
N = none


E-RI T EB N NP 01H * **-- /P


P = for pilot operated proportional valves (only for TEB)


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAP
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm








USER FUNCTIONS AND CONTROL OPTIONS USER INTERFACE


Dead Band
Adjustment


Ramp
Generator


Scale
Adjustment


SUPPLY 24V


REFERENCE SIGNAL


POTENTIOMETER SUPPLY


O
U
TP


U
T


IN
P
U
TS


Analog electronic E-MI-AC drivers
DIN 43650 plug-in format, for proportional valves without transducer


Table G010-17/E


E-MI-AC


Analog drivers control the current to the sole-


noid of Atos proportional valves without pres-


sure or position transducer, regulating the


spool position, the flow or the pressure accor-


ding to the electronic reference signal.


Features:


• bias and scale regulations by potentiometers


• symmetrical (standard) or dissymmetrical


(/RR option) rising and falling ramp generator


• factory pre-set


• alluminium box with IP65 protection degree


• electronic filters on input and output lines


• CE mark according to EMC directive


Applications:


Pressure, flow, position open or closed-loop


systems, according to the block diagram .2


E-MI = electronic driver plug format as per DIN 43650


01F = for single solenoid proportional valve


Options:
-     =standard symmetrical ramps
RR =adjustable dissimmetrical ramps, adjustable dither,


suitable also for current signal 0÷20 mA
7    =pre arranged for double solenoid valves control


Set code (see 4.4)


1


2 BLOCK DIAGRAM


G010


EXTERNAL 
GENERATOR


CLOSE LOOP
CONTROL


(AXES CARD)


ELECTRONIC DRIVER E-MI-AC-01F


RAMP DEAD
BAND SCALE CURRENT


AMPLIFIER


PROPORTIONAL VALVE


DRIVING
CURRENT


FLOW
PRESSURE


POSITION
SPEED


ACCELERATION 
FORCE


ACTUATORS


Series number


REFERENCE


www.atos.com


TRANSDUCER
ACTUATOR FEEDBACK


E-MI *- AC 01F- / * / *


AC  = for proportional valve without transducer


MODEL CODE







TWO SOLENOIDS
PROPORTIONAL
VALVE


 Max. power consumption                                        50 W


 Current supplied to solenoid                                   IMAX= 2,7 A type PWM square wave (with solenoid type ZO(R)-A with resistance 3,2 W)


 Nominal reference signal (factory pre-set)             0 ÷ 10 VDC


 Reference signal variation range
 (scale adjustment) 


 Input signal impedence                                          Voltage signal Ri > 50 kW –  (Ri = 250 W for current signal)


 Potentiometers supply                                            +5 V / 10 mA at contact 3


 Ramp time                                                               10 sec. max          (0 ÷ 10 V of reference signal)


 Electrical wirings (customer care)                          Shielded cable 5 pins + shield;          section 0,5 to 1,0 mm2 (20 AWG - 18 AWG)


 Connections                                                            7 contacts  –  terminal strip


 Box format                                                               Box equipped with DIN 43650-IP65 plug; VDE 0110 wired on solenoid 


 Operating temperature                                           0 ÷ +50 °C (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)


 Mass                                                                        190 g


 Features                                                                  Outputs to solenoids protected against accidental short circuits


3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


4 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS


4.1   Power supply and wiring
        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered. If the power supply is


generated by a single phase rectifier use a 10000 µF/40V capacitor; if pulse voltage is generated
by a three phase rectifier, connect a 4700 µF capacitor (see ).


        Connect the reference signal to the main electronic control by means of shielded and twisted
cables. Pay attention: the negative and the positive poles must not be exchanged each other.


        Shield the wirings to avoid electromagnetic noise (EMC), connecting the shield to noiseless earth
(TE), see . It is suitable to keep the driver and its cables far from any electromagnetic radiation
source (like cables where high currents flow, electric motors, transformers, relays, solenoids, por-
table radio-transmitter, etc.).


        The 12 VDC electric voltage supply is allowed only after evaluation of the performances required
from the proportional valves, and however after check with our technical office.


        According to power supply value, a safety fuse is required in series to each driver:
        +24 VDC -  2,5 A time lag fuse
        +12 VDC -  4 A time lag fuse


4.2    Reference signal, see .
        The electronic driver is designed to receive a voltage reference signal according to the following


options:
        –    potentiometers mounted externally and wired according to the application diagrams.
        –    external reference signals generated by PLC, see .
        –    voltage from 0 to 10V
        –    current from 0 to 20 mA (only with /RR option).


4.3    Monitor signal
        This voltage output signal allows to measure the current supplied to the coil, read by a voltmeter


between the test point M and pin 2 (see ).
        Reading scale is 1 mV = 10 mA (eg.: if the voltage signal is 70 mV, coil current is 700 mA).
        To visualize the signals use voltmeters with impedance >10 KW.


4.4    Set code
        Basic calibration of the electronic driver is factory pre-set, according to the proportional valve it


has to be coupled with. These pre-calibrations are identified by a standard number in the model
code as follows:


        1 = RZGO (KZGO) 2 = RZMO, AG*ZO, LI*ZO
        3 = DHZE, DHZO, DKZOR 4 = DPZO-A-*5
        6 = QV*ZO(R), LEQZO 8 = DKZE


4.5    Calibrations available to the user, see , , , .


        Scale
        The relation between driving current and reference signal can be regulated with the Scale adjust-


ment.


        Bias (dead band)
        Regulation of dead band adjusts the hydraulic zero of the valve (starting position adjustment) to


the corresponding electrical zero. The electronic card is factory pre-set for the valve it is coupled
with, according to the set code (see section 4.4). An output current is obtained when the input vol-
tage is 100 mV or greater.


        Ramps see , .
        The internal ramp generator circuit converts a step input signal into a slowly increasing output


signal (solenoid current).
        The rise/fall time of the current is set via internal potentiometer P1 up to a max. time of 10 sec. for


0-10V of reference signal. The /RR option provides dissimmetrical ramps, ramp up is set via P1
potentiometer and ramp down is set via P2.


        Dither
        With the /RR option the dither frequency adjust is allowed from 100 Hz to 500 Hz.
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5 EXTERNAL REFERENCE SIGNALS


EXTERNAL GENERATOR VOLTAGE SIGNAL


EXTERNAL POTENTIOMETER CONNECTION
POTENTIOMETER


0 ÷ 10 V (0 ÷ 5 VMIN)   –  (0 ÷ 20 mA for current signal)


EXTERNAL GENERATOR CURRENT SIGNAL
( /RROPTION )


CONNECTION FOR TWO SOLENOIDS
PROPORTIONAL VALVE


( /7OPTION, necessary two /7 drivers)


-10 ... +10V


E-MI-AC-01F/7


0 ÷ 20 mA


IN +


IN –
0...10V


+
– POWER SUPPLY


IN +
IN –


E-MI-AC-01F/7


+
– 


POWER
SUPPLY


+
– 


POWER
SUPPLY


+
– 


POWER
SUPPLY


 Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 21 ÷ 33 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
 Nominal: +12 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 10 ÷ 14 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


 Power supply (see 4.1)







        It is advisable to perform calibration procedures in the order given below:


6.1    Warning
         –    Never insert or remove the driver while the electronic system is powered on.
         –    Refer to to identify components mentioned in calibration procedures.
         –    The E-MI-AC electronic drivers are designed to work in open loop system, where the coupled


proportional valve is not required  to work at its limits.


6.2   Start-up
        Factory pre-set adjustments might not meet the requirements desired for the specific application.


Performances can be optimized by on-site re-adjustments of Bias, Scale and Ramps potentiome-
ters, in sequence.


         –    Remove the cover and connect the electronic driver according to the desired connection dia-
gram, see .


        For double solenoid valves two electronic drivers type E-MI-AC-01F/7 must be used connected as
shown in .


        Start-up instructions are the same for each driver.
        On the first driver two cable clamps must be mounted, one for the external wirings and one to give


power and signal to the second driver which is equipped with one cable clamp and one blind
plug.


        A differential voltage signal -10 V ÷ +10 V must be supplied to the first driver.
        Note that the first driver will work with signal from 0 to 10V while the second driver will work with


signal from 0 to -10 V.
         –    The current supplied to the coil can be measured by a voltmeter connected between pins M


and 2 of the screw terminal. The reading range will be: l[mA]=10xV[mV] (for example reading
70 mV the current in the coil will be 7001mA).


         Bias adjustment (dead band compensation) see , .
         –    Supply electrical power to the driver; supply a reference signal voltage = 0,1 VDC. Gradually


turn the P4 bias potentiometer until a movement of the controlled actuator is obtained.
         –    Turn in the opposite direction until the actuator is stopped.


         Scale adjustment, see , .
        Supply max. current reference signal; check if the current in the coil reaches the max. value desi-


red, turning P3 clockwise (see the regulation curve of the employed valve used).


         Ramps see , .
        Turning the ramp potentiometer clockwise, acceleration and deceleration time can be increased to


obtain the optimization of the complete system.
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6 INSTALLATION AND START-UP


9 REGULATIONS LAYOUT


7 RAMPS


P1 P2


P4   BIAS
ADJUSTMENT


Current [%]


Reference [V]


/7 OPTION ONLY


8 BIAS AND SCALE


Valve opening


Time


P1 P2


CONNECTIONS


M= Monitor (driving current)
1  = Power V+
2  = Power GND
3  = Output +5VDC (10mA)
4  = Reference signal input +
5  = Reference signal input –
6  = Connect to contact 5 for current signal (/RR option only)


ADJUSTMENTS


P1= Ramp up
P2= Ramp down (/RR option only)
P3= Scale
P4= Bias
P5= Dither (/RR option only)
L1 = Channel enabled led


P3   SCALE
ADJUSTMENT


supply 24 VDC


/RR OPTION
UP AND DOWN
DISSYMMETRICAL
RAMP GENERATOR


ELETTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
Atos electronic drivers and proportional valves are designed according to the 2014/30/UE Directive (Electromagnetic Compatibility) and according
to EN 50081-2 (Emission) and EN 50082-2 (Immunity) standards. The electromagnetic compatibility of electronic drivers is valid only for wirings
realized according to the typical electric connections shown in this technical table.
The device must be verified on the machine because the magnetic field may be different from the test conditions.
SAFETY
The electrical signals (for example reference signals, feedback and enable signal) of electronic drivers must not be used to realize safety condi-
tions of the machine. This is in accordance with the provisions of European directives (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and com-
ponents-hydraulics, EN 982). Special attention must be payed to switch-on/switch-off of electronic drivers because they could produce uncontrol-
led movements of actuators operated by the proportional valves.


10 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS







11 WIRING BLOCK DIAGRAM
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12 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


POWER SUPPLY V+


POWER GND


4700µF 40V
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SIGNAL +10V


SIGNAL -
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0VDC


+5VDC 10mA


SIGNAL GND


(*) = /RR OPTION ONLY


CONNECT TO CONTACT 5
FOR CURRENT INPUT
SIGNAL  0÷20mA


P1
RAMP UP


RAMP DOWN
P2


P3
SCALE


P5
DITHER


DEAD BAND
P4


SOLENOID
OZO


1   COIL LEAD
2   COIL LEAD
     EARTH


INTERNAL 
POWER SUPPLY


CURRENT
FEEDBACK


250W (*)


(*) cable clamp PG9 hex. 19


13 EARTH CONNECTIONS
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Basics for digital electronic drivers


Table G001-6/E


1 WHAT IS DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL DRIVER?


G001


2 COMMUNICATION INTERFACES


3 ATOS PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE


Digital electronic drivers interface proportional electrohydraulic valves to the machine central unit
and are used to achieve the proportional fast, smooth and accurate motions required by today’s
modern systems.
Drivers proportionally convert the reference input signal, generated from the machine central unit,
into a current supplied to the valve solenoid.
This current is controlled through PWM modulation of the driver power supply and is proportionally
transformed into a force by the valve solenoid.
Solenoid force, acting the valve spool or poppet against a reacting spring, finally provides the val-
ve’s hydraulic regulation (see tech table F001 for Basic for electronic proportional controls).


Digital driver executions include:
• Drivers for proportional valves without transducer (open loop)
Basic drivers that supply and control in closed loop the current to the solenoid (fig.1)
• Drivers for proportional valves with transducer (closed loop)
High performance drivers that supply and control in closed loop both the solenoid current and  the
valve spool/poppet position or pressure (fig.2)
Closed loop control grants better performances: less hysteresis, better linearity, repeatability and
time response


• Integral-to-valve
Integral drivers, open or closed loop, are directly wired and assembled on the controlled propor-
tional valve (fig.3) and are factory preset using automated bench to assure repetitive regulation
characteristics
• Separate
Separate drivers (fig.4), open or closed loop, can be installed far from the controlled valve in appli-
cations with overall dimensional limits or strong environmental conditions (e.g. temperature, vibra-
tion and shock)


For complete information about the electronic drivers and characteristics, see specific technical tables.


The communication interface is the access port to all the information contained into the digital dri-
vers: real-time signals, alarms and functional parameters can be digitally exchanged with external
programming devices without further elaboration.
• Serial/USB interface


Drivers with serial or USB communication interface (PS or NP execution) are designed to be con-
nected to a desktop or notebook computer.
As analog executions, these digital drivers can be operated by the machine automation using the
analog and on-off signals available on the driver connectors.


• Fieldbus interfaces
Drivers with fieldbus communication interface (BC - CANopen, BP - PROFIBUS DP, EH - EtherCAT,
EW - POWERLINK and EI - EtherNet/IP executions) allow an higher level of integration with the
machine automation: machine central unit (fieldbus master), wired with all the controlled devices
(fieldbus node), can completely operate the driver using the digital communication (fig.5).
These driver allow:
-    more information available for machine operation with better application performances
-    improved accuracy and robustness of digital transmitted information
-    costs reduction due to simpler and standardized wiring solutions
-    costs reduction due to fast and simple installation and maintenance


E-SW programming software allow to set the valve’s functional parameters.
It is supplied in DVD format and can be easily installed on a desktop or a notebook computer (fig.6).
The software graphic interface is organized in pages and levels related to different specific functio-
nal groups and allows to:
• simply access all the functional parameters of Atos digital proportional valves and drivers 
• numerically adapt the factory preset parameters to the application requirements
• verify the actual working conditions
• identify and quickly solve fault conditions
• store the customized setting into the valve/driver or into the PC


The software automatically recognizes the connected valve model and adapts the displayed parameters.
Different software versions are available depending on the driver communication interface to be
programmed (see 2):
• E-SW-BASIC support: NP (USB) PS (Serial) IR (Infrared)
• E-SW-FIELDBUS support: BC (CANopen) BP (PROFIBUS DP) EH (EtherCAT)


                                                             EW (POWERLINK) EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-* software with PQ option is required to program digital proportional components equipped
with alternated P/Q control:
• TES-S/LES-S proportional valves with S option (see tech table GS212)
• PES-S variable displacement pumps (see tech table GS215)


E-SW-*/PQ software supports also the programming of valves without alternated P/Q control SP, SF, SL
On first supply of the E-SW software, it is required to apply for the registration in the Atos download
area (www.download.atos.com) where you will find the latest releases of the Atos software,
manuals, drivers and configuration files - see also tech table GS500


Fig.5 - fieldbus network


Fig.1 - open loop controls


Fig.2 - closed loop controls


Fieldbus Master


Fieldbus Nodes


Fig.6 - software setting of digital parameters


Fig.4 - separate execution


Fig.3 - integral-to-valve execution


R  reference input
V   proportional valve
D  digital driver          
T   valve’s transducer
O  actuator







4 TYPICAL SETTINGS OF DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL DRIVERS - see also tech table F001
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Bias setting


Compensation of the dead band in the hydraulic regulation of pro-
portional valve with spool positive overlap.
It is useful to improve the valve regulation performances while main-
taining the positive overlap function when the driver is switched off.


Scale setting


Adjustment of the maximum valve regulation at maximum reference
signal value.
This regulation is useful to:
• couple the driver maximum current with the maximum nominal


current of the proportional valve 
• adapt the valve regulation to the system requirements


Ramps setting


Introduction of a smooth time-dependent increasing/decreasing of
the current supplied to the solenoid in front of a sudden change of
electronic reference input signal. 
This function is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actua-
tion is necessary to avoid machine vibration and shocks.


Linearization setting


Adjustment of the relation between the reference input signal and
the valve regulation.
It is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the
valve’s regulation in a defined working condition.


Valve signals
Complete information about the driver and valve can be checked to
verify actual working conditions and to simplify maintenance and
tuning operations.
Available information include:
• driver status
• alarms
• reference and actual signals
• communication errors


Setting files


Driver parameter settings can be saved or loaded into computer's
archive.
Setting file can be used efficiently as a starting point when execu-
ting repetitive installation of the same driver.
A range of preset settings, corresponding to the parameters set-
tings of the most common proportional valves, is included in the
software installation.


4.1 Bias and Scale settings


4.2 Ramps setting


4.3 Linearization setting


4.4 Valve signals 4.5 Setting files








Digital electronic E-MI-AS-IR drivers
DIN 43650 plug-in format, for proportional valves without transducer


Table G020-8/E


E-MI-AS-IR
Digital drivers are designed for mounting
on the solenoid’s DIN connector of pro-
portional valves without transducer. They
supply and control the current to the sole-
noid according to the electronic reference
input signal. The solenoid proportionally
transforms the current into a force, acting
on the valve spool or poppet, against a
reacting spring, thus providing the valve’s
hydraulic regulation.
E-MI-AS drivers can drive single or dou-
ble solenoid proportional valve.


Electrical Features:
•  Standard 5m cable connection � or


M12 connector (/M12 option)
•  Infrared communication interface � to


program the driver with Atos PC software
•  2 leds for diagnostics (see 9)
•  +5 VDC output supply for external refe-


rence potentiometer (not available for
/M12 option)


•  Operating temperature range: -20° ÷ +50° 
•  Current reference input (/I option)
•  Plastic box with IP65 protection degree


and standard DIN43650 plug-in format
with double earth connection to allow
double-side orientation


•  CE mark according to EMC directive
Software Features:
•  Intuitive graphic interface
•  Setting of valve’s functional parameters:


bias, scale, ramps, dither
•  Linearization function for the hydraulic


regulation
•  2 selectable modes for electronic refe-


rence signal: external analog input or
internal generation


•  /W option max power limitation function
(see 6.7)


•  Complete diagnostics of driver status


1 MODEL CODE


2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
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E-A-PS-USB/IR infrared adapter


E-SW
programming software


Bias Ramps Linearization


Enhanced
Diagnostic


Internal
Reference
Generator
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proportional solenoid


POWER SUPPLY  V+


POWER GND


OUTPUT SUPPLY (*)


AGND (SIGNAL ZERO)


CMD 1


CMD 2


RXTX


REFERENCE
GENERATOR


LOGIC


(*) +5 VDC / 5 mA  output supply for external potentiometer not available for /M12 option


Hydraulic
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�


E-MI-AS-IR-01H
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 :


5 PIN CONNECTOR
/M12 option


(driver side)


(1) ZH-5P female connector must be ordered separately


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves


-
Electronic driver in plug-in
format DIN 43650


A = driver for valves
without transducer


Series number


S = digital execution


Options, see section :
-      = standard version (with 5 m cable)
I       = current reference input
M12= with 5 poles M12 connector (1)
W    = power limitation function (see 6.7)


4


/


IR = Serial infrared communication interface


E-MI A S IR 01H *- - *


EXTERNAL
FUSE


4700 µF / 40 V







4.1    Power supply
        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a


4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
        According to power supply value, a safety fuse is required in series to each driver:
        +24 VDC -  2,5 A time lag fuse
        +12 VDC -  4 A time lag fuse


4.2    Reference Input Signal (CMD1: yellow/pin 4, referred to AGND: white/pin 3)
        The driver proportionally transforms the external reference signal input into the current supplied to the solenoid.
        The driver is designed to receive one analog reference input (CMD1 on yellow/pin 4) referred to the analog electric ground (AGND on white/pin3)


and with a maximum range of 0 ÷ 10 VDC . Internal reference generation is software selectable (see 6.6).
        Option /I (current reference input)
       The reference input signal maximum range is software selectable among current  4 ÷ 20 mA (with cable break detection) or  0 ÷ 20 mA. 


4.3    Pressure Input Signal (CMD2: blue/pin 5) - only for /W option
        When hydraulic power limitation is active (see 6.7), enable input (CMD2) is managed as an analog input and has to be connected to an external pressure


transducer installed on the hydraulic system; maximum input range 0 ÷ 10 VDC.


4.4    Output supply for external potentiometer - (OUTPUT SUPPLY: green, referred to AGND: white) - not available for /M12 option 
        The reference analog signal can be generated by an external potentiometer


directly connected to the driver, using the +5VDC supply output available at green
wire thus generating the desired reference signal.


        
4.5    Enable Input Signal (CMD2: blue/pin 5, referred to AGND: white/pin 3)
        Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid,


without removing the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to maintain
active the infrared connection and the other driver functions when the valve must
be disabled for safety reasons.


        To enable the driver, supply a 24VDC on CMD2 (blue/pin 5, referred to white/pin 3).
        The polarity of the enable input can be customized and the enable function can


be deactivated, see table at side.


4.6    ON/OFF Input Signals (CMD1: yellow/pin 4, CMD2: blue/pin 5)
        When the driver is configured in internal reference generation mode (see 6.6),


both reference input (CMD1) and enable input (CMD2) are managed as ON/OFF input signals. In this mode they are used to select the active refe-
rence signal, among the available stored values.


4.7    Possible combined options: /IM12, /IM12W, /IW and /M12W


4 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply (see 4.1)
Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 27 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
Nominal: +12 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 10 ÷ 14 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Current supplied to solenoids IMAX = 2.7 A  with +24 VDC power supply to drive standard proportional valves (3,2 W solenoid)
IMAX = 3.3 A  with +12 VDC power supply to drive proportional valves with /6 option (2,1 W solenoid)


Reference input signal (*) (CMD1 - see 4.2) Standard (voltage)      Input range:                0 ÷ 10 VDC           Input impedance: Ri > 50 kW
/I option (current)     Input range:                4 ÷ 20 mA / 0 ÷ 20 mA     Input impedance: Ri = 500 W


Enble Input Signal     (CMD2 - see 4.5)
ON/OFF Input Signal (CMD1,CMD2 - see 4.6)


                                   Input range:                0 ÷ 24 VDC (OFF state: 0 ÷ 5 VDC; ON state: 9 ÷ 24 VDC)
                                   Input impedance:       Ri > 10 kW 


Pressure transducer input (CMD2 - see 4.3) /W option                   Input range:                0 ÷ 10 VDC           Input impedance: Ri > 50 kW
Output supply (see 4.4) +5 V @ max 5 mA: output supply for external potentiometer (not available for /M12 option)


Alarms Solenoid coil not connected, short circuit and cable break with current reference signal (/I option)


Format Plastic box ; IP65 protection degree (when fixed on solenoid); DIN43650 format 


Operating temperature -20 ÷ +50 °C (storage -25 ÷ +85 °C)


Mass Standard version: 450 g; /M12 option: 70 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of current output to solenoid


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE - Immunity: EN 61000-6-2 (2005); Emission: EN 61000-6-4 (2001)


Communication interface Infrared, Atos protocol with ASCII coding; E-A-PS-USB/IR adapter is required (see section 5)


Wiring cable characteristics 2 poles x 0,5 mm2 plus 4 poles x 0,35 mm2, external diameter 7,4 mm


ENABLE CONFIGURATION


Signal default polarity reverse polarity deactiveted


9 ÷ 24 VDC solenoid ON solenoid OFF solenoid ON


0 ÷ 5 V solenoid OFF solenoid ON solenoid ON


WHITE


YELLOW


GREEN


AGND


CMD 1


OUTPUT  +5 V


E-MI-AS-IR


(*) Note: negative reference input signal not allowed


5 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500 USB connection


E-A-PS-USB/IR adapter


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-BASIC               DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-BASIC-N           DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW
programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits
valve's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:


E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)


E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)


                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI   (EtherNet/IP)


E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
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The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user
manual included in the E-SW programming software:
E-MAN-MI-AS - user manual for E-MI-AS-IR


6.1    Scale


        Scale function allows to set the maximum current supplied to the solenoid, corresponding to the max
valve regulation, at maximum reference signal value.


        This regulation allows to adapt the maximum current supplied from the driver to the specific nominal
current of the proportional valves to which the driver is coupled; it is also usefull to reduce the maxi-
mum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.


6.2    Bias and Threshold


        Proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corresponding to
their switch-off status.


        This dead band discontinuity in the valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the Bias
function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (external input or internally
generated).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcome the Threshold value, preset into
the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias current supplied to the solenoid of the specific proportio-
nal valve to which the driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        If internal reference generation is active (see 6.6), threshold should be set to 0.


6.3    Ramps


        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth
time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the current supplied to the solenoid.


        Different ramp mode can be set: 
        - single ramp for any reference variation
        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid


machine vibration and shocks.
        If the proportional valve is driven by a closed loop controller, the ramps can lead to unstable beha-


viour, for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting)


6.4    Dither


        The dither is an high frequency modulation of the current supplied to the solenoid, to reduce the
hysteresis of the valve’s regulation: a small vibration in the valve’s regulating parts considerably
reduces static friction effects.


        Dither frequency can be set in a range from 80 to 500 Hz (default value is 200Hz).
        Lower dither setting reduces the hysteresis but also reduces the regulation stability. In some applica-


tion this can lead to vibration and noise: right setting usually depends on system setup.
        Default dither is a valid setting for a wide range of hydraulic applications


6.5    Linearization


        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the current
supplied to the solenoid.


        Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the valve’s regulation in a defi-
ned working condition (e.g. maximum pressure control at defined working flow)


6.6    Internal Reference Generation
        Internal generation of reference values is software selectable.
        In this mode the 2 driver inputs (see 4.6) allow to select the desired solenoid current reference


signal, among the different internal stored values: external control unit can thus manage complex


machine profile by simple switching of the reference signal, by 2 digital inputs (see 4.6).
Each digital input combination corresponds to a different reference value; up to 4 different internal
values are available:


        A different ramp time value can be set by software for each available stored reference value.


6.7    Hydraulic Power Limitation (/W option)
        E-MI-AS drivers with /W option electronically perform hydraulic power limitation on single solenoid


valves:


- flow control valves (direct and pilot operated) 
- directional control valves (direct and pilot operated) + mechanical pressure compensator
- variable displacement pumps with proportional flow regulator (e.g. PVPC-*-LQZ,  tab. A170 )


The driver receives the flow reference signal by the analog external input CMD1 (see 4.2) and a
pressure transducer, installed in the hydraulic system, has to be connected to the driver’s analog
input CMD2 (see 4.3).


        When the actual requested hydraulic power pxQ (CMD2xCMD1) reaches the max power limit
(p1xQ1), internally set by software, the driver automatically reduces the flow regulation of the valve.
The higher is the pressure transducer feedback the lower is the valve’s regulated flow:


        Flow regulation = Min ( PowerLimit [sw setting] ; Flow Reference [CMD1])
              Transducer Pressure [CMD2]


6 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS
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current


6.1, 6.2 - Scale, Bias & Threshold


6.3 - Ramps


6.5 - Linearization


6.4 - Dither


6.6 - Internal Reference Generation


Q


Q1


p1 ppressure
feedback


reference signal
for valve regulation


�


6.7 - Hydraulic Power Limitation


Regulation curve � with and 
� without  power limitation. 
p1 x Q1 = max power limit 


�


Bias


Internal generated references
REF1 REF2 REF3 REF4


CMD1 0 24 VDC 24 VDC 0


CMD2 0 0 24 VDC 24 VDC







 


 


10 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm] AND INSTALLATION


/M12 option


03/17


COIL (YELLOW LED)


Light signal displayed Coil status


Light Off PWM command OFF


Light On PWM command ON


Slow blinking Solenoid not connected


Fast blinking Short circuit on the solenoid


STATUS (GREEN LED)


Light signal displayed Driver status


Light Off Absence of power supply  


Light On Malfunctioning


Slow blinking Driver disabled or Alarm present


Fast blinking Driver enabled


E-MI-AS-IR


COIL LED
(yellow)


STATUS LED
(green)


It is possible to verify the actual status of solenoid command (yellow LED) and the driver status (green LED).
The following table details the possible displayed conditions:


Standard cable
wire color


/M12 option
pin


SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


RED 1 V+ Power supply +24 VDC or +12 VDC (see 4.1)
Input         - power supply


BLACK 2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC


WHITE 3 AGND (Signal zero) Ground for CMD1,CMD2 and OUTPUT SUPPLY Input         - analog signal


GREEN N.A. OUTPUT SUPPLY +5 VDC @ 5 mA  output supply for external potentiometer (not available for option /M12) (see 4.4) Output      - analog signal


7 CONNECTIONS


9 DIAGNOSTIC LEDS


It is possible to use two E-MI-AS drivers to operate one double solenoid proportional valve supplying the same analog signal to both CMD1 inputs reference.
The enable input signal is used to select which driver/solenoid has to be active.


To operate double solenoid valves it is required to:


 - parallel wire the two drivers (see following scheme).
 - select opposite polarity (default and reverse) for the two enable signals (see 4.5)
 - manage from PLC or machine unit: 1 analog reference signal corresponding to desired valve’s regulation and 1 ON/OFF signal to select the active solenoid.


8 DOUBLE SOLENOID VALVES OPERATION


Numbers inside brackets are referred to 5 poles connector  (option /M12)


SOLENOID S2 SOLENOID S1


CMD 1 :   reference input signal     0 ÷ +10 VDC


CMD 2 :   S1/S2 solenoid enable 0 or +24 VDC


AGND :    signal zero


V+ :         power supply                        +24 VDC


V0 :          power supply                            0 VDC


YELLOW  (PIN 4)


BLUE        (PIN 5)


WHITE      (PIN 3)


RED         (PIN 1)


BLACK     (PIN 2)


Standard cable
wire color


/M12 option
pin


SIGNAL
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (software setting dependent)


NOTESDefault
(see 4.2 ; 4.5)


Internal Reference 
Generation (see 4.6 ; 6.6)


Hyraulic Power Limitation 
(only for /W option - see 4.3 ; 6.7)


YELLOW 4 CMD 1 Reference analog input: 0 ÷ 10 VDC


(4 ÷ 20 mA; 0 ÷ 20 mA for /I option) ON/OFF: 24 VDC / 0 VDC
Reference analog input:  0 ÷ 10 VDC


(4 ÷ 20 mA; 0 ÷ 20 mA for  option /I)
Input     - analog or digital 


BLUE 5 CMD 2 Enable/disable the driver:  24VDC / 0VDC ON/OFF: 24 VDC / 0 VDC Pressure transducer input: 0 ÷ 10 VDC


Standard version


The two input signals CMD1 and CMD2 can be managed as analog input or ON/OFF signals; their function depends on the selected software setting:


max torque
50 cNm


ZH-5P
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G800


Card holders for Eurocard electronic drivers


2.2 Type E-K-32M-2


For mounting the card insert and push it to the end; for pulling out the card keep lift the light brown lock.
Available for driver: E-ME-T-2*H
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2.1 Type E-K-32M


For mounting the card insert and push it to the end; for pulling out the card keep lift the light brown lock.
Available for drivers: E-ME-AC ,  E-ME-T ,  E-ME-L


  


 


 


210,5
196,5


144


13
0


15 15
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0


45
50,8


52,32


12
8,


4


35,3


Ø 5,5


Card holders for rear mounting are available for electronic cards in Eurocard format (100x160) or double Eurocard format (233,4x160).
These frames allow an easy mounting and connections of single cards in Eurocard format; they are realized in anti-flame material (VDE 0209) and they
have a 32 or 64 pins connector  with gold-plated contacts and terminal board for connections; a device for card locking is also fitted-in.


E-K


E-K = bearing frame for single card
32M = rear panel fastening with 32 pins connector and terminal board for connections (DIN 41612/D)
64M = rear panel fastening with 64 pins connector and terminal board for connections (DIN EN 60603/G)


– 32M 2


Execution for double driver E-ME-T-2*H (see tech table TG170)


–


MODEL CODE1


INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS [mm]2







2.3 Type E-K-64M


For mounting the card insert and push it to the end; for pulling out the card push down both yellow actuating buttons.
Available for controllers type: Z-ME-KZ


213.73


204.8510.641.3517.55


4
12


7
4


69.5


13
8


 Ø 4


Ø 
4
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Analog electronic E-BM-AC drivers
DIN 43700 UNDECAL fast plug-in, for proportional valves without transducer


Table G025-7/E


E-BM-AC
Analog drivers control the current to the sole-
noid of Atos proportional valves without pres-
sure or position transducer, regulating the
spool position, the flow or the pressure accor-
ding to the electronic reference signal.


Features: 
•   bias and scale regulations by potentiome-


ters
•   symmetrical (standard) or dissymmetrical


(/RR option) rising and falling ramp gene-
rator


•   factory pre-set
•   alluminium box (DIN 43700 modular unit)
•   can be mounted on back panel DIN guide


or on front panel
•   power supply 24 VDC or 12 VDC (/12


option)
•   electronic filters on input and output lines
•   CE marking according to EMC directive


Applications: 
Pressure, flow, position open or closed-loop
regulation systems, according to the block
diagram .2


Notes:
The reference R2 must be supplied only for E-BM-AC-011F.
With the version 011F it is possible to regulate two-single solenoid proportional valves also contemporary.


1 MODEL CODE


2 BLOCK DIAGRAM


G025


USER FUNCTIONS AND CONTROL OPTIONS USER INTERFACE


SUPPLY 24V


REFERENCE  
SIGNAL R1


REFERENCE  
SIGNAL R2


COIL S1
SUPPLY


COIL S2
SUPPLY


O
U
TP


U
TS


IN
P
U
TS


 


Ramp 
Generator


Dead Band 
Adjustment


Scale 
Adjustment


EXTERNAL
GENERATOR


CLOSE LOOP
CONTROL 


(AXES CARD)


ELECTRONIC DRIVER E-BM-AC-0*F (1)


RAMPS


RAMPS


DEAD BAND SCALE
CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


REFERENCE R1


REFERENCE R2


(1) dotted line for  E-BM-AC-011F and E-BM-AC-05F


TRANSDUCER


ACTUATOR FEEDBACK


PROPORTIONAL VALVE


DRIVING CURRENT


DRIVING CURRENT


FLOW
PRESSURE


POSITION
SPEED


ACCELERATION
FORCE


ACTUATORS


www.atos.com


COIL S1


COIL S2


DEAD BAND SCALE
CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


E-BM = electronic driver fast plug-in format


01F   = for single solenoid proportional valves
011F = for two single solenoid proportional valves
05F   = for double solenoid proportional valves


Options:
-     = standard symmetrical ramps
RR = adjustable dissimmetrical ramps


Set code (see 4.4)


Series number


E-BM *- AC 01F- / * / *


AC = for proportional valve without transducer -    = 24 VDC  power supply
12 = 12 VDC  power supply (see 4.1)


/ *


Ramp 
Generator


Dead Band 
Adjustment


Scale 
Adjustment







4.1    Power supply and wiring
        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered. If the power supply is


generated by a single phase rectifier use a 10000 µF/40V capacitor; if pulse voltage is generated
by a three phase rectifier, connect a 4700  µF/40V capacitor (see  ). 


        Connect the reference signal to the main electronic control by means of shielded and twisted
cables. Pay attention: the negative and the positive poles must not be exchanged each other.


        Shield the wirings to avoid electromagnetic noise (EMC).
        It is suitable to keep the driver and its cables far from any electromagnetic radiation source (like


cables where high currents flow, electric motors, transformers, relays, solenoids, portable radio-
transmitter, etc.). Wire the earth connection as shown in , according to CEI EN 60204-1 stan-
dards. Connect the shield of the driver to the noiseless earth terminal (TE) .16
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3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


4 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 5 EXTERNAL REFERENCE SIGNALS


SOCKET 
CONNECTIONS


EXTERNAL
POTENTIOMETER


E-BM-AC-01F


E-BM-AC-011F


E-BM-AC-05F
E-BM-AC-01F/3B
E-BM-AC-01F/4B


Nominal supply Valve code R at 20 °C [W]


24 VDC
*ZMO, *ZGO, *ZO(R)-A-*    (1) 3,2
*ZMA, *ZGA, *ZO(R)-A-*    (1) 3,2


12 VDC *ZMO, *ZGO, *ZO(R)-A-*/6 2,1
(1) Standard coupling


        The driver is designed to correc-
tly work with 24 VDC (±20%) or 12
VDC (±20%) nominal voltage sup-
ply coupled with coils having a
resistance from 2,1 W to 3,2 W, as
shown in the side table.


        According to power supply value, a safety fuse is required in series to each driver:
        +24 VDC -  2,5 A time lag fuse for 01F single solenoid valve and 05F double solenoid valve


5 A time lag fuse for 11F two single solenoid valves
        +12 VDC -  4 A time lag fuse for 01F single solenoid valve and 05F double solenoid valve


6,3 A time lag fuse for 11F two single solenoid valves
4.2    Reference signal
        The electronic driver is designed to receive a voltage reference signal according to the following


options:
        –    potentiometers mounted externally and wired according to the application diagrams, see .
        –    external reference signals generated by PLC, see and .


4.3    Monitor signal
        This voltage output signal allows to measure the current supplied to the coil, read by a voltmeter


on the front panel test points (see ). Reading scale is 1 mV = 1 mA. To visualize the signals use
voltmeters with impedance >10 KW.


4.4    Set code
        Basic calibration of the electronic driver is factory pre-set, according to the proportional valve it


has to be coupled with. These pre-calibrations are identified by a standard number in the model
code as follows:


        1 = RZGO, KZGO 3 = DHZO, DKZOR 4 = DPZO-A-*5, DPZO-A-*7
        2 = RZMO, AG*ZO, LI*ZO 3B = DHZO-A-06, DKZOR-A-16 4B = DPZO-A-*6
        6 = QV*ZO(R), LIQZO
        For ex-proof valves, insert an “A” before the code of adjustment.
        For example, the code of adjustment for RZGA is A1 (see tech table F600).
        The calibrations 3B and 4B allow the coupling with single solenoid valves with two external posi-


tions.


4.5   Calibrations available to the user, see , , , .


        Scale
        The relation between driving current and reference signal can be regulated with the Scale adjust-


ment.
        For single solenoid valves with two external operating positions, the reference signal is ± 5V (cali-


bration codes 3B and 4B).
        Separate Scale potentiometers P3 and P4 for solenoids S1 and S2 enable the electronic card to be


set for different output currents, obtaining differential hydraulic operations.


        Bias (dead band)
        Regulation of dead band adjusts the hydraulic zero of the valve (starting position adjustment) to a


minimum signal of 200 mV. The electronic card is factory pre-set for the valve it is coupled with,
according to the set code (see section 4.4). E-BM-AC-05F/* driver for double solenoid are equip-
ped with an internal channel selector enabling the relevant channel with input reference voltage
signal greater than ± 200 mV and supplying the bias current set by front panel Bias potentiomen-
ters P1 and P2 for each solenoid.


        E-BM-AC-01F/* and E-BM-AC-011F/* drivers for single solenoids are equipped with an internal
channel selector enabling the relevant channel with input reference voltage signal greater than
+ 200 mV and supplying the bias current set by front panel Bias potentiomenters P1 and P2 for
each solenoid (P2 available only for E-BM-AC-011F/* drivers).


        For drivers type E-BM-AC-01F with calibration codes 3B and 4B there is not threshold and the bias
is used for the adjustment of the central position of the valve.
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Power supply (see 4.1) Nominal: +24 VDC       Rectified and filtered:        VRMS = 21 ÷ 33 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)
Nominal: +12 VDC      Rectified and filtered:        VRMS = 10 ÷ 14 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W      01F single solenoid valve and 05F double solenoid valve
100 W    11F two single solenoid valves


Current supplied to solenoids IMAX = 3,3 A type PWM square wave (with solenoid type ZO(R)-A with resistance 3,2 W)
IMAX = 2,5 A type PWM square wave (with explosion-proof solenoid with resistance 3,2 W)


Nominal reference signal, factory pre-set
E-BM-AC-01F R1          0 ÷ +5 V    at contact 3 (GND on 2)
E-BM-AC-05F R1          ± 5 V           at contact 3 (GND on 2)
E-BM-AC-11F R1 R2     0 ÷ +5 V    at contact 3 (GND on 2) and 0 ÷ +5 V  at contact 8 (GND on 7)


Reference signal variation range
(Scale adjustment) ± 10 VMAX                ± 2,5 VMIN


Input signal impedence Voltage signal Ri > 10 KW
External potentiometers supply +5 V / 10 mA at contact 6 (-5 V / 10 mA at contact 7 only for version E-BM-AC-05F)


Ramp time 10 sec. max  (0 ÷ 100 % of reference signal)
Electrical wiring Coils :    2 x 1 mm2 cable up to 20 m;   2 x 1,5 mm2 shielded cable to 40 m


Box format Aluminium box DIN 43700


Connector elements available UNDECAL socket for guide DIN EN 50022-50035 type E-K-11B mounting     To be ordered separately


Operating temperature -10 ÷ +60 °C (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)
Dimensions 32 x 72 x 127 mm


Mass 270 g


Features Rapid solenoid excitation and switching off
Outputs to solenoids protected against accidental short circuits







G025


6 INSTALLATION AND START-UP


        It is advisable to perform calibration procedures in the order given below.


        6.1 Warning
        –    Never insert or remove the driver while the electronic system is powered on.
        –    Protect the driver on power line with an external fuse:                                                                


–    Refer to section to identify components mentioned in calibration procedures.
        –    It is possible to install the E-BM-AC driver on front panel (drilling plane 33,5x68,5 mm) or on


back panel DIN guide (see fig. ).
        The electrical connection is made on the clamps of the proper UNDECAL type E-K-11B socket,


equipped with antivibrating spring.


        6.2 Start-up
        Factory pre-set adjustments might not meet the requirements desired for the specific application.


Performances can be optimized by on-site re-adjustments of Bias, Scale and ramps potentiome-
ters, in sequence.


        –    Connect the electronic driver according to the desired connection diagram, (see , , ).
        –    The current supplied to the coil can be measured by a voltmeter connected between the test


points on the front panel.
        The reading range will be: l[mA] = V[mV].


        Bias adjustment (dead band compensation), see  , , .
        For E-BM-AC-01F and E-BM-AC-11F:
        –    supply a reference signal voltage R1 = +0,2 VDC;
        –    turn clockwise the potentiometer P1 for solenoid S1 until the movement of the  controlled actua-


tor is obtained.
        –    turn the potentiometer P1 in the opposite direction until the actuator is stopped.
        –    for version E-BM-AC-011F repeat the operation and supply a reference signal voltage R2 =


+0,2 VDC by the potentiometer P2.
        For E-BM-AC-05F:
        –    supply a reference voltage R1 = +0,2 VDC;
        –    turn clockwise the potentiometer P1 for solenoid S1 until the movement of the  controlled actua-


tor is obtained.
        –    turn the potentiometer P1 in the opposite direction until the actuator is stopped.
        –    repeat the operation and supply a reference signal voltage R1 = -0,2 VDC by the potentiometer


P2.


        Scale adjustment (see  , , )
        Supply max. reference signal voltage R1 (for E-BM-AC-05F driver repeat for max. negative referen-


ce voltage signal R1) in the specified range and turn scale potentiometer P3 (P4 for negative refe-
rence signal) until the actuator speed reaches the desired value.


        For version E-BM-AC-011F repeat the operation and supply the max positive reference signal R2
by the potentiometer P4.


        Ramps, see  , .
        Turning the ramp potentiometer(s) clockwise, acceleration(s) and deceleration(s) can be reduced


to obtain the optimization of the complete system.
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9 E-BM-AC-05F TOPOGRAPHICAL VIEW OF REGULATIONS


7 RAMPS


10 E-BM-AC-01F and 011F ADJUSTMENT


11 E-BM-AC-05F ADJUSTMENT


Current monitor test point 
(mV read - mA)


Scale adjustment


Bias


Deceleration ramp (*)


Acceleration ramp


S1 channel enabled led


S2 channel enabled led


Acceleration ramp


Deceleration ramp (*)


Bias


Scale adjustment


Current monitor test point 
(mV read - mA)


8 DIMENSIONS (mm)


UP AND DOWN
DISSYMETRICAL


RAMP GENERATOR


E-K-11B UNDECAL
SOCKET FOR
GUIDE DIN EN
50022-50035
MOUNTING


BOLTS FOR PANEL
FASTENING


[%]   Current


BIAS ADJUSTMENT
P1, P2


SCALE ADJUSTMENT
P3, P4


Reference  [V]


BIAS ADJUSTMENT
P1


[%]     Current SCALE 
ADJUSTMENT P3


SCALE 
ADJUSTMENT P4


Valve opening


Time


BIAS ADJUSTMENT
P2


S1


S2


S1, S2


E-K-11B


Reference  [V]S
O
L
E
N
O
ID
 S
2


S
O
L
E
N
O
ID
 S
1


(*) only for option /RR


        Ramps see , .
        The internal ramp generator circuit converts a step input signal into a slowly increasing output


signal (solenoid current). The  rise/fall time of the current is set via potentiometers on front panel
up to a max. time of 10 sec. for 0-100% of reference signal.


        The /RR option allows up and down dissymetrical ramps for each solenoid.


7 9


P5 P6


P7 P8


S1


S2







13 WIRING BLOCK DIAGRAM
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14 E-BM-AC-01F and E-BM-AC-011F GENERAL CONNECTIONS 15 E-BM-AC-05F and E-BM-AC-01F/*B GENERAL CONNECTIONS


EXTERNAL FUSE 


5VDC


(10 mA)


5VDC


(10 mA)


COIL S1


POWER SUPPLY V+


POWER GND


EXTERNAL 
REFERENCE
SIGNAL


RAMP UP


RAMP UP


RAMP DOWN


RAMP DOWN


SCALE DITHER


SCALE


DEAD BAND


DEAD BAND
CURRENT 
FEEDBACK


CURRENT 
FEEDBACK


DITHER


INTERNAL POWER
SUPPLY


+5V (10mA)


SIGNAL GND


R1


EXTERNAL
FUSE


SIGNAL


SIGNAL


EXTERNAL 
REFERENCE
SIGNAL


R2
SIGNAL


SIGNAL


0 VDC


TEST POINTS


GND OUT (V=I)


TEST POINTS


GND OUT (V=I)


+5 V


4700 µF / 40 V


SHIELD


COIL S2 (*)


EXTERNAL 
POTENTIOMETER
SUPPLY


INPUT
SIGNAL  R1 
±5 V


EXTERNAL FUSE 


POWER GND


5V (10 mA)


COIL S1


COIL S2 (*)


EXTERNAL 
POTENTIOMETER
SUPPLY


INPUT
SIGNAL    R1
0 ÷ +5 V


POWER SUPPLY V+


(*) For version E-BM-AC-01F:
- do not connect 4,5,7,8


INPUT
SIGNAL   R2
0 ÷ +5 V (*)


(*) For version E-BM-AC-01F/*B:
- do not connect 4, 5


ELETTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
Atos electronic drivers and proportional valves are designed according to the 2014/30/UE Directive (Electromagnetic Compatibility) and according
to EN 50081-2 (Emission) and EN 50082-2 (Immunity) standards. The electromagnetic compatibility of electronic drivers is valid only for wirings
realized according to the typical electric connections shown in this technical table.
The device must be verified on the machine because the magnetic field may be different from the test conditions.
SAFETY
The electrical signals (for example reference signals, feedback and enable signal) of electronic drivers must not be used to realize safety condi-
tions of the machine. This is in accordance with the provisions of European directives (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and com-
ponents-hydraulics, EN 982). Special attention must be payed to switch-on/switch-off of electronic drivers because they could produce uncontrol-
led movements of actuators operated by the proportional valves.


12 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS


-5V (10mA)
-5 V


TWO SINGLE SOLENOID VALVES (2x 01F or 1x 011F VERSION) DOUBLE SOLENOID VALVE (05F VERSION)


16 EARTH CONNECTIONS


CONTROL UNIT E-BM-AC-0*F PROPORTIONAL VALVE
DRIVING CURRENT


TRANSDUCERACTUATORSRAMPS


CURRENT
AMPLIFIERSCALE


E: PROTECTIVE EARTH                              TE: NOISELESS EARTH                        C : ALTERNATIVE BONDING CONNECTION TO NOISELESS EARTH TERMINAL


BIAS


CURRENT
AMPLIFIERSCALEBIAS


DRIVING CURRENT


CONNECTORS TYPE 666 (see K500 table)Note: S1 and S2 solenoids are referred respectively to B port side and A port side.


ONLY FOR
05F VERSION


ONLY FOR
011F VERSION


011F AND 05F
VERSIONS


COIL S1


COIL S2


POWER GND


POWER SUPPLY V+








Pressure transducers type E-ATR-7
analog, for open and closed loop systems


E-ATR-7 pressure transducers measure the
static and dynamic pressure of the hydraulic
fluid, supplying a voltage or current output
signal.


The sensor is composed by a thin-film circuit
�, with high resistance to overloads and
pressure peaks.


The integrated electronic circuit � supplies
an amplified voltage or current output signal,
proportional to the hydraulic pressure, with
thermal drift compensation.


E-ATR-7 equip pressure control digital pro-
portional valves with integral transducer and
electronics, TERS execution (see tech table
G205).


They are also used in association with other
Atos digital proportionals to perform closed
loop pressure controls: 
• variable displacement axial piston pumps,


PE(R)S execution (see tech table A170)
• pressure control valves with remote pres-


sure transducer, AERS execution (see
tech table G205)


• directional control valves with additional
closed loop pressure control, SP and SF
options on TES/LES execution (see tech
table GS212)


Features:
• Factory preset and calibrated
• Standard 4 pin M12 main connector �
• IP67 protection degree
• CE mark according to EMC directive


G465


Table G465obs/Ewww.atos.com


2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Pressure measuring range 0 ÷ 60/100/160/250/400 bar;  other values availables on request
Note: negative pressure can damage the pressure transducer


Overload pressure 2 x full-scale


Burst pressure 5 x full-scale


Response time £ 2 ms


Operating temperature -25 ÷ +85 °C (storage -40 ÷ +100 °C)


Thermal compensation zero: £ ±0,025 % FS/°C max; span: £ ±0,025 % FS/°C max


Accuracy £ ±1,2 % FS


Linearity and hysteresis range at 25°C < ±0,25 % FS


Materials Wetted parts: stainless steel and FPM; seals: viton


Fluid Compatibility Hydraulic oil as per DIN51524...535;
for water-glycol, phosphate ester and skydrol® , please contact Atos technical department


Mass Approx. 55 g


Electronic supply 24 VDC nominal; 12 ÷ 30 VDC for standard (8 ÷ 30 VDC for /I option)


Output signal Standard: voltage output signal 0 ÷ 10 V  (3 pins);  load minimum 2 kW
/I option: current output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA  (2 pins);  current limitation: 32 mA


Wiring protections Against reverse polarity on power supply and short-circuit on output signal


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2004/108/CE (Immunity: EN 61000-6-2; Emission: EN 61000-6-3)


Vibration resistance 25 g   according to DIN EN 60068-2-6 from 5 to 2000 Hz


Shock resistance 500 g / 1 ms / half-sinusoid   according to DIN EN 60068-2-27


Protection class IP67


Hydraulic connection 1/4" GAS - DIN 3852


Connection Type: plastic 4 pins M12 at 90° (DIN 43650-C) with cable gland type PG7 for cable max Ø 6 mm
Protection: IP67 according to DIN 40050; Insulation: according to VDE 0110-C


E-ATR-7 / 400


E-ATR-7


Pressure transducer amplified type


Options:
- = voltage output signal 0 ÷ 10 V
I = current output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA


Series number


400 *


1 MODEL CODE


Pressure measuring range:
60 = 0 ÷   60 bar
100 = 0 ÷ 100 bar
160 = 0 ÷ 160 bar
250 = 0 ÷ 250 bar
400 = 0 ÷ 400 bar


*/ /


���


obsolete components - availability on request







3 INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING


3.1 Warning


E-ATR-7 transducers have to be installed as near as possible to the point where the pressure have to be measured, taking care that the oil flow is


not turbulent.


3.2 Commissioning


Install the transducer in the hydraulic circuit.


Switch-off the power supply before connecting and disconnecting the transducer connector as shown in scheme .4


5 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


05/16


4 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS


CH.27
17÷20 Nm


transducer connector front view


ZBE-06


The max resistance RL [W] is calculated:


hydraulic
pressure


Vsupply –10[V]
0,02 [A]


RL =


V0


V+


hydraulic
pressure


TRANSDUCER
PINOUT


USER CONNECTION
EXAMPLE


TRANSDUCER
PINOUT


USER CONNECTION
EXAMPLE


AGND


RL
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Power supply (8 ÷ 30 VDC)
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Power supply (0 VDC)


Power supply (12 ÷ 30 VDC)


Vout


1


2


3


4


E-ATR-7 / *
voltage output signal 0 ÷ 10 V


1


2


3


4


E-ATR-7 / * / I
current output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA


Vout


V+


5.2


2.9


11.9 ~ 37.133.4


~ 82.4
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E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-SW-FIELDBUS


Digital electronic TES/LES drivers
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves with one or two spool position transducers


TES, LES
Digital drivers � supply and control, in clo-
sed loop, the position of the spool or poppet
of direct and pilot operated proportional val-
ves according to the electronic reference
input signal.
TES execution operates direct operated
directional/flow control valves with one inte-
gral spool position transducer �.
LES execution operates pilot operated direc-
tional valves with two integral spool position
transducers � and �.
Atos PC software allows to customize the dri-
ver configuration to the specific application
requirements.


Electrical features:
• Functional parameters are factory preset
for best performances


• 7 pin main connector � for power supply,
analog input reference and monitor signals


• 5 pin USB connector � always present


• 3 leds for diagnostic (see 3.1)


• IN / OUT fieldbus communication connec-
tors � (see section )


• /Q option 7 pin main connector for enable signal


• /F option 7 pin main connector for fault signal


• /Z option 12 pin main connector for additio-
nal double power supply, enable and fault
signals


• Electrical protection against reverse pola-
rity of power supply


• Operating temperature range: -40° ÷ +60°


• IP66 / IP67 protection degree


• Rugged construction


• CE mark according to EMC directive


• Available S option for additional alternated
pressure or force control see tech table
GS212


Software Features:
• Intuitive graphic interface


• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:
bias, scale, ramps, dither


• Linearization function for the hydraulic
regulation


• Setting of PID gains


• Selection of analog IN / OUT range


• Complete diagnostics of driver status


• Internal oscilloscope function


• In field firmware update through USB port
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www.atos.com Table GS210-3/E


�


�


�


NP    Not Present
BC    CANopen
BP    PROFIBUS DP
EH    EtherCAT
EW   POWERLINK
EI      EtherNet/IP


Scale Bias Linearization Ramps


Real Time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


USB
port


E-SW
programming software


Connectors and cables �, � and � not included, to be ordered separately


1 VALVES RANGE


�


�


�


�


�


DPZO- LES -SN-


�


NP    Not Present
BC    CANopen
BP    PROFIBUS DP
EH    EtherCAT
EW   POWERLINK
EI      EtherNet/IP


DLKZOR- TES -SN-


�


Valves model
Directional Flow Directional Cartridge


DHZO
DKZOR


DLHZO
DLKZOR DPZO QVHZO


QVKZOR DPZO LIQZO
LIQZP


Data sheet FS165, FS168 FS180 FS172 FS412 FS175, FS178 FS330, FS340


Driver model TES LES







Power supplies
(see 4.1, 4.4)


Nominal                          : +24 VDC


Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signals
(see 4.2)


Voltage:  range  ±10 VDC  (24 VMAX tollerant) Input impedance:    Ri > 50 kW  
Current:  range  ±20 mA Input impedance:    Ri = 500 W  


Monitor outputs
(see 4.3)


Output range:             voltage       ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA
                                  current        ±20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


Enable  input  (see 4.5) Range:  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC  (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 10 kW


Fault output   (see 4.6)
Output range:  0 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA;
external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads)


Alarms Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, over/under temperature, valve
spool transducer malfunctions


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP66 / IP67 protection degree with mating connectors


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 490 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; 3 leds for diagnostic; spool position control by P.I.D. with
rapid solenoid switching; protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-2; Emission: EN 61000-3)


Communication interface USB
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT, POWERLINK, EtherNet/IP
IEC 61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet, insulated
100 Base TX


Recommended wiring cable (see )9 LiYCY shielded cables


2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Note:   a minimum booting time between 400 and 800 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve
has been ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


3 CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


Note: connectors front view


Three leds show driver operative conditions for immediate basic diagnostics. Please refer to the driver user manual for detailed information.


3.1    Diagnostic LEDs          L


L1 L2 L3


A2


L L


L


A1


A2


A1


A2


A


MAIN 
CONNECTORS


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


COIL CONNECTION
(only for 05H version)


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


USB
(female)


EtherCAT, POWERLINK,
EtherNet/IP


(female - INPUT)


CANopen
(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
/Z option
(male)


EtherCAT, POWERLINK,
EtherNet/IP


(female - OUTPUT)


CANopen
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


PE


DIAGNOSTIC LEDS
(see 3.1)


7 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
Standard
(male)


SPOOL POSITION
MAIN STAGE
(only for piloted valve)


TES / LES


NP
Not Present


BC
CANopen     


BP
PROFIBUS DP


EH
EtherCAT            


EW
POWERLINK


EI
EtherNet/IP


L1 VALVE STATUS LINK/ACT


L2 NETWORK STATUS NETWORK STATUS


L3 SOLENOID STATUS LINK/ACT


L1 L2 L3FIELDBUS


LEDS


DO NOT REMOVE
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                 EH, EW, EI fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 4 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 TX+ Transmitter


2 RX+ Receiver


3 TX- Transmitter


4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


                 BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 CAN_SHLD Shield


2 not used -        pass-through connection (2)


3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line


4 CAN_H Bus line (high)


5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


                 USB connector - M12 - 5 pin   always present


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V_USB Power supply


2 ID Identification


3 GND_USB Signal zero data line


4 D- Data line -


5 D+ Data line +


                 BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V Termination supply signal


2 LINE-A Bus line (high)


3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero


4 LINE-B Bus line (low)


5 SHIELD


3.4    Communication connectors            -          - see 9.3


3.2    Main connector signals - 7 pin - standard, /Q and /F options           - see 9.1


4 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


Atos digital drivers are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals
included in the E-SW programming software. 
The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


4.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)
        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a


4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
        In case of double power supply see 4.4.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse.


4.2    Reference input signal (Q_INPUT+)
        The driver controls in closed loop the valve spool position proportionally to the external reference input signal.
        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.
        Drivers with fieldbus interface can be software set to receive reference signal directly from the machine control unit (fieldbus reference). Analog reference


input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


3.3          Main connector signals - 12 pin - /Z option           - see 9.2


PIN /Z TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply


2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply


3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to VL0   (see 4.4) Input - on/off signal


4 Q_INPUT+ Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


6 Q_MONITOR Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range, referred to VL0   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 NC Do not connect


8 NC Do not connect


9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication (see 4.4) Input - power supply


10 VL0 (1) Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication (see 4.4) Gnd - power supply


11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0   (see 4.6) Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply


C


D Q_INPUT+ Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


E INPUT- Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


F


G EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


Standard /Q /F


Analog ground


Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to V0   (see 4.4)


AGNDAGND


ENABLE


Q_MONITOR referred to:
AGND            V0


FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0   (see 4.6)


Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.3) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


Output - on/off signal


Note: (1) do not disconnect VL0 before VL+ when the driver is connected to PC USB port


Gnd - analog signal


Input - on/off signal


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended                           (2): pin 2 can be fed with external +5V supply of CAN interface







4.3    Monitor output signal (Q_MONITOR)
        The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual spool position of the valve; the monitor output signal can be software set to


show other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference, pilot spool position).
        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


4.4    Power supply for driver’s logic and communication (VL+ and VL0) - only for /Z option
        The power supply for driver’s logic and communication must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V


capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
        The separate power supply for driver's logic on pin 9 and 10, allow to remove solenoid power supply from pin 1 and 2 maintaining active the diagnostics,


USB and fieldbus communications.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver’s logic and communication power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


4.5    Enable input signal (ENABLE) - only for /Q and /Z options
        To enable the driver, supply a 24 VDC on pin 3 (pin C): Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid, without remo-


ving the electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the valve must be disabled
for safety reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


        Enable input signal can be used as digital input by software selection.


4.6    Fault output signal (FAULT) - only for /F and /Z options
       Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal cable broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input,


spool position transducer cable broken, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.
        Fault status is not affected by the Enable input signal. Fault output signal can be used as digital output by software selection.


6 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500


5 IN / OUT FIELDBUS COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS


7 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user
manual included in the E-SW programming software:
E-MAN-RI-LES - user manual for TES and LES


7.1    Scale
        Scale function allows to set the maximum valve opening at maximum reference signal value.
        This regulation allows to reduce the maximum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.
        Two different Scale regulations are available for double solenoid valves or three position single sole-


noid valves: ScaleA for positive and ScaleB for negative reference signal.


7.2    Bias and Threshold
        Proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corresponding to


their switch-off status.
        This dead band discontinuity in the valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the Bias


function, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external
input).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcome the Threshold value, preset into
the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias valve opening to the specific proportional valve to which
the driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        If fieldbus reference signal is active (see 4.2), threshold should be set to zero.
        Two different Bias regulations are available for double solenoid valves: positive reference signals acti-


vate BiasA and negative reference signals activate BiasB.
         Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


7.3    Offset
        Proportional valves may be provided with zero overlapping in the hydraulic regulation corresponding


to zero reference input signal (valve’s central spool position).
        The Offset function allows to calibrate the valve’s spool central position to the specific hydraulic


system setup (e.g. valve applied to cylinder with differential areas). Offset default setting is zero.


reference


BiasA


BiasB


ScaleA


ScaleB


BiasA


BiasB


Threshold


7.1, 7.2 - Scale, Bias & Threshold


7.3 - Offset


driver regulation


driver regulation


ScaleA


ScaleB


Offset


reference


USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Two fieldbus communication connectors are always available for digital drivers executions BC, BP, EH, EW, EI.
This features allows considerable technical advantages in terms of installation simplicity, wirings reduction
and also avoid the usage expensive T-connectors.
For BC and BP executions the fieldbus connectors have an internal pass-through connection and can be
used like end point of the fieldbus network, using an external terminator (see tech table GS500).
For EH, EW and EI execution the external terminators are not required: each connector is internally terminated.


BC and BP pass-through connection


fieldbus
network


fieldbus
interface


fieldbus
network


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-*                         DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-*-N                     DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW
programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits
valve's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)







7.4    Ramps


        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth
time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the valve opening.


        Different ramp mode can be set: 
        - single ramp for any reference variation
        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
        - four ramps for positive/negative signal values and increasing/decreasing reference variations


        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid
machine vibration and shocks.


        If the proportional valve is driven by a closed loop driver, the ramps can lead to unstable behaviour,
for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


7.5    Linearization


        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the controlled
valve’s regulation.


        Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the valve’s regulation in a defi-
ned working condition.


7.6    Dither


        The dither is an high frequency modulation added to the valve’s reference signal to reduce the
hysteresis of the valve’s regulation; in fact a small vibration in the valve’s hydraulic regulation consi-
derably reduces the mechanical friction effects (e.g. due to cylinder seals).


        Dither frequency and amplitude are software selectable; the amplitude is automatically reduced at
high reference values (high regulated flow / cylinder speed) to avoid possible instability.


        Lower frequency and higher amplitude reduce hysteresis but also reduce the regulation stability. In
some application this can lead to vibration and noise: right setting usually depends on system
setup. Dither default setting is disabled.


t


t


reference


ScaleB


ScaleA


reference


BiasB


BiasA


driver regulation


7.4 - Ramps


7.5 - Linearization


driver regulation


8 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


GS210


BA1


A2


A3


A4


B


A2


A3


A4


A1


B


ZH-12P - 12 pin (Plastic)


ZM-12P - 12 pin (Metallic)


PROFIBUS DP


ZM-5PM/BP


ZM-5PM


ZM-5PF


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT


POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


CANopen


ZM-5PF/BP


SPOOL POSITION
MAIN STAGE
(only for piloted valve)


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


Main
connectors


TES / LES


ZM-7P - 7 pin (Metallic)


ZH-7P - 7 pin (Plastic)


E-TRM-BP-M12/4PF - Terminator


E-TRM-BC-M12/5PM - Terminator


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAP
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm
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10 MODEL CODE FOR SPARE PARTS


(1) for Ex-proof execution, please contact Atos technical department
(2) set code identifies the corrispondence between the integral driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as spare part


Integral drivers are available as spare parts only for Atos authorized service centers.


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid proportional valves (only for TES)


--


Integral electronic driver (1)


Fieldbus interface, USB port always present:
NP  = Not Present               EH = EtherCAT
BC = CANopen                  EW= POWERLINK
BP  = PROFIBUS DP          EI   = EtherNet/IP


T = closed-loop
one LVDT transducer


L = closed-loop
two LVDT transducers


Set code (2)


Series number


ES = full


Options, see section :
F   = fault signal
Q  = enable signal
Z   = double power supply, enable, fault and


monitor signals (12 pin connector)


3


/


9 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-7P ZH-7P


Type 7pin female straight circular 7pin female straight circular


Standard According to MIL-C-5015 According to MIL-C-5015


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG11 PG11


Recommended cable LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
or LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
or LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


Conductor size up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires up to 1 mm2 - available for 7 wires


Connection type to solder to solder


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular


Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG13,5 PG16


Recommended cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Conductor size 0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2  - available for 12 wires 0,14 mm2 to 0,5 mm2 - available for 9 wires
0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2 - available for 3 wires


Connection type to crimp to crimp


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


9.1    Main connectors - 7 pin


A3


A4


9.3    Fieldbus communication connectors


CONNECTOR TYPE BC CANopen (1) BP PROFIBUS DP (1) EH EtherCAT, EW POWERLINK,
EI EtherNet/IP (2)


CODE ZM-5PF ZM-5PM ZM-5PF/BP ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


Type 5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


4 pin male
straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding B – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding D – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Metallic Metallic Metallic


Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 4÷8 mm


Cable CANbus Standard (DR 303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard Ethernet standard CAT-5


Connection type screw terminal screw terminal terminal block


Protection (EN 60529) IP67 IP 67 IP 67


Notes: (1) E-TRM-** terminators can be ordered separately - see tech table GS500 (2) Internally terminated


9.2    Main connectors - 12 pin


Alternated P/Q control:
N = none
S = closed loop pressure/force (see tech table GS212)


E-RI T ES N NP 01H * **-- /P


P = for pilot operated proportional valves (only for TES)








Electronic pressure switches type E-DAP
digital, with integral digital display


E-DAP is a compact electronic pressure swit-


ch with integral digital display, available for 3


different pressure ranges up to 100, 250 and


400 bar.


It provides two indipendent output  with elec-


tronic contacts which are triggered when the


pressure in the hydraulic circuit reaches the


set switching point. The two contacts return


to its original status when the pressure in the


hydraulic system decreases to the level cor-


responding to the reset (switching point


minus hysteresis) value, settable on the


instrument.


The working pressure is real time measured


and monitored on a 4 digits display � in bar


or PSI or Mpa. The display can be rotated on


2 axes �, � to optimize its visual position. 


The functional parameters as the pressure


switching point, hysteresis range, pressure


measuring units and others additional func-


tions can be easily set by the end user trou-


gh proper programming keys � located on


the front side of the instrument. 


For detailed instructions about the use of the


electronic pressure switch refer to the opera-


ting manual supplied with the instrument.


The connector type M12 � is 4 pin type with


IP67 protection class.


G470


Table  G470obs/Ewww.atos.com


2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Model E-DAP-100 E-DAP-250 E-DAP-400


Pressure range [bar] 1,6 ÷ 100 4 ÷ 250 6 ÷ 400


Overload pressure [bar] 200 500 800


Burst pressure [bar] 500 1000 2000


Display accuracy ±0,5 % FS typ. � ±1% FS max


Repeatibility ±0,25 FS max


N° of outputs 2


Output type PNP transistor output


Switching current 1,2 A max per output (resistive load)


Electrical life expectancy > 100 million of cycles


Power supply 9 ÷ 35 VDC


Current consumption 35 mA (inactive switching output)


Ambient temperature range Nominal -25 ÷ +80°C - storage -40 ÷ +80°C


Fluid temperature range -25 ÷ +80 °C


Thermal drift Zero � ±0,25 % /10 °C max;   span � ±0,25 % /10 °C max


Response time 10 ms


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
According to Directive 2004/108/CE
Emission: EN61000-6-3, EN61000-6-4  -  Immunity: EN61000-6-1, EN61000-6-2


Vibration resistance 10 g / 0 ÷ 500 Hz (IEC 60068-2-6)


Shock resistance 50 g / 11 ms (IEC 60068-2-29)


Display 4 digit, 7 segment led, red, height 7 mm


Hydraulic connection G1/4" (DIN 3852 form E)


Plastic connector
Type M12 x 1 at 90°; 4 pins max 0,75 mm2, cable gland tipe PG7, cable max Ø 6 mm - DIN 43650-C
Protection: IP67 according to DIN 40050; Insulation: according to VDE 0110-C


Materials Sensor: stainless steel;  Seals: FPM


Protection class IP67


Mass 120 g


��


�


�


�


E-DAP


Electronic
pressure switch


2 = 2 switching outputs


Series number


250 *


1 MODEL CODE


Pressure range:
100 = 100 bar
250 = 250 bar
400 = 400 bar


2- /


obsolete components - availability on request
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7 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


3 SWITCHING POINT AND HYSTERESIS ADJUSTABLE RANGE


MODEL
Switching point range 


[bar]
Hysteresis range (reset point)


[bar]
Adjustable increment


[bar]


E-DAP-100 1,6 ÷ 100 0,6 ÷ 99 0,2


E-DAP-250 4 ÷ 250 1,5 ÷ 247,5 0,5


E-DAP-400 6 ÷ 400 2 ÷ 396 1,0


Display can be turned 
through 270°


Housing can be turned 
through 340°


Cl
ea
ran
ce
 di
me
ns
ion


4 pin connector
M12x1


Elastomer profile
sealing gasket DIN 3869


G1/4” A DIN 3852-E


6 INSTALLATION AND USE


4 FEATURES 5 WIRING DIAGRAM


The E-DAP can be installed in any position. 
Rotate the 4 digit display on two axes in order to provide the best visual
orientation.
Connect the M12 electric connector according the wiring diagram in 
section 5.
Consult the operating manual, supplied with the electronic pressure
switch, for the parameters setting.


• Two independent PNP transistor switching outputs, Imax up to 1,2 A
per output


• Independent adjustment of switching point and hysteresis range
• Selection of the switching status NO or NC
• 4 digit display, adjustable on two axes without tools for best visual
position 


• Pressure reading selectable in bar or PSI or Mpa
• Selection of different display modes: real time pressure, peak pressu-
re, switching point, reset point, display off.


• Other useful functions selectable by the end user
• Hydraulic connection G1/4”
• Electric connector M12x1 supplied with the pressure switch


Power supply


0 V


9 ÷ 35 V


Imax 1,2 A


Output 2


Imax 1,2 A


Output 1


~ 28


Ø 
53
.5


25.2


16
.1


Ø 
42


64


75


11
5


12


Ø 18.9
0


- 0.2


Ø 29.5


2
+
 0
.1 0


17 ÷ 20 Nm
CH.27


16.1


40.4
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Compatibility for EMC, climate and mechanical load
for valve’s drivers, controllers and transducers


2 IP PROTECTION DEGREE CLASSIFICATION according to CEI EN 60529


Electronic drivers and transducers are the most critic valve’s components concerning the risk of electromagnetic interferences, water entrance and
mechanical stress. As per applicable International Standards, the following tables summarize the environmental resistance features of Atos electronic devices:


• remote or integral to valve’s drivers and controllers


• LVDT spool position transducers


• proximity or position inductive switches


• pressure transducers


G004


Table G004-5/Ewww.atos.com


MECHANICAL RESISTANCE TEST CONDITIONS  according to CEI EN 60068-2-6 (Vibrations, Sine & Random) - CEI EN 60068-2-27 (Shock)3


1 EMC ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY according to Directive 2014/30/UE


EN 61000-6-2
(ex EN 50082-2)


Immunity for industrial environments


EN 61000-6-3
(ex EN 50081-1)


Emission standard for residential, commercial and light-industrial environments


EN 61000-6-4
(ex EN 50081-2)


Emission standard for industrial environments


The EMC Directive identifies the ability of a device, equipment or system to function in an electromagnetic environment in a satisfactory manner (immu-
nity), without produce intolerable electromagnetic interferences into any equipment in same environment (emission).


IP (Ingress Protection) coding system indicates the degree of protection provided by an enclosure against access to hazardous parts, against ingress of
solid foreign objects, ingress of water and to give additional information in connection with such protection. The minimum ensured IP protection reported
for each component is intended with relevant connectors correctly installed.


The Mechanical Resistance test determines the ability of components, equipment and other articles to withstand specified severities of sinusoidal/random
vibration and shock.


Ingress protection Protection against solid objects Protection against liquids penetration


IP20
2 = protected against solid bodies of superior dimensions


to 12 mm; protect against the access with a finger
0 = not protect


IP65


6 = totally protect against the powder;
protect against the access with a wire


5 = protect against water jets


IP66 6 = protect against powerful water jets


IP67 7 = protect against the effects of temporary immersion  


Sine test


10 cycles
5-2000-5 Hz with logaritmic frequency variation 1 Octave/min
5-57 Hz amplitude 1.5 mm (p-p)
57-2000 Hz acceleration 10 g
Tested on three axes X, Y, Z


Random test


20-2000 Hz
spectral acceleration density 0.05 g2 / Hz
testing time 30 min. each axis
Tested on three axes X, Y, Z


Shock test
Half sine wave shock 50 g / 11 ms
Three tests for each axis, in positive and negative direction, for a total of 18 individual shocks
Tested on three axes X, Y, Z


Shock test
Half sine wave shock 30 g / 11 ms
Three tests for each axis, in positive and negative direction, for a total of 18 individual shocks
Tested on three axes X, Y, Z


Sine test
(old procedure)


0 ÷ 63 Hz;   0,7 ÷ 6 g


Shock test
(old procedure)


Shock 50 g;   impact time 11 ms
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ELECTRONIC DRIVERS TYPE   E-MI-AC analog, see table G0104 ELECTRONIC DRIVER TYPE   E-MI-AS-IR digital, see table G0205


minimum ensured protection IP65
operating temperature 0 ÷ +50 °C (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)


minimum ensured protection IP65
operating temperature -20 ÷ +50 °C (storage -25 ÷ +85 °C)


ELECTRONIC DRIVER TYPE   E-BM-AC analog, see table G0256 ELECTRONIC DRIVER TYPE   E-BM-AS digital, see table G0307


minimum ensured protection IP20
operating temperature -10 ÷ +60 °C (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)


minimum ensured protection IP20
operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C (storage -25 ÷ +85 °C)
operating temperature on 05H version for two single solenoid valves -20 ÷ +40 °C


factory wired


ZH-5P


ELECTRONIC DRIVER TYPE   E-BM-RES digital, see table GS2039


minimum ensured protection IP20
operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C (storage -25 ÷ +85 °C)


INTEGRAL ELECTRONIC DRIVERS TYPE          E-RI-AEB(AES) digital, see table GS115                   E-RI-AE analog, see table G110
                                                                                       E-RI-REB(RES) digital, see table GS205      


10


ZH-7P    


ZM-12P    


BC option


BP option


USB interface


ZM-5PF    


ZM-5PM/BP    


ZH-5PM/1.5    


E-C-SB-USB/M12


factory wired


minimum ensured protection IP67
AE   operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)
AEB(AES), REB(RES)   operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


(1)


Notes:
use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements
(1) for AEB/AES and REB/RES              (2) only for AE              (3) for AES and RES with EH fieldbus interface


EH option
ZM-4PM/E    


(3) EH option


(2)


ZH-12P    


ZM-7P    


(3)


ZM-4PM/E    


ZH-5PM/1.5    


/W option


/W option


ELECTRONIC DRIVER TYPE   E-BM-AES digital, see table GS0508


minimum ensured protection IP20
operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C (storage -25 ÷ +85 °C)


D


D







G004
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ZM-5PF    


ZH-5PM/1.5    


EX-PROOF INTEGRAL ELECTRONIC DRIVERS TYPE   E-RA-AES, E-RA-TES(LES) and E-RA-TERS(AERS) digitals, see table F65013


minimum ensured protection IP66
operating / storage temperature, refer to specific electronic driver type


ZMX-T
plugZMX-S  


ZMZ-L
cable gland


factory wired


minimum ensured protection IP66 & IP67
operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


factory wired


BC option


ZM-5PM    
BC option


ZM-5PF/BP    
BP option


ZM-5PM/BP    
BP option


ZM-4PM/E    
EH, EW options


ZM-7P    


ZM-12P    


ZH-7P    


ZH-12P    


ZH-5PM 2/2    


ZH-8PM/5    


ZH-5PM/1.5    


INTEGRAL ELECTRONIC DRIVERS/CONTROLLERS TYPE   E-RI-TEB(LEB) digital, see table GS208       E-RI-TES(LES) digital, see table GS210
                                                                                                     E-RI-TES(LES)-S digital, see table GS212   E-RI-PES digital, see table GS215
                                                                                                     E-RI-TEZ(LEZ) digital, see table FS230


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


INTEGRAL ELECTRONIC DRIVERS TYPE   E-RI-TE(LE) analog, see table G200     E-RI-TERS(AERS) digital, see table G20511


ZH-7P    


ZM-7P    


ZM-12P    


factory wired


factory wired


minimum ensured protection IP67
E-RI-TE(LE)               operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)
E-RI-TERS(AERS)      operating temperature -20 ÷ +50 °C (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)


ZH-12P    


factory wired


ZM-5PF    


ZM-5PM/BP    
BP option


BC option


4P-M8/5    


PS option
ZH-5P    


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


TES(LES), TES(LES)-S
PES, TEZ(LEZ)


TEB(LEB)


USB interface
E-C-SB-USB/M12


USB interface
E-C-SB-USB/M12


factory wired


factory wired
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ETH*-4 (only for T valves)
minimum ensured protection IP65
operating temperature -20 ÷ +70 °C (storage -20 ÷ +60 °C)


Applied to valves:
DHZO, DKZOR, see table F165
DLHZO, DLKZOR, see table F180
QVHZO, QVKZOR, see table F412


E-ATR-8, see table GS465
minimum ensured protection IP67
operating temperature -40 ÷ +100 °C (storage -40 ÷ +100 °C)


E-ATRA-7, see table G466
minimum ensured protection IP67
ambient temperature: -40 ÷ +60 °C (T6); -40 ÷ +75 °C (T5); -40 ÷ +102 °C (T4)
compensated temperature: 0 ÷ +80 °C


Applied to valves:
REB, RES with integral electronics


Applied to valves:
TERS with ex-proof integral electronics


EMC:
EN 61326 emission (group 1, class B)
and immunity (industrial application) 


Shock test:
max 40g / 6ms


Vibration 20...2000Hz:
max 20g


VALVE’S PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS15


E-THT-4 (only for T valves)
minimum ensured protection IP67
operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Applied to valves:
DHZO, DLHZO, QVHZO
DKZOR, DLKZOR, QVKZOR


ETH*-8
minimum ensured protection IP67
operating temperature -20 ÷ +70 °C (storage -20 ÷ +60 °C)


Applied to valves:
DPZO-T*, see table FS172 and F172
DPZO-L*, see table FS175 and F175


345


Applied to cartridges:
LIQZO-L* 2-way, size 16 to 40, see table FS330
LIQZO-L* 3-way, size 25 to 40, see table FS340


ETHR*-8
minimum ensured protection IP67
operating temperature -20 ÷ +70 °C (storage -20 ÷ +60 °C)


E-THT-15
minimum ensured protection IP67
operating temperature -40 ÷ +70 °C (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Applied to valves:
LIQZP-L (LEB, LES) 2-way, size 50 to 100, see table FS330
LIQZP-L (LEB, LES) 3-way, size 50 to 80, see table FS340


ZBE-08


E-THT-FV-10 (/FV option)
minimum ensured protection IP67
operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Applied to valve:
DHI-06, DHE-06, DKE-16, see table ES010
DPH*-16*, DPH*-26*, DPH*-46*, see table ES030
LIDA*, LIDAS*, see table ES120
JO-DL, see table ES100


ZBE-06 ZBE-06


E-THT-FV-20 (/FV option)
minimum ensured protection IP67
operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Applied to valve:
DHE-07, DKE-17, see table ES010
DPH*-17*, DPH*-27*, DPH*-47*, see table ES030


/FI option - cartridges
minimum ensured protection IP67
operating temperature -25 ÷ +80 °C


Applied to cartridges:
LIFI, see table ES120


EMC:
IEC 60947-5-2 (7.2.3.1) 1kV
IEC 61000-4-2 level 2
IEC 61000-4-3 level 3
IEC 61000-4-4 level 3


Shocks and vibration:
IEC 60947-5-2 / 7.4


BKS-B-20-4-03


EMC:
EN 61326 emission (group 1, class B)
and immunity (industrial application) 


Shock test:
max 1000g


Vibration:
max 20g


VALVE’S POSITION TRANSDUCERS14


D


345


ZBE-06


ZBE-08


Applied to valves:
DHI, DHE, DKE, see table ES010


EMC:
IEC 60255-5 1kV
IEC 61000-4-2 level 2
IEC 61000-4-3 level 3
IEC 61000-4-4 level 3


Shocks and vibration:
IEC 60947-5-2 / 7.4


/FI option - valves
minimum ensured protection IP67
operating temperature -25 ÷ +70 °C


345








Testing box type E-RI-TEST
for proportional valves with integral electronic driver


Table TG030-2/E


E-RI-TEST testing box allows to test
and start-up proportional valves with
integral transducer and electronic driver
with 7 main pins connector.
It is supplied with 2 m cable with 7 pin
main connector to direct interface the
valve’s driver to test.
E-RI-TEST can be used in two operate
modalities thanks to a switch selector
placed on the frontal panel:


Test:
• the E-RI-TEST has to be connected


between the machine central unit �
and the proportional valve � .
During normal working it is possible
to monitor the state and value of all
signals  of the 7 pins connector. It is
not necessary to supply the valve’s
electronic driver.


Start-up:
• the E-RI-TEST operates by multi-


selectable potentiometers and swit-
ches selectors placed on the frontal
panel. With this mode it is possible to
start-up the valve with preliminar
movements at low speed thanks to
an internal reference generator. The
machine central unit � and all signal
management have not to be  con-
nected to the E-RI-TEST.
The power supply must be connec-
ted  to the pin A, B of the main con-
nector (see section 3).


1 MODEL CODE


Series number


TG030


www.atos.com


Testing box for valves
with integral electronics and 7 pin
main connector


� �


2 BLOCK DIAGAGRAM


-100% +100%


-100%


-2%


+100%


+2%


ENABLE (*)


SIGNAL TYPE


/I


/V


01


05


REFERENCE


INTERNAL


EXTERNAL


PREDEFINED


+ -


EXT


INT
ON


OFF


A


B


C


D


E


F


G


TEST POINT


FROM MACHINE
CENTRAL UNIT


TO VALVE


(*) to be activated only in case of /Q driver


device side


7 PIN - VALVE’S  MAIN
CONNECTOR


7 PIN - MAIN CONNECTOR
(to be ordered separately)


connector side


E-RI-TEST


E-RI-TEST **







Power supply Nominal: +24 VDC  rectified and filtered: Vrms = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max. power consumption 10 W


Reference input signal Voltage: ±10 VDC Current:  4 ÷ 20 mA    


Input signal impedance Voltage:  Ri > 50 kW Current:  Ri = 316 W


External potentiometers Reference
±2% of input signal range - to be used for positive/negative bias setting
±100% of input signal range - to be used for positive/negative scale setting
Continous range ±100% - to beused for preliminar movements


Box format plastic box with alluminium frontend. IP20 protection degree


Operating temperature -20 ÷ 60 °C  (storage -20 ÷ 70 °C)


Dimensions 215x130x70mm


Mass 1,2 kg (included cable + connector)


3 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS 


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC for solenoid power stage and driver logic Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC for solenoid power stage and driver logic Gnd - power supply


C (1)
AGND Ground -   signal zero for MONITOR signal Gnd - analog signal


ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver (for /Q option) Input - on/off signal


D INPUT+ Reference analog differential input: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option)
For single solenoid valves :  0÷10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For double solenoid valves: ±10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)


Input - analog signal
E INPUT -


F (2)
MONITOR Monitor analog output:  ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for  /I option) Output - analog signal


FAULT Fault (0VDC) or normal working (24VDC) (for /F option) Output - on/off signal


G EARTH Internally connected to the test adapter housing


Notes (1) with /Q option ENABLE signal replaces AGND on pin C; MONITOR signal is referred to pin B
(2) with /F option FAULT signal replaces MONITOR on pin F


4 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS


m


j


l


k


i h g


f


e


c d


a


bn


o


p


5 COMPONENTS IDENTIFICATION


� Main fuse, 4A
� Internal reference


potentiometer: ±100%
� Enable signal in  pin C; 
� Protection fuse in case pin C is


supplied by Enable signal (on
valves without /Q option)


� Proportional valve
� LED on when Enable is active
� Internal / External reference


selector
� Monosolenoid (01) / bisolenoid


(05) valve selector
	 Voltage (Std V) / Current (/I)


reference selector

 Enable signal selector - to be


used only on valves with /Q
option)


� GND external reference plug
� Positive external reference


plug
 Reference multi selector
� 7 pin panel male connector
� 7 pin main female connector


and cable from PLC (not
included on the supply)


� Jumpers (see 6.4)







6 OPERATING WITH E-RI-TEST


AC
DC


7 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CODE ZH-7P ZM-7P


Type Female straight circular socket plug 7pin Female straight circular socket plug 7pin


Standard According to MIL-C-5015 According to MIL-C-5015


Material Plastic reinforced with fiber glass Aluminium alloy with cadmiun plating


Cable gland PG11 PG11


Cable LiYCY 7x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
or LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


LiYCY 7x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply)
or LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m (logic and power supply)


Connection type to solder to solder


Protection (DIN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


TG030


The E-RI-TEST must be interposed between the Machine Control Unit through the main connector � and the proportional valve �
through the annexed connector and cable.


6.1 Power supply
The power supply must be provided through pin A and B of the main connector of the E-RI-TEST.
A safety fuse is present in series to the power supply: Æ 5 x 20 (4A, F).


Never use the test point A and B to provide power supply to the valve connected: these test points must be used to check power sup-
ply presence on the pin A and B of proportional valve main connector.


A


V


6.2 External reference signal


6.3 Internal reference signal


6.4 Jumpers


�


�


Machine
Control Unit


Power
Supplier


System
Ground


6.2 External reference signal
It is used for test operations and it is active with switch � set to EXT. In
this condition it is required to connect the Machine Control Unit
connector �  to the plug � and to connect E-RI-TEST to the main
connector of the proportional valve �. The user can monitor the valve’s
signals using the test point available on the front panel of the device
(see section 2 for details).
- pins A..G replicate the correspondent ones of the integral electronics
and it is possible to measure the relevant signals;


- /Q fuse � protects erroneous enable signal (24VDC) on pin C if the
electronic driver is not equipped with /Q function: in this case light �
is on. Replace the fuse and check selector 
 is on Std position
6.3 Internal reference signal
This configuration is used for start-up operation, and it is active with
switch � set to INT.
Possible functions:
- to run preliminar valve movement
- to change settings through the reference multi-selector  of device
front panel 


- to test or change the valve’s parameter settings
It is not requested the Machine Control Unit.
- pins A…G: connect these pins to monitor the relevant signals according
to the electronic connections (see section 3)


- enable 
 for /Q option: when it is active the light � is on. If the enable
pin is wrong connected, the light � is switched on


- reference type (V, I) internal position by selector 	 and valve
configuration selection �
(pos. 01: ref. 4 ÷ 20mA / 0 ÷10V;  pos. 05: ref. 4 ÷ 20mA / 0 ÷ 10V)


- reference signal can be supplied as follows:
• selector  set to EXT.IN: any external reference signal can be
supplied to the female jacks � and �;


• selector  set at -100%, or -2%, or +2%, or +100%: this way
maximum and threshold reference signals are selected;


• selector  set to enable the internal reference � : any reference
signal can be selected on potentiometer on the range ±100%


6.4 Jumpers
Jumpers � are used to simplify any measurements with external multi-
meters:


• current measurement �: disconnect jumper on D or F pins and
connect probes in-series


• voltage measurement �: connect probes between D or F pins and
system ground


Note: Jumpers must be connected for regular working operations.







8 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


ZM-7P


ZH-7P


ZH-7P (included on the supply)


Cable lenght = 2m
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7 PINS CONNECTOR
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Electronic control levers type E-TLP
obsolete components - availability on request


Design number


E-TLP


control levers


lever position and control features:
0 = free lever without centering springs
1 = lever with center return by means of springs (range ± 30°)
2 = lever with return in external position by means of a sping (range 0 to 60°)
3 = lever with center return by means of a spring (range 0 to 30°)


Options:
– = basic version
S = mechanical safety
C = with one microswitch
2C = with two microswitches


–– / **2 * /–


potentiometer resistance: 
2 = 2 kΩ


1.1 Techincal characteristics of control levers type E-TLP


1 MODEL CODE
The control levers type E-TLP are compact units in a sealed case with a high accuracy potentiometer actuated by a lever and electrically connected
to the outside through a standard sealed connector.
They are available with mechanical and/or electrical safety, further with microswitches for possible contacts or auxiliary safety.


LEVER LEVER POSITION


TYPE
mechanical electric


angle angle


0±30° 0±15°


0


E-TLP-2-0/C
E-TLP-2-1/C


0±30° 0±15°
E-TLP-2-0/2C
E-TLP-2-1/2C


60° 230°E-TLP-2-2/C


60° 230°E-TLP-2-2/2C


30° 115°E-TLP-2-3/C


30° 115°E-TLP-2-3/2C


= option /S mechanical safety        Dimensions in mm


Microswitch
options


CONTACTS CHARACTERISTICS


Voltage (V) 125 AC 250 AC 30 DC 115 DC


Max current with 
resistive load (A)


5 3 5 0,4


Max current with 
inductive load (A) (ϕ = 0,4)


3 2 3 0,05


Electric life ≥1.000.000 cycles


Mechanical life ≥ 10.000.000 cycles


Insulation resistance 100 MΩ


Contact resistance ∼ 15 MΩ


Protection degree
(CEI EN-60529)


IP 54
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Pressure transducers type E-ATR-8
analog, for open and closed loop systems


E-ATR-8 pressure transducers measure the


static and dynamic pressure of the hydraulic


fluid, supplying a voltage or current output


signal.


The sensor is composed by a thin-film circuit


�, with high resistance to overloads and


pressure peaks.


The integrated electronic circuit � supplies


an amplified voltage or current output signal,


proportional to the hydraulic pressure, with


thermal drift compensation.


E-ATR-8 equip pressure control digital pro-


portional valves with integral transducer and


electronics, REB/RES execution (see tech


table GS205).


They are also used in association with other


Atos digital proportionals to perform closed


loop pressure controls: 


•   variable displacement axial piston pumps,


PE(R)S execution (see tech table A170)


•   directional control valves with additional


closed loop pressure control, SP and SF


options on TES/LES execution (see tech


table GS212)


Features:


•   Factory preset and calibrated


•   Standard 5 pin M12 main connector �


•   IP67 protection degree


•   CE mark according to EMC directive


GS465


Table GS465-1/Ewww.atos.com


2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Pressure measuring range
0 ÷ 60/100/160/250/400 bar;  other values availables on request
Note: negative pressure can damage the pressure transducer


Overload pressure 2 x FS without exceeding 600 bar


Burst pressure 5 x FS without exceeding 1700 bar


Response time £ 2 ms


Temperature range Operating -40 ÷ +100 °C;   Storage -40 ÷ +100 °C;   Fluid: -40 ÷ +100 °C


Thermal drift @ zero: £ ±0,025 % FS/°C max;   @ FS: £ ±0,025 % FS/°C max


Accuracy £ ±1,2 % FS


Non-Linearity £  ±0,5 % of FS (BFSL) as per IEC 61298-2


Fluid Compatibility
Hydraulic oil as per DIN51524...535;
for water-glycol, phosphate ester and skydrol® , please contact Atos technical department


Power supply 24 VDC nominal;    14 ÷ 30 VDC for standard (8 ÷ 30 VDC for /I option);    Imax 25 mA


Output signal Standard:  voltage output signal 0 ÷ 10 V  (3 pins);     Min load  > maximum output signal / 1 mA
/I option:    current output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA  (2 pins);  Max load £ (power supply - 8 V) / 0,02 mA


Wiring protections Against reverse polarity on power supply and short-circuit on output signal


Materials Wetted parts: stainless steel 316L (13-8 PH for sensor); seals: FPM/FKM


Mass Approx. 57 g


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE
EN 61326 emission (group 1, class B) and immunity (industrial application)


Vibration resistance 20 g   according to DIN EN 60068-2-6 from 20 to 2000 Hz


Shock resistance 40 g / 6 ms / half-sinusoid, according to DIN EN 60068-2-27


Protection class IP67 with mating connector


Hydraulic connection 1/4" GAS - DIN 3852 (pressure port orifice Ø 0,6 mm)


Electrical connection
Type:          plastic 5 pins M12 at 90° (DIN 43650-C) with cable gland type PG7 for cable max Ø 6 mm
Protection:  IP67 according to EN 60529; Insulation: according to VDE 0110-C


E-ATR-8 / 400


E-ATR-8


Pressure transducer


Options:
- = voltage output signal 0 ÷ 10 V
I = current output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA


Series number


400 *


1 MODEL CODE


Pressure measuring range:
60   = 0 ÷   60 bar
100 = 0 ÷ 100 bar
160 = 0 ÷ 160 bar
250 = 0 ÷ 250 bar
400 = 0 ÷ 400 bar


*/ /


���


Notes: FS = Full Scale;     BFSL = Best Fit Straight Line







3 INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING


3.1    Warning


        E-ATR-8 transducers have to be installed as near as possible to the point where the pressure have to be measured, taking care that the oil flow is


not turbulent.


3.2    Commissioning


        Install the transducer in the hydraulic circuit.


        Switch-off the power supply before connecting and disconnecting the transducer connector as shown in scheme .4


5 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


02/17


4 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS


CH.24
25÷45 Nm


transducer connector front view


ZBE-08


The max resistance RL [W] is calculated:


hydraulic
pressure


Vsupply –10[V]
0,02         [A]


RL =


V0


V+


hydraulic
pressure


TRANSDUCER
PINOUT


USER CONNECTION
EXAMPLE


TRANSDUCER
PINOUT


USER CONNECTION
EXAMPLE


AGND


RL


Signal


Power supply (8 ÷ 30 VDC)


Signal


Power supply (0 VDC)


Power supply (14 ÷ 30 VDC)


TR


1


2


3


4


E-ATR-8 / *
voltage output signal 0 ÷ 10 V


1
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E-ATR-8 / * / I
current output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA
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Analog electronic AE drivers
integral-to-valve format, for proportional valves without transducer
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DHZO-AE-071 RZMO-AE-010


Bias RampsScale Enable


�


��


�


Connector � not included, to be ordered separately 


1 VALVES RANGE


Valves model
Pressure Directional Cartridge Flow


RZMO RZGO AGMZO AGRCZO DHZO DKZOR DPZO LI*ZO QVHZO QVKZOR


Data sheet F007
F065


F015
F070


F035 F050 F160 F170 F300 F410


Driver model AE


2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Power supply Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 21 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signal   Input impedance: voltage Ri > 50 kW ( range  ±10 VDC )
current Ri = 316 W ( range  4 ÷ 20 mA )


Monitor output Output range : ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA


Enable  input Input impedance: Ri > 10 kW ; range :  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC (not accepted)


Alarms Cable break with current reference signal


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP67 protection degree


Operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 385 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; solenoid current control by P.I.D. with rapid solenoid switching


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive EN2004/108/CE (Immunity: EN 50082-2; Emission: EN 50081-2)


Calibrations Remove the rear cover to access bias, scale, ramps and dither regulations


Recommended wiring cable (see )7 LiYCY shielded cables


AE
Analog integral drivers � supply and control


the current to the solenoid of Atos proportio-


nal valves without transducer, according to


the electronic reference input signal. 


The solenoid � proportionally transforms the


current into a force, acting  on the valve


spool or poppet, against a reacting spring,


thus providing the valve’s hydraulic regula-


tion.


AE can drive one single or one double sole-


noid proportional valve.


Features:


• Integral-to-valve analog electronics, fac-


tory preset for best performances


• Potentiometer adjustment � of bias, scale


and ramps


• Standard 7 pin main connector � for


power supply, analog input reference and


monitor signals


• Switch selector for dither frequency adju-


stement


• IP67 protection degree


• CE mark according to EMC directive


Note: a minimum time of 60 ms to 160 ms have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply and when the valve is ready
to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


AE execution included in this table is available only for running supplies or spare parts
For new applications it is suggested new AEB execution, see table GS115







PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A V+ Power supply 24 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Input - power supply


B V0 Power supply 0 VDC  for solenoid power stage and driver logic Gnd - power supply


C


AGND Ground - signal zero for MONITOR signal Gnd - analog signal


ENABLE
Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver (for /Q option)
With /Q option:ENABLE signal replaces AGND on pin C; MONITOR signal is reffered to pin B


Input - on/off signal


D INPUT+ Reference analog differential input: ±10 VDC maximum range (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For single solenoid valves the reference input is 0 ÷ 10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)
For double solenoid valves the reference input is ±10 VDC (4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option)


Input - analog signal
E INPUT -


F MONITOR


Monitor analog output: ±5 VDC maximum range (1V monitor = 1A coil current)


For single solenoid valves: 0 ÷ 5 VDC referred to pin C (for /I option)
0 ÷ 5 VDC referred to pin B (for /Q option)


For double solenoid valves: ±5 VDC referred to pin C (for /I option)
±5 VDC referred to pin B (for /Q option)


Output - analog signal


G EARTH Internally connected to the driver housing


3.1 Main connector- 7 pin    


SW


RD


RU


B2


B1


S2


S1


RD


RU


B2


B1


S2


S1


3 CONNECTIONS AND SETTINGS


COIL CONNECTION
(only for double solenoid valves)


Note: Connector front view


MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


SETTINGS
(remove the rear cover, see section )5


Standard driver execution provides on the 7 pin main connector:


Power supply -  24 VDC must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered; a 2,5 A safety fuse is required in series to the driver power supply.


Apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers


Reference input signal -  analogue differential input with ±10 VDC nominal range  (pin D,E), proportional to desired coil current


Monitor output signal -  analog output signal proportional to the actual valve’s coil current (1V monitor = 1A coil current)


Atos drivers are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).


Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tech table F003. 


The electrical signals of the valve (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety


components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982)


Following options are available to adapt standard execution to special application requirements:


4.1 Option /I


It provides the 4 ÷ 20 mA current reference signal instead of the standard ±10 VDC; Monitor output signal is still the standard ±10 VDC.


It is normally used in case of long distance between the machine control unit and the valve or whenever the reference signal can be affected by electri-


cal noise; the valve functioning is disabled in case of reference signal cable breakage.


4.2 Option /Q


It provides the possibility to enable or disable the valve functioning without cutting the power supply (the valve functioning is disabled but the driver cur-


rent output stage is still active). To enable the driver supply a 24 VDC on the enable input signal.


4.3 Possible combined options:  /IQ


4 OPTIONS


MONITOR


ENABLE


DEAD BANDRAMPS SCALE


DC/DC
CONVERTER


CURRENT
TO COIL S1


CURRENT
TO COIL S2
(for E-RI-AE-*-05F)







RD


RU


B2


B1


S2


S1


RD


RU


B2


B1


S2


S1


RD
RU


RD


RU


B2


B1


S2


S1


B2
B1
S2
S1


RD


RU


B2


B1


S2


S1


1


2


SW


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


100 %


Reference [%]Reference [%]


B1 S1 B1


S2


S1


B2


Double solenoid directional control valve,
three position with positive overlapping


Current [A]


Single solenoid directional control valve,
two positions with positive overlapping


5 SETTINGS


RISING AND FALLING RAMPS


Current [A]


Time [sec]RDRU


RU ramp for increasing reference signal
RD ramp for decreasing reference signal


B1 bias adjust
S1 scale adjust


Threshold = 2 %
(200 mV or 0,32 mA for /I option)


B1 positive bias adjust
S1 positive scale adjust
B2 negative bias adjust
S2 negative scale adjust


Threshold = 2 %
(±200 mV or ±0,16 mA for /I option)


DITHER


Selector SW Dither frequency
[Hz]SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4


OFF OFF OFF OFF 100
ON OFF OFF OFF 130
OFF ON OFF OFF 160
OFF OFF ON OFF 200 (*)
ON OFF ON OFF 230
OFF ON ON OFF 270
ON ON ON OFF 300
ON ON OFF ON 380
ON OFF ON ON 430
OFF ON ON ON 470
ON ON ON ON 500


(*) Dither frequency is factory preset at 200 Hz and its regu-
lation may be adjusted after contact Atos technical office.


BIAS AND SCALE


Current [A]


Note: remove the 4 screws � of driver’s rear cover to access user settings


Warning: before to close the rear cover check correct positioning of the seal �


G110


REAR COVER


Factory preset
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7 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-7P ZH-7P


Type 7pin female straight circular 7pin female straight circular


Standard According to MIL-C-5015 According to MIL-C-5015


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG11 PG11


Cable LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m


LiYCY 7 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m
LiYCY 7 x 1 mm2 max 40 m


Connection type to solder to solder


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


ZM-7P


ZH-7P


6 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


Main connector (Metallic)


Main connector (Plastic)


A1


A2


A1 A2


8 MODEL CODE FOR SPARE PARTS


integral drivers are available as spare parts only for Atos authorized service centers.


01F= for single solenoid proportional valve
05F= for double solenoid proportional valve


01F * * /-AEE-RI


Integral electronic driver


AE = for proportional valves without transducer Series number


(1) set code identifies the corrispondance between the integral driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as spare part


Options, see section :


- = standard voltage reference input (±10 VDC)
I = current reference input (4 ÷ 20 mA)
Q = enable signal


4


Set code (1)


/ *-


AE








Digital electronic E-BM-AES drivers
DIN-rail panel format, for proportional valves without transducer


E-BM-AES
Digital drivers � supply and control the cur-
rent to the solenoid of Atos proportional val-
ves without transducer, according to the
electronic reference input signal.
E-BM-AES operate direct and pilot operated
proportional valves ZO-A without transducer.
Atos PC software allows to customize the dri-
ver configuration to the specific application
requirements.


Electrical Features:
• 7 fast plug-in connectors � 


• USB port � always present - Mini USB type B
• DB9 CANopen � and PROFIBUS DP �


communication connector
• RJ45 EtherCAT communication connectors


� output and � input
• 4 leds for diagnostics � (see 4.1)
• ±5 VDC output supply for external reference


potentiometer
• Electrical protection against reverse polarity


of power supply
• Operating temperature range: -20° ÷ +60°
• Plastic box with IP20 protection degree


and standard DIN-rail mounting
• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:
• Intuitive graphic interface
• Setting of valve’s functional parameters:


bias, scale, ramps, dither, PID gains
• Linearization function for hydraulic regulation
• /W option max power limitation function


(see 7.7)
• Complete diagnostics of driver status
• Internal oscilloscope function
• In field firmware update through USB port


Fieldbus Features:
• Valve direct communication with machine


control unit for digital reference, diagno-
stics and settings


• Fieldbus execution allow to operate the val-
ves via fieldbus or via analog signals avai-
lable on the main connectors
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�


RampsBiasScale Linearization


Real-time
Fieldbus
Reference


Enhanced
Diagnostic


2 VALVES RANGE


Connectors � included


USB
port


�


E-BM-AES- BC
CANopen


E-SW
programming software


E-BM-AES- BP
PROFIBUS DP


E-BM-AES- EH
EtherCAT


E-BM-AES- NP
Not Present


�


��
�


�


� � �


�


�


Valves model


Pressure Directional Cartridge Flow


RZMO RZGO AGMZO AGRCZO DHZO
DKZOR DPZO


LICZO
LIMZO
LIRZO


QVHZO
QVKZOR


Data sheet FS007
FS065


FS015
FS070


FS035 FS050 FS160 FS170 FS300 FS410


Driver model E-BM-AES


1 MODEL CODE


(1) set code identifies the corrispondence between the driver and the relevant valve


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid proportional valves


--


Electronic driver in DIN rail panel format


Fieldbus interface - USB port always present:
NP = Not Present
BC = CANopen
BP = PROFIBUS DP
EH = EtherCAT


AE = for proportional valves without transducer


Set code (1)


Series number


S = full


E-BM AE S NP 01H **-- //


Options:
A= max current limitation for Ex-proof valves
C= current feedback 4 ÷ 20 mA for remote transducer,


only in combination with option W
I = current reference input 4 ÷ 20 mA


(omit for standard voltage reference input ±10 VDC)
W= power limitation function


*







3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Note: A maximum time of 500 ms (depending on communication type) have be considered between the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply
and when the valve is ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero.
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4 CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


E-BM-AES-NP


CANopen
CONNECTOR
(male)


USB
CONNECTOR
always present
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
CONNECTOR
(female)


EtherCAT
CONNECTOR
(female - OUTPUT)


EtherCAT
CONNECTOR
(female - INPUT)


E-BM-AES-BC E-BM-AES-BP E-BM-AES-EH


DIAGNOSTIC LEDS
(see 4.1)


Four leds show driver operative conditions for immediate basic diagnostics. Please refer to the driver user manual for detailed information.


4.1    Diagnostic LEDs          L


LED COLOR FUNCTION FLASH RATE DESCRIPTION


L1 GREEN PW
OFF Power supply OFF


ON Power supply ON


L2 GREEN ST
OFF Fault present


ON No fault


L3 and L4 YELLOW S1 and S2
OFF PWM command OFF


ON PWM command ON


ST


S1


S2


PW


USB


L1
L2
L3
L4


A,B,C,F,G,H connectors included; E connector is available only for /W option


USB
CONNECTOR
always present
(female)


USB
CONNECTOR
always present
(female)


USB
CONNECTOR
always present
(female)


Power supply
(see 5.1, 5.4)


Nominal                          : +24 VDC
Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Current supplied to solenoids IMAX = 2.7 A with +24 VDC  power supply to drive standard proportional valves (3,2 W solenoid)
IMAX = 2.5 A with +24 VDC  power supply to drive ex-proof proportional valves  (3,2 W solenoid) for /A option


Reference input (see 5.2) Voltage:  maximum range ±10 VDC    Input impedance:  Ri > 50 kW
Current:  maximum range ±20 mA Input impedance:  Ri = 500 W


Monitor output (see 5.3) Voltage:  maximum range ±5 VDC       @ max 5 mA


Enable input (see 5.5) Range :  0 ÷ 9 VDC (OFF state), 15 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 9 ÷ 15 VDC (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 87 kW
Output supply (see 5.8) ±5 VDC @ max 10 mA : output supply for external potentiometer


Fault output (see 5.6) Output range :  0 ÷ 24 VDC  (ON state  @ VL+ [logic power supply] ; OFF state  @ 0 V) @ max 50 mA


Pressure transducer (only /W option)
Power supply:   +24VDC   @ max 100 mA
Pressure input: voltage, maximum range ±10 VDC Input impedance,  Ri > 50 W
                         current, maximum range ±20 mA      Input impedance,  Ri = 500 W


Alarms Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, over/under temperature,
power supplies level, pressure transducer failure


Format Plastic box ; IP20 protection degree ; L 35 - H 7,5 mm  DIN-rail mounting as per EN60715


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Operating temperature -20 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -25 ÷ +85 °C)


Mass Approx. 330 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid current supply; current control by P.I.D. with rapid solenoid switching;
protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-6-2; Emission: EN 61000-6-3)


Communication interface USB
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT
IEC61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet
100 Base TX


Recommended wiring cable LiYCY shielded cables:   0,5 mm2 max 50 m for logic   -   1,5 mm2 max 50 m for power supply and solenoids


Max conductor size (see 9) 2,5 mm2      


only for /W option







GS050


CONNECTOR PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


A
A1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 5.1) Input - power supply


A2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 5.1) Gnd - power supply


A3 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication   (see 5.4) Input - power supply


A4 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication   (see 5.4) Gnd - power supply


4.2    Connectors - 4 pin


B
B1 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the driver, referred to VL0   (see 5.5) Input - on/off signal


B2 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to VL0   (see 5.6) Output - on/off signal


B3 VL0 Ground for ENABLE and FAULT Gnd - digital signals


B4 EARTH Connect to system ground


C
C1 SOL_S1- Negative current to solenoid S1 Output - power PWM


C2 SOL_S1+ Positive current to solenoid S1 Output - power PWM


C3 SOL_S2- Negative current to solenoid S2 Output - power PWM


C4 SOL_S2+ Positive current to solenoid S2 Output - power PWM


E
E1 VF +24V Power supply +24 VDC Output - power supply


E2 TR+ Positive pressure transducer input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 5.7)
Default are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


E3 NC Do not connect


E4 AGND Common GND for transducer power and signals


F
F1 +5V_REF External potentiometer power supply +5 VDC @ 10mA   (see 5.8) Output - power supply


F2 INPUT+ Positive reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 5.2)
Default are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


F3 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for INPUT+ Input - analog signal


F4 -5V_REF External potentiometer power supply -5 VDC @ 10mA   (see 5.8) Output - power supply


G
G1 EARTH Connect to system ground


G2 AGND Analog ground for MONITOR Gnd - analog signal


G3 MONITOR2 Only for /W option, 2nd monitor output signal: ±5 VDC maximum range   (see 5.3)
Default is 0 ÷ 5 VDC


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


G4 MONITOR Monitor output signal: ±5 VDC maximum range   (see 5.3)
Default is ±5 VDC (1V = 1A)


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


� BC fieldbus execution, connector - DB9 - 9 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


2 CAN_L Bus line (low)
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
5 CAN_SHLD Shield
7 CAN_H Bus line (high)


� � EH fieldbus execution, connector - RJ45 - 8 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 TX+ Transmitter     -      white/orange
2 TX- Transmitter     -      orange
3 RX+ Receiver         -      white/green
6 RX- Receiver         -      green


4.3    Communication connectors � - � - � - � - �


� BP fieldbus execution, connector - DB9 - 9 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 SHIELD
3 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
6 +5V Termination supply signal
8 LINE-A Bus line (high)


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended


� USB connector - Mini USB type B   always present


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V_USB Power supply
2 D- Data line -
3 D+ Data line +
4 ID Identification
5 GND_USB Signal zero data line


Pressure transducer connections - only for /W option
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E-ATR
pressure


transducer
(see GS465)
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VF +24V
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E-ATR
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transducer
(see GS465)
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Potentiometer connection
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Coils connection
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valve’s
electrical connector
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E-ATRA
pressure


transducer
(see G466)


TR+


VF +24V


SHIELD
Vout
V+


Current


- grey
- black
- red


SOL_S2-


SOL_S2+
valve’s
electrical connector


H
H1 VL0 Power supply 0 VDC for digital input   (see 5.4) Gnd - power supply


H2 D_IN1 Digital input 0 ÷  24VDC, referred to VL0 Input - on/off signal


H3 D_IN0 Digital input 0 ÷  24VDC, referred to VL0 Input - on/off signal


H4 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for digital input   (see 5.4) Output - power supply


F
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1
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4


10 kW


-5V_REF


P_INPUT+


+5V_REF


for 1 single solenoid valve for 1 double solenoid valve


available only
for /W option







5 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


Atos proportional valves are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the general prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals
included in the E-SW programming software.
The electrical signals of the driver (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety
components, as prescribed by the European standards (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and components-hydraulics, EN-982).


5.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)


        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        In case of double power supply see 5.4.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse.


5.2    Reference input signal (INPUT+)


        The driver controls in closed loop the current to the valve proportionally to the external reference input signal.
        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.
        Drivers with fieldbus interface (BC, BP, EH) can be software set to receive reference signal directly from the machine control unit (fieldbus reference).


Analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


5.3    Monitor output signals (MONITOR and MONITOR2)


        The driver generates an analog output signal (MONITOR) proportional to the actual coil current of the valve; the monitor output signal can be softwa-
re set to show other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference).


        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, default settings is ±5 VDC (1V = 1A).
        Output signal can be reconfigured via software, within a maximum range of ±5 VDC.


        Option /W
        The driver generates a second analog output signal (MONITOR2) proportional to the actual system pressure.
        The output maximum range is ±5 VDC; default setting is 0 ÷ 5 VDC.


5.4    Power supply for driver’s logic and communication (VL+ and VL0)


        The power supply for driver’s logic and communication must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V
capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        The separate power supply for driver's logic on pin A3 and A4, allow to remove solenoid power supply from pin A1 and A2 maintaining active the
diagnostics, USB and fieldbus communications.


        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver’s logic and communication power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


5.5    Enable input signal (ENABLE)


        To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin B1: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid, without removing the
electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the valve must be disabled for safety
reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


5.6    Fault output signal (FAULT)


       Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference signal  broken for 4 ÷ 20 mA input, etc.).
        Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.
        Fault status is not affected by the Enable input signal.


5.7 Remote pressure transducer input signal (TR+) - only for /W option


        Analog pressure transducers can be directly connected to the driver.
         Analog input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are 0 ÷ 10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


Note: transducer feedback can be read as a digital information through fieldbus communication - software selectable.


5.8    Output supply for external potentiometer (±5V_REF)


        The reference analog signal can be generated by one external potentiometer directly connected to the driver, using the ±5 VDC supply output availa-
ble at pin F1 and F4.


5.9    Possible combined options: /AI, /AW, /IW, /AIW, /ACW, /CIW, /ACIW, /CW


6 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500
USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/BM cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-*                         DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-*-N                     DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW
programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits
valve's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)
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7.4 - Ramps


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers.
For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the
user manual included in the E-SW programming software:


E-MAN-BM-AES - user manual for E-BM-AES


7.1    Scale


        Scale function allows to set the maximum current supplied to the solenoid, corresponding to the
max valve regulation, at maximum reference signal value.


        This regulation allows to adapt the maximum current supplied from the driver to the specific nomi-
nal current of the proportional valves to which the driver is coupled; it is also useful to reduce the
maximum valve regulation in front of maximum reference signal.


        Two different Scale regulations are available for double solenoid valves: ScaleA for positive refe-
rence signal and ScaleB for negative reference signal.


7.2    Bias and Threshold


        Proportional valves may be provided with a dead band in the hydraulic regulation corresponding to
their switch-off status.


        This dead band discontinuity in the valve’s regulation can be compensated by activating the Bias func-
tion, which adds a fixed preset Bias value to the reference signal (analog or fieldbus external input).


        The Bias function is activated when the reference signal overcomes the Threshold value, preset
into the driver.


        The Bias setting allows to calibrate the Bias current to the specific proportional valve to which the
driver is coupled.


        The Threshold setting is useful to avoid undesired valve regulation at zero reference signal when
electric noise is present on the analog input signal: smaller threshold reduces the reference signal
dead band, greater values are less affected by electric noise presence.


        If fieldbus reference signal is active (see 5.2), threshold should be set to zero.
        Two different Bias regulations are available for double solenoid valves: positive reference signals acti-


vate BiasA and negative reference signals activate BiasB.
         Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias func-


tions.


7.3    Offset


        Proportional valves may be provided with zero overlapping in the hydraulic regulation correspon-
ding to zero reference input signal (valve’s central spool position).


        The Offset function allows to calibrate the Offset current, required to obtain valve’s spool central
position, to the specific hydraulic system setup (e.g. valve applied to cylinder with differential areas).


7.4    Ramps


        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth
time-dependent increasing/decreasing of the current supplied to the solenoid.


        Different ramp mode can be set:
        - single ramp for any reference variation
        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations
        - four ramps for positive/negative signal values and increasing/decreasing reference variations


        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid
machine vibration and shocks.


        If the proportional valve is driven by a closed loop controller, the ramps can lead to unstable beha-
viour, for these applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


7.5    Linearization - E-SW level 2 functionality


        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the control-
led valve’s regulation.


        Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the valve’s regulation in a
defined working condition.


7.6    Variable Dither


        The dither is the frequency modulation of the current supplied to the solenoid. To reduce the hyste-
resis should be selected a lower value of frequency, despite a lower regulation stability, because a
small vibration in the valve regulating parts considerably reduces static friction effects.


        To improve the regulation stability, should be selected a high value of frequency, despite a higher
hysteresis. This solution in some application can lead to vibration and noise. Normally, the right set-
ting is a compromise and depends on system setup.


        E-BM-AES drivers allow to realize a variable dither frequency that linearly depends on the demanded
current: variable dither frequency allows an higher degree to optimize the valve hysteresis.


7.7    Hydraulic Power Limitation - only for /W option


        Digital E-BM-AES drivers with /W option electronically perform hydraulic power limitation on:
- direct and pilot operated flow control valves
- direct and pilot operated directional control valves + mechanical pressure compensator
- variable displacement pumps with proportional flow regulator (e.g. PVPC-*-LQZ,  tech table A170)


The driver receives the flow reference signal by the analog external input INPUT+ (see 5.2) and a
pressure transducer, installed in the hydraulic system, has to be connected to the driver’s analog
input TR (see 5.7).


        When the actual requested hydraulic power pxQ (TR x INPUT+) reaches the max power limit
(p1xQ1), internally set by software, the driver automatically reduces the flow regulation of the valve.
The higher is the pressure feedback the lower is the valve’s regulated flow:


              Flow regulation = Min   ( PowerLimit [sw setting] ; Flow Reference [INPUT+])
                                                       Transducer Pressure [TR]


7 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS
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8 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


overall dimension with
assembled connectors


DIN rail
dimensions
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To insert the connectors:
1. push the connector in its slot


To wire cables in the connectors:
1. insert cable into the termination
2. turn screw with a screwdriver


To extract the connectors:
1. push lever
2. pull connector


1.


2.


1.


9 INSTALLATION


Note: all connectors are supplied with a mechanical coding. This feature ensures a unique insertion of each connector in the own slot.
(eg. connector A can not be inserted into connector slot of B, C, E, F, G, H)


1.


2.


To unlock the driver from the DIN rail:
1. pull down the locking slide with a screwdriver
2. rotate up the driver 


1.


2.


Note: max conductor size: 2,5 mm2


tightening torque: 0,4 ÷ 0,6 Nm


A,B,C,F,G,H connectors included; E connector is available only for /W option
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INFO MENU


Electronic pressure switches type E-DAP-2
digital, with integral digital display


E-DAP-2 is a compact electronic pressure


switch with integral digital display, available


for 3 different pressure ranges.


The working pressure is real time measured


and monitored on a 4 digits display � in bar,


Mpa, kPa, psi or kg/cm². The display can be


mechanically rotated on 1 axis � and turned


electronically through 180°.


It provides two independent output  with


electronic contacts which are triggered when


the pressure in the hydraulic circuit reaches


the switch point or window (see section ).


The functional parameters as the pressure


switching point, hysteresis range, pressure


measuring units and others additional func-


tions can be easily set by the end user trou-


gh proper programming keys � .


For detailed instructions about the use of the


electronic pressure switch refer to the opera-


ting manual supplied with the instrument.


Features:


•   Standard 5 pin M12 main connector �


•   IP65 / IP67 protection degree


•   CE mark according to EMC directive


4


GS470


Table  GS470-0/Ewww.atos.com


2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Model E-DAP-2-100 E-DAP-2-250 E-DAP-2-400


Pressure measuring range [bar]   (1) 0,5 ÷ 100 1,25 ÷ 250 2 ÷ 400


Overload pressure 2 x FS


Response time £ 10 ms


Temperature range Operating -40 ÷ +80 °C;   Storage -40 ÷ +80 °C;   Fluid: -40 ÷ +85 °C


Thermal drift Zero  ±0,02 % FS / °C (typ);   span  ±0,01 % FS / °C (typ)


Accuracy display £ ±1,0 % of FS   ±1 digit


Non-Linearity £  ±0,5 % of span BFSL as per IEC 61298-2


Fluid compatibility Hydraulic oil as per DIN51524...535;
for water-glycol, phosphate ester and skydrol® , please contact Atos technical department


Power supply 15 ÷ 35 VDC;    Imax 600 mA


N° of outputs 2


Output type PNP transistor output  (ON state  @ power supply - 1 V )


Switching current 250 mA max per output (resistive load)


Wiring protections Against reverse polarity on power supply and short-circuit on output signal


Display 4 digit, 14 segment led, red, height 9 mm


Materials Wetted parts: stainless steel 316L (13-8 PH for sensor); seals: FPM/FKM


Mass 174 g


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE
EN 61326 emission (group 1, class B) and immunity (industrial application)


Vibration resistance 10 g according to IEC 60068-2-6, under resonance


Shock resistance 50 g according to IEC 60068-2-27


Protection class IP65 / IP67 with mating connector


Hydraulic connection 1/4" GAS - DIN 3852 form E (pressure port orifice Ø 0,6 mm)


Electrical connection
Type:          plastic 5 pins M12 at 90° (DIN 43650-C) with cable gland type PG7 for cable max Ø 6 mm
Protection:  IP67 according to EN 60529; Insulation: according to VDE 0110-C


�


E-DAP-2


Electronic pressure switch


2 = 2 switching outputs


Series number


250 *


1 MODEL CODE


Pressure range:
100 = 100 bar
250 = 250 bar
400 = 400 bar


2- /


�


�


�


Notes: FS = Full Scale;     BFSL = Best Fit Straight Line;       (1) negative pressure lower than -1 bar can damage the device
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7 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


SP1 SP2


INFO MENU


Visualized digits can
be turned electronically
through 180°


Housing can be turned 
through 300°


4 pin connector M12x1


G1/4” A
DIN 3852-E


5 INSTALLATION AND USE


3 FEATURES


6 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS


E-DAP-2 can be installed in any position.


Rotate the 4 digit display in order to provide the best
visual orientation. 


Connect M12 electric connector according the wiring
diagram in section .


Consult the operating manual, supplied with the electro-
nic pressure switch, for the parameters setting.


6


• Two independent PNP transistor switching outputs. Imax up to 250 mA per output
• 4 digit display, adjustable on one axes without tools for best visual position or visualized digits can be turned


electronically of 180°
• Pressure reading selectable in: bar, Mpa, kPa, psi, kg/cm²
• Selection of different display modes: unit switching, offset adjustment, actual pressure value, minimum or maxi-


mum pressure value, function switch points, function reset points, display updates/second.
• Hydraulic connection G1/4”
• Electric connector M12x1 supplied with the pressure switch
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4.1 Hysteresis Function
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4 OUTPUTS SWITCHING FUNCTION


The independent outputs can be settable using two different functions: Hysteresis and Windows.


Hysteresis function - see 4.1
If the system pressure fluctuates around the set point, the hysteresis keeps the switching status of the outputs stable.
With increasing system pressure, the output switches when reaching the switch point (SP).


• HNO - contact normally open: active
• HNC - contact normally closed: inactive


With system pressure falling again, the output will not switch back before the reset point (RP) is reached.


• HNO - contact normally open: inactive
• HNC - contact normally closed: active


Window function - see 4.2
The window function allows for the control of a defined range.
When the system pressure is between window High (FH) and window Low (FL), the output switches on.


• FNO - contact normally open: active
• FNC - contact normally closed: inactive


When the system pressure is outside window High (FH) and window Low (FL), the output does not switch on.


• FNO - contact normally open: inactive
• FNC - contact normally closed: active


Delay times (0 ... 50 s) - see 4.3
This makes it possible to filter out unwanted pressure peaks of a short duration or a high frequency (damping).


The pressure must be present for at least a certain pre-set time for the output to switch on. The output does not immedia-
tely change its status when it reaches the switching event (SP), but rather only after the pre-set delay time (DS).


If the switching event is no longer present after the delay time, the switch output does not change.
The output only switches back when the system pressure has fallen down to the reset point (RP) and stays at or
below the reset point (RP) for at least the pre-set delay time (DR).


If the switching event is no longer present after the delay time, the switch output does not change.


Delay times is available for Hysteresis and Window functions.


4.2 Window Function


4.3 Delay times (0 ... 50 s)
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REFERENCE RAMPS


LINEARIZATION (2)
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(1) = dotted line is for E-ME-T-05H
(2) = only for valves with not linear regulation (spool types T, DT)
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Analog electronic E-ME-T drivers
Eurocard format, for proportional valves with transducer


E-ME-T
Analog drivers control the current to the sole-
noid of Atos proportional valves with position
transducer, regulating the spool position or
the flow according to the electronic reference
signal, adjusted by transducer’s feedback.


Features: 
•   bias regulation
•   scale and dissymmetrical ramps regulation
•   voltage (standard) or current 
    (/I option) reference signal
•   voltage (standard) or current 
    (/C option) feedback signal
•   test point for reference and feedback con-


trol on front panel
•   factory pre-set
•   Eurocard format (DIN 41494 - plug-in unit)
•   electronic filters on input and output lines
•   CE mark according to EMC directive
•   both sides of the card with shielded cover


with E faston connector


Applications: 
Position or flow open or closed-loop regulation
systems, according to the block diagram .2


2 BLOCK DIAGRAM


G140


Table G140-17/Ewww.atos.com


CLOSE LOOP
CONTROL


(AXES CARD)


EXTERNAL
GENERATOR


SUPPLY 24V


E-ME = electronic driver in Eurocard format


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves
05H = for double solenoid proportional valves


Options:
-   = standard with rising and falling ramps
C = suitable to receive current feedback signals 4 ÷ 20 mA


(available only for ex-proof and armoured valves)
I   = suitable to receive current reference signal 4 ÷ 20 mA.


Set code (see 4.4)


1


Series number


E-ME *- T 01H- / * / *


T = driver for -T proportional valve with transducer


MODEL CODE


SPOOL
FEEDBACK







3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


4 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS


4.1    Power supply and wirings
        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered. If the power supply is


generated by a single phase rectifier, use a 10000µF/40V capacitor; if pulse voltage is generated
by a three phase rectifier connect a 4700µF/40V capacitor (see ).


        Connect the reference signal to the main electronic control by
means of shielded and twisted cables. Pay attention: the negative and the positive poles must not
be exchanged each other.


        Shield the wirings to avoid electromagnetic noise (EMC).
        It is suitable to keep the driver and its cables far from any electromagnetic radiation source (like


cables where high currents flow, electric motors, transformers, relays, solenoids, portable radio-
transmitter, etc.).


        Wire the earth connection as shown in , according to CEI EN 60204-1 standards.
        Connect the shield of the driver to the noiseless earth terminal (TE) .
        The driver is protected against overloads by an internal safety fuse: 4 A fast fuse (see  7 ).


4.2    Reference signal 
        The electronic driver is designed to receive external voltage or current reference signals accor-


ding to .
Note that drivers suitable to receive current reference (/I option) have reference


signal values in the range 4 ÷ 20 mA.


4.3    Enabling signal
        The digital signal on contact 8c allows to enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 V) the driver without swit-


ching off the power supply; use this signal to cyclically inhibit the driver or in emergency condi-
tions.


4.4    Set code
        Basic calibration of the electronic driver is factory preset according to the proportional valve it has


to be coupled with. These pre-calibrations are identified by a standard number in the model code.
For correct set code selection, please include in the driver order also the complete code of the
connected proportional valve (for ex-proof valves see tech tables F600, E125).


        For further information about set code, please contact Atos technical office.


4.5    Calibration/settings available to the user, see , , , 
        Scale, see
        The Scale regulation, available on the card side, permits to modify the relation between the refe-


rence signal and the position or the regulated flow.
        Modifying this regulation it is possible to fit the valve hydraulic behaviour to the effective system


conditions; in addition the two regulations available for double solenoid valves (driver E-ME-T-05H)
permit to set different hydraulic adjustments for positive and negative movements.


        The Scale regulation is factory set in order to control the max valve opening with 100% of the refe-
rence signal (10V).


        Bias, (dead band compensation)
        The bias regulations, available on the front panel (P1, P2), permit to set the correspondence


between the electrical zero of the reference signal with the beginning of the valve’s hydraulic regu-
lation, compensating the dead band and the component’s mechanical tolerances .


        Modifying this regulation (see , ) it is possible to fit the valve hydraulic behaviour to the effec-
tive system conditions; in case of drivers for double solenoid


valves (E-ME-T-05H) the bias are active only when the reference signal is over the threshold value
=  ±200 mV.


        This regulation is factory set at the standard values depending to the proportional valve to be con-
trolled and it is identified by the driver set code (see 4.4).


        Ramps, see , , 
The ramp regulation, available on the front panel, permit to modify the


time in which the valve  reaches the set opening value in front of a step change of the reference
signal.


        The ramp regulation is factory set at value close to zero and it can be increased up to 14 sec max
for a step change of the reference signal from 0% to 100%.


        The two available regulations P3 and P4 permit to respectively regulate the ramp times for positive
and negative variations of the reference signal. In case of application of the driver in closed loop
systems, it is advisable to disable the ramp function: it is possible to permanently disable this func-
tion by means of a switch on the card side ( ) or temporarily, connecting the pin 6c and 6a ( ).
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5 EXTERNAL REFERENCE SIGNALS


EXTERNAL 
POTENTIOMETERS


CONNECTIONS


DIFFERENTIAL EXTERNAL REFERENCE


SOLENOIDS S1 AND S2 REFERENCE


SOLENOID S2 REFERENCE


SOLENOID S1 REFERENCE


/I OPTION 4 ÷ 20 mA


Power supply (see 4.1)
Contatcts:
positive 2a, 2c; negative 4a, 4c (see )12


Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 21 ÷ 33 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W
Current supplied to solenoids IMAX= 3,3 A square wave PWM type (for ex-proof valves IMAX = 2,5 A)
Nominal reference signal, factory preset E-ME-T-01H:                       0 ÷ 10 V at contact 12c (GND on 8a) or ±10V at contact 12c (GND on 8a or 16c)


E-ME-T-05H:                       ±10 V at contact 12c (GND on 8a or 16c)
for option /I:                         4 ÷ 20 mA at contact 12c (+) and 18c (-)


Reference signal variation range
(internal scale adjust option)


±10 V (SW pos. 1) and ±5 V (SW pos. 2)


Spool feedback signal (connector T2) ±5 V maximum range, real output value depends by spool stroke of the controlled valve
Input signal impedence Voltage Ri > 50 kw - (/I option Ri = 316 w)
Potentiometer supply +10 V / 10 mA at contact 10c and -10 V / 10 mA at contact 14c
Ramp time 14 sec. max  (0 ÷ 100 % of reference signal)
Enabling signal V = 5 ÷ 24 VDC on contact 8c with led indicator on panel; Ri ³ 30 kw (max 3 mA)
Electrical wiring Coil:                                     2 x 1 mm2               to  20 m        2 x 1,5 mm2 shielded to 40 m


Transducer:                        4 x 0,25 mm2   to  20 m        4 x 0,5 mm2 shielded to 40 m
Card format Eurocard 100 x 160 mm (Plug-in unit DIN 41494)
Card connector Male DIN 41612 /D
Connector elements available Type E-K-32M frame snap connector (see table G800)    to be ordered separately
Operating temperature 0 ÷ +50 °C (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)
Front panel dimensions 128,4 x 35,3 mm
Mass 520 g
Features Position control by PID action - Fast solenoid excitation and switching off.


Outputs to solenoids protected against accidental short circuits. Feedback cable break produces an inhibition of
the driver, zeroing the current and creating a fail-safe position in the valve.
Only for valves with not linear regulation (spool types T, DT): circuit to linearize the valve regulation characteristic.


10 kw


10 kw


10 kw







6 INSTALLATION AND START-UP


6.1    Warning:
        –  Do not insert or remove the driver while the electronic system is energized
        –  Connect the electronic driver according to the desired connection scheme (see , )
        –  The voltages must be always measured in reference to the GND (pin 8a of the connector)
        –  Refer to to identify the components mentioned in the setting procedure
        –  To check the reference signal and the regulated valve opening , use the test points T1 and T2


the on front panel
        –  To check the correct solenoid command for positive and negative regulations, use the two led


S1 and S2 (only for drivers E-ME-T-05H)


6.2    Start-up
        It is possible that the factory settings do not match the required performances for the specific


application. The system can be optimized on field, by setting in sequence the bias, scale and
ramp potentiometers.


        It is advisable to perform calibration procedures in the order given below.


        Bias adjustment (dead band compensation), see , , 
        – Supply a reference signal voltage (0 VDC for E-ME-T-01H and ±0,2 VDC for E-ME-T-05H)


        –  Gradually turn potentiometer(s) (P1 for coil S1 and P2 for coil S2) until a movement of the con-
trolled actuator is obtained


        –  Turn slowly in the opposite sense until stop is obtained


        Scale adjustment, see , , 
Set the scale switch (see -A) depending to the selec-


ted range of the reference signal.
        In case it is required the regulation of the valve max opening, proceed as follow:
        –  supply max reference signal (for E-ME-T-05H driver repeat for max negative voltage) in the spe-


cificated range and turn counterclockwise internal scale potentiometers P5 and P6 (factory pre-
set to 100%) to reduce valve opening (see -C)


        Gain, see , - only for valves with not linear regulation (spool types T, DT)
        Front panel potentiometer P7 could be rotated to increase sensitivity and positioning accuracy of


the axis (clockwise rotation = increase in sensitivity). Factory preset completely counterclockwise.


        Ramps, see , 
        If the card is being used in a open loop system push the switch from position ramp off (standard)


to position ramp on, (see -B). Calibrate the ramp settings only if dynamic impacts and tenden-
cies towards instability persist after optimizations of the whole system. Adjust the ramp settings
using the ramp potentiometers (P3 and P4) until the phenomenon has been eliminated (Clockwise
rotation = increase in ramp time).
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9 E-ME-T-01H DIAGRAM


10 E-ME-T-05H DIAGRAM


Reference [V]


Valve opening [%]


7 RAMPS AND SETTINGS


DISSYMETRICAL RISIND AND
FALLING RAMPS GENERATOR


P3 P4


P3 P4


A


B


POS. 1 = 0 ÷ +10 / ±10 V
(STD SETTING)


POS. 2 = 0 ÷ +5 / ±5 V


RAMP OFF
(STD SETTING)


RAMP ON


P5                                  P6


SCALE
SWITCH


RAMP
SWITCH


Reference [V]


Valve opening [%]


Valve Opening


C


ATTENUATION
TILL 20% OF FULL
REFERENCE
SIGNAL


Time


A


B


C


CONNECT TO AN EFFICIENT EARTH POINT


8 E-ME-T-05H TOPOGRAPHICAL VIEW OF REGULATIONS


Power on (green)
Fail safe led (red)


Channel enabled led (solenoid S1)         S1


Rising ramp                                             P3


Falling ramp                                            P4


Reference signal test point                      T1


Bias solenoid S1                                      P1


Bias solenoid S2                                      P2


Channel enabled led (solenoid S2)         S2


Transducer position test                          T2


Gain regulation ± 0,4%                           P7


(1)


(2)


(1)


(1)


(1) Only E-ME-T-05H/*
(2) Only E-ME-T-01H/* for valves with not linear regulation (spool types T, DT)


P7


Reference [V]


Valve opening [%]


SWITCH A REFERENCE [V]


POS. 1 ±10


POS. 2 ± 5


P1


P2


SWITCH A REFERENCE [V]


POS. 1 0 ÷ 10 (±10)


POS. 2 0 ÷ 5 (± 5)


P1


P5


P6


P5


P6


P5


        Gain, see - only for valves with not linear regulation (spool types T, DT)
        Pressure gain adjustment around “zero” increases sensitivity and positioning accuracy of the axis


and optimize the valve operation according to the stiffness of the system by increasing the hydrau-
lic gain of the valve around the hydraulic zero.
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12 WIRING BLOCK DIAGRAM


02/17


13 GENERAL CONNECTIONS


ENABLE (+24 VDC)


+10 VDC 10 mA


REFERENCE +


-10 VDC 10 mA


-15 VDC 20 mA


+15 VDC 50 mA


GND


SPOOL FEEDBACK


24 VDC


FAULT


REFERENCE -


COIL S1


COIL S2
(E-ME-T-05H)


24VDC


+


-


POWER SUPPLY
24 VDC ± 10%


4700 µF / 40 V


GND REFERENCE
WITH COMMON
GROUND


DIFFERENTIAL
REFERENCE
SIGNAL INPUT


RAMP SWITCH OFF


INTERNAL SUPPLY


TRANZORB


POWER GND


SIGNAL GND


-15V


GND


SIGNAL


+15V


FEEDBACK


SCALE


OFFSET


+10 V


-10 V


+24 V


ENABLE


SCALE
SWITCH


x 1 (*)
x 0.5


P7
GAIN


(1) = Factory pre-set        (2) = Only E-ME-T-01H/* for valves with not linear regulation (spool types T, DT)


SHIELD


BIAS S1


BIAS S2


REFERENCE


CURRENT
FEEDBACK


CURRENT
FEEDBACK


DOUBLE SOLENOID VALVE SINGLE SOLENOID VALVE


RAMP 1


RAMP SWITCH (1)


RAMP 2


LINEARIZATION(2)


LED


LED S1


LED S2


RAMP EXCLUSION


GND


P5


P6


SHIELD


SPOOL FEEDBACK


ELETTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
Atos electronic drivers and proportional valves are designed according to the 2014/30/UE Directive (Electromagnetic Compatibility) and according
to EN 50081-2 (Emission) and EN 50082-2 (Immunity) standards. The electromagnetic compatibility of electronic drivers is valid only for wirings
realized according to the typical electric connections shown in this technical table.
The device must be verified on the machine because the magnetic field may be different from the test conditions.
SAFETY
The electrical signals (for example reference signals, feedback and enable signal) of electronic drivers must not be used to realize safety condi-
tions of the machine. This is in accordance with the provisions of European directives (Safety requirements of fluid technology systems and com-
ponents-hydraulics, EN 982). Special attention must be payed to switch-on/switch-off of electronic drivers because they could produce uncontrol-
led movements of actuators operated by the proportional valves.


11 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS


14 EARTH CONNECTIONS


CONTROL UNIT


E-ME-T-0*H PROPORTIONAL VALVE


TRANSDUCER ACTUATORS


RAMPS


BIAS S1
CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


CONNECTORS TYPE 666 (see table K500)


CONNECTOR TYPE 345 (see table K500)


+VCC


-15 V


+15 V


+VCC


+VCC


+VCC


+VCC


BIAS S2
CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


DRIVING CURR.


SPOOL FEEDBACK


SPOOL
POSITION
CONTROL


COIL S1


COIL S2


Note: S1 and S2 solenoids are referred respectively to B port side and A port side.


FAULT


E     :PROTECTIVE EARTH
TE   :NOISELESS EARTH


C  :ALTERNATE BONDING CONNECTION TO NOISELESS EARTH TERMINAL


INTERNAL
FUSE


4 A fast








Electronic drivers type E-ME-T-2*H
analog, Euro double card format, for proportional valves with transducer


E-ME-T-2*H electronic drivers supply
single and double solenoid proportio-
nal valves type ZO(R)-T with the cor-
rect current signal to align valve regu-
lation to the error signal.


The driver operates the spool's position
control proportionally to the input volta-
ge reference signals supplying a swit-
ching current to the solenoids.
Bias adjustment is available for accura-
te valve regulations.


A typical application is the two- axes
close-loop synchronization for bending
presses.


This double driver is supplied already
set, coupled with two suitable propor-
tional valves, optimizing their perfor-
mances.


The electronic driver is in Eurocard for-
mat (2 x DIN 41494 - Plug-in-units). A
backplane connector is used to wire
low-power signals (setpoints, enable,
etc.). Valve coil, transducer and power
supply wires (24VDC) are connected on
the front side by means of a terminal
board connector.


This version includes the following
improved features:
-   electronic filters on input and output


lines
-   test point for reference and feedback


on front panel


Series number


Set code (see note)


1 MODEL CODE


2 BLOCK DIAGRAM


TG170


USER FUNCTIONS AND
CONTROL OPTIONS


USER
INTERFACE


USER
INTERFACE


CNC
SYSTEM


REFERENCE R1


DEAD BAND S1


POSITION
CONTROL


SPOOL
FEEDBACK


COIL S1


COIL S2


SPOOL
FEEDBACK


VALVE  2


S


WB


WA
S


WB


WAVALVE  1


COIL S1


COIL S2


(*) = dotted line for E-ME-T-25H


CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


DEAD BAND S2


DEAD BAND  S1


POSITION
CONTROL


CURRENT
AMPLIFIER


DEAD BAND S2


REFERENCE R2


POSITION TRANSDUCER


ELECTRONIC DRIVER E-ME-T-21H (*)


SUPPLY 24VDC


VALVE 2


SUPPLY 24VDC


VALVE 1


DEAD BAND
ADJUST


SPOOL POSITION
CONTROL


RAMP GENERATOR SAFETY
PROTECTIONS


FEEDBACK
FAULT
SENSE


RAMP GENERATOR SAFETY
PROTECTIONS


FEEDBACK
FAULT
SENSE


DEAD BAND
ADJUST


SPOOL POSITION
CONTROL


E-ME  =electronic driver
in Eurocard 
format


T = driver for -T proportional
valve with transducer


21H = for single solenoid proportional valves
25H = for double solenoid proportional valves


www.atos.com Table TG170-0/E


Options:
-    =standard with rising and falling


ramps
/C =suitable to receive current feedback


signals 4 ÷ 20 mA (available only for
ex-proof and armoured valves).


/I    =suitable to receive current reference
signal 4 ÷ 20 mA.


Note:The set code identifies the correspondence between the driver and the relevant proportional
valve (see 4.4).


E-ME T- - 21H – ** /*







3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH SECTION OF E-ME-T-2*H ELECTRONIC DRIVERS


4 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS


4.1   Power supply and wirings for each regulator


       The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered (use a


4700µF/63V capacitor when ripple > 10%). Never insert or remove the driver while the


electronic system is powered on.


       The driver is protected against overloads by an internal safety fuse: 4 A fast fuse (see ).


4.2   Reference signal


        The electronic driver is designed to receive external voltage reference signals according to


, . Connect the electronic driver according to , , .


4.3   Set code


       Basic calibration of the electronic driver is factory preset according to proportional valve it


has to be coupled with. The two drivers on the card E-ME-T-2*H are supplied with the


same basic calibration. These pre-calibrations are identified by a standard number in the


model code.
        For correct set code selection, please include in the driver order also the complete


code of the connected proportional valve (for ex-proof valves see tables F600, E125).
       For further information about set code, please contact Atos technical office.


4.4   Calibration/settings accessible to the user


       –  Scale


           The relation between the driving current and the reference signal is fixed. For single


solenoid valves with two external operating positions (-*60, -*40), the reference signal


is ±10V (the same as double solenoid valve). Only for particular requirements a sepa-


rate scale adjust for solenoid S1 and S2 (internal potentiometers P7, P16 for solenoid


S1 and P8, P17 for solenoid S2) to obtain differential hydraulic operations in particular


working conditions (see ).


       –  Bias (dead band compensation), see ,


           Regulation of dead band adjust the hydraulic zero of the valve (adjustment of starting


position) to the corresponding electrical zero. The electronic card is factory preset for


the valve it is coupled with according to the set code (see section 4.3 ). For double


solenoid driver E-ME-T-25H/* a step function generator becomes active when the


input reference voltage signal is greater than ±200mV enabling start current set by


front panel bias potentiometers P1 and P2 for independent dead band regulation.
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5 EXT. REFERENCE SIGNALS R1, R2


EXTERNAL 
POTENTIOMETER


CONNECTIONS
(connector
DIN 41612/D)


SOLENOID S1
REFERENCE


SOLENOID S2
REFERENCE


SOLENOIDS S1 AND S2
REFERENCE


DIFFERENTIAL EXTERNAL
REFERENCE R1, R2


A32 (+10)


C20


C12/C14 (GND)


A20


A20


C12/C14 (GND)


C20


C32 (-10 V)


A32 (+10)


C20


C32


C12/C14


A20


C20


A20 


C12/C14


10 kW


10 kW


10 kW


Power supply (see 4.1): plug connector
on front panel with two contacts
Contatcts:
positive 2a; negative 4a, 4c (see )10


Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 21 ÷ 28 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Smooth battery voltage (continuous) :  21 ÷ 40 VDC


Max power consumption 50 W per valve


Current supplied to solenoids IMAX = 3,3 A square wave PWM type (with solenoid type ZO-T with resistance 3,2 W)
IMAX = 2,5 A square wave PWM type (with explosion-proof solenoid with resistance 3,2 W)


Nominal reference signal ±10 V differential amplifier at contact 20c (+) and 20a (-)


Input signal impedence Voltage Ri > 50 kW
Reference voltage for external electronics -10 V / 10 mA from 32c contact


+10 V / 10 mA from 32a contact


Enabling signal V = 6 ÷ 40 VDC on contact 16a with led indicator on front panel; Ri ³ 30 kW (max 3 mA)


Cable break fault alarm (22a) Active low; no alarm: +24 VDC (max 100 mA)


Valve electrical wirings screw type 
8 pin plug connector on front panel
(plug included)


Coil:                     S1           contacts 3,4         2 x 1 mm 2 up to 20 m - 2 x 1,5 mm 2 shielded up to 40 m
                           S1           contacts 5,6


                            -15 V       contact 7              


Transducer:        +15 V     contact 8              4 x 0,25 mm 2 up to 20 m - 4 x 0,5 mm 2 shielded up to 40 m
                           rif. 0 V    contact 9
                           signal     contact 10


Card format Double Eurocard 233,4 x 160 x 40 mm (width x length x height) (Plug-in unit DIN 41494)
Back card connector Male DIN 41612 /D
Connector elements available Type E-K-32M/2 card holder/screw connections (see table G800)    to be ordered separately
Operating temperature 0 ÷ 50 °C (storage -20 ÷ 70 °C)
Total mass 430 g (without front panel)


Features Position control by PID action - Fast solenoid excitation and switching off.
Outputs to solenoids protected against accidental short circuits. Feedback cable break produces an inhibition
of the driver, zeroing the current and creating a fail-safe position in the valve.
Diagnostic state of the valve spool position.







TG170


6 INSTALLATION AND START-UP


       It is advisable to perform calibration procedures in the order given below.


6.1   Warning:
       –  Never insert or remove the driver while the electronic system is powered on.
       –  Voltages must always be measured with reference to GND (test point TP2).
       –  Refer to , to identify components mentioned in calibration procedures.


6.2   Start-up
       The operations described here follow must be applied to each driver on the card.


Factory preset adjustment may not meet the desired requirements for the specific
application and performances can be optimized by on-site re-adjustments of bias and
scale potentiometers, in sequence. Connect each electronic driver according to the
desired connection diagram (see , , ).


       -   Enabling signal, see , 
           The electronic driver operate when the contact 16a is supplied with an enabling


signal (usually 24VDC). It could be useful in emergency conditions to inhibit the driver
by zeroing this signal (enable led off).


       -   Bias adjustment (dead band compensation), see , , 
       For version E-ME-T-21H:
           – supply a reference signal voltage 0 VDC


           – gradually operate the potentiometer P1 until stop of the controlled actuator is obtai-
ned


       For version E-ME-T-25H:
           – supply a reference signal voltage +0,2 VDC


           – gradually turn clockwise the potentiometer P1 for solenoid S1 until a movement of
the controlled actuator is obtained


           – gradually turn in the opposite sense the potentiometer P1 until stop of the control-
led actuator is obtained


           – repeat the operation and supply a reference signal voltage -0,2 VDC by the potentio-
meter P2


       -   Scale adjustment, see , , 
           Factory preset reference signal is 0 ÷ +10V for E-ME-T-21H and ±10V for E-ME-T-25H


(see 4.4). Only in particular cases when a non standard reference signal is available
it is possible to adjust maximum valve opening with scale regulation proceeding as
follow:


           –  supply a +10 VDC reference signal (for E-ME-T-25H repeat the operation for -
10lVDC reference signal) and, if it is necessary, turn counterclockwise the internal
scale potentiometers P7, P16 and P8, P17 (factory preset to 100%) to reduce
valve opening (see 7)
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8 E-ME-T*-25H TOPOGRAPHICAL VIEW OF REGULATIONS


7 E-ME-T-2*H TOPOGRAPHICAL VIEW


9 E-ME-T-2*H DIAGRAM


V
A


LV
E


 2


P17


P16


Only for E-ME-T-25H


Note: Front panel supplied only on request.


Bias P2


Bias P1


Reference [V]


Valve opening [%]


VALVE 2 - AS VALVE 1


FUSE


V
A


LV
E


 1


P8


P7


FUSE


(*)


(*)


(*)


(*)


(*) Terminal block connectors included


Scale
S2 (**)


(P8, P17)


Valve opening [%]


Reference [V]


Scale
S1 (**)


(P7, P16)


P7
P16


P8
P17


(**) Attenuation till 50% of full reference signal


V
A


LV
E


 1


P1 Bias adjustment solenoid S1


TP8 Not connected


TP7 Transducer voltage


TP6 Signal input +


TP5 Signal input -


TP4 Enable (6 ÷ 40V)


TP3 - 10V; 10 mA


TP2 Control zero


TP1 + 10V; 10 mA


Transducer signal


GND transducer signal


Transducer +15V


Transducer -15V


Coil S2+


Coil S2-


Coil S1+


Coil S1-


Power supply +24V


Power supply GND


Cable break error led


Enable led


P2 Bias adjustment solenoid S2







10 WIRING BLOCK DIAGRAM (for each electronic driver)


07/16


11 REAR CONNECTIONS FOR EACH SECTION


ac
2


4


6


8


10


12


14


16


18


20


22


24


26


28


30


32


12 FRONT PANEL CONNECTIONS FOR EACH SECTION


POWER SUPPLY +24V (*)


+24V


COIL S2+ (*)


COIL S2- (*)


ENABLE 6...40V


- REFERENCE SIGNAL R1 (R2)


ALARM CABLE BREAK


GND


TRANSDUCER +15V (*)


+10V 10mA


(*) POWER GND


(*) POWER GND


(*) COIL S1+


(*) COIL S1-


GND


GND


REFERENCE SIGNAL R1 (R2) +


(*) TRANSDUCER SIGNAL


(*) TRANSDUCER REFERENCE 0


(*) TRANSDUCER -15V


-10V 10mA


POSITION
TRANSDUCER


COIL S2


COIL S1


ALARM
CABLE BREAK


ACTIVE LOW (0V)


FEEDBACK


ENABLE


V= 6 - 40V


CURRENT
FEEDBACK


CURRENT
FEEDBACK


INTERNAL
SUPPLY


GND REFERENCE
WITH


COMMON GROUND


POWER
SUPPLY


24VDC ± 10%


TRANZORB1000µF
50V


1000µF
50V


TP3 (-10V)


+24V


-10V 10mA


+10V 10mA


TP2 (GND)


TP3 (+10V)


POWER GND
0 VDC


(FRONT PANEL)
BIAS S1


P1


P2 
BIAS S2


(FRONT PANEL)


24V


0V


ERROR
(RED)


(ENABLE)
TP4


ENABLE
(GREEN)


(SIGNAL IN-)
TP5


TP6
(SIGNAL IN+)


DIFFERENTIAL
REFERENCE
SIGNAL INPUT
R1/R2
0 ÷ ± 10


RAMPE


R


SCALE S1
P7 (P16)


P8 (P17)
SCALE S2


(TRANSDUCER VOLTAGE)
TP7


S1+


S1-


S2+


S2-


IN ETHT-


+15VDC 20mA


-15VDC 20mA


GND


FRONT SIDE PLUG


DOUBLE SOLENOID VALVE SINGLE SOLENOID VALVE


GND


+15V
-15V


SIGNAL


24 VDC


shield


(*) Wire on screw plug on front side


NC


NC


NC


NC


NC


NC


NC


NC


Note: Front panel supplied only on request.


*


FEEDBACK


-15V


+15V


GND


NC


NC


NC


INTERNAL
FUSE
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E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


Digital electronic PES drivers with S option
integral-to-valve format, for variable displacement axial piston pumps with alternated P/Q control


PES-S
Digital drivers � are integral to the servopro-
portional valve � which pilot the variable
displacement of axial piston pumps performing
in closed loop, the control of flow and pressure
of the pump outlet line according to the two
electronic reference input signals.
The P/Q alternated control operates according
to the two electronic reference signals by a
dedicated algorithm that automatically selects
which control will be active time by time. Flow
regulation is active when the actual system
pressure is lower than the relevant input refe-
rence signal - the valve works normally to regu-
late the flow by controlling in closed-loop the
spool/poppet position through the integral LVDT
transducer �.
Pressure control is activated when the actual
system pressure, measured by remote transdu-
cers �, grows up to the relevant input referen-
ce signal - the driver reduces the pump’s flow
regulation in order to keep steady the system
pressure.
If the pressure tends to decrease under its
input reference signal, the flow control returns
active.
The dynamic response of pressure control can
be adapted to different system’s characteri-
stics, by setting the internal PID parameters
using Atos PC software.
Up to 4 different PIDs are selectable to optimize
the system dynamic response according to dif-
ferent hydraulic working conditions.


Electrical features:
• 12 pin main connector � for power supply,
additional double power supply, enable and
fault signals


• 5 pin USB connector � always present
• 3 leds for diagnostic (see 3.1)
• IN / OUT fieldbus communication connectors


� (see section )
• /S option adds two on-off inputs for multiple
pressure PID selection (NP execution) or dou-
ble power supply (fieldbus executions) and
dedicated 5 pin connector for remote pressure
transducer


• /X option integral pressure transducer with
preconfigured pressure settings


• Electrical protection against reverse polarity
of power supply


• Operating temperature range -40° ÷ +60°
• IP66 / IP67 protection degree
• Rugged construction
• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:
• Intuitive graphic interface
• Setting of pump’s functional parameters: bias,
scale, ramps, dither


• Linearization function for the hydraulic regulation
• Setting of PID gains
• Hydraulic power limitation
• Selection of analog IN / OUT range
• Complete diagnostics of driver status
• Internal oscilloscope function
• In field firmware update through USB port
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�


Scale Bias Linearization


Ramps Enhanced
Diagnostic


E-SW
programming software


Transducer �, connectors �, �, � not included, to be ordered separately


1 PUMPS RANGE


�


Pumps model
Proportional electrohydraulic control


PVPC


Data sheet A170


Driver model PES-S


�


�


�


�


NP   Not Present
BC   CANopen
BP   PROFIBUS DP
EH   EtherCAT
EW  POWERLINK
EI    EtherNet/IP


Hydraulic
Power


Limitation


Real Time
Fieldbus
Reference


USB port


�


PVPC - PES-SP -







Power supplies
(see 4.1, 4.4)


Nominal                          : +24 VDC
Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signals
(see 4.2)


Voltage:  range  ±10 VDC  (24 VMAX tollerant) Input impedance:    Ri > 50 kW  
Current:  range  ±20 mA Input impedance:    Ri = 500 W  


Monitor outputs
(see 4.3)


Output range:             voltage       ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA
                                  current        ±20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


Enable  input  (see 4.8) Range:  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC  (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 10 kW


Fault output   (see 4.7)
Output range:  0 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA;
external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads)


Alarms Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, over/under temperature, valve
spool transducer malfunctions


Pressure transducers power supply +24 VDC @ max 100 mA


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP66 / IP67 protection degree with mating connectors


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronics PCB


Operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 510 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; 3 leds for diagnostic; spool position control by P.I.D. with
rapid solenoid switching; protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-2; Emission: EN 61000-3)


Communication interface USB
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT, POWERLINK, EtherNet/IP
IEC 61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet
100 Base TX


Recommended wiring cable (see 9) LiYCY shielded cables


2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Note:   a minimum booting time between 400 and 800 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve
has been ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


L1 L2 L3


A


L L


L


D2


D2


D1


D1


D1 D2


3 CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


MAIN CONNECTOR


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


Note: connectors front view


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


USB
(female)


CANopen
(male)


12 PIN MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


CANopen
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


PE


DIAGNOSTIC LEDS
(see 3.1)


INTEGRAL 
SWASHPLATE
TRANSDUCER


PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER


/S, /X, /SX options
(female)


REMOTE PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
(only for /S option)


DO NOT REMOVE


INTEGRAL PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
(only for /X and /SX options)


PES-S


Three leds show driver operative conditions for immediate basic diagnostics. Please refer to the driver user manual for detailed information.


3.1    DIAGNOSTIC LEDS L


EtherCAT, POWERLINK,
EtherNet/IP


(female - INPUT)


EtherCAT, POWERLINK,
EtherNet/IP


(female - OUTPUT)


NP
Not Present


BC
CANopen     


BP
PROFIBUS DP


EH
EtherCAT            


EW
POWERLINK


EI
EtherNet/IP


L1 VALVE STATUS LINK/ACT


L2 NETWORK STATUS NETWORK STATUS


L3 SOLENOID STATUS LINK/ACT


FIELDBUS


LEDS


L1 L2 L3







PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply


2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply


3 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0   (see 4.7) Output - on/off signal


4 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+ and P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


5 Q_INPUT+ Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


6 Q_MONITOR Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range, referred to V0   (see 4.4) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 P_INPUT+ Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.3) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


8 P_MONITOR Pressure monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range, referred to V0   (see 4.5) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


9 D_IN Function software selectable between: power limitation enable (default), multiple pressure PID
selection or pump Enable (24 VDC) / disable (0 VDC). Referred to V0   (see 4.10) Input - on/off signal


10


11


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


TR+


NC


Remote pressure transducer input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.9)
Differential mode input


Do not connect


TR-


NC


Negative pressure transducer input signal for TR+
Differential mode input


Do not connect


3.2    Main connector signals - 12 pin - standard and standard with /X option          - see 9.1
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3.3.   Main connector signals - 12 pin - /S and /SX option - see 9.1


Note: these connections are the same of Rexroth A10VSO axial piston pumps, model SYDFEE and SYDFEC


Notes: these connections are the same of Moog radial piston pumps, model RKP-D


Standard /X


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


Input - analog signal


PIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 4.1) Input - power supply


2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 4.1) Gnd - power supply


3 Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the pump   (see 4.8) Input - on/off signal


4 Q_INPUT+ Flow reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.2) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for Q_INPUT+ and P_INPUT+ Input - analog signal


6 Flow monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.4) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 P_INPUT+ Pressure reference input signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.3) Input - analog signal
Software selectable


8 Pressure monitor output signal: ±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 4.5) Output - analog signal
Software selectable


9


10


11 Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC)   (see 4.7) Output - on/off signal


PE EARTH Internally connected to driver housing


/S and /SX


NP Fieldbus


ENABLE referred to:
V0                  VL0


Q_MONITOR referred to:
V0                  VL0


P_MONITOR referred to:
V0                  VL0


D_IN0


VL+


Input - on/off signal


Input - power supply


Function software selectable between: multiple pressure PID selection (default) or
power limitation enable. Referred to V0


Power supply 24 VDC for driver’s logic and communication


Power supply 0 VDC for driver’s logic and communication


D_IN1


VL0 (1)


Function software selectable between: multiple pressure PID selection (default) or
power limitation enable. Referred to V0


Gnd - power supply


Input - on/off signal


FAULT referred to:
V0                  VL0


(1) do not disconnect VL0 before VL+ when the driver is connected to PC USB port


Remote pressure transducer connections - only for standard


AC
DC


main connector


E-ATR
pressure
transducer
(see GS465)


TR+


TR-


V+


V0


TR


24 VDC
0 VDC


Voltage


AC
DC


main connector


E-ATR
pressure
transducer
(see GS465)


TR+


TR-


V+


TR


24 VDC
0 VDC


Current
power supply power supply







                 EH, EW, EI fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 4 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 TX+ Transmitter


2 RX+ Receiver


3 TX- Transmitter


4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


                 BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 CAN_SHLD Shield


2 not used -        pass-through connection (2)


3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line


4 CAN_H Bus line (high)


5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


                 USB connector - M12 - 5 pin always present


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V_USB Power supply


2 ID Identification


3 GND_USB Signal zero data line


4 D- Data line -


5 D+ Data line +


                 BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V Termination supply signal


2 LINE-A Bus line (high)


3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero


4 LINE-B Bus line (low)


5 SHIELD


3.4    Communication connectors           -         - see 9.3


3.5    Pressure transducer connector - M12 - 5 pin - only for /S, /X, /SX options    -          - see 9.2


Atos digital drivers are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).


Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals inclu-


ded in the E-SW programming software.


The electrical signals of the driver (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s safety


components, as prescribed by the European standards.


4.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)


        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        In case of double power supply see 4.6.


        A safety fuse is required in series to each power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse.


4.2    Flow reference input signals (Q_INPUT+)


        Functionality of Q_INPUT+ signal, is used as reference for the pump’s flow.


        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected pump code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.


        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


        Drivers with fieldbus interface can be software set to receive reference signal directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus reference).


        Analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


4.3    Pressure reference input signal (P_INPUT+)


        Functionality of P_INPUT+ signal, is used as reference for the driver pressure closed loop.


        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected pump code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.


        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


        Drivers with fieldbus interface can be software set to receive reference signal directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus reference).


        Analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


4.4    Flow monitor output signal (Q_MONITOR)


        The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual pump swashplate position; the monitor output signal can be software set to show


other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference, pilot spool position).


        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected pump code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.


        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


4 SIGNALS SPECIFICATIONS


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended                           (2): pin 2 can be fed with external +5V supply of CAN interface


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NOTES Voltage Current


1 VF +24V Power supply +24VDC Output - power supply Connect Connect


2 TR Signal transducer
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range - see 4.9


Input - analog signal
Software selectable Connect Connect


3 AGND Common gnd for transducer power and signals Common gnd Connect /


4 NC Not Connect / /


5 NC Not Connect / /


Remote pressure transducer connection - example


1 VF+ 24V 1 V+ 1 V+


2 TR 4 TR 3 TR


3 AGND 3 V0 4 NC


4 NC 2 NC 2 NC


5 NC 5 NC 5 NC


for /S option


ZH-5PM/1.5 ZBE-08 1


4


2


3


5


to be connected 
to pressure transducer E-ATR


Voltage signal Current signal
1


2


3


4


5


Note: connectors front view


to be connected 
to electronic driver
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4.5    Pressure monitor output signal (P_MONITOR)


        The driver generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual pressure on the pump outlet line; the monitor output signal can be software set to


show other signals available in the driver (e.g. analog reference, pressure reference).


        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected pump code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.


        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


4.6   Power supply for driver’s logic and communication (VL+ and VL0 ) - only for /S and /SX options for fieldbus executions


        The power supply for driver’s logic and communication must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V


capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.


        The separate power supply for driver's logic on pin 9 and 10, allow to remove solenoid power supply from pin 1 and 2 maintaining active the diagnostics,


USB and fieldbus communications.


        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver’s logic and communication power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


4.7    Fault output signal (FAULT)


        Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the driver (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference or pressure/swashplate/pilot transducer


signal cable broken, maximum error exceeded, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.


        Fault status is not affected by the status of the Enable input signal.


        Fault output signal can be used as digital output by software selection.


4.8    Enable input signal (ENABLE) - only for /S and /SX options


        To enable the driver, supply 24 VDC on pin 3: Enable input signal allows to enable/disable the current supply to the solenoid, without removing the


electrical power supply to the driver; it is used to active the communication and the other driver functions when the valve must be disabled for safety


reasons. This condition does not comply with European Norms EN13849-1 (ex EN954-1).


        Enable input signal can be used as digital input by software selection.


4.9 Pressure transducer input signal


        Analog pressure transducers can be directly connected to the driver.


        Analog input signal is factory preset according to selected pump code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option.


        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


            Refer to the pump technical table to transducer characteristics to select the transducer’s maximum pressure.


        Standard:


        Remote pressure transducer can be directly connected to the main connector on the driver (see 3.2)


        /S option


        Remote pressure transducer can be directly connected to a dedicated M12 connector  (see 3.5)


        /X and /SX options


         Integral-to-pump transducer is directly connected with a dedicated M12 connector and no remote transducer is required; current input signal (4 ÷ 20 mA)


of the integral transducer allows cable break detection functionality


Standard /S option /X and /SX options


�


�


�


� = remote transducer


� = M12 connector


Note: � and � to be ordered separately  


�


�


�


4.10  Logic Input Signal (D_IN) - only for standard and standard with /X option


        D_IN on-off input signal can be software set to perform one of the following functions:


        - enable and disable the driver functioning (apply 0 VDC to disable and 24 VDC to enable the driver) - see 4.8


        - switch between two pressure PID settings (apply 0 VDC to select SET1 pressure PID and 24 VDC to select SET2) - see 4.11


        - enable and disable the power limitation function (default setting, apply 0V to disable and 24VDC to enable the power limitation) - see 7.7


4.11  Multiple PID selection (D_IN0 and D_IN1) - only for /S and /SX options in NP execution


        Two on-off input signals are available on the main connector to select one of the four pressure PID
parameters setting, stored into the driver.


        Switching the active setting of pressure PID during the machine cycle allows to optimize the system
dynamic response in different hydraulic working conditions (volume, flow, etc.).


        Supply a 24 VDC or a 0 VDC on pin 9 and/or pin 10, to select one of the PID settings as indicated by
binary code table at side. Gray code can be selected by software.


4.12  Possible combined options: /SX


PID SET SELECTION


PIN SET 1 SET 2 SET 3 SET 4


9 0 24 VDC 0 24 VDC


10 0 0 24 VDC 24 VDC


� = remote transducer


� = main connector


Note: � and � to be ordered separately  


� = integral transducer


� = M12 connector


Note: � and � included  







reference


Bias


Scale


7.1, 7.2 - Scale, Bias


driver regulation


t


t


reference


driver regulation


7.3 - Ramps


The following is a brief description of the main settings and features of digital drivers with alternated P/Q control.


For a detailed descriptions of available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user


manual included in the E-SW programming software:


E-MAN-RI-PES - user manual for PES-S digital drivers


7.1    Scale


        Scale function allows to set the maximum pump flow and pressure at maximum reference signal value.


        This regulation allows to reduce the maximum pump regulations in front of maximum reference signal.


        Two different Scale regulations are available for flow and pressure.


7.2    Bias


        The Bias function can be set to limit internally the minimum flow and pressure references indipenden-


tly from the external reference value thus optimizing pumps’s performances.


        Refer to the programming manuals for a detailed description of other software selectable Bias functions.


7.3    Ramps


        The ramp generator allows to convert sudden change of electronic reference signal into smooth time-


dependent increasing/decreasing of both pump regulations.


        Different ramp mode can be set (separately for flow and pressure):


        - single ramp for any reference variation


        - two ramps for increasing and for decreasing reference variations


        Ramp generator is useful for application where smooth hydraulic actuation is necessary to avoid


machine vibration and shocks.


        If the pump is driven by a closed loop driver, the ramps can lead to unstable behaviour, for these


applications ramp function can be software disabled (default setting).


7.4    Linearization


        Linearization function allows to set the relation between the reference input signal and the controlled


pump’s regulation (separately for flow and pressure).


        Linearization is useful for applications where it is required to linearize the pump’s regulation in a defi-


ned working condition.


7.5    Dither


        The dither is an high frequency modulation added to the pump reference signal (flow and pressure)


to reduce the hysteresis of the pump regulations; in fact a small vibration in the pump hydraulic regu-


lation considerably reduces the mechanical friction effects (e.g. due to cylinder seals).


        Dither frequency and amplitude are software selectable; the amplitude is automatically reduced at


high reference values (high regulated flow) to avoid possible instability.


        Lower frequency and higher amplitude reduce hysteresis but also reduce the regulation stability.


In some application this can lead to vibration and noise: right setting usually depends on system


setup. Dither default setting is disabled.


7 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS


Scale


reference


Bias


7.4 - Linearization


driver regulation


5 IN / OUT FIELDBUS COMMUNICATION CONNECTOR


6 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500 USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


Two fieldbus communication connectors are always available for digital drivers executions BC, BP, EH, EW, EI.


This features allows considerable technical advantages in terms of installation simplicity, wirings reduction and


also avoid the usage expensive T-connectors.


For BC and BP executions the fieldbus connectors have an internal pass-through connection and can be used


like end point of the fieldbus network, using an external terminator (see tech table GS500).


For EH, EW and EI execution the external terminators are not required: each connector is internally terminated.


BC and BP pass-through connection


fieldbus
network


fieldbus
interface


fieldbus
network


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC               web download = software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com ; service and DVD not included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access Atos Download Area 


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-*/PQ                  DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


E-SW-*-N/PQ              DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of E-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Pump's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos E-SW
programming software connected via USB port to the digital driver. For fieldbus versions, the software permits
pump's parameterization through USB port also if the driver is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


The software is available in different versions according to the driver’s options:
E-SW-BASIC        support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)                       IR (Infrared)
E-SW-FIELDBUS support:           BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
E-SW-*/PQ            support:           valves with SP, SF, SL alternated control (e.g. E-SW-BASIC/PQ)


WARNING: drivers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)
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8 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


B


A1


A2


D1


D2


A1


A2


B


B


PES-S


PROFIBUS DP


ZM-5PM/BP


ZM-5PM


ZM-5PF


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT


POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


CANopen


ZM-5PF/BP


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


ZH-5PM/1.5
REMOTE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
(only for /S option)
cable lenght 1,5m


INTEGRAL SWASHPLATE
TRANSDUCER


Main
connectors


INTEGRAL PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
(only for /X and /SX options)


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


Q


Q1


p1 ppressure
feedback


reference signal
for pump flow


�


7.7 - Hydraulic Power Limitation


regulation curve � with and 
� without  power limitation. 
p1 x Q1 = max power limit 


�


7.6    Multiple pressure PID


        Four sets for pressure PID parameters are stored into the driver: switching in real-time the active pressure PID parameters during machine cycle
allows to optimize the system dynamic response in different hydraulic working conditions (volume, flow, etc.).


        The available commands to switch these PID pressure sets depend on the driver execution:


7.7    Hydraulic Power Limitation


        A limit to the maximum pump’s hydraulic power can be software set into the driver thus limiting the


electric power consumption of the motor coupled to the pump: when the actual requested hydraulic


power pxQ (pressure transducer feeback x flow reference value) reaches the max power limit


(p1xQ1), the driver automatically reduces the flow pump regulation.


        The higher is the pressure feedback the lower is the pumps’s regulated flow:


              Flow regulation = Min ( PowerLimit [kW]
x 


1
; Flow Reference)


              
Pressure Feedback [bar]      Flow Full Scale [l/min]


        The hydraulic power limitation, disabled as default, can be enabled using the Atos pc software or the


fieldbus communication (fieldbus executions).


        Standard and standard with /X option allow also to enable and disable this function during the machi-


ne cycle, using the D_IN on-off input available on the main connector (see 4.10).


Fieldbus Driver Commands


NP


Standard and 
Standard with /X option


1 on-off input on main connector allow to switch the 2 PID parameters
(SET1 and SET2, see 4.10)


/S and /SX options 
2 on-off inputs allow to switch the 4 PID parameters set
(SET1.. SET4 - see 4.11)


BC, BP, EH, EW, EI All versions real-time fieldbus communication can switch between the 4 PID parameters set
(SET1 -  SET4 - see driver manuals)


ZM-12P - 12 pin (Metallic)


ZH-12P - 12 pin (Plastic)


E-TRM-BP-M12/4PF - Terminator


E-TRM-BC-M12/5PM - Terminator


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAPS
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm







9 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


9.3    Fieldbus communication connectors


CONNECTOR TYPE BC CANopen (1) BP PROFIBUS DP (1) EH EtherCAT, EW POWERLINK,
EI EtherNet/IP (2)


CODE ZM-5PF ZM-5PM ZM-5PF/BP ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


Type 5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


4 pin male
straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding B – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding D – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Metallic Metallic Metallic


Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 4÷8 mm


Cable CANbus Standard (DR 303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard Ethernet standard CAT-5


Connection type screw terminal screw terminal terminal block


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67 IP 67


Notes: (1) E-TRM-** terminators can be ordered separately - see tech table GS500 (2) internally terminated


9.1    Main  connectors - 12 pin


CONNECTOR TYPE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER


CODE ZH-5PM/1.5


Type 5 pin male straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101


Material Plastic


Cable gland Connector moulded on cables 1,5 m lenght


Cable 5 x 0,25 mm2


Connection type molded cable


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67


9.2    Remote pressure transducer connectors


10 MODEL CODE FOR SPARE PARTS


(1) set code identifies the corrispondance between the integral driver and the relevant valve; it is assigned by Atos when the driver is ordered as spare part


Integral drivers are available as spare parts only for Atos authorized service centers.


01H = for single solenoid proportional valves


Integral electronic driver


P   = closed loop integral digital P/Q
driver with1 LVDT angular tran-
sducer and1 remoted pressure
transducer


Set code (1)


Series number


ES = full Options, see section :
-  = standard with pressure transducer included on main


connector
X= integral pressure transducer with pre-configured pressure


settings
S= with 2 on-off inputs for multiple pressure PID selection for NP


execution or double power supply for fieldbus execution,
plus dedicated connector for remote pressure transducer


3


Alternated P/Q control:
S = closed loop pressure control


*01H /--- NPSESPE-RI - * *


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular


Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651


Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass


Cable gland PG13,5 () PG16


Recommended cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Conductor size 0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2  - available for 12 wires 0,14 mm2 to 0,5 mm2 - available for 9 wires
0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2 - available for 3 wires


Connection type to crimp to crimp


Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


04/17


Fieldbus interface, USB port always present:
NP  = Not Present               EH = EtherCAT
BC = CANopen                  EW= POWERLINK
BP  = PROFIBUS DP          EI   = EtherNet/IP








Ex-proof pressure transducers type E-ATRA-7
analog, for open and closed loop systems - ATEX and IECEx certifications


E-ATRA-7


Pressure transducer amplified type
for ex-proof applications


I = current output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA (1)


Series number


400 *


1 MODEL CODE


G466


Pressure measuring range:
60 = 0 ÷   60 bar
160 = 0 ÷ 160 bar
250 = 0 ÷ 250 bar
400 = 0 ÷ 400 bar


I/


Table G466-4/Ewww.atos.com


���


Ex-proof E-ATRA-7 pressure transducers
measure the static and dynamic pressure of
the hydraulic fluid, supplying a current out-
put signal.
The sensor is composed by a thin-film circuit
�, with high resistance to overloads and
pressure peaks.
The integrated electronic circuit � supplies
an amplified voltage or current output signal,
proportional to the hydraulic pressure, with
thermal drift compensation.
The transducer housing and electronics hou-
sing are designed to contain the possible
explosion which could be caused by the pre-
sence of the gas mixture inside the housing,
thus avoiding dangerous propagation in the
external environment.
They are also designed to limit the external
temperature according to the certified class
to avoid the self ignition of the explosive mix-
ture present in the environment.
E-ATRA-7 equip ex-proof pressure control
digital proportional valves with integral tran-
sducer and electronics, TERS execution (see
tech table F650).
They are also used in association with other
Atos ex-proof digital proportionals to perform
closed loop pressure controls:
• pressure control valves with remote pres-


sure transducer, AERS execution (see
tech table F650)


Features:
• Factory preset and calibrated
• 5 m cable connection �
• 1/4" GAS - DIN 3852 hydraulic connection


(pressure port orifice Ø 0,6 mm)
• IP67 protection degree
• CE mark according to EMC directive


3 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF EX-PROOF PRESSURE TRANSDUCER


E-ATRA-7 / 400 / I


/


(1) available only with current output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA


Pressure measuring range 0 ÷ 60/160/250/400 bar;  other values availables on request
Note: negative pressure can damage the pressure transducer


Overload pressure 2 x FS without exceeding 600 bar


Burst pressure 5 x FS without exceeding 1700 bar


Response time £ 1 ms
Temperature compensated 0 ÷ +80 °C


Thermal drift @ zero: £ ±0,025 % FS/°C max;   @ FS: £ ±0,025 % FS/°C max
Accuracy £ ±0,5 % FS
Non-Linearity £  ±0,2 % of FS (BFSL) as per IEC 61298-2
Fluid Compatibility Hydraulic oil as per DIN51524...535 for other fluid please contact Atos technical department


Power supply 24 VDC nominal;    maximum range 10 ÷ 30 VDC


Output signal Current output signal 4 ÷ 20 mA (2 wire); for max load see section 5


Wiring protections Against reverse polarity on power supply and short-circuit on output signal


Materials Wetted parts: stainless steel and Elgiloy®; seals: FPM


Mass Approx. 240 g


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) EN 61326 emission (group 1, class B) and immunity (industrial application)


Vibration resistance 20 g   according to DIN EN 60068-2-6


Shock resistance 1000 g   according to DIN EN 60068-2-27


Protection class IP67


Notes: FS = Full Scale;     BFSL = Best Fit Straight Line


ATEX certification
IECEx certification


II 2G Ex db IIC T6...T1 Gb
Ex db IIC T6...T1 Gb


Temperature class
(only for Group II) T6 T5 T4


Surface temperature £ 85 °C £ 100 °C £ 135 °C
Ambient temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C -40 ÷ +75 °C -40 ÷ +102 °C


Mechanical construction Flame proof housing classified Ex d, according to EN 60079-0: 2012, EN 60079-1: 2014
Electrical connection Type: 5 m cable 2 wires + shield


Special features Available on request with FM, CSA, EAC, INMETRO and KAZINMETR certification
For further details, please contact Atos technical department


2 EXPLOSION PROOF CERTIFICATION MAIN DATA







6 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


06/16


5 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS


BLACK


RED


AGND


The max resistance RL [W] is calculated:


RL


max 50 Nm


4 INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING


4.1 Warning


E-ATRA-7 transducers have to be installed as near as possible to the point where the pressure have to be measured, taking care that the oil flow is


not turbulent.


4.2 Commissioning


Install the transducer in the hydraulic circuit.


Switch-off the power supply before connecting and disconnecting the transducer cable as shown in scheme .5
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